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1. Introduction

An accident occurred at Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 of the Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc.

(abbreviated to KEPCO hereinafter) on August 9, 2004. A secondary piping ruptured and

high temperature secondary cooling water flowed out, so the reactor shut down automatically.

An investigation was carried out on the spot and an opening was confirmed in a pipe of the

condensate system. /

This accident was one of so-called secondary piping rupture accidents of a pressurized water

reactor (PWR). When compared to the results of an analysis of the same kind accident in the

safety review, no particular problem was recognized in the reactor parameter variations

immediately after the accident. However, the accident resulted in a serious consequence that

was unprecedented at a nuclear power plant. That is, of the workers working in the turbine

building, 5 were killed and 6 were injured.

Immediately after the occurrence of the accident, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

(abbreviated to NISA hereinafter) dispatched a Deputy Director-General to the scene and

established an on-site countermeasure headquarters to take measures after the accident.

On the following day, the 10th, Minister Nakagawa of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and

Industry visited the site. At the same time, NISA held a meeting of the Nuclear Reactor

Safety Subcommittee of the Nuclear Power Safety and Security Committee under the

Advisory Committee for Natural Resources and Energy and established an Investigation

Committee on the Secondary Piping Rupture Accident at Mihama. Power Station, Unit 3

(abbreviated to the Investigation Committee hereinafter) to investigate and discuss the

secondary piping rupture accident that occurred at Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 of KEPCO.

The Investigation Committee immediately dispatched two committee members and held the

first Investigation Committee meeting on August 11.

After that, on August 11, NISA instructed the licensees of existing'nuclear power plants or

thermal power plants above a certaiin scale to report the state of. implementation of pipe wall

thickness, control and on August 13, NISA conducted an on-the-spot inspection at the Mihama

Power Station to investigate the ruptured portion and interviewed persons concerned of the.

power station. 'Additionally, on August 30, NISA collected reports from the business

operators who did maintenance and inspection of the ruptured portion in question.

NISA has made efforts to fulfill its accountability for this accident by directly explaining the

progress status of the investigation and discussion to local governments like Mihama-cho,

Fukui Prefecture, etc.
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The Investigation Committee has held six Investigation Committee meetings (4th meeting

held in Fukui Prefecture) so far to identify the causes of the accident and discuss the measures

to take for the problems identified so far. On the other hand, the investigation to-find the

causes of the pipe rupture is ongoing and, moreover, it was decided to conduct detailed

analysis and assessment to elucidate the phenomenon. -Therefore, it seems that an additional

investigation period will be needed before the final result is obtained. Thus, NISA arranged

the investigation results so far as an interim summary based on the discussion at the

Investigation Committee.
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2. Accident situations

While Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 was in operation at the rated thermal output, a "Fire

Alarm Operation" alarm was generated at 15:22 on August 9 in the central control room.

The operator grasped that the alarm-generated spot was on the second floor of the turbine

building and checked the spot to find that the building was filled with steam. Thus, it was

judged that there was a high possibility of steam or high temperature water leaking from the

secondary piping. The operator started emergency load reduction at 15:26. While

operations for that took place, a "3ASG Feed water < Steam Flow Inconsistency Trip'' alarm

was generated at 15:28 and the reactor and then the turbine shut down automatically.

No particular problem was recognized in the major plant parameter variations at the accident

and the reactor reached to a cold shutdown at 23:45 on-August 10.

The operator made an inspection in the turbine building and confirmed a rupture opening in a

A-loop condensate pipe at 17:30, which was the feed water line from the 4th feed water

heater2) to the deaerator3) running near the ceiling on the deaerator side at the 2nd'floor of the

turbine building. After that, thenuclear security inspector also confirmed the same situation.

For the unit in question, the 21st periodical inspection was planned from August 14, 2004.

In the turbine building,, a total of .105 workers of KEPCO and maintenance contractor

employees were proceeding with preparation for the periodical inspection at the occurrence of

the accident. Of them, the workers working near the ruptured A-loop condensate pipe fell

victim to steam and hot water flown out of the rupture opening, and 5 were killed and 6 were

injured.

Reactor containment

Pressurizer

Figure 1 Major systems of PWR and the ruptured spot

1 SG Feed water < Steam Flow Inconsistency Trip: An alarm issued when the water level of the steam'

generator is low and the feed water flow to the steam generator is less than the steam flow.
2 Feed water heater: A heat exchanger to heat feed water by the heat of extraction steam from the turbine.
3 Deaerator: A device to heat feed water by the heatof extraction steam from the turbine to separate and

remove noncondensing gases (oxygen and others) in the feed water.
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According to KEPCO, they examined the operation parameters before and after the

occurrence of the accident but did not find out any variation indicating a symptom of rupture

,before the occurrence of the rupture. They say they did not perform any special operation

that might induce the accident of this time.
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3. Influences of the accident

3.1. Influences on the reactor

The type of Mihama Power Station, Unit3 is a pressurized water reactor (PWR) in'which the

heat of the reactor is exchanged at the steam generator and the exchanged heat is conducted to

the turbine. The system before the heat exchange is called the primary system and the system

after the heat exchange is the secondary system, and they are isolated from each other.

Therefore, basically, no radioactive material is contained in the cooling water and in one view

the secondary system of a PWR is equivalent to a thermal power plant. However, the

secondary system of a PWR has the role of cooling the reactor (relieving the heat generated in

the reactor). Therefore, from the viewpoint of securing the safety of the reactor facility, it is

necessary to consider it as a whole system including not only the primary system but also the

secondary system.

In this concept, the influence of secondary system damage on the reactor must be assessed.

For this purpose, safety assessment analysis is performed in the safety review of a reactor

facility, assuming a "main feed water pipe rupture accident4),11 "main steam pipe rupture

accident5)'' and the like according to the "Regulatory Guide for Reviewing Safety Assessment

of Light Water Nuclear Power Reactor Facilities (August 1990)" stipulated by the Nuclear

Safety Commission.

The accident this time was a rupture of a condensafe system pipe that caused cooling water in

the secondary system to flow out of the system. As the influence on the reactor, part of the

feed water to-the steam reactor will be shut off and the heat removal capacity for the reactor

will be reduced. Therefore, this accident can be said to be equivalent to a "main feed water

rupture accident."

In the accident this time, the systems related to reactor safety operated normally and reactor

pressure, primary coolant temperature and other major parameters did not indicate more

severe influence than the result assumed in the safety assessment analysis performed at the

safety review.

The time series of and about this accident is given in Appendix I and the process of actions

taken by the nuclear security inspect6r is given in Appendix 2.

4 Main feed water pipe rupture accident: The phenomenon in which a rupture occurs in a feed water pipe
during power operation of the reactor and the coolant in the secondary piping is lost, resulting in a reduction
in reactor cooling capacity.

5 Main steam pipe rupture accident: The phenomenon in which the primary coolant temperature drops at a hot
shutdown of the reactor due to a rupture or the like of the secondary cooling system, resulting in an addition
of reactivity.
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NISA performed a provisional assessment of this accident based on the International Nuclear

Event Scale (INES) and the result was 0+.. The assessment result is low in spite of the death

and injury of as many as 11 persons. This is because this scale is intended to indicate the

severity of a nuclear accident and therefore consists of the severity of radiation effects on

humans and the safety impact on reactor facilities.

-3.2. Influences on neighboring environment

The record of outdoor monitors and ventilation duct monitors was examined and the result

was that no significant change was recognized between before and after the accident and no

influence of radiation on the neighboring environment due to the leaked secondary cooling

water was observed.

3.3. Evaluation of leaked amount

According to a report from KEPCO, the amount of secondary cooling water that flowed out of

the ruptured pipe was calculated based on the amount of make-up water from the secondary

makeup water tank, the drop of water level in the deaerator and the amount of water contained

in the piping (from the 4th low-pressure feed water heater to the deaerator) and it was

evaluated to be about 885 tons. The amount of water contained in the secondary system in

operation is about 1,100 tons.

Table 1 Leaked am ount from various parts

(Unit: ton)

Amount of supplied water from secondary makeup water tank About 565

Drop of water level in deaerator About 307

Amount of water contained in piping About 13

Total About 885

(Reference information) Outline of the Mihama Power Station, Unit 3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Name:

Location:

Rated thermal output:

Rated electric output:

Reactor type:

Commissioning:

Operating time:

Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 of KEPCO

Nyu, Mihama-cho, Mikata County, Fukui Prefecture

2.44 million kW

826 thousand kW

Pressurized water reactor

December 1, 1976

185,700 hours
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4. Investigation on pipe rupture mechanism

4.1. Ruptured condition of pipe

Theportion where a rupture was confirmed was in a condensate pipe of the A-loop, one of the

two loops of condensate piping going from the 4th low-pressure feed water heater to the

deaerator near the ceiling' on the deaerator side on the 2nd floor of the turbine building and

was near the downstream of the orifice6) for measuring the condensate flow of the A-loop.

NISA conducted an on-the-spot inspection and as a result confirmed a fracture opening in the

ruptured portion, which extended a maximum of 515 mm in the axial direction and 930 mm in

the circumferential direction of the pipe. KEPCO measured the pipe in the presence of the

police, and the result was 0.4 mm at the thinnest portion of the pipe. As shown in Appendix

3, thinning was striking in the upper part of the pipe.

The A-loop pipe was cut out including the ruptured portion in question and examined at the

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (abbreviated to JAERI hereinafter). As a result, a

portion was found' out downstream of the vent hole of the orifice7) where pipe wall thinning

reached to the flange for the orifice support.

Support Support
Orifice .4 Orifice

~U~ri Weld line

1 low direction •
Flow direction

Figure 2 Ruptured condition of pipe

The inner surface of the pipe was observed using a digital microscope and it exhibited a fish

scale-like pattern, which is characteristic of so-called erosion/corrosions), downstream of the

orifice and over the entire surface except at the bottom (1800) of the 'pipe. At the bottorfn

(1800) of the pipe, a portion of almost nominal wall thickness existed where a thick surface

6 Orifice: A throttling mechanism to narrow down the cross section of a pipeline through which fluid is

flowing. It is installed to measure the flow rate of the fluid flowing in the pipe.
7 Vent hole of orifice: A hole provided at the top of the orifice to vent air (the diameter is 4 mm for the orifice

in question).
8 Erosion/corrosion: The thinning phenomenon caused by the mutual action of erosion due to mechanical

actions and corrosion due to chemical actions.
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film (0.4 mm) existed and a fish scale-like pattern was not seen on the inner surface of the

pipe. /

The insulation material attached to the pipe was scattered around.

4.2. Investigation of similar portion

The ruptured portion this time is in the A-loop line, one of the two systems (A-loop and

B-loop) going from the 4th feed water heater to the deaerator. KEPCO investigated the pipe

wall thickness of the same portion of the B-loop (called a similar portion hereinafter). The

B-loop piping was cut out including the similar portion and pipe wall thickness measurement

and internal surface observation were performed at JAERI.

As a result, a thinning tendency was observed almost over the entire surface downstream of

the orifice as shown in Appendix 3. Pipe wall thinning was observed downstream of the

vent hole in the orifice. Upstream of the orifice, however, no significant thinning tendency

was observed. At the thinnest portion of the wall, the thickness was 1.8 mm.

The inner surface of the pipe was observed using a digital microscope, and the result was that

it exhibited a fish scale-like pattern almost over the entire surface, which is characteristic of

so-called erosion/corrosion.

4.3. Major specifications of piping

Major specifications of the piping in question are as'follows:

Table 2 Major specifications of the piping in question

Material Carbon steel (SB42)

Outer diameter (mm) 558.8

Thickness (mm) 10

Maximum service temperature (°C) 195

Maximum service pressure (kg/cm2G) 13

(Source: Application Document for Approval of Construction Plan,
Mihama Power Station, Unit 3)

According to KEPCO, the temperature of the ruptured portion in the state of actual service is

about 140'C, the pressure is about 0.93 MPa, and the flow rate-is about 1,700 m3/h.
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The specifications of this piping were decided considering the service environment. The

mill sheet 9 ) .was examined concerning the tensile strength, material ingredients, etc.

However, no problemr was identified by NISA.

4.4. Investigation of installed condition of piping and the like

The roundness deviation of the A-loop pipe in question and B-loop pipe at the similar potion

was examined. The results were that the toleranceof outer diameter exceeded the tolerance

of JIS (±0.8%) in parts downstream of the ruptured portion of the A-loop pipe, however,

the roundness deviation in other portions was within the tolerance.

The installed condition of the orifice and the like at the ruptured portion was examined, and

the result was that the misalignment of the orifice hole center was 0.61 mm in the vertical

direction and 0.71 mm in the horizontal direction with respect to the inner diameter center of

the pipe.

4.5. Quality control of secondary system coolingwater

According to KEPCO, Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 injects feed water treatment chemicals

basically from downstream of the condensate treatment equipment from the standpoint of

corrosion inhibition of the whole secondary piping. All volatile treatment (AVT) using

ammonia,(pH adjuster) and hydrazine (deoxidizer), as the feed water treatment chemicals, has

been performed since the commissioning. As an anti-corrosion measure for the steam

generator tube, boron injection10) had been performed from the 10th to the 15th operation

periods. From the 17th operation period, ethanolamine has been added as a pH-adjuster.

KEPCO investigated the water quality control history since the commissioning and as a result

it says that both the feed and condensate water quality data have been maintained within the

water quality control values. At Mihama Power' Station, Unit 3, condenser tube leaks

occurred twice in the past and seawater flowed into the secondary system cooling water.
However, KEPCO says that there was no variation in pH, dissolved oxygen, etc. in either

case.

The effect of boric acid on pipe wall thinning was investigated; however, no significant

difference was recognized in the effect on thinning rate between with and without boron

injection.

9 Mill sheet: In case of receiving an order of steel with specified standard, this document is attached to the
product to certify that the manufactured results of the steel satisfy the requirements like specified standard,
specifications and so on.

'0 Boron injection: A substance injected for neutralization to prevent alkali from concentrating in parts of the
steam generator tube/support plate and thereby prevent intergranular corrosion in 600-alloy tube.
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Table 3 Secondary system water quality control values for Mihama Power Station, Unit 3

Item Control value

AVT 8.8 to 9.3 (9.2)
pH (at 25eC) AVT + boron injection 8.5 to 9.3

AVT + ETA injection 
8.8 to 9.7'

Ethanol amine (at injection of ETA in feed water) • 3 ppm

I Dissolved oxygen in condensate'+ 5 ppb

2-7 Ž2 ppb

Hydrazine 8- 15 Ž5 ppb
(Feed water) 16 - 18 > 200 ppb

19-21 Ž100 ppb + (dissolved oxygen in
condensate) x 40

Dissolved -oxygen (in feed water) < 5 ppb

Dissolved 1 - 15 •50 ppb
oxygen (in
condensate) 16-21 10 ppb

Total iron I - 15 •20 ppb

(in feed 16- 18 10 ppb
.water) 19-21 < 20 ppb

(Note) Numbers in the "item" column denote operation periods.

4.6. Estimation of rupture mechanism

From the investigations performed so far, the following has been revealed.

O The ruptured pipe is of carbon steel and the ruptured portion was downstream of the

orifice where channeling is apt to occur.

O The pH, dissolved oxygen and other water quality data of the feed water and condensate

systems have been maintained within the control values.

o The condensate temperature was about 140'C in the neighborhood of the ruptured

portion. So-called erosion/corrosion is apt to occur at this temperature.

O The inner surface of the pipe suffered substantial thinning and exhibited a fish scale-like
pattern almost over the entire surface, which is characteristic of so-called

erosion/corrosion.

O At the similar portion of the B-loop, the inner surface of the pipe similarly suffered

substantial thinning and exhibited a fish scale-like pattern.
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From these, the cause for the pipe rupture in question is estimated to be so-called

erosion/corrosion, which has gradually reduced the pipe wall thickness with the lapse of

operation time. At last, the pipe strength became insufficient and the pipe ruptured under the

load during operation.

4.7. Investigation of the ruptured portion

Concerning the case in question, NISA is performing metallurgical and analytical

investigations, including the following, of the ruptured portion by commissioning them to

JAERI and an incorporated administrative agency, the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety

Organization (abbreviated to JNES hereinafter). The investigation plans for the future and

the analysis results about the rupture mechanism obtained so far are as follows:

1) Pipe flow analysis in neighborhood of the orifice (JNES, JAERI)
(

Since flow analysis is apt to exhibit the feature of the method employed to make the

model and the code used for the analysis, a flow confirmation analysis will be

performed using multiple codes to evaluate the erosion tendency due to turbulence.

The investigation will proceed also on the thinning of the vent hole.

According to a one-dimensional two-phase flow analysis using the design values (at

JNES), the result obtained is that the possibility offlash boiling (cavitation) is low

downstream of the orifice.

JNES and JAERi did an analysis to predict the thinning tendency due to turbulence

and obtained the result that the largest thinning will occur downstream of the orifice

(at a distance of about 1.2 times the pipe diameter).

2) Thinning behavior analysis of the ruptured portion (JAERI)

Using the thinned wall pipe reliability analysis code (PASCAL-EC) owned by

JAERI, so-called erosion/corrosion will be assessed in a single-phase water flow.

So far, thinning and rupture analyses have been performed using PASCAL-EC and

the following results have been obtained.

* The thinning analysis results almost coincided with the maximum amount of

thinning actually measured on the A- and B-loop pipes. From the sensitivity

analysis of thinning rate, the result that pH and dissolved oxygen have large

influences was obtained.
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In the case where an A-loop pipe is loaded with' the operating pressure and

design bending moment, the wall thickness at rupture is 0.6-0.7 mm. Bending

moment does not have a large influence on the wall thickness at rupture.

3) Pipe rupture structural behavior analysis (JNES)

This analysis has the purpose of understanding the behavior outline of the rupture

phenomenon, and dynamic analysis will be performed on the' behavior of a

two-phase flow and- structural behavior after the pipe rupture to understand the

spouting behavior of the two-phase. flow.

JNES did an analysis using a two-dimensional model and obtained the result that

steam would spout upward at high speed (100 m/s or more) from an enlarged

opening of several millimeters at the top portion of the pipe.

4) Metallurgical ingredient analysis of the ruptured portion (JAERI, JNES)

An appearance inspection, wall thickness measurement, fracture surface observation,

hardness test, pipe material ingredient analysis, etc. will be performed to identify the

causes of the rupture.
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5. Pipe wall thinning management

The actual condition, tasks and future actions to take for pipe wall thinning management

practiced at nuclear power plants will be described separately for PWR and BWR and the

implemented condition and future actions of wall thickness inspection related to pipe thinning
N

at thermal power plants will be given.

5.1. Pipe wall thinning of PWR

(1) Control techniques

For PWR, thinning due to erosion/corrosion occurred in some plants in the latter half of

the 1970s and investigations were carried out on pipe thinning. After that, a secondary

piping rupture accident occurred at the Surry Power Station in the US in December 1986.

With this accident as a turning point, the licensees, who had then conducted an

investigation of the thinning condition of secondary system piping at various PWR

plants, statistically evaluated the data obtained from the investigation results and

examined the control method for such thinning.

As a result, the ';Guidelines for Secondary Piping Wall Thickness Control at Nuclear

Facilities (PWR)" (abbreviated to the PWR Management Guidelines hereinafteri were

laid down in May 1990 and these guidelines have been used As a common control

technique for secondary piping wall thickness. In the process of establishing the

guidelines, opinions were heard from the Nuclear Power Generation Technical Advisors

established in the then Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

The PWR operators reported to the then Public Utilities Department of the Agency for

Natural Resources and Energy in July 1990 to the effect that they had established the

PWR Management Guidelines and appended a note to the effect that they would conduct

voluntary inspections after that according to the Guidelines.

(2) Validity of PWR Management Guidelines

The PWR Management Guidelines were laid db'wn in 1990. Now, more than 10 years

have passed since then and a lot of data has been obtained. However, no review has

been done based on the latest data. Therefore, the validity of the PWR Management

Guidelines was examined this time based on the thinning data"1 ) measured at various

PWR plants (Appendix 4).

Thinning data: The values of thinning rate and other data at the minimum thickness points (21 points for

PWR, 27 points for BWR and 38-points at Mihama Power Station, Unit 3), obtained from the electric utilities.
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1) Measured points and thinning tendency of major pipings

The PWR Management Guidelines prescribe the initial thinning rate by flow velocity

and temperature, differently for two-phase and single-phase water flow, for the

systems to be inspected. This time, actual values of thinning rate based on the data

obtained by .the inspections so far, described later, at nuclear power plants throughout

the country were analyzed and it was found that these values are less than the

initially set value of thinning rate prescribed in the PWR Management Guidelines

except for only a few of them. Therefore, the initially set value of thinning rate

prescribed in the Guidelines can be assessed to be valid in principle.

2) Selection of sampling points

For the portions showing no tendency of thinning, the PWR Management Guidelines

stipulate inspection of those portions at a rate of about 25% every 10 years. As a

result of the investigation this time, the thinning tendency of the sampling points

belonging to "other systems" is less than the main checked systems as an overall

tendency. That is, the data obtained indicates that control by sampling will cause no

problem. However, care must be taken because a thinning tendency of the same

degree as the main checked systems was observed at some portions.

,3) Measuring areas and measuring points ofthinning

The PWR Management Guidelines stipulate the measuring area of thinning to be, for

an orifice for example, from its installed place to 2 x D downstream ,(D is the pipe

bore diameter). According to an investigation result, the place of severe thinning is

within 2 x D. . No measuring points are stipulated in the PWR Management

Guidelines. In actual practice, however, 8 or 4 measuring points are set'up per one

cross section and if the wall thickness at a measuring point falls short of a certain

criterion of wall thickness, detailed measurement is performed around the measuring

point with a finer measuring pitch. As a result, the measuring area and measuring

points stipulated in the PWR Management Guidelines are justified as being capable

of appropriately keeping track of thinning in combination with the detailed

measurement.

according to "Collection of Reports on the Inspection Concerning the Pipe Thinning Phenomenon" (August
11, 2004) based on Paragraph I, Article 106 of the Electric Utility Law.
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(3) Future tasks regarding the PWR Management Guidelines

The major pipes in the PWR secondary piping were checked for thinning. On some

pipes, the thinning rate exceeded the initially set thinning rate stipulated in the PWR

Management Guidelines. Although it is necessary to conduct a verification by further

accumulating data in the future, the actual value of thinning rate is within the value

assumed in these Guidelines for most of the pipes. The initially set thinning rate is for

use in determining the period to the first wall thickness measurement. Once tile

thickness measurement is done, a new thinning, rate is set based on that measured value.

This determines the remaining life and the period to the next measurement. Therefore,

the first wall thickness measurement must be performed, well in advance and appropriate

thinning rate setting and appropriate remaining life evaluation must be done for the

portions to be measured. It is thought that-no safety problem will occur as long as repair

and replacement are carried out based on these results.

For the "other systems" of a PWR under control by sampling, the thinning rate is fairly

lower than the main checked systems as awhole. As seen in the case of Mihama Power

Station, Unit 3 shown in Appendix 4 and the case of Ohi Power Station, Unit I shown in

Appendix 5, some portions exhibited the same thinning rate as the main checked systems.

For such portions including the similar portions, therefore, it is thought necessary to

examine from the actual measurements so far to see whether or not there is a safety

problem and to do a wall thickness measurement advancing the inspection date or

otherwise if necessary. In addition, it should be examined after this whether or not there

is the necessity for doing control of the portion in question as a main checked system.

By practicing measurement at representative measuring points and detailed measurement

based on the data from that measurement, it is thought possible to keep track of the shape

and size of various kinds of thinning. However, this technique is not specified in the

PWR Management Guidelines. In the revising work of the Guidelines after this, current

(currently employed) measuring methods should be reflected in the Guidelines by adding

this detailed measuring technique to the Guidelines or otherwise.

5.2. Pipe wall thinning of BWR

(1) Control techniques in use

For BWR, thinning due to erosion/corrosion was also recognized at some plants in the

initial stage of their operation. Oxygen injection to the feed water and condensate

systems is performed as an environmental improvement measure of water quality, and

replacement. with erosion/corrosion-resistant materials is taking place. For thinning
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control, the secondary piping rupture accident at the Surry Nuclear Power Station

described above acted as a trigger for beginning measurement of thinning data at-various

plants and each public utility has set down a control technique on its own right based on

such measurements.

(2) Analysis of in-house control guidelines of BWR operators

Each BWR operator has set down control guidelines on its own right and in content there

is much common matter. Compared to the PWR Management Guidelines, the BWR

guidelines are wider as to the scope of entities to be inspected. As to the inspection

frequency (for the portions to be inspected, the ratio of the number of portions actually

inspected to the number of portions evaluated or otherwise checked at a representative

inspection point instead), the PWR Guidelines are higher (Appendix 6).

'The change of the amount of thinning measured at various BWR plants and the actual

values of thinning rate based on the measurements were surveyed. As a result, the

tendency of thinning is different between PWR and BWR, or the thinning rate of BWR is

less than that of PWR. , This is presumably related to the difference in water quality

between PWR and BWR.

For the BWR as well, efforts should be',made to utilize the thinning data at the utilities

after this and make common control guidelines in the possible portions.

5.3. Pipe wall thinning of thermal power plants

On August 11, NISA requested a report from the electric utilities having thermal power

generation facilities based on Paragraphs 3 and 4, Article 106 of the Electric Utilities Industry

Law. The content was the state of execution of nondestructive inspection of water and steam

pipe wall thickness at the portions where thinning can occur and an inspection execution plan

for the portions not subjected to inspection yet.

According to the state of execution of wall thickness inspection reported to August 20, 1,467

units at 802 power plants are subject to reporting and, of these, nondestructive wall thickness

inspection is carried out at 704 units and is not carried out at 763 units.

Table 4 State of execution of nondestructive wall thickness inspection
at thermal power generation facilities

Number of power plants >Number of units Nondestructive inspection
subject to reporting subject to reporting Units inspected Units not inspected

802 1,467 704 763
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By September 21, wall thickness inspection plans were reported from electric utilities, etc.

(general electric enterprises and joint thermal power structure and captive electric structure

establishers, etc.) for their thermal power plants aged over 20 years after commissioning.

According to the reports, there are about 249,000 facilities to be inspected and, of these,

inspection has not been performed at about 213,000 facilities yet. For these facilities, the

operators claim that they will carry out the inspections, etc. one by one.

For the thermal power plants aged less than 20 years after commissioning, inspection

execution plans will be reported in October.

NISA requires operators to surely perform safety assurance measures to prevent damage to

the workers by a pipe rupture, etc. during operation of the facility in" question until safety can

be confirmed by conducting a pipe wall thickness inspection or otherwise.

5.4. Actions in the future

Thus far, a large amount of data on secondary piping thinning has been accumulated at each

PWR plant by the inspections according to the PWR Management Guidelines. From the

result of assessment using part of such data, the Guidelines are thought appropriate as a

control technique in principle. To make assurance doubly sure on the control of pipe wall

thinning, however, the persons concerned including the PWR operators should formulate new

private guidelines to be discussed through a transparent process and disclosed by a neutral

organization, referring to the actual measured values and overseas findings. At that

occasion, it is'thought necessary to consider the following matters.

1) Thinning rate based-on actual measurements

2) Measuring area based on actual measurements

3) Division between portions subjected to 100% inspection and portions subjected to

sampling inspection and the appropriate sampling number

4) Inspection frequency according to the remaining life evaluation result

5) Necessary minimum wall thickness and integrity assessment method based on the

local thinning'phenomenon and other new findings (minimum wall thickness value,

maximum thinning rate, change rate of thinning rate, and the like)

6) Examination of measuring techniques (addition of the detailed measurement method

to the guidelines, etc:)
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For BWR as well, it is desirable that the licensees conduct the inspections using a unifiedI

control technique. Therefore, the persons concerned including the BWR operators should

act and examine in harmony with the efforts made in PWR.

For thermal power plants, there are no common technical guidelines for pipe wall thickness at

present. It is desirable to accumulate actual data of pipe thinning measured by the licensees

after this and lay down appropriate technical guidelines for pipe wall thickness control.

In the control technique given in "5.1 Pipe wall thinning of PWR" and "5.2 Pipe wall thinning

of BWR", measurement is done at 8 or 4 measuring points per cross section and, if a

measured value falls short 'of a certain criterion of wall thickness, a detailed measurement is

done. Judgment is ,made by comparing the measured minimum wall thickness with the

necessary wall thickness calculated from technical standards. In this control technique,

judgment is done assuming that the entire circumference of the pipe has thinned to the

measured minimum wall thickness. 2

This control technique for pipe, thinning is sufficiently conservative as long as the

measurement detects the region of minimum wall thickness. In the actual pipe thinning

phenomenon, however, such local thinning that the progress of thinning is locally different is

seen in many cases.

Therefore, in discussing new private guidelines at a neutral organization as described above, it

is desirable to extract the regions where such local thinning is liable to occur and additionally

discuss a measuring method for that and an integrity assessment method, etc. in the case

where this condition is confirmed in the detailed measurement.
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6. Managerial processes of the ruptured portion

Thus far, NISA has conducted a survey on the contract relations among the 3 parties of

KEPCO, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (abbreviated to N4HI hereinafter) and Nihon Arm Co.,

Ltd. (abbreviated to Nihon Arm hereinafter) and the thinning control system at them. The

facts revealed are as follows.

6.1. Details of registration omission for-the ruptured portion

(1) Before preparation of the PWR Management Guidelines (to 1990)

KEPCO has conducted thinning investigation by sampling of the secondary piping since

the latter half of the 1970s. In February 1983, a steam leakage trouble occurred due to

thinning of the balance pipe's branch pipe of the moisture separator drain tank at

Takahama Power Station, Unit 2. To prevent this from recurring, KEPCO carried out,

by commissioning to MHI, a systematic thinning examination and evaluation of the data

obtained from this examination from 1985 to 1989.

In 1984, KEPCO laid down the "Procedure of Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration

Survey Work and Countermeasures (July 1984)" and formulated the inspection details as

an in-house standard according to-the importance of the regions concerned.

After that, a feed water pump inlet pipe rupture accident occurred at the Surry Nuclear

Power Station in the US in December 1986. This accident triggered KEPCO to

commission the preparation of secondary piping inspection guidelines based on the data

obtained by the thinning examination described above to MHI and to lay down the "PWR

Management Guidelines" based on the results of that commissioning in May 1990.

(2) Preparation of the initial inspection list by MHI (1990)

In 1990, MHI prepared an inspection list and the like for Mihama Power Station, Unit 3

based on -the PWR Management Guidelines. At that time, the registration, of the

ruptured portion in question had already been missing.

Of the total of 39 portions downstream of the orifices of Mihama Power Plant, Unit 3, the

registration of 3 portions were missing, i.e., two portions downstream of the condensate

flow meter and one portion downstream of the steam converter heating steam flow meter

(the two portions downstream of the condensate flow meter are the ruptured portion in

question (A-loop) and the portion downstream of the condensate flow meter of the

B-loop. For the one portion downstream of the steam converter heating steam flow

meter, KEPCO made an announcement on August 18 to the effect that the registration had
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/ f
already been missing). MHI explains that the process of the registration of the ru'ptured

portion in question becoming overlooked is unknown.

The preparation of the inspection list and the like specifying the ruptured portion in

question was performed by the "Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration Survey Work"

commissioned by KEPCO to MHI. However, the commission furnisher, KEPCO, did

not check the inspection list in question as a final outcome of the work from the

standpoint of looking for registration omission.

(3) Registration of the overlooked portion of Tomari Power Station, Unit 1 of Hokkaido

Electric Power Company corresponding to the ruptured portion in question- in the-

checklist (1995)

MHI did maintenance and inspection of Tomari Power Station, Unit I of Hokkaido P'ower

Electric Company and found the registration omission for the portion corresponding to

the ruptured portion in question of Mihama Power Station, Unit 3. MHI itself

registered this portion in the checklist in 1995 and this fact was disclosed after the

accident when Hokkaido Electric Power Company made a general checkup according to

the instruction of NISA.

MHI explains that the process of registration of this portion becoming overlooked is

unknown and it had not been recognized until Hokkaido Power Electric Company made

the announcement.

(4) Transfer of inspection service from MHI to Nihon Arm (1996)\

KEPCO changed the contractor of inspection service from MHI to Nihon Arm in 1996.

At that occasion, according to a commission from KEPCO, MHI marshaled the latest

inspection drawings and actual data obtained from the past maintenance and inspections

of the nuclear power plants of KEPCO, then owned in-house, and submitted them to

KEPCO. The marshaled actual data was handed over to Nihon Arm. At this point in

time, however, the registration omission of the ruptured portion in question of Mihama

Power Station, Unit 3 was not corrected.

The marshalling of actual data and the like was carried out according to the "Survey on

Nuclear Power Secondary Piping Thinning Evaluation" commissioned by KEPCO to

MHI. The commission issuer, or KEPCO, did not make a check as to whether the actual

data submitted from MHI conformed to the PWR Management Guidelines.

In January 1997, Nihon Arm made a commission contract for "Instrumentation Guidance

Work for Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration Survey Work" with MH. According to
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the contract, MHI made preparation for an inspection plan and undertook the task of

teaching of instrumentation work at 4 plants (Ohi Power Station, Unit 1, Mihama Power

Station, Unit 3, Takahama Power Station, Unit 4, and Ohi Power Station, Unit 4). In

1996, these were done by Nihon Arm.

(5) Commissioning of preparation of inspection drawings, etc. from KEPCO to Nihon

Arm (1997)

KEPCO commissioned the amendment of inspection drawings based on an on-site survey

and CAD formatting of inspection drawings (inspection drawings made in an electronic

format) to Nihon Arm in 1997. At this point in time, the registration omission of the

ruptured portion in question of Mihamaý Power Station, Unit 3 was not corrected yet.

The CAD formatting work described above was performed according to the "Preparation

of Secondary Piping Inspection Data and Drawings" commissioned by KEPCO to Nihon

Arm. However, the commission issuer, or'KEPCO, did not make a check as to whether

or not the data was prepared according to the PWR Management Guidelines when the

work of CAD formatting, etc. was carried out.

(6) Registration of the overlooked portion in Tsuruga Power Station, Unit 2 of Japan

Atomic Power Company corresponding to the ruptured portion in question in the

checklist (2000)

After the accident, a general inspection was conducted according to instructions of NISA.

As a result, Japan Atomic Power Company made an announcement to the effect that there

was also registration omission for' the portion in Tsuruga Power Station, Unit 2

corresponding to the ruptured portion in Mihama Power Station, Unit 3, but this portion

was in fact registered as an inspection portion in 2000. Regarding this, MHI explains

that, for Tsuruga Power Station, Unit 2 of Japan Atomic Power Company, the information

on.the condensate piping's thinning downstream of its orifice in Tomari Power Station,

Unit 1 of Hokkaido Electric Power Company (in 1998) was spread horizontally and as a

result the registration omission of the corresponding portion was discovered in 2000, so

they made an additional registration of the portion in question as an inspection portion.

The registration omission in question seems to have existed since 1990 when application

of the PWR Management Guidelines began. However, MHI explains that the process of

registration of this portion becoming overlooked is unknown. MHI spread the

-. (information on thinning horizontally, but did not provide the information on the

registration omission of the portion in question.
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(7) Holding of regular liaison meetings of Nihon Arm and Nuclear Power Service

Engineering Company (since 1998)

Nihon Arm and Nuclear Power Service Engineering Company (NUSEC hereafter), a

subsidiary of MHI, have regularly held liaison (working) meetings as part of the contract

between them since the commission recipient of inspection service was changed from

MHI to Nihon Arm. In these meetings, NUSEC provided information to Nihon Arm

about the progress of pipe wall thinning downstream of the orifice at other plants.

MHI explains that there was an agreement to the effect that horizontal spread of the pipe

wall thinning information to the plants of KEPCO was a duty of Nihon Arm, who did

maintenance and inspection of those. plants. On the other hand, Nihon Arm explains that

this thinning information is general technical information and the registration omission

of the portion. in question of Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 had not been pointed out.
/

(8) Discovery of registration omission of inspection portions by Nihon Arm (April 2003)

Nihon Arm did maintenance of inspection portion data from the year 2001 to 2002. In

April 2003, a worker at work on this maintenance discovered the registration omission',

of the ruptured portion in question of Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 and registered it in

the control system of that company. The ruptured portion in question registered in the

control system was entered in the 20th periodic inspection work report (July 2003) and

was proposed as an inspection portion for the 21st periodic inspection work plan by

Nihon Arm to KEPCO (November 2003).

KEPCO did not make a check for the newly added portion in question when the periodic

inspection work report was submitted or when the periodic inspection work plan was

submitted. KEPCO and Nihon Arm made a service contract for inspection (Secondary

Piping Aging Deterioration Survey Work) at each periodic inspection. In this contract,

duty to report or otherwise was not stipulated, in case of discovery of registration

omission of an inspection portion.

KEPCO explains that they became aware of the registration of the portion in question for

the first time after the occurrence of this accident.

6.2. Contractual relationship

From the viewpoint of quality assurance, it is important how the procurement requirements

for quality assurance are positioned in the contractual relationship among the parties

concerned.
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The details of the contractual relationship regarding maintenance and inspection between

KEPCO and MHI or Nihon Arm are as follows.

Considering the fact that the PWR Management Guidelines were laid down in 1990 through

discussions between MHI and KEPCO and the fact that a copy of the PWR Management

Guidelines was attached to the work reports submitted by MHI or Nihon Arm to KEPCO, it is

estimated that the maintenance and inspection service proceeded on the premise of existence

of the PWR Management Guidelines. However, it is not described explicitly in any contract

that the inspection portions should be reviewed according to the PWR Management

Guidelines.

* According to the contractual relationship concerning maintenance and inspection between

KEPCO and MHI or Nihon Arm, the contractor proposes a survey work plan, etc. to

KEPCO for each periodic inspection and a final draft is attained through discussions on

the details. For each periodic inspection, a service contract is made for such a final draft

as "Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration Survey Work."

" Checklists, etc. were prepared in 1990 based on the PWR Management Guidelines. At

that occasion as well, the contractual relationship between KEPCO and MHI was only for

"Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration Survey Work."

" When KEPCO changed the contractor of maintenance and inspection service from MHI

to Nihon Arm in 1996, the following contracts were entered into among these companies:

a) "Survey for Evaluation of Nuclear Secondary Piping Thinning" (September 1996)

Commissioned by KEPCO to MHI. This stipulates preparing inspection drawings,

marshaling actual data about maintenance and inspection in the past and submitting

them to KEPCO.
, /

b) "Instrumentation Guidance Work for Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration Survey

Work" (January 1997)

Commissioned by Nihon Arm to MHI. This stipulates that MHI should give Nihon

Arm guidance on preparation of an inspection plan and instrumentation work f6r

doing the piping aging deterioration survey work, which Nihon Arm did in 1996 at

the 4 plants (Ohi Power Station, Unit 1, Mihama Power Station, Unit 3, Takahama

Power Station, Unit 4, and Ohi Power Station, Unit 4).

c) "Secondary Piping Aging Deterioration Survey Assistance Work" (contracted for

each periodic inspection every year)

Commissioned by Nihon Arm to NUSEC. This stipulates that NUSEC should do,
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for Nihon Arm, collecting of information on piping-related troubles, reporting them

and reflecting them in the survey plan and making proposals, etc.

6.3. Investigations in the future

Tile investigation so far has revealed that the direct cause for this accident consists in "the

portion to be controlled was missing from the initial control list and this could not be

corrected until the accident" due to "a mistake in thinning control of the secondary piping

involving the 3 parties of KEPCO, MHI and Nihon Arm." That is, quality assurance and

maintenance management were not functioning well at KEPCO. Because of this, 1) the

portion in question was missing from the portions to be inspected, 2) this has been left

untouched for a long time without being corrected, and 3) when the missing inspection was

discovered the communication to the parties concerned was insufficient and that was not

appropriately reflected in the subsequent inspection plans; these can be cited as the causes.

It is important to cope with these problems immediately. On the other hand, it is also

important to take an uninterrupted approach to investigate how these mistakes occurred in

quality assurance and maintenance management, not only from the technical aspect but also

from the managerial aspect. In concrete terms, it is suspected as the background of this

accident that the organizational structure was not prepared or not functioning to reduce or

overcome human or managerial mistakes and therefore the fundamentals of work

management were made, light of. It is necessary to investigate from this viewpoint why such

a serious situation occurred.

It is necessary to admit that mistakes or so-called human errors inevitably occur in human

actions. For example, a mistake in selecting potions to be inspected may cause an accident.

How could such an accident be predicted and what was the recognition of the severity of the

accident? Was there not a naive. attitude in the persons in charge? It is required to

investigate the actual condition based on objective facts about these. Deliberation about

these will make an effective mechanism to prevent problems from occurring due to human

errors. It is necessary to assess andexamine anew how quality assurance was functioning at

the licensee and maintenance contractors.

Thus, quality assurance was introduced in the safety regulations last year by the amendment

of the inspection system for nuclear facilities. Investigation and discussion should proceed

from the viewpoint of such quality assurance and, mistake prevention measures should be

considered in the managerial aspect. In concrete terms, it is required to proceed with the

examination concerning the following matters after this.
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I) Maintenance management, procurement management and other related processes at

KEPCO (existence or absence of in-house procedures and standards, check whether

or not these documents were used at the period relevant to 6.1)

2) In-house work processes at MHI and Nihon Arm (existence or absence of in-house

procedures and standards, check whether or not these documents were used at the

period relevant to 6.1)

3) Actual conditions of information communication in case' of transfer of pipe

inspection service from MHI to Nihon Arm and after that
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7. General investigation on maintenance management for pipe wall
thinning '

7.1. Confirmation of maintenance management based on inspection management

guidelines at KEPCO

(1) Process

For the accident this time, NISA instructed KEPCO on August I I based on Paragraph 1,

Article 106 of the Electric Utilities Industry. Law to the effect that they should confirm

whether there are potions where pipe wall thickness control has not been applied, and
received reports on the confirmation result on August 18. NISA made report collection

for additional confirmation of wall thickness measurement and received a report on

August'23.

Besides the report collection stated above, NISA is doing sampling confirmation of

inspection records by on-the-spot nuclear security inspectors. In parallel, it is

proceeding with an examination about the adequacy of maintenance management for pipe

thinning by KEPCO. As of now, the assessment by NISA is as follows.

(2) Outline of maintenance management for pipe thinning

In the latter half of the 1970's and the first half of the 1980's, KEPCO did wall thickness

measurement for the thinning phenomenon of steam pipes and feed water pipes around

the turbine. In February of 1983, a steam leakage trouble occurred due to thinning of

the moisture separator drain tank balance pipe's branch pipe of Takahama Power Station,

Unit 2. This accident triggered KEPCO to conduct a systematic thinning investigation

from 1985 to 1987 for recurrence prevention by commissioning this to MHI.
(

From 1989 to September 2003, the maintenance management activities at KEPCO have

been operated based on an in-house standard, "Guidelines for Repair Service

Procedures." In response to the amendment of the inspection system a~t nuclear facilities

in October 2003, KEPCO prepared and is using in-house Maintenance Guidelines at each

power station.

(3) Assessment of uninspected portions, etc.

KEPCO reported in the report of August 18 that it had not been doing thinning control at

4 portions of a total of 4 steam converter pipelines, including the one of Mihama Power

• •Station, Unit 3. At 3 units including Takahama Power Station, Unit 3, a total of 11

portions were missing from the objects of inspection. However, KEPCO reported that
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the integrity of these portions could be confirmed from the measured results at plants of

the same specifications.

Thus, NISA inspected the validity of this report and checked the pastrecords, separately

from the sample measurement carried out by KEPCO itself to confirm the integrity.

1) Confirmation of the number of uninspected (uncontrolled) portions

NISA understood by checking of the records by the on-site Nuclear Security

Inspector that two portions related to the portion where the accident occurred at

Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 had been missing from the checklist since the

beginning of application of the PWR Management Guidelines laid down in 1990,r

until recently. It also confirmed that thinning control had not been exercised until

now at 4 portions of a total of 4 steam converter heating steam pipelines including

that of this unit.,

KEPCO claims that the 11 portions are controlled by estimation from the measured

results at plants of the same specifications. However, the Agency confirmed that

these portions had not been included in the objects of inspection and in fact had not

been inspected before the instruction of report collection. In addition, thinning

control using such an estimation technique is not provided for in the PWR

Management Guidelines and is not made as a rule in the in-house standards, so its

rationality cannot be admitted. Therefore, NISAjudged that appropriate control had

not been exercised on these II portions.

NISA did a sampling confirmation of skeletal drawings and the like mainly of major

systems, sampled from the past inspection records obtained by report collection from

KEPCO, and confirmed that there was no uninspected portion within this scope.

2) Confirmation of integrity of the portions at which thinning control had not been

exercised

KEPCO says that they, will shut down the plants now in operation as well from

August 13, 2004 in a planned way and will confirm the integrity of pipings at all the

plants. In concrete terms, they say that they will inspect a total of 293 portions,

including the portions at which thinning control had not been exercised, as follows:

* Portions at which thinning control had not been exercised until now:

15 portions (Note 1)
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." Portions downstream of the, orifice of feed water and condensate systems:

/ 144 portions (Note 2)

Portions 'in which the thinning phenomenon of the main feed water piping of Ohi Power

Station,' Unit I°(Note 3) is reflected: 134 portions

Note 1: Excludes the ruptured portion of Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 and a similar portion.
Note 2: Includes the 17 portions that is.overlapping of the portions at which thinning control

had not been exercised with the portions in which the thinning phenomenon of the
main feed water piping of Ohi Power Station, Unit I is reflected.

Note 3: For the thinning phenomenon of Ohi Power Station, Unit 1, refer to Appendix 5.

NISA confirmed, in the presence of the on-site nuclear security inspectors, that there

was no problem at any of the 238 portions inspected by September 16.

3) Confirmation of the integrity of the portions at which NISA instructed inspections

NISA additionally instructed inspections at 21 portions (one portion of Mihama

Power Station, Unit 1, 6 portions of Mihama Power Station, Unit 2, 2 portions of

Takahama Power Station, Unit 2, 2 portionslof Ohi Power Station, Unit 1, 6 portions

of' Ohi Power Station, Unit 2, one portion of, Ohi Power Station, Unit' 3, and 3

portions of Ohi Power Station, Unit 4) to examine the past inspection records other

than Mihama Power Station, Unit 3. Of these, wall thickness measurement was

done at 19 portions excluding Ohi Power Station, Unit 1. As a result, it was

confirmed that there was no problem at any of the 16 portions except for the

following 3 ,portions. The problems confirmed were that one portion was

discovered in Mihama Power Station, Unit 2 where the remaining life was less than

one year and one portion was discovered in each of Mihama Power Station, Units I

and 2 where the wall thickness fell short of the necessary, minimum thickness given

in the ministerial ordinance stipulating technical standards for thermal power

generation equipment.

The reason why such cases were found is because KEPCO uniquely interpreted the

proviso in the "On the Interpretation of Technical Standards for Thermal Power

Generation Equipment" and applied it to the pipes with short remaining life

(evaluated remaining life less than one year). Such operation cannot be said to be

appropriate. Thus, KEPCO says' that they will replace pipes at the 3 portions in

question.

For Ohi Power Station, Unit I as well, KEPCO plans to shut down the plant after this

and continue to conduct the remaining inspection work. NISA will monitor the

inspections carried out by KEPCO as well as confirm the integrity.
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The past inspection records were examined also for Mihama Power Station, Unit 3

and three portions were discovered where the remaining life was less than one year
and one portion was discovered where the wall thickness fell short of the necessary
minimum thickness laid down in the technical standard. Thus, NISA instructed
KEPCO to make additional inspections at the portions in question.

Table 5 State of implementation and results of thinning inspection
of secondary piping (as of September 16, 2004)

State of inspection by KEPCO State of inspection according to the instruction from NISA

Upper figures: Actual
results Number < Number

Operation Lower figures: Number ofmbe < of
Plant name status of inspection objects Current 5 - Current Reason for the

portions s porion state instruction
requiring . requiring

A B C actions 5 o.• actions

8 1 For confirming the
Unit I In shutdown 0 Completed (Replace- Completed remaining life: 1

.2 ment) (replacement)
2For confirming the

remaining life: 4

8 2 0 Completed 6 (Replace- Completed For confirming thet- 2 6(Freplcniming:2o them)

SUi2 ment) appropriateness of the
measuring point: 2

tdown 0 0 0 0 For confirming the

Unit I In shutdown I 21 13 12 4 remaining life: 4
1 21 0

Unit I In shutdown 1 I 0 Completed 0 0 Completed21 : 1 0opee

•,Unit 2 In operation 20 Copee 2 0 Completed For confirming th
21 3 remaining life: 2

Unt3 Inoertin (8) 140 15 0
operation (8)r14ioI 0 Completed 0 CompletedS(8) 14D 15 0

Under
Unit 4 periodic- (1) 14 I 0 Completed 0inspertiodi (1) 14 I1 I 0 Completed

inspection () 14 10

Under For confirming the-
periodic 0 0 0 0 remaining life: I

Unit I inspection I 0@ 6 2 For confirming the state
(in adjusting of control: 1
operation)

For confirming the
d9 24 0d 6 remaining life: I

Unit 2 In shutdown 90 Completed 6 Completed For confirming the state

0- of control: 5

0Under 1(2) 130 30 0For confirming the state
Unit 3 periodic 1 (2) 13(2) 30 omplete Completed ofcontrol: I-

inspection

Ut 4 [In operation 1 13 30 0 Completed 3 0 Completed For confirming the state
13 30 3 of control: 3

Total 3(11) 121(3 116 0 19 34(11) 1440 134 25

Remarks A: Portions at which thinning control has not been exercised so far. Figures in parentheses are the numbers of portions whose
integrity has been confirmed by estimation from the measured results at plants of the same specifications, so they are extra
numbers.

B: Portions downstream of the orifice of feed water and condensate systems. Encircled figures are the numbers of portions
overlapping A or C, so they are included numibers.

C: Portions in which the thinning phenomenon of the main feed water piping of Ohi Power Station, Unit I is reflected.
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7.2. Confirmation of maintenance management at plants (nuclear power stations)

other than KEPCO

For the accident this time, NISA issued an instruction on August II according to Paragraph 1,

Article 106 of the Electric Utilities Industry Law to the licensees installing nuclear power

plants to the effect that they should confirm the presence or absence of portions on which pipe

wall thickness control is not exercised and on August 18, received a report of confirmation

results from all the licensees.

On receiving the report, NISA made a documentary survey on the state of inspection in pipe

wall thickness control at licensees other than KEPCO, that is, assessed the appropriateness of

inspection implementation such as survey method, implementing structure, wall thickness

control policy and inspection plan. For that purpose, the on-site nuclear security inspector

made documentary checks'by sampling, on-the-spot visits and the like from August 19 to 25.

Assessment results of the state of inspection at the licensees are as follows:

(1) General assessment

Mistakes were found in accumulated numbers and they are presumably ascribable to a
large amount of documentary checking in a limited period. Although ý control is

exercised now, some objects of inspection were recognized to have been missing in the

past. Inconsistency was found in the scope of objects of inspection. For other matters,

however, there is no fact found in the scope of this survey that will cause problems.

Thus, NISA assesses that the inspections by the licensees were implemented

appropriately (for the examination results, refer to Appendix 6).

(2) Individual assessment-

1) Survey method

In deciding the scope of inspection, each licensee confirmed and marshaled the

portions of occurrence of channeling using piping system diagrams (isometric or

skeletal drawings) and collated them against the inspection drawings, piping system

diagrams, etc. Thus, it was confirmed that appropriate control was exercised.

The number of objects to be surveyed is numerous for the licensees. At

implementing the survey, therefore, they established a survey structure with

manufacturers added appropriately to conduct the survey work. It was confirmed

that a quality assurance section or other third-party section was'in charge of checking

to confirm the appropriateness of the survey.
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2) Control policy

For PWR plants, it was confirmed that control was exercised according to the PWR

Management Guidelines. For BWR plants, it was confirmed that they were

exercising thinning control according to the rank determined by the fluid

environment and material of the piping. For the control policy and the like in

question, it was confirmed that appropriate operations were performed by. the

maintenance officers and other persons concerned of the power plant.

3) Inspection plan

It was confirmed at each of the plant that an appropriate inspection plan was laid out,

an organizational structure was established to carry out the inspection work and

subcontract management was exercised appropriately, according to their control

policy, etc.
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8. Immediate measures

NISA will promote detailed investigations of the rupture mechanism and establishment of

new Management Guidelines as specified in "4.7 Investigation of the ruptured portion," "5.4

Actions in the future" and "6.3 Investigations in the future" as well as make an investigation

focusing on the quality management systems at KEPCO and its maintenance contractors in

order to determine the root cause ofthis accident.

By summarizing the facts that have been revealed so far, some measures readily applicable to

operations of nuclear power plants to prevent recurrence of the accident can be clarified as

described below. It is important to put these measures into practice as quickly as possible.

8.1. Measures in terms of quality assurance and maintenance management

The background factor behind the occurrence of the "mistake in thinning control for the

secondary piping involving KEPCO, MHI and Nihon Arm " which is considered as the direct

cause of this accident, may be that the quality assurance and maintenance management

systems had not worked properly at KEPCO.

With the revision of the inspection system in October 2003, the specific requirements for

quality assurance and maintenance managementwere enshrined into law and the periodic

licensees' inspection was newly introduced. According to this new inspection system,

licensees are obliged to establish quality assurance and maintenance management systems.

NISA has the mechanism of conducting fitness-for-safety inspections and periodic safety

management review to check the state of achievement of quality assurance and maintenance

management at licensees. In these situations, it is necessary to take the following measures

from the viewpoint of quality assurance and maintenance management regarding thinning

control. \

(1) Preparation of checklist and unified management

The periodic licensees' inspections to be carried out by licensees are confirmed by the

regulatory agency as the periodic safety management review. For this purpose, JNES

evaluates the implementation system of periodic licensees' inspections to. be carried out

by licensees based on the Electric Utilities industry Law, Article 55. In concrete terms,

JNES evaluates [1] the organization for implementation, [2] inspection methods, [3]

process control, [4] management of maintenance contractors, [5] management of

inspection records and [6] education and training.

Specific judgment criteria used in the reviw are mainly JEAC 4111-2003 "Regulations on

quality assurance for safety at nuclear power plants" established by the Atomic Power
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Standards Commission, Japan Electric Association, and JEAC 4209-2003 "Regulations

on maintenance management at nuclear power plants" established by the Atomic Power

Standards Commission, Japan Electric Association.,

The fitness-for-safety program of Mihama Power Station specify detailed requirements

for implementation of periodic licensees' inspections based on MR-7000 in JEAC 4209.

The rules also require preparation of maintenance plans in MR-4000 and inspection plans

in MR-4300, so-called "checklists" for implementation of maintenance management.

On the other hand, KEPCO has not established the basic system to prepare systematic
"checklists" and to manage in a unified manner for inspection frequencies, timing,

methods and other details for the equipment subject to periodic licensees' inspections.

To correct these situations and prevent recurrence of an "omission from checklist" in the

future, it is essential for licensees to prepare systematic and unified "checklisis" and to

ensure maintenance management of the lists. In other words, licensees are required to

manage the inspection frequencies, timing, methods, maintenance results and other

details for the equipment subject to periodic licensees' inspections under proper

outsourcing management, assign checklist managers and establish data management rules

among licensees and maintenance contractors. It is necessary to establish as quickly as

possible a systematic checklist management system to achieve effective maintenance

management by taking these measures.

These measures are vital prerequisites for prevention of occurrence of problems dbe to

human error and proper implementation of periodic licensees' inspections. The

licensees should take these actions steadily and strictly. When doing so, they have to be

,certain to achieve the verification of the current inspection points and the verification of

influences of additional or changed inspection points on-the entire system, for example,

by changing the current method, in which some people extract the points to be managed

from piping system diagrams and manage these points, with an improved method, in

which administration tables link with the computerized piping system.

(2) Implementation of accurate outsourcing management (management of procurement

of maintenance contractors)

Nuclear power plants require services rendered by maintenance contractors to carry out

maintenance management activities including periodic licensees' inspections.

Reflecting this fact,, outsourcing management is a Very important task to ensure proper

implementation of maintenance management activities. The fitness-for-safety program

at Mihama Power Station, for which KEPCO applied for an approval *of change in
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December 2003 and obtained the approval in May 2004, specify the requirements for

procurement management to be carried out as a licensee in outsourcing security activities

according to Section 7.4 of JEAC 4111.

By ýexamining the way the pipe ruptured point in this accident was managed, loose

outsourcing management (management of maintenance contractors) in preparation of
"checklists" can be considered as one of the contributing factors that caused the accident.

In other words, KEPCO entrusted MHI 'with the inspection task for wall thickness

control, but KEPCO as the outsourcer failed to thoroughly confirm the adequacy of

extracting the points to be managed according to the "PWR Management Guidelines."

After transfer of the inspection task for wall thickness control from MHI to Nihon Arm

and when Nihon Arm found omissions of inspection, there was no appropriate

communication with KEPCO.

At present, KEPCO has already introduced procurement management rules based on

JEAC 4111 as described above. In the future, individual licensees, including KEPCO,

must clarify their outsourcing management methods, division of responsibilities and other

details in subordinate regulations of the security regulations specified at each power plant

according to the requirements of JEAC 4111, conduct a drastic review to make sure the

regulations function effectively, and follow them up as the-countermeasures against these

problems. In addition to the management and inspection tasks for the secondary piping

that led to this accident, licensees outsource waste treatment, radiation measurement and

management and other various kinds of maintenance management tasks to external

companies or agencies. However, rights and obligations in outsourcing these tasks are

not always' clarified sufficiently. To improve these situations, it is necessary for

licensees to organize what is to be specified in contract documnents, purchase orders and

other documents for outsourcing of important tasks in the implementation of security

activities. It is also necessary to actively address education and training to improve the

competence of employees in outsourcing management according to the requirements for

human resources specified in JEAC 4111, Section 6.2.

NISA will request licensees to strongl3' recognize outsourcing management as an

important responsibility of licensees that conduct periodic licensees' inspections. The

Agency will also collect information from maintenance contractors regarding the states of

implementation of maintenance inspections at power plants, attitudes of licensees and

others in the context of the actual situation, and instruct and supervise the licensees and

the maintenance contractors adequately.
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(3) Standardization of pipe wall thickness control

It was revealed that KEPCO applies standards not specified in the "PWR Management

Guidelines" to the wall thickness control of the secondary piping when the remaining life

of the piping becomes shorter than 2 years. Consequently, the pipes had not been

replaced properly and there were pipes with wall thicknesses below the minimum

necessary wall thickness specified in the technical standards.

In the present system, the in-house regulations on the wall thickness control of the

secondary piping hold a subordinate position to the "fitness-for-safety programm" of

licensees. Therefore, NISA will carefully check the conditions of licensees' compliance

with their in-house regulations in fitness-for-safety inspections to be conducted on the

licensees continuously.

In the periodic safety management review, it is necessary to effectively check how the

parties concerned, including maintenance contractors, carry out the wall thickness control
C

of the secondary piping.

,(4) Sound implementation of sharing information among licensees to prevent problems

from occurring

It is very important to promote so-called "horizontal spread," which means making use of

knowledge about problems and their solutions obtained by security activities to prevent

problems from occurring.

Horizontal spread has been considered a voluntary activity of licensees. With the

revision of the inspection system for nuclear facilities in October 2003, licensees were

obliged to adequately reflect not only knowledge obtained by implementation of their

own security activities but also knowledge obtained from other licensees to promote

horizontal spread.

For that purpose, not only KEPCO but also every other licensee must reflect knowledge

obtained by this accident on its own security activities as well as establish a system to

promote horizontal spread systematically and carry it out steadily. NISA will

continuously check whether each licensee is promoting horizontal spread accurately and

take measures to prevent problems effectively in fitness-for-safety inspections and on

other occasions.
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8.2. Clarification of technical guidelines

As specified in "5. Pipe wall thinning management", each PWR plant controls thinning in the

secondary piping based on the in-house standards established according to the "PWR

Management Guidelines." Each BWR plant uses its own uniquely specified in-house

standards,'referring to the "PWR Management Guidelines."

More than ten years have passed since the "PWR Management Guidelines" were established

in 1990. Data on thinning control in real plant facilities have already been, accumulated in

Japan. In the U nited States, ASME Code Case N597-1 and the guidelines of the. Electric

Power Research Institute (EPRI)(NSAC/L202-R2) were established as the standards for pipe

wall thickness control in the period of 1998 through 1999. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) approved these standards and revised IP (inspection program) 49001 to

check if licensees are implementing the" pipe thinning control properly based onl the

above-mentioned regulations. (Refer to Appendix 7.)

In Japan, the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (JSME) is developing a standard

regarding pipe wall thickness control techniques.for electric power facilities. In developing

a standard, it is important to make efforts to improve the accuracy of the standard, for

example, by adding data on actual measurement. results by each licensee and reflecting the

results of investigation of the cause of this accident. NISA will conduct a technological

assessment immediately and position it as the judgment criterion in the Administrative

Procedures Act in order to utilize the nongovernmental standards developed by JSME for

safety control.
V

In consideration of this case, NISA will conduct activities to ensure that licensees recognize

the importance of their well-planned implementation of pipe thinning control based on the

above-mentioned standards as well as check whether licensees are conducting the inspections

accurately in security inspections and on other occasions, as in the United States.

As a tentative measure to be taken until JSME establishes the standard, NISA will clarify the

requirements for safety control in administrative documents by reviewing and verifying tile

contents of the "PWR Management Guidelines" and in-house standards of each BWR plant.

8.3. Verification of pipe wall thickness control in periodic licensees' inspections

The secondary piping including the ruptured portion in the accident was left to voluntary

inspections by licensees in the past. Since October 2003, licensees have been obliged to

conduct periodic licensees' inspections on the secondary piping based on the Electric Utilities

Industry Law. In other. words, the importance of inspections .by licensees is clarified in the

law. On November 14, 2003, NISA issued written instructions entitled "Interpretation of
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periodic licensees' inspections at nuclear power plants" and others to each nuclear undertaker,

which specify concrete details of periodic licensees' inspections.

The Rules for the Enforcement of the Electricity Utilities Industry Law specify that the

ruptured portion in this accident is placed as "main piping" of "pipes and other parts

associated with the steam turbine" in the "steam turbine" of the facilities of pressurized-water

reactor pow'er plants. The regulations specify that the ruptured portion in this accident is

placed as "main piping" of "reactor coolant circulation equipment" in the "reactor cooling

system equipment" of the facilities of boiling-water reactor power plants. The regulations

also specify that periodic licensees' inspections shall be conducted on the "reactor cooling

system equipment" and "steam turbine."

In addition, the regulations specify that periodic licensees' inspections shall be conducted

using appropriate methods for confirmation of "situations of occurrence of damage, distortion

and abnormality in each part" and "functional and operation conditions."

In consideration of this case, NISA will clarify the aforesaid regulations and take actions to

familiarize the regulations to the licensees, and then confirm the "policies and situations of

implementation of pipe wall thickness control" during fitness-for-safety inspections by

nuclear security inspectors conducted continuously at nuclear power plants. JNES should

confirm the system of periodic licensees' inspections conducted by licensees regarding the

matters. necessary to ensure safety, including piping management, during periodic safety.

management reviews.

There is an opinion that these pipes should- be subject to periodic inspections. However,

periodic licensees' inspections are important inspections required by the law to be carried out

by licensees and the secondary piping inspections are already positioned in the inspections.

For these reasons, it is necessary to discuss carefully whether to impose periodic inspections

by the regulatory agency.

8.4. Measures concerning, thermal power plants

(1) Positioning of pipe wall thickness measurements at thermal power plants

For thermal power plants, pipe wall thickness measurements were not subject to periodic

licensees' inspections based on the Electric Utilities Industry Law. Some plants have

confirmed the conformity to technical standards regarding pipe wall thickness as a part of

voluntary security activities. However, over half of the power plants have not carried

out wall thickness measurements and a majority of points to be investigated have

remained unexamined. Licensees are required to confirm the soundness of piping- by

conducting wall thickness and other inspections,. one by one on the points that have
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remained unexamined. To ensure that the conformity to technical standards regarding

pipe thinning phenomena are continuously checked in the future, it will be discussed

whether to include wall thickness inspections on pipes with possible thinning in periodic

licensees' inspections.

(2) Examination of technical guidelines

For thermal power plants, no common technical guidelines have been available regarding

pipe wall thickness management. Some licensees defined their own voluntary

management policies. However, most licensees did no more than inspect only a part of

the piping based on cases of troubles that occurred at~other power plants.

Many licensees are making inspection execution plans, for example, referring to the

"PWR Management Guidelines." However, unlike nuclear power plants, thermal power

plants have a variety of operating conditions, such as responses to base load and peak

load, and suffer different temperatures and pressures. Therefore, it is desirable to collect

data on measurement results obtained under inspection execution plans of each licensee

to a neutral organization, analyze the data, and develop technical guidelines for
appropriate pipe wall thickness management at thermal power plants.
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9. Ensuring of workers' safety

When the accident occurred, 105 employees of KEPCO and maintenance contractors Were

working in the turbine building for Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 for preparation of a

periodic inspection. Eleven workers working near the ruptured A-system condensate pipe

fell victim to the accident.

In nuclear power plants, it is routine for workers to enter turbine buildings even during plant

operation for daily walk-around checks by operators and for other purposes. The fact that

the workers are working inside the turbine building for preparation of the periodic inspection

during plant operation does not directly become a problem. However, the fact that the first

fatal accident arising from nuclear power generation occurred as a labor accident must be

recognized seriously.

It is important for licensees to clearly position not only prevention of radiation hazards but

also prevention of labor. accidents at nuclear power plants in their management systems and

carry out proper management and administration to respond to every situation.

In nuclear power plant facilities,' workers involved in maintenance and inspection tasks for

equipment belong to a wide variety of positions. There are probably many cases where

workers do not have adequate knowledge of potential risks in the places and environments in

which they are working. In terms of radiation control at nuclear power plants, licensees are

obliged to provide personnel engaged in radiation work with education and training at nuclear

power plants according to the Industrial Safety and Health Law, the Nuclear Reactor

Regulation Law and other regulations. However, there is a possibility that potential risks

inherent in working environments in terms of general labor accidents have not always been

disseminated sufficiently.

NISA will demand that licensees take measures, such as providing preliminary training to

workers involved in maintenance and inspection tasks inside facilities of nuclear power plants

and putting notices of risk information at dangerous points in order to familiarize those

workers with potential risks in their working environments depending on the plant operating

conditions.

We should not consider this accident as a mere accident but make use of various lessons

learned from this accident to further enhance disaster-prevention measures including

improvement and expansion of initial measures and strengthen partnership among pertinent

organizations if any trouble or accident occurs at nuclear power plants in the future.
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10. Conclusion

Nearly two months have passed since the secondary piping rupture accident occurred at

Mihama Power Station, Unit 3. This accident caused eleven ýcausalities and is under the

/police investigation. The final conclusions will not be obtained for quite a while.

Meanwhile, other nuclear power plants continue operation. It is important to put measures

into practice as soon-as possible for the problems that were revealed by this accident and

which have to be reflected on the currently operating plants, rather than waiting to take

measures until the final conclusions are obtained. With such a perspective, we have put

together the immediate measures in this document. It goes without saying that recurrence

prevention measures will be added depending on the progress of the investigations in the

future.

In addition, the problem of aging of nuclear power plants" is pointed out after this accident.

The primary cause of this accident is that necessary pipe thinning management was not

carried out properly. At nuclear power plants that have operated over many years, so-called

aging nuclear power plants, it is likely that aged deterioration events will increasingly come

up to the surface. Needless to say, more careful inspection management will be required in

the future.

At present, as a part of periodic safety reviews, the nuclear power plants that have operated

over 30 years are required to make a comprehensive evaluation of aging. This accident

indicates that this activity will be more important in the future. It is important to make an

appropriate evaluation of changes caused by aging for the nuclear power plants that have

operated for less than 30 years. It is also necessary to reaffirm the role of the periodic safety

reviews that NISA requests to perform each decade.
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Appendix-2

<Response of nuclear safety inspectors after accident occurrence>

Action at Mihama Power Station On-site Response of NISA

I)

August 9 (Monday)

15:22 "fire alarm operation" alarm generated

15:25 Operators confirmed that deaerator side
on the 3rd floor ofthe turbine building was
filled with steam.

15:26 Operators judged that steam or high
temperature water potentially leaked from
the secondary piping and started emergency
load drop.

15:27 Operators found a fallen victim at the
front of elevator of the 2nd floor of the
turbine building.

15:28 "3A SG Feed Water < Steam Flow
Inconsistency Trip" alarm generated,
triggering automatic shutdown of the reactor
and turbine. r

15:32 KEPCO delivered the first report to the
Safety'Agency (the head office and the
on-site nuclear safety inspectors).

15:35 Operators confirmed that automatic
shutdown situation was normal and the
reactor was stable at hot shutdown
condition.

15:53 Operators confirmed that steam flow at
2nd and 3rd turbine floors was decreased.

16:00 The first ambulance left (with one
victim).

August 9 (Monday)

15:32 The on-site nuclear safety inspectors first
received a verbal report at the site inspector's
room and instructed the licensee to check for
any problem with reactor safety and radiation
leakage. Two on-site inspectors started
situation investigation.

15:34 The on-site nuclear safety inspectors
telephoned to report to the disaster prevention
section in the head office of NISA and the
Mihama inspector's office sequentially and
started to collect information from people
concerned and instructed operators to confirm
the situation regarding victims.

16:01 The on-site nuclear safety inspectors at the
site inspector's room instructed the licensee to
report.at any time on existence of abnormality
for reactor shutdown condition and also
confirmed a written report that no radiation
leakage had occurred and reported the
information and the number of victims to the
head office of NISA.
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Action at Mihama Power Station On-site Response of NISA

16:13 The second ambulance left (with three
victims).

16:20 The third ambulance left (with two
victims).

16:38 The fourth ambulance left (with two
victims).

16:46 The fifth ambulance left (with two
victims). Fire station's car left (with one
victim).

17:30 Operators inspected inside of the turbine
building to confirm that A loop condensate
piping, which connects from the fourth low
pressure feedwater heater to the deaerator,
was broken around the ceiling on.the
deaerator side at the 2nd floor of the turbine
building.

19:00 Fire station confirmed that no victims
were found in the turbine building.

23:30 Operators started the low temperature
shutdown procedure.

16:15 The on-site nuclear safety inspector at the
site inspector's room continued to instruct the
licensee to confirm the situation and reviewed
the written report from the operator and
reported it to the head office of NISA.

Thereafter, the on-site nuclear safety inspectors
instructed the operator to report the reactor
situation and victims' conditions as needed and
reported the information on Iplant conditions
and victims' conditions to the head office of
NISA as needed.

18:45 After a safety statement by the fire station,
the on-site nuclear safety inspectors entered the
turbine building to check the situation.

19:05 The on-site nuclear safety inspectors
confirmed the broken condensate piping and
took pictures.

20:50 At the same time as the arrival of a
councilor of NISA to Mihama office, an
on-the-spot accident countermeasures
headquarters of the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry was established.

21:00 Establishment of the on-the-spot accident
countermeasures headquarters was announced
to the local government and towns.

Around 21:20 The on-site nuclear safety
inspectors checked the situations of the main
control room and plant conditions and reported
them to NISA.

21:30 A three-way videoconference was held.
(Fukui Prefecture, on-the-spot accident
countermeasures headquarters, and NISA head
office)

22:10 A two-way videoconference was held. •
(Fukui Prefecture and on-the-spot accident
countermeasures headquarters)

.9

(Actions at Mihama Power Station were summarized based on the report
from KEPCO)
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Appendix 3

<Results of investigation for the secondary piping rupture accident at Mihama Power

Station, Unit 3>

1. Summary of investigation

tthrough ®:Cut area at the site
kB Transportatioh piping A loop

-;4o strseparator

OHigh pressure heater

Steam .turbine I t l
generator " .

Condensate

Rupture. pumnp

High ' -- . Deaerator
pressute 3-
teed-tet 0r4 u~.ar
heater '.Feedmtnt ft-erm er

h-11ae Lom pressurepump feedmater hooter

Main data:
(1) Orifice downstream piping, Material: JIS G3103 SB42 Diameter (hereinafter referred to as D):

about 560 mm, Thickness: about 10 mm
(2) Flow condition during operation, Flow rate: about 1,700 t/h, Pressure: about 0.93 MPa (10

kgf/cm2), Temperature: 142°C, Flow velocity: about 2.2 m/sec
(3) Operation time, about 185,700 hours
(4) Water chemistry: pH: 8.6 to 9.3, dissolved oxygen concentration: less than 5 ppb.

)
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2. Results of piping thickness measurement

Near 1D (62 cm) at orifice
S downstream piping of A-loop

, (Weld)

J 1-~

Near 1D (62 cm) at orifice'
Sdownstream piping of B-loop

.- (Weld)

/ • ', •M

Near 1 D from orifice downstream end

iNear 2D (112 cm) at orifice ]
downstream piping of

/ ~'-\~-.(Weld)

", /-•£.

225

2 Near 2D from

A-1 Situation of reduced thickness at
orifice downstream piping

Ai-loop

I-

Near 1D (62 cm) at orfice
downstream piping of B-loop

. (Weld)

-,I-'•I ~'tri

/:. ,,' I

orifice downstream end

B-1 Situation of reduced thickness at
orifice downstream piping

j
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3. Observation results of the inside of the piping

A-1 piping orifice downstream -
Total length. about 2,500 mm Upstream side

3D........ ,0m.... 2000,

Downstream Upstream r

B-1 piping orifice downstream
Toallegt,002,1.20m Upstream side

Totallength, about1,520mm .0"

1,12 mB 28t0 ' j
am Dam"E• Ej

I MY~

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Idw iW~~ eon~ou~u 
~

A

Note Colon depends on shototig conditions.

Conclusion: Fish Scale-like pattern was observed in areas other than at the Conclusion: Fish Scale-like pattern was observed at.B-1 piping orifice
underside of A-1 piping orifice downstream area (3D and 1/2D at 180 degrees.) - Id ownstreamarea.
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4. Situations at downstream of the vent hole

WE

Ftlange

Penetrated hole -

Orifice
(5t)

Shape of
depressed

area

Outer diameter of flange

Rlange 7 I

S I

I I

t. S6

, o= a
•] ' Gasket p

Fillet weld

,1 /Flow direction Vent hole
Nominal

thickness Depressed
(l0t) area aEnlarged view

Flow direction I"
.. ... r%:•iI]

(Unit: mm)

j1

Shape of
depressed •

area

A loop orifice downstream flange

45 ; Outer diameter of flange

(I '•'•"I Flange r Flange

4;r,

Orifice I
(5t) .

=• Gasket ,•.
,. (4t) ••

area

B loop orifice downstream flange

Source: Extracted from 5th accident investigation committee,
reference 5-1-2 (Attachment 1) (documents submitted from
JAERI and JNES)
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Appendix 4

Study of validity of "PWR Management Guidelines"

1. Summary of "PWR Management Guidelines"

(1) Scope

Carbon steel piping of PWR plant secondary side (excluding small diameter piping such

as instrument system)

(2) Inspection method

Check by ultrasonic thickness measuring instrument based on JIS Z 2355 "Methods for

measurement of thickness by ultrasonic pulse echo technique"

(3) Subject of inspection

Areas where channeling occurs and 2 x D downstream areas (D: piping diameter) among

main systems to be inspected shown in Table I are specified as main inspection areas

(Table 1).

For other areas, 25% of areas where channeling occurs are also specified as subject of

inspection for ten years.

* Areas where channeling occurs include downstream area of a control valve,

downstream area of a globe check valve, elbow, T pipe, orifice downstream,

downstream area of a swing check valve, reducer, and curved piping.

(4) Inspection frequency

Remaining life to the necessary minimum thickness on calculation 'should be determined

at each location, and the area concerned should be inspected before the remaining life is

less than two years. It is also stipulated that the inspection should be repeated using

evaluation of inspection results until the remaining life reaches to less than two years

(Figure 1).
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Table 1 Main systems to be inspected

Classifi , Requirements

cation Wetness Flow Tempera- Typical system name Remarks
fraction velocity ture

150-2000 C
No. 6 high pressure heater drain piping,
No. 5 high pressure heater drain pipingLess than

30 m/sec
200-250 0C

Moisture separator heater drain tank
drain piping

More
than
15%

30-50 150-200 0C
in/sec 2'00-250 0C

More than
50 m/sec

150-200 0 C
High pressure exhaust piping drain
piping

200-250 0 C

Less than 150-200 0 C

30 m/sec 200-250'C Steam converter heating steam piping

No. 5 extract piping, No. 4 extract30-50 150-2000 C pipin

m/sec 
ppn

5-15% 200-250 0 C -

150-200 0C No. 5 extract piping, No.4 extract
More than piping.
50 m/sec No. 6 extract piping, No.5 extract200-250 0 C piping

Two-
phase
flow,

150-2000 C Deaerator air vent piping
Apply for
all main

inspection
areas.Less than

30 mi/sec

No. 6 high pressure heater air vent
200-250 0 C piping, No. 5 high pressure heater air

vent pipingI

More than
250 0 C

Moisture, separator heater balance
piping

Less
than 5%

150-2000 C

30750 200-250 0 C
n/sec More than Moisture separator heater balance

250°C piping(
150-2000 C

More than
50 m/sec

200-250 0C-

More than
250 0 C

100-150 0 C Main condensate piping
Less than
3 m/secSingle-

phase
flow

150-200 0 C
Feedwater booster pump suction piping,
moisture separator drain piping

I Water
100- 150 0C

3-6 m/sec
150-2000 C

Main feedwater piping, feedwater
booster pump discharge piping
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Single- 100-150 0 C
phase More than
flow 6 m/sec 150-2000 C

(cont.)
Less than30 rn/sec No. 4 low pressure heater drain piping

30____________________ Apply for
Two- More -O3-50onlphs hn 30-50 onlyphase than m s c 100- 150 0Cdo nflw 1% r/sec down-flow 15%

More than stream

50 m/sec of
Less than 3 control

L es valve and

Single- r/sec globe
phase Water 3-6 m/sec 200-250°C Main feedwater piping ' check
flow More than valve.

6 m/sec

-: No piping exists at present plants.
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'Cl
I~I

I~j

CCH

tno - Negative allowance - tnr H
Thinning rate (Wr(°))

Remaining life
tno Nominal thickness
tnr Required thickness on

calculation
M ID) Initial thinning rate

specified in Table 1
H Operation time

Table-1 Wr(
01 

value used for Lr
101 

set~~Tempert-r
100°C 1WC - 150C- 250°C - 50
orless i5Y 0-C 20C o more

Tweo-phae ynI
low, .

Wene "

To-phese -- --

dra in) 50 ......5 to 1- 50 mi

flow,- nr •

holo} 1 50il ofWR/
0
' xtO. mrnH

2 Scope mrked with shadow

( 1) FoI downstream of uontrlol calve, figures n the table should he muitiplied by 5
(2) Fol downlstream of gbove cheon valve, figurees i the table should be m ulitplied by 2

U)

C

C.0

CL
Cit

.16

z
Inspect two years before (Second inspection)
expiring remaining life

Reevaluation of the

thickness difference
method

(Two years or less)
meiainin g lli!!I ieReplacement plan]

(Loger than two years)

iInspect two years before (Scnispto)
expiring rem aining life (S c n i sp t o )

I.

Lr _ tm in - tnr

Thinning rate (Wr(1 ))! LrO) Remaining life (time)
tmin Measured minimum thickness
t, Required thickness on calculation
Wr0) By the method in Table-2

Table-2 WrP01 value used for Lr-1r set
Method classification Calculation ofthinning rate

(area concerned)

Longitudinal thickness Vi rn =(Maximum thickness in pipe a xis

method lirection)t(operation time)
Thickness immediately .
after manufacturing is
uniform longitudinally
(elbowi, mother pipe side
of T pipe, curved pipe) Maximum thickness difference = tin_ - t_

C ircumferential thickness V rl =(Maximu m thickness in pipe aois

-j method lirection)f(operation time)
5. Thickness immediately

a•eft r manufacturing is
" uniform circumferentially

(reducer, straight ppe*,
h branch pipe side of T

= lipe Maxmum thickness difference t_ - t_

Nominal thickness method _,,. rS=O-ll-l-duL-ls=lds l - )
(reduceru. straight pipe*) Iollle ,1515

For reducer or straight pipe, apply the thinning rate by the thickness
difference method or the nominal thickness method, whichever is larger, for
evaluation.

(D

2

Ca

0

CL
0n

E-
a)
0.

(Two years or less)

iining life (Lr( 2
)) Replacement plan

t(Longer than two years)
Table-3 WrJ2) value used for Lr(

2) set

r(2) - tmin - tr (
Thinning rate (Wr12 )

Lr(2) Remaining life (time)
tmin Measured minimum

thickness
tnr Required thickness

on calculation
Wr(2) By the method in

Table-3

Method
classification Calculation of thinning rate

(area concerned) _

aE

E

z

Obtain the slope by the
least-squares method to determine
WR(21

Least square
method

(for all areas)

0 In
arm
at'

~iE

Figure 1 Remaining life determination method
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2. Piping thinning control method and trend of thinning

(1) Factors of thinning to be controlled

The PWR Management Guidelines used by PWR operators and the management method

used by BWR operators are intended to control thinning due to erosion and corrosion.

In this case, erosion and corrosion mean the "thinning phenomenon caused by combined

actions of mechanical erosion and chemical corrosion," typically showing fish scale-like

pattern on the thinned surface.

(2) Evaluation based on data submitted in report collection

We analyzed the thinning trend using the following two materials: (1) Thinning

measurement data for individual plants reported from every licensee responding to the

report collection for inspection related to piping thinning phenomenon dated August 11,

2004; (2) Thickness measurement data of secondary piping of Mihama Power Station,

Unit 3 submitted by KEPCO, responding to the report collection on the secondary

piping rupture at Mihama Power Station, Unit 3 dated August 18, 2004.

(3) Thinning related to PWR piping

Figure 2 shows the trend of thinning measured by every PWR plant and its resultant

actual thinning rate. Comparison between the actual thinning rate and the initially set

value of thinning rate specified in the PWR Management Guidelines reveals that the

actual thinning rate, except for the main feedwater piping in A-loop, is lower than the

initially set value of thinning rate.

Figure 3 shows the trend of thinning measured at Mihama Unit 3, and comparison with

the initially set value of thinning rate shown in the PWR Management Guidelines.

According to the figure, the actual trend of thinning is lower than the initially set value of

thinning rate except small part of data.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of thinning between main inspected systems, all of which

are inspected in accordance with the PWR Management Guidelines and other systems

inspected on a sampling basis. As a result, the thinning rate of other systems is smaller

than that of the main inspected systems as a whole. This suggests that the thinning rate

is affected by an environmental difference. Nevertheless some other systems' show

thinning rates comparable with the main inspected systems.
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(4) Estimated thinning rate of ruptured piping of Mihama Unit 3

Estimated thinning rate of ruptured piping of Mihama Unit 3 was calculated based on the

remaining life evaluation equation in the PWR Management Guidelines to be 0.47 x I0-4

mm/Hr. This is almost the same as 0.45 x 10-4 mm/Hr, the initially set value of thinning

rate in the guidelines.

The remaining life evaluation equation to determine the remaining life for uninspected

areas usually uses "nominal thickness - negative allowance" for the original thickness,

but for conservative evaluation of thinning rate the negative allowance will not be

included in calculation. This is an issue to study in the future.

3. Measuring area and measuring points in main inspection areas

(1) Determination of measuring points

PWR operators determine measuring. area and measuring points at every periodic

inspection on a contract basis with inspection companies. Concretely, they specify

measuring sections depending on the structure at measuring areas and determine eight or

four measuring points at a section (hereinafter referred to as "typical measuring points")

and apply 3 x D (D: piping diameter) for downstream area of an orifice for measurement.

At the typical measuring point, the thickness if less than the threshold thickness, for

detailed measurement will be measured in detail at a 20 mm pitch around the typical

measuring point.

(2) Analysis of measured results

NISA used detailed measurement results of Mihama Unit 3 obtained from KEPCO

through the report collection requirement to analyze the relation between the measuring

area and measuring points and occurring situation of thinning. Figure 5 shows

distribution of measured results. This reveals that measurement by the typical

measuring points and resultant detailed measurements are effective to judge the shape

and dimensions of the area concerned.
/ L

4. Thinning of BWR piping

(1) Applied management method
I ,

BWR operators specify their own management methods individually, but the contents

have many common descriptions. Comparison with the PWR Management Guidelines

shows that the inspection area concerned is wider for BWR than PWR, but the inspection

for PWR is more frequently than BWR because of the following reasons. One reason is
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/

that PWR has main inspection systems for entire inspection required much more than

BWR and the other reason is that BWR has less numbers of inspection areas than PWR

because of frequent sampling inspection.

(2) Thinning of BWR piping

Figure 6 shows the trend of thinning measured at BWR plants and its resultant actual

thinning rate. - Comparison of Figure 2 and 6 reveals that PWR and BWR are different in

the trend of thinning and the rate of BWR is lower than that of PWR. This is caused by

the difference in waterchemistry control between PWR and BWR.
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Trend of PWR thinning

.~ a ? 4 t . 4

4

CC

'154 I A~ I>

Elapsed time (hours)

I

* Elapsed time is the time after an initial inspection.
Tempera- Flow Wetness Thinning rate Guide-

No. System name Inspection area Material ture velocity Wetn (X 10' line
(°C) (m/s) Fraction mm/Hr) category

A Main feedwater piping Straight pipe
(Downstream of control valve) STPT49 228 5.3 Water 0.40

B Main condensate Straight pipe SB42 145 3.0 Water 0.43 )piping (Downstream of orifice)

C Main condensate Straight pipe SB42 147 4.0 Water 0.41 (
piping (Downstream of orifice)

D Main feedwater piping T pipe STPT49 220 5.4 Water 0.38 Others
E Condensate piping T pipe SB42 118 1.4 Water 0.19 Z
F Main feedwater piping 90 degree elbow SB49 190 5.1 Water 0.42 (
G Condensate system 90 degree elbow SB42 132 3 or less Water 0.30 Z
H Condensate system 90 degree elbow STPT38 147 3 or less Water 0.30 Z
I Condensate system T pipe SB410 148 3 - 6 Water 0.18 ®1
j High and low pressure Curved pipevndrisytm CrepiePG370 187 3 or less Water 0.26 (8

vent drain system

K High and low pressure Reducer SB42 191 3 or less Water 0.17 Z
vent drain system

L Feedwater system 90 degree elbow SB42 189 3 - 6 Water 0.24 Z

M Feedwater pump 90 degree elbow STPT38 182 2.3 Water 0.19 (V1
minimum flow piping

N Feedwatermpump Downstream piping STPT38 182 2.3 Water 0.32 Zminimum flow piping ___________

Straight pipe 221 or 0.0 Water 0.04 I0 Main feedwater piping (Downstream of control valve) STPT49 less

3.7
P Condensate piping T pipe (Mother pipe side) SB42 151 (Mother pipe Water 0.10 ®

side)
3.7

Q Condensate piping T pipe (Branch pipe side) STPT38 151 (Mother pipe Water 0.28 Z
side)

R Main feedwater booster 90 degree elbow
R pump discharge piping SB42 188 5.7 Water 0.35 ®

Main feedwater booster
- pump discharge piping Downstream piping SB42 188 5.7 Water 0.09 ®__

Moisture separating 6.1 oor
T heater No. 1,2 heater T pipe (Mother pipe side) STPT38 224 (Mother pipe less 0.28 0

air piping side)
Moisture separating 6.1 5o

heater No. 1, 2 heater T pipe (Branch pipe side) STPT38 224 (Mother pipe less 0.21
air piping side)

Averagze thinning rate:
0.26x 10-4mm/Hr
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(Note) Initially set value of thinning rate in PWR Management Guidelines
Ternmerature

100°C II00C -50-C- 200'C- 250'C
or less 150°C 200'C 250°C or more

T 30 m/sTIwo hase or less

Wetness 0 3m/s -s

traction 15% 5 r/s

or more I 50 rn/s
or more30 rn/s

Two phase 0 or less

flow, orls
Wetness 30 m/s -

50 m/s
fraction 5 to 0

15% 50m/s
or more

030

t ý 15/

Two phase 30 m/s v.
now, i, or less "*%• f~Z'• ::

Wetness U 30 m/s -
fraction 5% s~50 rn/s

or tess
(possibly I 50 m/s
involving a-or more

drain) I /.. .._

or less •!•( ]0.30 appliedI I

single-phase I 6 m/s coiitol valveflow 0'
flw 6 m/s anid doe~issrima

.... .mr of gtib check

Un r more r vatve
Note) I Unit of WR(° W 104mm/Hr

2 Scope marked with shadow

(I) For downstream of control valve, figures in the table should be multiplied by 5
(2) For downstream of globe check valve, figures in the table should be multiplied by 2

Figure 2 Measurement area and the trend of thinning in PWR piping
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initially set value of thinning
rate in PWR Management

Guidelines D

E

Ci

C?
I-

- - - -

apsed time is the time after an initial inspection.

Elapsed time (hours)

nWetness Flow velocity Temperature Wr) Measured thinning
No. System Inspection Material (×10, rate

area fraction (m/s) (°C) mm/hr) (x10' mmihr) mm

120-4 Feedwater

2 booster pump Elbow STPT38 Water 3 or less 150- 200 0.45 0.239
suction piping

121-1 Feedwater

I booster pump Elbow SB42 Water 3 or less 150- 200 0.45 0.242
suction piping
Moisture

51-2 separator drain Elbow STPT38 Water 3 or less 150-200 0.45 0.22
piping,

Moisture
52-1 separator drain Elbow STPT38 Water 3orless 100- 150 0.45 0.161

- piping
Main feedwater

53-1 pipini - Straight pipe STPT49 Water 3-6 150-200 0.45 0.213

Figure 3 Measurement area and the trend of thinning in Mihama Unit 3 piping
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E

LECI
C
C

1--

-, ,Main
inspection
system

'mOther
systems

Elapsed time is the time after an initial inspection.
Elapsed time (hours)

No. System Inspection Material Wetness Flow velocity Temperature Measured thinning rate
area fraction (m/s) (

0
C) (Cl04 mm/hr) mmn

1-2 No.3 extracting piping T pipe STPT38 5% or less 30-50 100- 150 0.266
15-1 Turbine bypass piping Reducer STPT39 5% or less 30 or less 250 or more 0.075
16-5 Turbine bypass piping Reducer STPT40 5% or less 30 or less 250 or more 0.024
17-2 Moisture separator heater steam piping Elbow STPT41 5% or less 30- 50 250 or more 0.02
19-1 Moisture separator heater steam piping Elbow STPT42 5% or less 30- 50 250 or more 0.135
20-7 Moisture separator heater steam piping Reducer STPT43 5% or less 30-50 250 or more 0.032
23-1 Deaerator heater steam piping Elbow STPT44 5% or less 30 or less 250 or more 0.203

25-3 No.2 heater drain piping Elbow STPT45 15% 30 or less 100 or less 0.438(Downstream of control valve) or more

25-6 No.2 heater drain piping Elbow STPT46 15% 30 or less 100 or less 0.334
(Downstream of control valve) or more

25-9 No.2 heater drain piping Elbow STPT47 15% 30 or less 100 or less 0327(Downstream of control valve) or more
42-6 Low-pressure drain tank balance piping Elbow STPT48 Water 3 or less 100 or less 0.025
65-4 Main steam piping T pipe SB42 5% or less 50 or more 250 or more 0.194
66-2 Turbine steam dump piping pipe STPT38 5% or less 30 or less 250 or more 0.101

Figure 4 Comparison of main inspection systems and other systems in Mihama Unit 3
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4ormat measuring point

Detaled measunng pont
- Measuring point tor minimum

it•tckn-ess
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Flbow directioni

(Ailhn

F

-flit
1-7

0.4- ~4 l

View from upstream side

L-4tnmal measuring point !2 5 Support mounted

,Detailed measuring point area

-..MeasurwnQ point for minimum thictkness

1 -- -,-Boss

Orifice

1,1,aw
IM rn.r

Skuluuu,, Nii,,u N. 75-0

M.uiian ig Iiu Jaaw
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Mupiiiuiniio,,in l 11MIiu

0u,o,,iiouui.-i 318iuuor I5 wi

Iituiurd umui-- IIdWwan K i

Orifi e

Flow direcflori,

View from upstream side

wtO Unt MN

pI diiutuno

w2 outinol

Figure 5 Measured results of Mihama Unit 3 (example)
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BWR thinning trend

E
Di

C
C
I-

Elapsed time (hours)
SE 4E - (r

* Elapsed time is the time after an initial inspection.

No. Inspection part Material Temperature Flow velocity Wetness Thinning rate
(°C) (m/s) fraction (x104 mm/Hr)

A Reactor feedwater pump inlet elbow SB49 114 3.1 Water 0.10
B Moisture separator drain line elbow STPT42 194 0.4 Water 0.26
C Downstream of condensate cleanup line orifice STPT38 34 6 Water 0.16
D Downstream of M/DRFP outlet line valve STPT49 196 6.3 Water 0.02
E Feedwater heater drain line elbow STPT38 113 5.6 Water 0.08
F Straight piping at downstream of feedwater recirculation SB49 34 4.3 Water 0.10

line orifice
G HPCP suction line elbow SB46 33 2 Water 0.14
H M/DRFP suction header line T pipe SB49 190 4 Water 0.08
1 M/DRFP mini-flow valve after valve downstream elbow STPT49 145 5 Water 0.04
J No.3 feedwater heater outlet line straight pipe SB42 144 5 Water 0.01
K M/DRFP mini-flow piping orifice upstream safe end A 105 190 5.2 Water 0.14
L M/DRFP mini-flow valve downstream reducer SF50A 144 5.1 Water 0.08
M Condensate pump discharge flow rate regulating valve STPT38 60 1.3 Water 0.04

downstream reducer
N T/DRFP discharge piping elbow SB49 145 5.4 Water 0.05
0 T/DRFP mini-flow line FCV downstream STPT49 145 5.1 Water 0.30
p High pressure drain pump seal water regulating valve STPT370 43 1.8 Water 0.05

downstream elbow
Q Main steam stop valve outlet straight pipe STPT42 277 39.3 0.4% 0.05
R T/DRFP outlet elbow STPT42 158 4.7 Water 0.05
S Feedwater pump recirculation line condenser return area STPT49 160 6.6 Water 0.02

straight pipe
T Condensate pump outlet straight pipe SM41A 33 1.2 Water 0.10
U Condensate system orifice downstream straight pipe STPT38 65 Water 0.11
V Extracting system reducer SB46 207 1.5% or more 0.30
W Feedwater system flow nozzle downstream straight pipe SB480 231 Water 0.31
X Downstream of extracting system T pipe SB42B 193 43 Water 0.05
Y Feedwater heater inlet elbow SM50A 98 4.5 Water 0.40
Z Drain system cap SM41A 40 1.5% or more 0,20
a Condensate system elbow STPT49 70 Water 0.18

Averaged thinning rate: 0.13 x10 4 mm/Hr

Figure 6 Measured parts of thinning and its trend of BWR piping
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Appendix 5

General description of thinning phenomenon of main feed water piping

of Ohi Power Station, Unit 1

On July 5, 2004, measurement of thickness of main feedwater piping (carbon steel) connected

to the steam generator at KEPCO, Ohi Power Station, Unit I (PWR, rated electric output of

1,175,000 kW) under periodic inspection revealed that the thickness of piping elbows at three

lines in four lines was partially thinner than the thickness required on calculation (subject of

report based on the law.)

Visual inspection of the inside of cut-off piping shows that no abnormality such as cracks or

corrosion, etc. occurred, but thickness decreased with fish scale-like patterns characteristic of

erosion/corrosion on the entire region. Analysis for flow condition at the elbow and its

upstream main feedwater isolation valve (globe valve) reveals that the flow disturbance that

occurred inside the piping was further intensified, potentially causing erosion/corrosion.

In 1989 and 1993, the elbow area concerned was inspected in the self-controlled inspection by

KEPCO to detect the trend of thinning, but since then the area had not been inspected until the

periodic inspection this time.

KEPCO decided to take the following countermeasures considering the above findings.

1) To replace the elbow area concerned with piping manufactured at the same dimensions

using the same material.

2) To strengthen, in the future, monitoring of thinning trends at the 'areas concerned

including Ohi Power Station, Unit 2 with the same type of main feedwater isolation
valve, and to take the same, countermeasures for areas with the potential to generate

significant thinning at the main feedwater system, including at other plants.

3) To review the total maintenance management system mainly for issues-,clarified this time

regarding the maintenance management and to take measures based on the results.

This thinned area belongs to the water piping operated at 230'C, so it is classifiedinto "other

systems" in the PWR Management Guidelines. "Other systems" require inspection on a

sampling basis. The thinning causes a need to review the PWR Management Guidelines

regarding whether the sampling inspection' requirement is adequate for "other systems" and

how to manage the D system, because no significant thinning was detected in the D system,

which has the same structure and environment as the area concerned.
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System outline diagram

Containment vessel

'11 u.ze1r

To outlet

Cooling water (sea water)

Circulation
pump

Measurement results
Required Measured

Piping shape thickness on Mini um es
cluain m inimum thicknesscalculation

A main feedwater piping curved section (45?) 14.5 mm

B main feedwater piping curved section (90°) 15.7 mm 12.1 mm
C main feedwater piping curved section (90° 1 13.9 mm
D main feedwater piping curved section (90°) 20.0 mm

Pipinq specification

Outer diameter: about 410 mm
Thickness: about 21 mm
Maximum internal pressure: about 8 MPa
Maximum temperature: about 230'C
Material: Carbon steel pipe
Flow rate: about 1,700 t/h, loop

r. Thinning mechanismj

#I - Main feedwater isolation
'ILarger flow disturbance valve (glove valve)

FFlowv
disturbance Wter flow

WAeld, ,strottled.

Carved.
section

IOccurrence of thinningI

Flow pattern analysis

Fast t

' Main feedwater isolation
valve (glove valve)

3l0w

It was confirmed that flow was disturbed downstream of the
main feedwater isolation valve to potentially cause
erosion/corrosion.

[
It was confirmed that the flow disturbance
that occurred at the inside of the main
feedwater isolation valve (globe valve) was
further intensified at the piping curved
section to potentially cause
erosion/corrosion..

Enlarged view of "A" area

Example B: Expanded observation result of main feedwater
piping curved section

Inner surface

state! " . :• .

.5

Fish Scale-like pattemn typically appearing in
erosion/corrosion leading to thinning

Figure Investigation results of thinning at secondary system main feedwater piping elbow
area at Ohi Power Station, Unit 1
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Appendix 6 Results of verification by NISA for the reports of control situation of piping thinning from electric power companies

Number of Number of areas applying thinning ,
inspection areas control Number of areas

concerned dmissing Remarks
After confirmation -Already evaluated inspections

based on Inspected (*2) at typical inspection
instruction (*I) area, etc. (*3)

CArea where accident occurred at Mihama, Unit
Condensate system 12,027 8,985 3,042 0 3adtesmlrae r xldd3 and the similar area are excluded.

Feedwater system 7,374 6,761 608 5 Takahama, Unit 3 (5)

Main steam system 14,376 9,834 4,538 4 Takaharna, Unit 3 (2) and Ohi, Unit 3 (2)

Mihama, Unit 3, Takahama, Unit 1, 3, and 4,PWR Extracting system 4,357 3,139 1,21l2 6OhUi3an4(ec)

(23 units) Ohi, Unit and 4 (1 each)

Drain system 35,661 28,859 6,802 0

Steam dump system, SG blow-down, etc.
Others 7,974 4,356 .- 3,618 0 (Some companies counted this system as part of

the drain system or main steam system.)

Subtotal 81,769 61,934 -19,820 15(*4)
Condensate system 34,343 4,815 29,528 0

Feedwater system 7,308 2,446 4,862 0

BWR Main steam system 7,971 928 7,043 0

(29 units) Extracting system 1,966 326 1,640 0

Drain system 14,558 1,213 13,345 0
Subtotal 66,146 9,728 56,418 0

Total 147,915 * 71,662 1 76,238 15(*4) 1
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(* 1) "After confirmation based on instruction,': Total number of inspection areas after reviewing the inspection area concerned by comparing PWR Management
Guidelines.

(*2) "Inspected": Number of areas inspected at reporting time.

(*3) "Already evaluated at typical inspection area, etc.": Number of areas other than typical inspection area and number of areas scheduled in the future among areas

adequate for sampling inspection and number of areas using low alloy steel
(*4) "Number of areas missing inspections": Except for the area of Mihama, Unit 3 where the accident occurred, 14 of 15 areas reported to have missed inspections

at the time of reporting have now been inspected.
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Appendix 7

Req ulation of thinninq control in the United States

cj)

0
I-_

+ i1986
'76 Millstone, Unit 3 "'. -. •-, -
'82 Oconee, Unit1 ' ..

and 2 ' .'leedwater pipiny6.-
Vermont Yankee- of Surry, Unit 2 ' 87

Trojan W'ptured -• 88
Zion . b-'NZ",J '89

,0J Tiiuj" '8

Many thinning and rupture
phenomena occurred.

Main phenomena noticed in NRC's IN, etc.

.(IN: Information Notice for information communication of safety issues)

Trojan
Surry,
Unit 2
ANO 2

'90 Millstone, Unit 3'
San Onofre,
Unit 2
Surry, Unit 1
Coviisa, Unit 1

'91 Millstone, Unit 2

'92 Catawba,
Unit 2
Susquehanna

'94 Sequoyah,
\ Unit I

'97 Fort Calho-un '01 Callaway '03 Millstone, Unit 2
'99 Callaway, Unit '02 Columbia Watts Bar, Unit 1

1

'85 Haddam Neck I
Damages due to erosion/corrosion (E/C) are

often generated at the turbine system.

'0

z

1987
BL 87-01
Regarding -4

thinning of piping

1989
GL 89-08
Regarding

thinning of piping
due to

erosion/corrosio
NRC: Nuclear Regulatory

Commission

BL: Bulletin
Notice on emergency
issues

GL: Generic Letter
Notice on generic issues

IP: Inspection Procedure
NRC's inspection
procedure

1992
Staff Inspections

Inspections on execution
of monitoring program fort

erosion/corrosion (5
/ plants)

I
IP 49001

Inspection procedure of
erosion/corrosion

monitoring program•

1998
IP 49001
Revision

-This monitoring-type
inspection continuously
monitors the licensee's
activity responding to

'-erosion/corrosion in
licensed plants.

-Additional inspections
conducted as needed.

* Items indicated in outlined
characters are used at present.

Finally issued GL 89-08 requiring all licensees to
submit information on monitoring program for
piping thickness of carbon steel piping at
high-energy single-phase and two-phase flow.

I I

U) a

(D 0

-4-,
QU)

U)-

1985
EPRI's report

(NP3944) explains
primary causes of

erosion and
corrosion and
guideline of

inspection program.

EPRI: Electric Power
Research Institute

NEI Approved private c
Erosion/corrosion

guideline for
single-phase flow in
carbon steel pipin NEI: Nuclear Energy Institute

ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers

odes
1999

EPRI (NSAC/L202-R2)
Recommended program

effective for flow acceleration
corrosion (FAC)

-1998
ASME

i-(Code Cases N 597-1)
Analytical requirements of

piping thinning

EPRI: Development of thinningestimating code available for
single/two-phase flow (finally integrated to CHECWORKS).

ASME: Establishment of the erosion/corrosion guidelines in ASME
Sec. XI. According to NRC requirement
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Framework of regulations on thinning and its creation process
Thinning issues occurred Licensees establish and implement inspection

E l mainly at the turbine plans, and the adequacy of their activities is
U system. checked by NRC.

NRC's response I.. ndustry's response

Issued notices such as BL 87-01 and GL 89-08
requiring submission of information on monitoring NEI established thinning monitoring guidelines.

p rogram for erosion/corrosion.
1.Thinning occurred ~even after inspection by NEI

(1) _____ _____Assign- guidelines.
U- Im nt : Problems apneared in long-term strategy ando 'Inspect business operator's inspection activity on a r
o continuous application.

m'nitoring basis 2. NEI guidelines are available for only single-phase flow.
__I_,_____. -z_> Integral handling including two-phase flow is required.

•o ____,______.______.__

U.) '___ __"__ __ __ __ _ for _ __ _

IP 401(NRC's inspection procedure frthinning) Aproa ER etalshdthnnn mntoring guidelines
* Observation situation of maintenance rule "........•.......I , (NSAC/L202-R2) reflecting NRC's assignments.

I ~~(10OCFR50.65) r " /
* Observation situation of obligation items in GL 89-08I.

* *Inspection procedure of above requirements In " .pe.c-
SContinuously monitor business operator's inspection .. n.usns.oprtos.sabise.ad.plid.w• . • .monitoring program referrng to EPRI guidelines and

Sactivity . i "ASME standards.

Maneac f" • Required self-controlled monitoring for effectiveness of maintenance management (10OCFR50.65) •
• ManteancerulsL Licensees established own maintenance program based on above private codes and NRC inspected it.
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./

(Reference) Piping thinning occurred at overseas plants
Reactor containment vessel

Pressurizer

Control rodsds

Fedwatwrt regulating valve
Bypass piping

'82 Vermont Yankee
'82 Zion

x '90 Millstone, Unit 3
'91 Millstone, Unit 2
'92 Catawba, Unit 2
'99 Callaway, Unit 1

moisture separator heater
peripherals,

'90, oSviisa" Uniit 1 = Thinning phenomenon after orifice
'88 Surry, Unit 2

'87 Trojan Condennsate piping
'92 Susquehanna
'01 Callaway
'03 Watts Bar, Unit 1 Ie,'n0 Colu,,mhia

Feedwater piping
inside cont~irniment

fvessel

Service wt6e, piping

'YY plant name • occurrence year and PWR
'YY plant name = occurrence year and BWR

The abovediagram shows PWR, but BWR data
are also indicated at corresponding areas.
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Discussion of the Empirical Modeling of Flow-Induced Localized
Corrosion of Steel under High Shear Stress

Introduction and Objective

Multiple failures of carbon steel pipes, apparently due to the high velocities of the high-
temperature water and steam they carry, have been observed in the past in nuclear power
plants. Dr. Joram Hopenfeld has listed a small sample of apparently random, not
predicted failures. As a consequence, the industry has attempted to collect these
multiple occurrences in a database, called "CHECWORKS," on the basis of which
multiple correlations could be established for the purpose of predicting failures. 2

Since CHECWORKS (or related computer codes) is based on the experiences from a
variety of power plants, its application to an individual facility requires plant-specific
input. The process of inputting plant-specific data has been termed "recalibration."
Recalibration essentially consists of assessing the prevailing metallurgy, accurately
describing the environmental conditions, and determining the prevailing corrosion rates
at specific locations deemed most likely to be susceptible to rapid deterioration and
failure.

3

Of particular concern are the effects of a recent power upgrade ("EPU") and the
concomitant effects on Flow-Induced Localized Corrosion ("FILC").

Since the Utility intends to use a recalibrated CHECVWORKS for Aging Management of
pipes,- which are subject to high flow rates; it is the objective of this discussion to:

a) Review the reliability of empirical modeling in view of modern understanding
of Flow-Induced Localized Corrosion (FILC), and

b) Assess the time requirements for recalibration from a statistical point of view.

To evaluate the corrosion of iron at elevated temperature, one must begin by considering
the inherent corrosion processes. Iron will react with water under all environmental
conditions (i.e. over the entire pH range).

The rate of reaction depends on the state of the interphase4 , which controls the rate of
reaction (i.e. the corrosion kinetics). The hydrodynamic conditions (including 'geometry)

Joram Hopenfeld, "Review of License Renewal Application for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station:
Program for Management of Flow-Accelerated Corrosion, April 24, 2008, Exhibit NEC-JH_36 at 9-11.
2 The CHECWORKS computer code is treated as proprietary.
3 The description represents our understanding of recalibration without detailed knowledge of the
software's proprietary code.
4 The interphase is defined as the three-dimensional space between the base metal and the bulk of the
solution, which is different from either in all its properties. The interphase in general presents a complex
structure, which involves a solid phase (corrosion product), an interface between the corrosion product and
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arethe next relevant aspects of corrosion. One must specifically consider the flow field
at locations most likely to be subject to high shear stress, which defines all prevailing
mass transfer processes, and the nature of the flow (single phase or multiphase).

When one superimposes the hydrodynamic conditions on the corrosion processes a
complex interdisciplinary problem emerges which involves:

" Metallurgy.
" Inorganic chemistry
" Electrochemistry

" Solid state chemistry and transport processes
" Hydrodynamics and associated liquid transport processes.

In light of these complexities, it cannot be the goal of this discussion to produce a
detailed understanding of the corrosion mechanisms and kinetics of iron in water/steam at
high temperatures. Rather we will attempt to produce an overview of the parameter field,
which needs to be considered and controlled if one is attempting to model iron corrosion
for the purpose of predicting failure under certain defined conditions. We will also
attempt to summarize the major correlations, which have been shown to govern the
kinetics of iron oxide dissolution/erosion, i.e. what has been called "Flow Assisted
Corrosion" (FAC) and what more appropriately should be termed "Flow Induced
Localized Corrosion" (FILC). FILC emphasizes the fact that in disturbed turbulent flow
the incurred corrosion damage is always highly localized.

Definitions of Flow Regimes

The terminology "Flo•v-Induced Localized Corrosion" was introduced in the late 1980s,
and has now been widely adopted in many parts of the world.5 The concept of FILC
embraces all phenomena that involve the localized effects of flow on corrosion processes.

For clarification, Figure 1 shows the four main types of flow-induced or flow-assisted
corrosion.

The simplest case is that of simple mass transfer controlled corrosion. Here the corrodent
(for instance oxygen, hydrogen ion, etc. dissolved in the water) is transported to the metal
surface by convective mass transport. This phenomenon, while flow-assisted, generally
leads to uniform corrosion and is kinetically controlled by either pure mass transfer, or
both mass transfer and metal dissolution kinetics (mixed kinetic control).

the metal, an interface between the corrosion product and the liquid, and an interphase between the solid
and the liquid made up of a various property gradients (including mass transfer gradients).
5 See for instance Flow Induced Corrosion: Fundamental Studies and Industry Experience, K.J. Kennelley,
R. H. Hausler and D. C. Silverman, NACE publication 1991, Chapters 15, 16 and 17 by Hausler,
Stegmann, Cruz, et. al
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The next phenomenon, which is another case of FAC, occurs when the aggressive phase
(for instance water) is carried in a gas stream. This case is central to the flow and
corrosion phenomena in wet steam transport.

The third phenomenon in Figure 1 is customarily identified as Erosion Corrosion.
However, there are two subcategories to the flow effects occasioned by geometric
phenomena. The first is linked to increased turbulence in single-phase flow caused by a
change of the geometry in the flow channel (disturbed turbulent. flow). The second is
attributed to solids carried in the fluid, but does not necessitate a geometric change. For
this reason, the term "erosion corrosion" is now being reserved for the situation of solids
carried in the fluids, while the term Flow-Ihduced Localized Corrosion (FILC) refers to
single-phase flow associated with a geometric change.

Finally, there is the case in which gas bubbles are carried in the fluids (most often
generated by an abrupt pressure drop at a flow disturbance) and collapse under a sudden
pressure increase causing extremely high shear stresses locally.

Corrosion Mechanism

Iron (steel) will react with water across the entire pH range. 6 The reactions

Fe + 2H 2 0 -- Fe++ + 20H- + H 2  or

2Fe + 6H 2 0 -+ 2Fe+++ + 6HW-+ W3H2 where

2Fe+++ + 6OH- Fe203 + 3H 2 or
/

2 +Fe +8OH- ->Fe3O4 +4H 2 0

are all thermodynamically favored. ,The last reaction leads to the well-known magnetite.
Under the conditions generally encountered in the industry, a protective magnetite layer
forms on the surface of the metal and reduces the progress of further corrosion reactions
to essentially nil. It is precisely this passivation phenomenon that renders iron or steel
such a useful and pervasive material of construction.

However, passivation is not an absolute phenomenon in the sense that it invariably leads
to minimal corrosion. Rather, it is subject to breakdown or removal under certain
circumstances. Consequently, the study of iron corrosion must focus on the stability or

6 See also: Atlas ofElectrochemical Equilibria in Aqueous Solutions, Marcel Pourbaix, Cebelcor/NACE

1974, pg. 307
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breakdown of the passivation layer. There are a number of mechanisms that can lead to
breakdown of passivity or at least increased corrosion by removal of the magnetite layer.
These will be briefly discussed around a more detailed description of the nature of the
protective oxide layer.

The Nature of the Passive Layer

As indicated above, passivity comes about because of the formation of a magnetite layer
on the surface of the metal. Many studies have focused on the formation of this layer as
well as on its properties and protectiveness. 7 By means of electrochemical studies, it has
been established and is well accepted that the iron oxide (magnetite) is an ionic
composite with a cubic structure, grown epitaxially on the surface of the metal.
Magnetite is electrically conductive, but presents a barrier to both iron ion and oxide ion
diffusion. Therefore, iron can be electrochemically polarized to high positive potential
without the corrosion product layer growing beyond a certain thickness due to any of the
above equations, until at about +1.2 V (vs H2/H+), in the so-called transpassive region,
oxygen evolution takes place.

It is important to understand that under ideal steel/water/temperature conditions, the
oxide layer is almost totally protective of iron corrosion. The layer cannot grow
significantly either from the metal/oxide interface, nor from the oxide solution interface,
b~cause the first case would require oxide ion diffusion to the metal, while the second
case requires iron ion diffusion to the water side, and neither can take place at any
appreciable rate.

Nevertheless, there are conditions where the passivity can either break down or be
removed. Passivity can break down because of certain chemical effects. Chlorides, for
instance, will react with the magnetite resulting in a series of iron-oxy-chlorides that are
no longer protective.

Of more immediate interest, however, are the phenomena that lead to removal of the
passive layer, or at least to temporary removal thereof. Iron oxides (magnetite and mixed
hematite/magnetite oxides) have a finite, albeit extremely low, solubility in water above
pH 7. These oxides are therefore subject to dissolution, a process that is mass transfer
controlled and therefore flow-dependent. Hence, purely phenomenologically, the faster
the flow over the surface, the greater the dissolution rate and hence the corrosion rate,
because passivity will tend to be reestablished. A steady state develops between
dissolution and formation or between the corrosion rate (i.e. formation rate) and the flow
rate. Therefore, one must study the mass transfer dependent dissolution rate of the oxide
layer.

7 See also Maurice Cohen (Dissolution of Iron); Vlasta Brussic (Ferrous Passivation), J.E.,Draly (Corrosion
of Valve Metals), published in Corrosion Chemistry, ACS Symposium Series, Vol 89, (1982) Lecture
Series organized by R.H. Hausler and edited by G. R. Brubaker and P.B. Phipps.
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The Effects of Mass Transfer

It is important to note that only in the case,-of convective mass transport has it been
possible to describe the effect of flow on the metal dissolution rate from first principle.
For example, in laminar flow the pressure losses due to flow are described by the Hagen
Poiseuille equation:

R 2

where: AP = pressure drop along the length of the pipe
U = linear velocity
R = diameter of pipe
L = length of pipe
1a = absolute viscosity of fluid'

Since the shear stress is proportional to the pressure drop, which is proportional to linear
velocity,

r AP-U

a linear relationship between shear stress.and linear velocity is obtained, and in fact an
additional relationship between the mass transfer rate and the flow rate is established. 8 if
the corrosion rate is dependent on the dissolution rate of the passive film, then the
corrosion rate' does in fact become proportional to the flow rate for laminar flow.

In turbulent flow, the pressure drop ceases to be proportional to the first power of the
average velocity and becomes approximately proportional to the second power of linear

velocity. Various formulations have in the past been presented for the case of turbulent
flow in circular pipes. All of them involve empirical correlations with dimensionless
parameters (like the Reynolds number) and therefore cannot be said to be derived from
first principle, but relate to specific cases.

In the majority of cases a relationship between the corrosion rate, w, and the flow rate, U,
can be approximated with an exponential relation of the form:

W-Ua

For the trivial case of corrosion which is not flow dependent, ct=O.

8 See E. Heitz in Ref. 5, chapter 1, Chemo-Mechanical Effects of Flow on Corrosion
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The relationship for transport-dependent processes is well known in the form of the
power law:

Sh Rem,,

where: Sh = the Sherwood number (nondimensional)
Re = Reynolds number (nondimensional)

The exponents in this case are in the range of 0.3 < a <1, with the small values relating to
laminar flow and larger values relating to turbulent flow conditions.

For corrosion types that involve a mechanical removal of the surface layers (intermittent
increase in transport rate) and/or of the basic material, on the other hand, exponents of c(
> 1 are usually found. 9

Where the surface layer is broken down by shear stress the following estimate can be
made for pipe flow:

The pressure loss in circular pipe flow has a linear relationship to the shear stress:

Tw •AP -A P .um2

Do 2 m
Using the Blasius theorem, one can arrive at:

-0.25 2
-w = Um . Um 1.75Um

If the breakdown of the surface layer is proportional to the shear stress, relationships for
smooth pipe of the form

1.75
WIU

and

2
W~u

for rough pipe, flow are obtained.

9 U. Lotz, E. Heitz, Flow-Dependent Corrosion. I. Current Understanding of the Mechanisms Involved,
Werkstoffe und Korrosion, 34. 454-461 (1983)
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Since the failures described by J. Hopenfeld'° point in the direction of Flow-Induced
Localized Corrosion, one can safely assume that these localized occurrences are due to
the destruction of the protective magnetite layers. This raises doubts at least as to
whether the rates of FILC [or FAC] are less than proportional to the flow rate and
suggests that the proportionality is of a higher order. -

From all of the above reasoning, it should be clear that the corrosive forces following the
EPU are much larger than anticipated and not necessarily predictable. Hence, the extreme
necessity for calibration.

The reason why predictions are so very difficult is again phenomenological and is
depicted in additional figures:

Figure 2 shows that in the case of a flow channel diameter change backflow occurs with
very high local turbulences. The point of reattachment of the flow is very much
dependent on the geometry and will migrate up and down the pipe with flow rate
changes.

Figure 3 illustrates the momentum transfer for various flow regimes by way of pictorial
explanation. In particular, the pressure impact, which leads to localized corrosion (also
often designated as erosion), will need to be discussed in greater detail below.

Figure 4 shows the corrosion mechanism occurring on flow disturbances for copper and
ferrous materials. It is important to note that pitting can occur in stagnant (or relatively
stagnant) areas while the areas of high flow become cathodic. This is counterintuitive
and another reason why it is so very difficult to predict a) where the localized corrosion
will occur, b) how fast it will take place, and c) where it will be moved to as the flow rate
changes."1 Finally, in Figure 5 one can see that a flow channel restriction can lead to
FILC upstream of the restriction as well as downstream.

Further Investigations into the Removal Mechanisms of Corrosion Product Layers

More recently, questions have been asked with respect to the stability and strength of
corrosion product layers and the shear forces one might need to actually destroy these
layers such that the corrosion rate would no longer be controlled by the kinetics of
dissolution of these layers.

G. Schmitt dealt extensively with these questions over the years. 12 Hfe concluded that
extrinsic stresses like wall shear stresses (as conventionally calculated) in flowing media
are generally too small to contribute much to the destruction of corrosion product layers.

10 Exhibit NEC-JH 36 at 9-11.
11 Pitting is particularly prevalent under conditions where the passivity can be impaired, as for instance in

the presence of chlorides.
12 G. Schmitt, T. Gude, E. Strobel-Effertz, Fracture Mechanical Properties of CO 2 Corrosion Product

Scales and Their Relation to Localized Corrosion, NACE CORROSION/96, paper 9
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FILC is initiated at sites of local spalling if critical flow intensities prevent re-formation
of protective scales.

Subsequently it was shown that fracture stresses for iron sulfide, iron carbonate, and iron
oxide layers were in the range of 106 to 108 Pa (N/m2 ). 13 Shear forces of this order of
magnitude cannot be accounted for by conventional hydrodynamic modeling. Since it
was clear, however, that in practice many situations are known where apparently flow
effects are capable of destroying corrosion product layers, Schmitt set about to measure
the shear forces in highly turbulent areas with micro-electrodes and an electrochemical
methodology based on the determination of limiting diffusion currents. The methodology
is exceedingly complex and only some relevant results can be listed here. In systems of
high turbulence it is clear that the limiting diffusion current would be "noisy."
Algorithms were developed to extract from the electrochemical noise the appropriate
maximum diffusion currents and convert these to shear stress signals.

It was found that local shear stresses in small areas of 50 to 100 ýt diameter were of the
order of 106 to 107 Pa, but not enough, to actually greatly damage the corrosion product
scales. However, single events of much greater shear stress (109 Pa) were observed.
These events were attributed to micro "freak waves." The phenomenon is well known on
a macro scale on the oceans, and has recently been reproduced again on a semi-macro
scale in the laboratory.

It was visualized that these freak waves act as a continuous barrage of pinpricks, highly
localized in areas of highest turbulence. What is not known is the frequency of the
phenomenon or the degree of randomness. Additionally, the rate of re-passivaition, which
in the case of magnetite formation is certainly very high, is also not known.

Nevertheless, the importance of this work can be seen in the fact that it has been possible
to measure shear stress phenomena in highly turbulent areas of a magnitude surpassing
anything that has been known so far, or modeled with conventional theoretical
approaches.

Schmitt defined a critical shear stress as follows:

Kv 1
Tw,crit - -- • 0"

n KSAC

where: K, = turbulence coefficient that can be calculated from hydrodynamic
correlations
n = number of impacts from near-wall turbulence elements
KSAC= accounts for the effects of surface active components that might be

present in the system

'3 R.H. Hausler, G. Schmitt, Hydrodynamic and Flow Effects on Corrosion Inhibition NACE
CORROSIOn/2004, paper #402.
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(y = fracture stress of the protective scale.

This approach visualizes a fatiguing mechanism in the sense that micro turbulences of
sufficient strength keep hammering onto the corrosion product layer until fracture occurs.

The importance of these studies and observations is that it is virtually impossible to
predict where and to what extent such micro turbulences of sufficient strength might
occur, nor exactly when the critical wall shear stress might be reached.
Phenomenologically, however, one can certainly pinpoint general locations subject to
high turbulence where these events might occur; how they might be shifted as the
velocity vectors change must still be determined by observation.

It would therefore be erroneous for the utility to continue to rely on grids established
prior to EPU since these grids may not specifically capture the FILC phenomena
observed at the lesser velocities. One might, for instance, refer to Figure 4 and readily
understand that the point of reattachment of the flow wofild move up and down the pipe
with changes in the linear flow rate.

x'
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the four main types of Flow-Induced

Localized Corrosion
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Figure 2: Velocity Profiles in Pipe flow:, 1) established laminar pipe flow; 2)

turbulent flow with logarithmic velocity profile; 3) turbulent flow with separation;

.complex velocity field with reverse flow.
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Figure 4: Flow-induced macro cell formation on copper and iron materials in disturbed
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Figure 5: Mass loss rates of 13 .% Cr steel in formation water containing sand,
measured in a pipe with a constriction; abscissa: normalized pipe length (x/D)
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K
Appendix A

Considerations Regarding the Frequency of Monitoring
Based on Statistics and Required Confidence

I. The Problem

Aging management essentially consists of making multiple measurements over time
for the purpose of:

* Assessing the integrity of a structure, and
" Estimating the rate of deterioration in order to predict time to failure and

consequently taking timely action to prevent such failure.

It therefore stands to reason that at least two measurements are needed to
determine the rate of deterioration. However, from two measurements one cannot
determine the confidence limit of the resulting slope (rate). Therefore, a
minimum of three measurements is required in order to assess confidence limits.
However, since with three data points there remains only one degree of freedom
for the assessment of the confidence limits,- clearly even in the best of cases these
assessments would remain wide and predictions uncertain.

When applied to aging managementof pipe subject to high flow rates, this
phenomenon suggests the following:

If a new thickness measurement is made sometime after the EPU, and if prior to the
EPU the rate of deterioration at that particular location had'somehow been
established, a new rate will likely emerge.14 The newly calculated rate is afflicted
With all the uncertainties inherent in the methodology of measurement.

The uncertainties arise from two factors:

0 The inherent variability of the instrument with which the measurements are
being-made. Handheld ultrasonic thickness ("UT") measurements have a 95%
confidence limit, or about +/- 1% to 2% of wall thickness.

0 The inherent difficulty of placing the handlheld UT probe at exactly the same
location for repeat measurements one-and-a-half to two, years apart. This
problem applies even to the case where a defined grid may have been used.

In order to develop the most simplified methodology VYNPU should pursue, the
following hypothetical example will be discussed.

14 This scenario presumes that because of the higher flow rate the point of maximum turbulence has not

been shifted to a new location - an assumption which cannot be made in good conscience.
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II. Determination of Confidence 'Limits of Corrosion Rate
Estimation

In order to perform the necessary calculations, the well-known §oftware from the
SAS Institute, JMP, has been used15.

Table 1 below lists nine UT thickness measurements, which hypothetically have been
made over the past nine years, and includes the original thickness.

Figure 1 shows a linear correlation of the first four measurements, including the
origin. One can see that the hypothetical data fit the hypothesis of a linear correlation
with a correlation factor (R ) of nearly 0.98, generally considered excellent. The
figure shows the 95% confidence limits for the fit (inner boundaries) and the 95%
confidence limits for individual measurements (outer boundaries). The slope of the
linear correlation is 28.2 mpy with a standard deviation of 2.3 mpy. Hence the slope
can vary between 30.5 mpy and 25.9 mpy. These confidence limits for the slope,
therefore, are much larger than would be required for th& customary 95% acceptance
criteria.

Figure 2 shows the correlation for all nine measurements including the origin. It can
be seen that the 95 % confidence limits for the fit (R2 = 0.98) are much closer
together. This change is essentially because of the increased degree of freedom for
the estimate; the data themselves have not become more accurate. However, the
slope now is 24 mpy with a standard deviation of 1.3, and 95% confidence limits of
+/- 2.6 mpy, or from 21.4 to 26.6 mpy.

The result in Figure 2 is much more accurate than the prediction made on the basis of
four years of experience, but still not accurate enough to fulfill the customary NRC
requirement of at least 95% accuracy.

III. CONCLUSION

The preceding example refers to a single location where FILC [FAC] can be
expected. Basically, the argument shows that the absolute minimum number of
thickness measurements required for reasonably accurate prediction of failure is
three, if an assessment of the confidence limits of the resulting trend is to be made
This is in agreement with Dr. Joram Hopenfeld's statements in his report titled
"Review of License Renewal Application for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station: Program for Management of Flow-Accelerated Corrosion," (April 24,
2008).16 r

£
'5 SAS: Statistical Analysis Software from SAS Institute Inc. SAS Campus Drive, Cary, NC 27513, Ver.
3.1 of JMP
16 Exhibit NEC-JH 36 at 16.
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This also means that a rate prediction (establishing the new trend) could not be made

before two regular outages following the EPU, and that upper and lower limits of this
rate prediction would likely be very wide. It is entirely possible, however, that more
than three measurements might be required because of how the results may turn out.
In other words, one cannot prejudge the accuracy to be expected. In practical terms,
this may mean the following: If at a particular location identified by pre-EPU
operation or by information imbedded in CHECWORKS, the higher confidence limit
of the observed corrosion rate [trend] were such as to predict failure beyond the
anticipated service life, then this location would be, classified as low risk and would
not be monitored as frequently as others. If on the other hand the extrapolation of the'
upper trend were to show failure within the time interval scheduled for the next
inspection of this location, the location would have to be monitored more frequently.

However, the assumption that the locations of highest FILC rates before the EPU
should be the same as after is not likely to stand up to scrutiny. It may very well be
found that the grids have to be extended or that new grids have to be developed. In
this case inspections may extend over originally anticipated time spans.

Since, furthermore, it cannot be assumed that overall operations will be steady state,
but that rather power 'fluctuations will result in flow rate variations, good rate
predictions will be difficult. Therefore any risk assessment based on measured trends
must take into consideration statistical probabilities. In this light, we think that Dr.
Hopenfeld's assessment of the time necessary to recalibrate CHECWORKS, may be
reasonable and perhaps even overly optimistic.17

J

17 See, Id.
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Table I
Hypothetical Wall Thickness Measurements over Time

Elapsed Measured Wall Cumulative Wall Corrosion Rate
Time Thickness Thickness Loss [mpy]
[years [mils] [mils]

0 375 0
1 355 20 20.0
2 328 47 23.5
3 303 72 24.0
4 260 115 28.8
5 250 125 25.0
6 210 165 27.5
7 200 175 25.0
8 187 188 23.5
9 160 215 23.9
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Figure 1
Statistical Evaluation of Corrosion Rate Using Data

From First Four Years,

Cumulative Wall Loss By Year
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Figure 2
Statistical Evaluation of All Corrosion Rate Data

For All Nine Years of Measurements

Cumulative Wall Loss By Year
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Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Ratio

Model 1 35478.017 35478.0 350.7796
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Parameter Estimates

Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ItI
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NEC-UW_04

January 24, 2003

Mr. John L. Skolds, President
Exelon Nuclear
Exelon Generation Company, LLC
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, Illinois 60555

SUBJECT: CLINTON POWER STATION
NRC INSPECTION REPORT 50-461/02-1 0(DRS)

.Dear Mr. Skolds:

On December 13, 2002, the NRC completed an inspection at your Clinton Power Station. The
enclosed report documents the inspection findings, which were discussed with Mr. K. Poison
and other members of your staff at the completion of the inspection:

The inspectors examined activities conducted under your license as they relate to safety and
compliance with the Commission's rules, and regulations and with the conditions of your license.
The inspectors reviewed selected procedures and records, observed activities, and interviewed
personnel. Specifically, the inspection focused on the Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or
Experiments per 10 CFR 50.59 and Permanent Plant Modifications.

No safety significant items were identified and no response to this inspection report is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's Rules of Practice, a copy of this letter
and its enclosure will be available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public
Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of NRC's
document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at
http://www.nrc..Qov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room).

Sincerely,

IRA!

Ronald N. Gardner, Chief
Electrical Engineering Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

Docket No. 50-461
License No. NPF-62..

Enclosure: Inspection Report 50-461/02-10(DRS)

See Attached Distribution
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

IR 05000471-02-10(DRS), Exelon Generation Company, LLC; on 12/09-13/02, Clinton Power
Station; Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments per 10 CFR 50.59 and Permanent
Plant Modifications.

The inspection was a one week baseline inspection of Permanent Plant Modifications and
Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments. The inspection was conducted by regional
engineering specialists, with the assistance of a mechanical consultant. No findings were
identified during the inspection.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. REACTOR SAFETY

Cornerstone: Mitigating Systems

1 R02 Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments (71111.02)

Review of Evaluations and Screenings for Changes, Tests, or Experiments

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectorsreviewed five 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and nine screenings. These.
documents were reviewed to ensure consistency with the requirements of 10 CFR
50.59. 'The inspectors used Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 96-07, "Guidelines of 50.59
Evaluations," Revision 1, to determine acceptability of the completed evaluations, and

.screenings. The NEI document was endorsed by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.187,
"Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and Experiments,"
November 2000. The inspectors also consulted Inspection Manual, Part 9900, 10 CFR
GUIDANCE: 50.59. Documents reviewed during the inspection are listed at the end of
the report.

b. Findings

No findings of significance. were identified.

1R17 Permanent Plant Modifications (71111.17)

.1 Review of Recent Permanent Plant Modifications.

a. Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed eleven permanent plant modifications that were installed during
the last two years. These changes affected various systems in the plant. The review of
the records completed the activities required by Attachment 17 of NRC Inspection
Procedure 71111. The modifications were reviewed to verify that the completed design
changes were in accordance with specified design requirements and the licensing bases
and to confirm that the changes did not affect the modified system or other systems'
safety function. Calculations which were performed or revised to support the
modifications Were also reviewed. As applicable to the status of the, modification,
post-modification testing Was reviewed to verify that the system, and associated support
systems, functioned properly and that the modification accomplished its intended
function. The inspectors also verified that the completed modifications did not place the
plant in an increased risk configuration., The inspectors evaluated the modifications
against the licensee's design basis documents and the updated final safety analysis
report (UFSAR).- The inspectors also used applicable industry standards, such as the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, to evaluate acceptability of the
modifications.
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In addition to the normal review of permanent plant modifications, the inspectors
reviewed selected design changes and other licensee documents associated with the
effects of the plant power up-rate on the flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) program.
This review is discussed in this section of the report.

b. Findings

No findings of significance were identified.

.2 Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program

a. Inspection Scope

In accordance with Inspection Procedure 49001, I1nspection of Erosion-Corrosion/Flow-
Accelerated-Corrosion Monitoring Programs," the inspectors reviewed documents and
records to verify selected aspects of the FACJprogram. The review included associated
design changes and calculations completed or revised to address the potential effects of
the extended power up-rate (EPU) on the FAC program at the Clinton Power Plant.
Evaluation of these documents also involved extensive discussions with licensee
personnel.

In the review, the inspectors noted that Revision A of calculation 01065301,
"CHECWORKS FAC Analysis," was confirmed to have incorporated inputs from the
General Electric up-rate heat balance into the current FAC analysis. The Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) related to the EPU was issued prior to completion of
Revision A of the calculation; however, the SER summarized "in-progress" results
provided by licensee, personnel prior to issuance of Revision .A of the calculation.

By reviewing documents and. records, per Inspection Procedure 49001, "Inspection of
Erosion-Corrosion/Flow-Accelerated-Corrosion Monitoring Programs," the inspectors
verified the following aspects of the FAC program:

* - The FAC program included a systematic method to predict system and
component susceptibility, analyze inspection'data to determine wall thinning
rates, determine inspection intervals based on past inspection results, and repair
or replace piping components.

* The program had defined criteria for selection of inspection locations.

* , The program procedurally included measures to support effective monitoring and
management of FAC effects during the life of the plant.

• The FAC program monitored the effect on FAC of expected changes in
operating plant parameters as a result of the EPU in systems as identified in the
SER, including main steam and attached piping, feedwater, and other pressure
boundary piping.
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The program identified risk significant FAC concerns as a result of the EPU
including identification of FAC program material replacements scheduled for
installation during refueling outage RF09 in 2004.

The licensee personnel confirmed that the "in-progress" results discussed in the SER
were conservative. The calculation results predicted wall thinning rates of 25 mils at
100 percent power and'27 mils at EPU conditions, an increase of approximately
8 percent.

Concerns raised by the inspectors were discussed with the licensee.

b. Findings

No findings of significance were identified.

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES (OA)

40A2 Identification and Resolution of Problems

a. Inspection Scope

The team reviewed seventeen condition reports that were identified by licensee
personnel and had been entered into the corrective action program. The inspectors
reviewed these issues to verify an appropriate threshold for identifying issues and to
evaluate the effectiveness of corrective actions related to the permanent plant design
and evaluations for Changes, Tests, or Experiments issues. In addition, the condition
report, written on an issue identified during the inspection, was reviewed to verify
adequate problem identification and incorporation of the problem into the corrective
action system. The specific corrective action documents that were sampled and
reviewed by the team are listed in the attachment to this report.

b. Findings

No findings of significance were identified.

40A6 Meetings

Exit Meeting

The inspectors presented the inspection results to Mr. K. J. Poison, and other members
of licensee management, on December 13, 2002. The licensee acknowledged the
inspection results presented. Licensee personnel were asked to identify any
documents, materials, or information provided during the inspection that were
considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.,
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KEY POINTS OF CONTACT

Licensee Management
K. Poison, Plant Manager..
K. Baker, Senior Manager Design Engineering
R. Frantz, Regulatory Assurance.
W. Iliff, Regulator Assurance Manager
R. Kerestes, Engineering
J. Madden, Nuclear Oversight Manager
P. Marcum, Engineering
E. Schwertzer, Engineering
R. Schmidt, Maintenance Director
J. Williams, Site Engineering Director."

NRC
C. Brown, Resident Inspector
R. Gardner, Chief, Electrical Engineering Branch, DRS
P. Louden, Senior Resident Inspector
A. Stone, Chief, Projects Branch 4, DRP

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

Opened .

None

Closed

None

Discussed

None
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LIST OF- DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

'The following documents were selected, and reviewed by the inspectors during the Clinton
biennial inspection of Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent Plant
Modifications conducted from December 9 through 13, 2002. The inspection was conducted to
accomplish the objectives and scope of the inspection and to support the findings and issues
noted. The list may include documents prepared by others for the licensee. Inclusion on this
list does not imply that the NRC inspectors reviewed the documents in their entirety, but that
selected portions of the documents were evaluated as part of the overall inspection effort. Also
inclusion on this list does not imply NRC acceptance of the document, unless specifically stated
in the body of the inspection report.

1 R02 Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments

Evaluations

CL-2001-E-01890; DCP No. 333952 Temporary Modification, Defeat RR 'A' Runback;
dated December 14, 2001

CL-2001-E-01900; DCP No. 334153 Temporary Modification, Manual RR 'A' FCV
Position Control; dated December 14, 2001

CL-2002-E-00028; Activity/Document Number: CPS 3302.03 - Noble Metal Injection;
Revision 1

CL-2002-E-00052; Clinton Unit 1 Cycle 9 Reload Core Design and Licensing; Revision 0

CL-2002-E-00520; Temporary Modification EC 338256, Temporarily Disable Turbine
Control Valve #4; dated September- 13, 2002

Screenings

CL-2001-S-0018; ECN 32439, Installatiorn of Tie4n for WO Piping and Valves for the
New Suppression Pool Cooling Heat Exchanger; dated March 22, 2001

CL-2001-S-0 115; Reduction of Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors from Four to Two;
dated October 25, 2001

CL-200i-S-01740; ORM 35-6, Setpoint Sign Changes; dated November 30, 2001

CL-2002-S-00210; USAR Change Package 8-303, USAR Change Package for
Containment and Drywell Volume Corrections Including EPU; dated February 26, 2002

CL-2002-S-00510; USAR Change 10-095(change to 6.2.1.1.5.5 only), Evaluation of
Change in the Analysis of the Small Break LOCA with Drywell Bypass Leakage; dated
April 16, 2002
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CL-2002-S-00780; EC337228, USAR Change 10-109, TS Bases Change,
Instrumentation Aspects of Diesel Fuel Tank Level Requirements; dated June 27, 2002

LS-AA-104-1001; Reclassification of RCIC Pump Tech Spec Surveillance Parameters
from Not Nominal to Nominal; dated May 20, 2002

LS-AA-1 04-1003; Replacement of Cylinder Indicator Valves on Div. 1 Diesel Generator -
(IDG01KA); dated January 11, 2001

1005.06F001; Replace DG Air Start Solenoid Pilot Valves per ECNs 30444 and 30745;
dated November 6, 1998

Condition Reports Written as a result of the Inspection

CR 00135358; Inconsistent Methods Were Used to Document the Results of 10 CFR
50.59 applicability Reviews for Modification; dated December,13, 2002

Condition Reports

CR 2-00-11-127; OD/OE Process/Procedure Does Not Provide Adequate Barriers to
Assure Timely Corrective Actions; dated November 17, 2000

CR 2-01-06-017; 50.59 Screening Form Was Not Prepared; dated June 4, 2001

* CR 2-01-05-.157-0; Inadequate Implementation of LS-AA-104; dated May 15, 2001

CR 00099796; FP Diesel Tank Level Changed Without Documentation Bases; dated
/ March 18, 2002

CR 00123080; Potential Expiration of TS 3.4.11 Pressure/Temperature Curve; datedý
September 16, 2002

I CR 00124037; 50.59 Review Not Completed as Required per CPS 1870.02; dated
September 22, 2002

Procedures

LS-AA-104; Exelon 50.59 Review Process; Revision 2

LS-AA-104-1000; Exelon 50.59 Resource Manual; Revision 0

LS-AA-1 04-1001; 50.59 Review Coversheet Form; Revision 0

LS-AA-1 04-1002; 50.59 Applicability Review Form; Revision 0

LS-AA-104-1006; Exelon 50.59 Training and Qualification; Revision 0.

LS-AA-107; UFSAR Update Procedure; Revision 0
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1R17 Permanent Plant Modifications

Modifications

31717; Replace Division II DG Crank Lockout Pressure Switches 1PSDG064C and
IPSDG065C with a Model with a. Smaller Dead Band; dated November 21, 2001

32181; Remove the ERAT/RAT SVC Freeze Input to The SVC Controller by Jumpering
the Breaker Aux Contact "B" from the Division I Diesel Generator Output Breaker; dated
November 21, 2001

330499; Authorization for an Acceptable Replacement for Obsolete Gould ITE Type HE,
JL, KM and E2 Molded Case Circuit Breakers Used in Gould ITE 5600 Series 125 VDC
Motor Control.Center; dated May 9, 2002

331074; Rotate Rosemont Transmitter ILT-SM016 Suppression Pool Level; Revision. I

331208; Install Ball Valves in the MCR Breathing Air System Fill. Lines; Revision 1

331323; Feedwater Support Modification; Revision 0

331896; Replacement of Cylinder Indicator Valves on Div 1 Diesel Generator;
Revision 0

333256; Replace the Division III Carbon Steel Vacuum Breakers with New Stainless
Steel Replacements (1SX315A/B and 1SX316A/B); Revision 0

333417; Upgrade Woodward Controls 2301A Load Sharing and Speed Control on the
Division II Diesel Generator 1B Control Panel (IPL12JB); Revision I

334569; ODG-ST-1 1 Line Replacement; Revision 0

335110; Allow Replacement of Existing Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RI) Piping of
Carbon Steel Material with 2 1/4 CR-MO (Chrome-Moly) Material; Revision 0

Equivalency Evaluations

Evaluation #10718/1106915; Hydrogen Ignitors - The original AC Delco 7.3 glow plug is
obsolete and possesses a high failure rate per CR 2-01-02-143. The Champion CH-78
(Stock # 178) glow plug is an acceptable alternate in fit, form, and function to the
original AC Delco 7G.

Evaluation #16231/1146463; Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Right Hand Air Start
Motors - Evaluation #16231'performed lEE to approve material changes as per
equivalency performed by diesel vendor, ESI, and scanned into lEE OLE field. Part
number of motors did not change.
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Desiqn Report

DR-A020104; Design Report DR-A020104 Revision 0 for 3/4", stainless steel, ANSI
Class 600, In-line Check Valve with Screwed End Endcaps (Purchase order No.
PO 00037775, BNL Shop Order No. A020104); Revision 0

Condition Reports

CR 1-96-11-252; Unauthorized Modification Installed in WS System under MWR.
D74712- System Declared Operable; dated November 16, 1996

CR 86825; RR FCV A Temp Mod Implementation Problems; dated December 15, 2001

CR 93284; Discrepancies ID'ed in D C P 32236; dated January 31, .2002

CR 2-01-05-157-0; Inadequate Implementation of LS-AA-104; dated May 15, 2001

CR 00064517; 2-01-07-053 Design Change Process Breakdown for EC 331444 CO;
dated July 5, 2001

CR 00099796; FP Diesel Tank Level Changed Without Documentation Bases; dated

March 18, 2002

CR 00105636; Design Deficiency in RCIC MOD; dated May 20, 2002

CR 00108356; NON (Nuclear Operations Network) Review of Effects of Diesel Exhaust
on Charcoal Filters; completed October 30, 2002

CR 00115251; Non-compliance w/ANSI N18.7 Configuration Changes; completed
July 23, 2002

CR 00119318; Enhancements to OP-AA-108-101/102; completed August 26, 2002

CR 00123080; Potential Expiration of TS 3.4.11 Pressure/Temperature Curve; dated
September 16, 2002

-Procedures

CI-01.00; Instrument Setpoint Calculation Methodology; Revision 2

CC-AA-102; Design Input and Configuration Change Impact Screening; Revision 4

CC-AA-103; Configuration Change Control; Revision 3

CC-MW-1 03-1001; Configuration Change Control Guidance; Revision 0

CC-AA-107; Configuration Change Acceptance Testing Criteria; Revision 2
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CC-AA-1 07-1001; Post Modification Acceptance Testing; Revision 0

CC-AA-309; Control of Design Analysis; Revision 3

SM-AA-300; Procurement of Engineering Support;,Revision 0

SM-AA-401; Material Procurement; Revision 2

Miscellaneous Documents

Assessment of Maintenance Effectiveness 1 OCFR50.65 (a)(3) Assessment, Clinton.
Power Station, March 1, 2000 to October 20, 2002

Flow Accelerated Corrosion .Issues

CSI Calculation No. 01065301; CHECWORKS FAC Analysis - Clinton Power Station;
Revision A (For Use); dated January 11 , 2002

ER-AA-430; Conduct of Flow Accelerated Corrosion Activities;. Revision 0

ER-AA-430-1 001; Guidelines for Flow Accelerated Corrosion Activities; Revision 0

ER-AA-430-1002; Feedwater Heater Shell Inspection for Detection of Flow Accelerated
Corrosion; Revision. I

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED.

ADAMS Agency-wide Document Access and Management System
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
DRS Division of Reactor Safety
EPU Extended Power Up-rate
FAC Flow Accelerated Corrosion
NEI Nuclear Energy Institute
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PARS Publicly Available Records System
SDP Significance Determination Process
SER Safety Evaluate Report
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
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Inspection was rescheduled from July 29, 2002 to December 9, 2002

MODIFICATION AND 50.59 INSPECTION DOCUMENT REQUEST

The following information was provided electronically to the licensee prior to the inspection:
E-mailed on June 7, 2002

Lead Inspector: Zelig Falevits
Team Members: Gerard O'Dwyer, Ken O'Brien, Bob Winter

Information Needed for In-Office Preparation Week (July 22-26,2002)

The following information is needed by July 19, 2002, or sooner, to facilitate the
selection of specific items that will be reviewed during the onsite inspection week. The
team will select specific items from the information requested below and submit a list to
your staff by July 24, 2002. We request that the specific items selected from the lists be
available and ready for review on the first day of onsite inspection (July 29, 2002). If
you'have any questions regarding this information, please contact me at (630) 829-9717
or e-mail zxf@nrc.gov as soon as possible. All lists requested .should cover the time
frame July 2000 until present. All information should be sent electronically if at all
possible.

Permanent Plant Modifications

1. List of permanent plant modifications/ design changes. In addition to the list,
'please provide a brief (one paragraph) description of each modification (e.g.,
copy of modification description from DCP or safety evaluation.)

.2. List of setpoint-changes. (Identify system and instrument).

3. List of equivalency evaluations or suitability analysis.

4. List of commercial grade dedications.

5. List of condition reports (open or closed) issued to address permanent plant
modification issues, concerns, or process.

6. Copy of procedures.for the following: modifications, design changes, set point
changes, equivalency evaluations or suitability analyses, commercial grade
dedications, and post-modification testing.

Changes, Tests, or Experiments (10 CFR 50.59)

1. List of all 10 CFR 50.59 completed evaluations involving: (A) changes to facility
(modifications); (B) procedure revisions; (C) tests or non-routine operating
configurations; (D) changes to the UFSAR; or (E) calculations
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2. List of all 10 CFR 50.59 screenings that have been screened out as not requiring
a full evaluation involving: (A) changes to facility (modifications); (B) procedure
revisions; (C) tests or non-routine operating configurations; (D) changes to the
UFSAR; or (E) calculations.

3. List of condition reports (open or closed) issued to address problems associated
with 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, screenings, or process.

4. Copy of procedures that specify how 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and screenings
are performed.

5. Copy of procedures that delineate how 10 CFR 50.59 FSAR updates are
prepared by engineers or staff and how the licensee submits 10 CFR 50.59
FSAR updates.

6. List of special tests or experiments and non-routine operating configurations in -

the last two years (if any.)

General Information

1. Latest engineering organization chart

2. Site phone list

3. System and Design Engineering lists

4. List of maintenance rule high safety significant systems

5. List of maintenance rule (a)(1) systems. (Those systems presently in (a)(1) and
systems that were (a)(1) in 2001 or 2002 and returned to (a)(2) [List date system
went to (a)(1) and date system returned to. (a)(2)])

Information to be Available on First Day of Onsite Inspection

We request that the following information be available to the inspectors once they arrive
onsite. (Copies of the'updated fiMal safety analysis report, independent plant evaluation
probabilistic safety analysis, vendor manuals, or technical specifications do not need to
be solely available to the team as-long as the inspectors have ready access to them.)

The latest 10 CFR 50.59 Final Safety Analysis Report Update Submittal

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

Technical Specifications

Independent Plant Evaluation Probabilistic Safety Analysis Report
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Vendor Manuals

Equipment Qualification Binders

Relevant Calculations And Analyses (for selected modifications and 50.59s)-

Copies of previously selected modifications, permanent plant changes, design
changes, setpoint changes, procedure changes, equivalency evaluations,

.suitability analyses, calculations, commercial grade dedications, 10 CFR 50.59
evaluations and screenings and condition reports.
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X.M1 METAL FATIGUE OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY

Program Description

In order not to exceed the design limnit on fatigue usage, the aging management program (AMP)
monitors and tracks the number of critical thermal and pressure transients for the selected
reactor coolant system components.

The AMP addresses the effects of the coolant environment on component fatigue life by
assessing the impact of the reactor coolant environment on a sample of critical components for
the plant. Examples of critical components are identified in NUREG/CR-6260. The sample of
critical components can be evaluated by applying environmental life correction factors to the
existing ASME Code fatigue analyses. Formulae for calculating the environmental life correction
factors are contained in NUREG/CR-6583 for carbon and low-alloy steels and in NUREG/CR-
5704 for austenitic stainless steels.

,As evaluated below, this is an acceptable option for managing metal fatigue for the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, considering environmental effects. Thus, no further evaluation is
recommended for license renewal if the applicant selects this option under 10 CFR
54.21(c)(1)(iii) to evaluate metal fatigue for the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The program includes preventive measures to mitigate fatigue cracking•
of metal components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary caused by anticipated cyclic
strains in the material.

2. Preventive Actions: Maintaining the fatigue usage factor below the design code limit and
considering the effect of the reactor water environment, as described under the program
description,.will provide adequate margin against fatigue cracking of reactor coolant system
components due to anticipated cyclic strains.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The program monitors all plant transients that cause
cyclic strains, which are'significant contributors to the fatigue usage factor. The number of
plant transients that cause significant fatigue usage for each critical reactor codlant pressure
boundary component is to be monitored. Altematively, more detailed local monitoring of the
plant transient may be used to compute the actual fatigue usage for each transient.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: The program provides for periodic update of the fatigue usage
calculations.

5. Monitoring and Trending: The program monitors a sample of high fatigue usage locations.
This sample'is to include the locations identified in NUREG/CR-6260, as minimum, or
propose alternatives based on plant configuration.

6. Acceptance Criteria:, The acceptance criteria involves maintaining the fatigue usage below
the design code limit considering environmental fatigue effects as described under the
program description.

7. Corrective Actions: The program provides for corrective actions to prevent the usage
factor from exceeding the design code limit during the period of extended operation.
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Acceptable corrective actions include repair of the component, replacement of the
component, and a more rigorous analysis of thecomponent to demonstrate that the design
code limit will not be exceeded during the extended period of operation. For programs that
monitor a sample of high fatigue usage locations, corrective actions include a review of
additional affected reactor coolant pressure boundary locations. As discussed in the
appendix to this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
acceptable to address the corrective actions..

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance procedures, review and approval processes,
and administrative. controls are implemented in accordance with the requirements of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the confirmation
process and administrative controls..

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: The program reviews industry experience regarding fatigue
cracking. Applicable experience with fatigue cracking is to be considered in selecting the
monitored locations.

References
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XI.M17 FLOW-ACCELERATED CORROSION

Program Description

The program relies on implementation of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
guidelines in the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC)-202L-R2 for an effective
flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC) program. The program includes performing (a) an analysis to
determine critical.locations, (b) limited baseline inspections to determine the extent of thinning at
these locations, and (c) follow-up inspections to confirm the predictions, or repairing or replacing
components as necessary.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The FAC program, described by the EPRI guidelines in
NSAC-202L-R2, includes procedures or administrative controls toassure that the
structural integrity of all carbon steel lines containing high-energy fluids (two phase as well
as single phase) is maintained. Valve bodies retaining pressure in these high-energy
systems are also covered by the program. The FAC program was originally outlined in
NUREG-1344 and was further described through the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Generic Letter (GL) 89-08. A program implemented in accordance with the EPRI
guidelines predicts, detects, and monitors FAC in plant piping and other components,
such as valve bodies, elbows and expanders. Such a program includes the following
recommendations: (a) conducting an analysis to determine critical locations,
(b) performing limited baseline inspections to determine the extent of thinning at these
locations, and (c) performing follow-up inspections to confirm the predictions,. or repairing
or replacing components as necessary. NSAC-202L-R2 (April 1999) provides general
guidelines for the FAC program. To ensurethat all the aging effects caused by FAC are
properly managed, the pro-gram includes the use of a predictive code, such as
CHECWQRKS, that uses the. implementation guidance of NSAC-202L-R2 to satisfy the
criteria specified in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, criteria for development of procedures
and control of special processes.

2.. Preventive Actions: The FAC program is an analysis, inspection, and verification
program; thus, there is no preventive action. However, it is noted that monitoring of water
chemistry to control pH and dissolved oxygen content, and selection of appropriate piping
material, geometry, and hydrodynamic conditions, are effective in reducing FAC.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The aging management program (AMP) monitors the
effects of FAC on the intended function of piping and components by measuring wall
thickness.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Degradation of piping and components occurs. by wall
thinning. The inspection program delineated in NSAC-202L-R2 consists of identification of
susceptible locations as indicated by operating conditions or special considerations.
Ultrasonic and radiographic testing is used to detect wall thinning. The extent and
schedule of the inspections assure detection of wall thinning before the loss of intended
function,

5. Monitoring and Trending:, CHECWORKS or a similar predictive code is used to predict

component degradation in the systems conducive to FAC, as indicated by specific plant
data, including material, hydrodynamic, and operating conditions. CHECWORKS is
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acceptable because it provides a bounding analysis for FAC. CHECWORKS was
developed and benchmarked by using data obtained from many plants. The inspection
schedule developed by the licensee on the basis of the results of such a predictive code
provides reasonable assurance that structural integrity will be maintained between
inspections. Inspection results are evaluated to determine ifadditional inspections are
needed to assure that the extent of wall thinning is adequately determined, assure that
intended function will not be lost, and identify corrective actions.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Inspection results are inputfor a predictive computer code, such as
CHECWORKS, to calculate the number of refueling or operating cycles remaining before
the component reaches the minimum allowable wall thickness. If calculations indicate that
an area will reach the minimum allowed wall thickness before the next scheduled outage,
the component is to be repaired, replaced, or reevaluated.

7. Corrective Actions: Prior to service, components for which the acceptance criteria are
not satisfied are reevaluated, repaired, or replaced. Long-term corrective actions could
include adjusting operating parameters or selecting materials resistant to FAC. As
discussed'in the. appendix to this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As discussed in the appendix to this report,
the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
confirmation process and administrative controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: Wall-thinning problems in single-phase systems have occurred in
feedwater and condensate systems (NRC IE Bulletin No. 87-01; NRC Information Notices
[INs] 81-28, 92-35, 95-11) and in two-phase piping in extraction steam lines (NRC
INs 89-53, 97-84) and moisture separation reheater and feedwater heater drains (NRC
INs 89-53, 91-18, 93-21, 97-84). Operating experience shows that the present program,
when properly implemented, is effective in managing FAC in high-energy carbon steel
piping and components.
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XI.M18 BOLTING INTEGRITY

Program Description

The program'relies on recommendations for a comprehensive bolting integrity program, as
delineated in NUREG-1339, and industry recommendations, as delineated in the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5769, with the exceptions noted in NUREG-1 339 for safety-
related bolting. The program relies on industry recommendations for comprehensive bolting
maintenance, as delineated in EPRI TR-104213 for pressure retaining bolting and structural
bolting.

The program generally includes periodic inspection of closure bolting for indication of loss of
preload,. cracking, and loss of material due to corrosion, rust, etc. The program also includes
.preventive measures to preclude or minimize loss of preload and cracking.

Other aging management programs, such as XI.M1, "ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection
(IS[) Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD" and XI.S3, "ASME.Section XI Subsection IWF"also
manage inspection of safety-related bolting and supplement this bolting integrity program.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: This program covers bolting within the scope of license renewal,
including: 1) safety-related bolting, 2) bolting for nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)
component supports, 3) bolting for other pressure retaining components, including non-
safety-related bolting, and 4) structural bolting (actual measured yield strength _Ž 150 ksi).,
The aging management of reactor head closure studs is addressed by XI.M3, and is not
included .in this program. The staff s recommendations and guidelines for comprehensive
bolting integrity, programs that encompass all safety-related bolting are delineated in
NUREG-1339, which include the criteria established in the 1995 edition through the 1996
addenda of ASME Code Section XI. The industry's technical basis for the program for
safety-related bolting and guidelines for. material selection and testing, bolting preload
control, ISI, plant operation, and maintenance, and evaluation of the structural integrity of
bolted joints, are outlined in EPRI NP-5769, with the exceptions noted in NUREG-1 339.
For other bolting,-this information is set forth in EPRI TR-104213.

2. Preventive Actions: Selection of bolting material and the use of lubricants and sealants
is in accordance with the guidelines of EPRI NP-5769, and the additional
recommendations of NUREG-1 339, to prevent or mitigate degradation and failure of
safety-related bolting (see element 10, below). NUREG-1 339 takes exception to certain
items in EPRI NP-5769, and recommends additional measures with regard to them.
Bolting replacement activities'include proper torquing of the bolts and checking for
uniformity of the gasket compression after assembly. Maintenance practices require the
application of an appropriate preload, based on EPRI documents.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: This program monitors the effects of aging on the
intended function of bolting. Specifically, bolting for safety-related pressure retaining
components is inspected for leakage, loss of material, cracking, and loss-of preload/loss
of prestress. Bolting for other pressure retaining components is inspected for signs of
leakage.
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High strength bolts (actual yield strength ,_150 ksi) used in NSSS component supports are
monitored for cracking. Structural bolts and fasteners are inspected for indication of
potential problems including loss of material, cracking, loss of coating integrity, and
obvious signs of corrosion, rust, etc.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Inspection requirements are in accordance with the ASME
Section XI, Tables IWB 2500-1, IWC 2500-1 and IWD 2500-1 editions endorsed in 10
CFR 50.55a(b)(2) and the recommendations of EPRI NP-5769. For Class 1 components,
Table IWB 2500-1, Examination Category B-G-l, for bolts greater than 2-inches in
diameter, specifies volumetric examination of studs and bolts and visual VT-1 examination
of surfaces of nuts, washers, bushings, and flanges. Examination Category B-G-2, for
bolts 2-inches or smaller, requires only visual VT-I examination of surfaces of bolts,.
studs, and nuts. For Class 2 components, Table IWC 2500-1, Examination Category C-D,
for bolts greater than 2-inches in diameter, requires volumetric examination of studs and
bolts. Examination Categories B-P, C-H, and D-B require visual examination (IWA-5240)
during system leakage testing of all pressure-retaining Class 1, 2 and 3 components,
according to Tables IWB 2500-1, IWC 2500-1, and IWD 2500-1, respectively. In addition,
degradation of the closure bolting due to crack initiation, loss of prestress, or loss of
material due to corrosion of the closure bolting would result in leakage. The extent and
schedule of inspections, in accordance with Tables IWB 2500-1, IWC 2500-1, and IWD
2500-1, combined with periodic system walkdowns, assure detection of leakage before
the leakage becomes excessive.

For other pressure retaining bolting, periodic system walkdowns assure detection of
leakage before the leakage becomes excessive.

High strength structural bolts and fasteners (actual yield strength 150 ksi) for NSSS
component supports, may be subject to stress corrosion cracking (SCC). For this type of
high strength structural bolts that are potentially subjected to SCC, in sizes greater than 1-
inch nominal diameter, volumetric examination comparable to that of Examination

.Category B-G-1 is required in addition to visual examination. This requirement may be
waived with adequate plant-specific justification. Structural bolts and fasteners (actual
yield strength < 150 ksi) both inside and outside containment are inspected by visual.
inspection (e.g., Structures Monitoring Program or equivalent). In addition to visual and
volumetric examination, degradation of these bolts and fasteners may be detected and
measured by removing the bolt/fastener, a proof test by tension or torquing, in situ
ultrasonic tests, or a hammer test If these bolts and fasteners are found cracked and/or
corroded, a closer inspection is performed to assess extent of corrosion. An appropriate
technique is selected on the basis of the bolting application and the applicable code.

5. Monitoring and Trending: The inspection schedules of ASME Section XI are effective
and ensure timely detection of applicable aging effects. If bolting connections for pressure
retaining components (not covered by ASME Section XI) is reported to be leaking, then it
may be inspected daily. If the leak rate does not increase, the inspection frequency may
be decreased to biweekly or weekly.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Any indications of aging effects in ASMVE pressure retaining bolting
are evaluated in accordance with Section X .of the ASME Code. For other pressure
retaining bolting, NSSS component support bolting and structural bolting, indications of
aging should be dispositioned in accordance with the corrective action process.
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7. Corrective Actions: Replacement of ASME pressure retaining bolting is performed in
accordance with appropriate requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code, as. subject to
the additional guidelines and recommendations of EPRI NP-5769. Replacement of other
pressure retaining bolting (i.e., non-Class I bolting) and disposition of degraded structural
bolting is performed in accordance with the guidelines-and recommendations of EPRI TR-
104213. Replacement of NSSS component support bolting is performed in accordance
with EPRI NP-5769. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective
actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the.
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix'B. As discussed in the appendix to this report,
the staff finds the requirements of'10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
confirmation process and administrative controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: Degradation of threaded bolting and fasteners in closures for the
reactor coolant pressure boundary has occurred from boric acid corrosion, SCC, and

• fatigue loading (NRC IE Bulletin 82-02, NRC Generic Letter 91-17). SCC has occurred in
high strength bolts used for NSSS component supports (EPRI. NP-5769). The bolting

.integrity program developed and implemented in accordance with commitments made in
response to NRC communications on bolting eventshave provided an effective means of
ensuring bolting reliability. These programs are documented in EPRI NP-5769 and TR-
104213 and represent industry consensus.

Degradation related failures have occurred in downcomer Tee-quencher bolting in BWRs
designed with drywells (ADAMS Accession Number ML050730347). Leakage from bolted
connections has been observed in reactor building closed cooling systems of BWRs.
(LER 50-341/2005-001).

The applicant is to evaluate applicable operating experience to support the conclusion that

the effects of aging are adequately managed.
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XI.M19 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRITY

Program Description

The steam generator tube integrity program is applicable to managing the aging of steam
generator tubes, plugs, sleeves and tube supports.

Mill annealed alloy 600 steam generator (SG) tubes have experienced tube degradation related
to corrosion phenomena, such. as primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC), outside
diameter stress corrosion cracking (ODSCC), intergranular attack (IGA), pitting, and wastage,
along with other mechanically induced phenomena, such as denting, wear, impingement
damage, and fatigue. The dominant degradation mode at this time for thermally treated alloy
600 and 690 tubes is wear. Nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques are used to inspect
all tubing materials and sleeves to identify tubes with degradation that may need to be removed
from service or repaired in accordance with plant technical specifications. In addition,
operational leakage limits are included to ensure that, should substantial tube leakage develop,
prompt action is taken. These limits are inrcluded in plant technical specifications, such as
standard technical specifications of NUREG-1430, Rev. 1, for Babcock & Wilcox pressurized
water reactors (PWRs); NUREG-1431, Rev. 1, for Westinghouse PWRs; and NUREG-1432,
Rev. 1, for Combustion Engineering PWRs.

The technical specifications specify SG inspection scope, frequency, and acceptance criteria for
the. plugging and repair of flawed tubes. NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.121, "Bases for Plugging
Degraded Steam Generator Tubes," provides guidelines for determining the tube repair criteria
and operational leakage limits. Acceptance criteria for the plugging and repair of flawed tubes
are incorporated in plant technical specifications. In addition to flaw acceptance ý(or
plugging/repair) criteria, the technical specifications also specify acceptable tube repair methods
(e.g., plugging and/or sleeving). Plants may also apply for changes in their technical
specifications to provide an.altemate repair criteria for SG degradation management.

.In addition to plant technical specifications, all PWR licensees have committed voluntarily to a
SG degradation management program described in the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 97-06,
"Steam Generator ProgramGuidelines." This program references a number of industry
guidelines and incorporates a balance of prevention, inspection, evaluation, repair, and leakage
monitoring measures. The NEI 97-06 document (a) includes performance criteria that are
intended to provide assurance that tube integrity is being maintained consistent with the plant's
licensing basis, and (b) provides guidance for monitoring and maintaining the tubes to provide
assurance that the performance criteria are met at all times between scheduled inspections of
the tubes. Steam generator tube integrity can be affected by degradation of SG plugs, sleeves
and tube supports. Therefore, these components are also addressed by this aging management
program.

The NEI 97-06 program includes an assessment of degradation mechanisms that-considers
operating experience from similar steam generators (SGs)-and, for each mechanism, defines
the inspection techniques as well as the sampling strategy. The industry guidelines provide
criteria for the qualification of personnel, specific techniques, and the associated acquisition and.
analysis of data, including procedures, probe selection, analysis protocols, and reporting
criteria. The performance criteria pertain to structural integrity, accident-induced leakage, and
operational leakage. The SG monitoring program includes guidance on assessment of
degradation mechanisms, inspection, tube integrity assessment, maintenance, plugging, repair,
and leakage monitoring, as well as procedures for monitoring and controlling secondary-side
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and primary-side water chemistry. The water chemistry program for PWRs relies on monitoring
and control of reactor water chemistry and secondary water chemistry.

Lastly, NRC Generic Letter (GL) 97-06, "Degradation of Steam Generator Internals," dated
December 30, 1997, notified the industry of various steam generator tube support plate damage
mechanisms identified in foreign and domestic steam generators. In response to GL 97-06,
licensees indicated whether they had a program in place to detect degradation of steam
generator intemals, and included a description of the inspection plans, including the inspection
scope, frequency, methods,,and components.

As evaluated below, the plant technical specifications, including alternate repair criteria for SG
degradation management that have been previously approved by the staff for that plant, the
licensee's response to GL 97-06, and the licensee's commitment to implement the SG
degradation management program described in NEI 97-06, are adequate to manage the effects
of aging on the SG tubes, plugs, sleeves, and tube supports.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The scope of the program is specific to SG tubes, plugs, sleeves and
tube supports. The program includes preventive measures to mitigate degradation related
to corrosion phenomena, assessment of degradation mechanisms, inservice inspection
(ISI) of steam generator tubes, plugs, sleeves, and tube supports to detect degradation,
evaluation, and plugging or repair, as needed, and leakage monitoring to maintain the
structural and leakage integrity of the pressure boundary. Tube and sleeve inspection
scope and frequency, plugging or repair, and leakage monitoring are in accordance. with
the plant technical specifications and the licensee's SG degradation management
program implemented in accordance with NEI 97-06. Plug inspection scope and
frequency, plugging or repair, and leakage monitoring are in accordance with the
licensee's SG degradation management program implemented in accordance with NEI
97-06. Lastly, tube support plate inspection scope and frequency are in accordance with
the licensee's SG degradation management program implemented in accordance with
NEI 97-06 as well as the program described in the licensee's response to GL 97-06.

2. .Preventive Actions: The program includes preventive measures to mitigate degradation
related to corrosion phenomena. The guidelines in NEI 97-06 include foreign material
exclusion as a means to inhibit wear degradation. The water chemistry program for PWRs
relies on monitoring and control of reactor water chemistry based on the EPRI guidelines
in TR-05714 for primary water chemistry and TR-1 02134 for secondary water chemistry.
The program description and the evaluation and technical basis of monitoring and
maintaining reactor water chemistry are presented in Chapter XI.M2, "Water Chemistry,"
of this report.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The inspection activities in the program detect flaws
in tubing,. plugs, sleeving, and degradation of tube-supports needed to maintain tube
integrity. Tubes are repaired or removed from service based on technical specification
repair criteria. Sleeves are removed from service based on technical specification repair
criteria. Degraded plugs and tube supports are evaluated for corrective actions.

•4. Detection of Aging Effects: The inspection requirements in the technical, specifications
are intended to detect tube and sleeve degradation (i.e., aging effects), if they should
occur. NEI 97-06 provides additional guidance on inspection programs to detect
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degradation of tubes, sleeves, plugs and tube supports. The intent of the inspection and
repair criteria is to provide assurance of continued tube integrity between inspections. A
licensee's response to GL 97-06 also provides a description of plant-specific inspection
programs for detection of degraded SG internals.

5. Monitoring and Trending: Condition monitoring assessments are performed to
determine whether structural and accident leakage criteria have been satisfied.
Operational assessments are performed after inspections to verify that structural and
leakage integrity will be maintained for the operating interval between inspections, which
is selected in accordance.with the technical specifications and NEI 97-06 guidelines.
Comparison of the results of the condition monitoring assessment with the predictions of
the previous operational assessment provides feedback for evaluation of the adequacy of
the: operational assessment and additional insights that can be incorporated into the next
operational assessment.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Assessment of tube and sleeve integrity and plugging or repair
criteria of flawed and sleeved tubes is in accordance with plant technical specifications.
The criteria for plugging or repairing SG tubes and sleeves are based on NRC RG 1.12.1
or other criteria previously reviewed and approved by the staff and incorporated into plant
technical specifications. Some examples of acceptance criteria that are applicable under
certain circumstances include F*, L*, or NRC Generic Letter (GL) 95-05, "Voltage-Based
Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam Generator Tubes Affected by Outside-Diameter
Stress-Corrosion Cracking."

7. Corrective Actions: Tubes and sleeves containing flaws that do not meet the acceptance
criteria are plugged or repaired. Degraded plugs and tube supports are evaluated for
corrective actions. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective
actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As discussed in the appendix to this report,
the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
confirmation process and administrative controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: Failures to detect some flaws, uncertainties in flaw sizing,
inaccuracies in flaw locations, and the inability to detect some cracks at locations with
dents have been reviewed in NRC Information Notice (IN) 97-88. Recent experience
indicates the importance of performing a complete inspection by using appropriate
techniques and components for the reliable detection of tube degradation and to provide
assurance that new forms of degradation are detected. Implementation of the program
provides reasonable assurance that SG tube integrity is maintained consistent with the
plants' licensing basis for the period of extended operation. Experience with the condition
monitoring and operational assessments required for plants that have implemented the
alternate repair criteria in NRC GL 95-05 has shown that the predictions of the operational
assessments have generally been consistent with the results of the subsequent condition
monitoring assessments. In cases where discrepancies have been noted, adjustments
have been made in the operational assessment models to improve agreement in
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subsequent assessments. In addition, the industry has programs/processes for
incorporating lessons learned from plant operation into guidelines referenced in NEI 97-
06.
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XI.M20 OPEN-CYCLE COOLING WATER SYSTEM

Program Description

The program relies on implementation of the recommendations of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Generic Letter (GL) 89-13 to ensure that the effects of aging on the open-
cycle cooling water (OCCVV) (or service water) system will be managed for the extended period
of operation. The program includes surveillance and control techniques to manage aging effects
caused by biofouling, corrosion, erosion, protective coating failures, and silting in the OCCW
system or structures and components serviced by the OCCW system.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The program addresses the aging. effects of material loss and fouling.
due to micro- or macrororganisms and various corrosion mechanisms. Because the
characteristics of the service water system may be specific to each facility, the OCCW
system is defined as a system or systems that transfer heat from safety-related systems,
.structures, and components (SSC) to the ultimate heat sink (UHS). If an intermediate
system is used between the safety-related SSCs and the system rejecting heat to the
UHS, that intermediate system performs the function of a service water.system and/is thus
included in the scope of recommendations of NRC GL 89-13..The guidelines of NRC
GL 89-13 include (a) surveillance and control of biofouling; (b) a test program to verify
heat transfer capabilities; (c) routine inspection and a maintenance program to ensure that
corrosion, erosion, protective coating failure, silting, and biofouling cannot degrade the
performance of safety-related systems serviced by OCCW; (d) a system walk down
inspection to ensure compliance with the licensing basis; and (e) a review of maintenance,
operating, and training practicesand procedures.

2. Preventive Actions: The system componehts are constructed of appropriate materials
and lined or coated to protect the underlying metal surfaces from being exposed to
aggressive cooling water environments. Implementation of NRC GL 89-13 includes a
condition and performance monitoring program; control or preventive measures, such as
chemical treatment, whenever the potential for biological fouling species exists; or flushing
of infrequently used systems. Treatment with chemicals. mitigates microbiologically-
influenced corrosion (MIC) and buildup of macroscopic biological fouling species, such as
blue mussels, oysters, or clams. Periodic flushing of the system removes accumulations
of biofouling agents, corrosion products, and silt.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: Adverseeffects on system or component
performance are caused by accumulations of biofouling agents, corrosion products, and,
silt. Cleanliness and material integrity of piping, components, heat exchangers,
elastomers, and their intemal linings or coatings (when applicable) that are part of the
OCCW system or that are cooled by the OCCW system are periodically inspected,
monitored, or tested to ensure heat transfer capabilities. The program ensures (a) removal,
of accumulations of biofouling agents, corrosion products, and silt, and (b) detection of.
defective protective coatings and corroded OCCW system piping and components that
could adversely affect performance of their intended safety functions.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Inspections for biofouling, damaged coatings, and degraded
material condition, are conducted. Visual inspections are typically performed; however,
nondestructive testing, such as ultrasonic testing, eddy current testing, and heat transfer
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capability testing, are effective methods to measure surface condition and the extent of
wall thinning associated with the service water system piping and components, when
determined necessary.

5. Monitoring and Trending: Inspection scope, method (e.g., visual or nondestructive
examination [NDE]), and testing frequencies! are in accordance with the utility
commitments under NRC GL 89-13. Testing and inspections are done annually and
during refueling outages. Inspections or nondestructive testing will determine the extent of
biofouling, the condition of the surface coating, the magnitude of localized pitting, and the
anmount of MIC, if applicable. Heat transfer testing results are documented in plant test
procedures and are trended. and reviewed by the appropriate group.

_71

6. Acceptance Criteria: Biofouling is removed or reduced.as part of the surveillance and
control process. The program for managing biofouling and aggressive cooling water
environments for OCCW systems is preventive. Acceptance criteria are based on effective
cleaning of biological fouling organisms and maintenance of protective coatings or linings
are emphasized.

7. Corrective Actions: Evaluations are performed for test or inspection results that do not
satisfy established _acceptance criteria and a problem or condition report is initiated to
document the concern in accordance with plant administrative procedures. The corrective
actions program ensures that the conditions adverse to quality are promptly corrected. If
the deficiency is assessed to be significantly adverse to quality, the cause of the condition.
is determined, and an action plan is developed to preclude repetition. As discussed in the
appendix to this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
acceptable to address the corrective actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As discussed in the appendix to this report,
the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
confirmation process and administrative controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: Significant microbiologically-influenced corrosion (NRC
Information Notice [IN] 85-30), failure of protective coatings (NRC IN 85-24), and fouling
(NRC IN 81-21, IN 86-96) have been observed in a number of heat exchangers. The
guidance of NRC GL 89-13 has been implemented for approximately 10 years and has
been effective in managing aging effects due to biofouling, corrosion, erosion, protective
coating failures, and silting in structures and components serviced by OCCW systems.
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XI.M21 CLOSED-CYCLE COOLING WATER SYSTEM

Program Description

The program includes (a) preventive measures to minimize corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) and (b)testing and inspection to monitor the effects of corrosion and SCC on
the intended function of the component. The program relies on maintenance of system
corrosion inhibitor concentrations within the specified limits of Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) TR-1 07396 to minimize corrosion and SCC. Non-chemistry monitoring techniques such
as testing and inspection in accordance with guidance in EPRI TR-1 07396 for closed-cycle
cooling water (CCCW) systems provide one acceptable method t6 evaluate system and.
component performance. These measures will ensure that the intended functions of the CCCW
system andcomponents serviced by the CC0W system are not compromised by aging.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: A CCCW system is defined as part of the service water system that
is not subject to significant sources of contamination, in which water chemistry is
controlled and in which heat is not directly rejected to a heat sink. The program described
in this section applies only to such a system. If one or more of these Conditions are not
satisfied, the system is to be considered an open-cycle cooling water system. The staff
notes that if the adequacy of cooling water chemistry control cannot be confirmed, the
system is treated as an open-cycle system as indicated in Action III of Generic Letter (GL)
89-13.

2. Preventive Actions: The program relies on the use of appropriate materials, lining, or
coating to protect the underlying metal surfaces and maintain system corrosion inhibitor
concentrations within the specified limits of EPRI TR-1 07396 to minimize corrosion and
SCC. The program includes monitoring and control of cooling water chemistry to minimize
exposure to aggressive environments and application of corrosion inhibitor in the CCCW
system to mitigate general, crevice, and pitting corrosion as well as SCC.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The aging management program monitors the effects
of corrosion and SCC by testing and inspection in -accordance with guidance in EPRI TR-
107396 to evaluate system and component condition. For pumps, the parameters
monitored include flow, discharge pressures, and suction pressures. For heat exchangers,
the parameters monitored include flow, inlet and outlet temperatures, and differential
pressure.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Control of water chemistry does not preclude corrosion or
SCC at locations of stagnant flow conditions or crevices. Degradation of a component due
to corrosion or SCC would result in degradation of system or component performance.
The extent and schedule of inspections and testing should assure detection of corrosion
or SCC before the loss of the intended function of the component. Performance and
functional testing ensures acceptable functioning of the CCCW system or components
serviced by the CCCW system. For systems and components in continuous operation,
performance adequacy should be verified by monitoring component performance through
data trends for evaluation of heat transfer capability, system branch flow changes and
chemistry data trends. Components not normally in operation are periodically tested to
ensure operability.
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5. Monitoring and Trendirig:.The frequency of sampling water chemistry varies and can
occur on a continuous, daily, weekly, or as needed basis, as indicated by plant operating
conditions and the type of chemical treatment. In accordance with EPRI TR-107396,
intemal visual inspections and performance/functional tests are to be performed
periodically to demonstrate system operability and confirm the effectiveness of the
program. Tests to evaluate heat removal capability of the system and degradation of
system components may also be used. The testing intervals should be established based
on plant-specific considerations such as system conditions, trending, and past operating
experience, and may be adjusted, based on the results of a reliability analysis, type of
service, frequency of operation, or age of components and systems.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Corrosion inhibitor-concentrations are maintained within the limits
specified in the EPRI water chemistry guidelines for CCCW. System and component
performance test results are evaluated in accordance with system and component design
basis requirements. Acceptance criteria and tolerances are to be based on system design
parameters and functions.

7. Corrective Actions: Corrosion inhibitor concentrations outside the allowable limits are
returned to the acceptable range within the time period specified in the EPRI water
chemistry guidelines for.CCCW. If the system or component fails to perform adequately,
corrective actions are taken. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective
actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As discussed in the appendix to this report,
the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
confirmation process and administrative controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: Degradation of closed-cycle cooling water systems due to
corrosion product buildup (NRC Licensee Event Report [LER] 50-327/93-029-00) or
through-wall cracks in supply lines (NRC 50-280/91-019-00) has been observed in
operating plants. Accordingly, operating experience demonstrates the need for this
program.
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XI.M22 BORAFLEX MONITORING

Program Description

A Boraflex monitoring program for the actual Boraflex panels is implemented in the spent fuel
racks to assure that no unexpected degradation of the Boraflex material would compromise the
criticality analysis in support of the design of spent fuel storage racks. The applicable aging
management program (AMP), based on manufacturers recommendations,- relies on periodic
inspection, testing, monitoring, and analysis of the criticality design to assure that the required
5% subcriticality margin is maintained. The frequency of the inspection and testing depends on
the condition of the Boraflex, with a maximum of five years. Certain accelerated samples are
tested every two years. Results based on test coupons have been found to be unreliable in
determining the degree to which the actual Boraflex panels have been degraded. Therefore, this
AMP includes: (1) performing neutron attenuation testing, called blackness testing, to determine
gap formation in Boraflex panels; (2) completing sampling and analysis for silica levels in the
spent fuel pool water and trending the results by using the EPRI RACKLIFE predictive code or
its equivalent on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis (depending on Boraflex panel condition);
and (3) measuring boron areal density by techniques such as the BADGER device. Corrective
actions are initiated if the test results find that the 5% subcriticality margin cannot be maintained.
because-of current or projected future Boraflex degradation.

Evaluation and Technical Basis --

1. Scope of Program: The AMP manages the effects of aging on sheets of neutron-
absorbing materials affixed to spent fuel racks. For Boraflex panels, gamma irradiation
and long-term exposure to the wet pool environment cause shrinkage resulting in gap
formation, gradual degradation of the polymer matrix, and the release of silica to the spent
fuel storage pool water. This results in the loss of boron carbide in the neutron absorber
sheets.

2. Preventive Actions: For Boraflex panels, monitoring silica levels in the storage pool
water, measuring gap formation by blackness testing, periodically measuring boron areal
density, and applying predictive. codes, are performed. These actions ensure that
degradation of the neutron-absorbing material is identified and corrected so the spent fuel
storage racks will.be capable of performing their intended functions during the period of
extended operation, consistent with current licensing basis (CLB) design'conditions.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected:The parameters monitored include physical
conditions of the Boraflex panels, such as gap formation and decreased boron areal
.density, and the concentration of the silica in the spent fuel pool. These. are conditions
directly related to degradation of the Boraflex material.. When Boraflex is subjected to
gamma radiation and long-term exposure to the spent fuel pool environment, the silicon
polymer matrix becomes degraded and silica filler and boron carbide are released into the
spent fuel pool water. As indicated in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Information Notice (IN)' 95-38 ahd NRC Generic Letter (GL) 96-04, the loss of boron
carbide (washout) from Boraflex is characterized by slow dissolution of silica from the
surface of the Boraflex and a gradual thinning of the material. Because Borafle'x contains
about 25% silica, 25% polydimethyl siloxane polymer, and 50% boron carbide, sampling
and analysis of the presence of silica in the spent fuel pool provide an indication' of
depletion of boron carbide from Boraflex; however, the degree to which Boraflex has
degraded is ascertained through measurement of the boron areal density.
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4. Detection of Aging Effects: The amount of boron carbide released from the Boraflex
panel is determined through direct measurement of boron areal density and correlated
with the levels of silica present with a predictive code. This is supplemented with detection
of gaps through blackness testing and periodic verification of boron loss through areal
density measurement techniques such as the BADGER device.

5. Monitoring and Trending: The periodic inspection measurements and analysis are to be
compared to values of previous measurements and analysis to provide a continuing level
of data for trend analysis.'

6. Acceptance Criteria: The 5% subcriticality margin of the spent fuel racks is to be
maintained for the period of extended operation.

7. Corrective Actions: Corrective actions are initiated if the test results find that the 5%
subcriticality margin cannot be maintained because of the current or projected future
degradation. Corrective actions consist of providing additional neutron-absorbing capacity
by Boral or boron steel inserts, or other options, which are available to maintain a
subcriticality margin of 5%. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective
actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, site review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As. discussed in the appendix to this report,
the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
confirmation process and administrative controls..

9. Administrative Controls: See item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: The NRC IN 87-43 addresses the problems of development of
tears and gaps (average 1-2 in., with the. largest 4 in.) in Boraflex sheets due to gamma
radiation-induced shrinkage of the material. NRC INs 93-70 and 95-38 and NRC GL 96-04
address several cases of significant degradation of Boraflex test coulons due to
accelerated dissolution of Boraflex caused by pool water flow through panel enclosures
and high accumulated gamma dose. Two spent fuel rack cells with about 12 years of
service have only 40% of the Boraflex remaining. In such cases, the Boraflex may be
replaced by boron steel inserts or by a completely new rack system using Boral.
Experience with boron steel is limited; however, the application of Boral for use in the
spent fuel storage racks predates the manufacturing and use of Boraflex. The experience
with Boraflex panels indicates that coupon surveillance programs are not reliable.
Therefore, during the period of extended operation, the measurement of boron areal
density correlated, through a predictive code, with silica levels in the pool water is verified.
These monitoring programs provide assurance that degradation of Boraflex sheets is
monitored, so that appropriate actions can be taken in a timely manner if significant loss of
neutron-absorbing capability is occurring. These monitoring programs ensure that the
Boraflex sheets will maintain their integrity and will be effective in performing its intended
function.
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XI.M23 INSPECTION OF OVERHEAD HEAVY LOAD AND LIGHT LOAD (RELATED TO
REFUELING) HANDLING SYSTEMS

Program Description

Most commercial nuclear facilities have between 50 and 100 cranes. Many are industnal'grade
cranes, which meet the requirements of 29 CFR Volume XVII, Part 1910, and Section 1910.179.
Most are not within the scope of 10 CFR 54.4, and therefore are not required to be part of the
integrated plant assessment (IPA).

Normally, fewer than 10 cranes fall within the scope of 10 CFR 54.4.

The program demonstrates that testing and monitoring programs have been implemented and
have ensured that the structures, systems, and components of these cranes are capable of
sustaining their rated loads. This is their intended function during the period of extended
operation. It is noted that many of the systems and components of these cranes perform an
intended function with moving parts or with a change in configuration, or subject to replacement
based on qualified life. In these instances, these types of crane systems and components are
not within the scope of this aging management program (AMP). This program is primarily
concerned with structural components that make up the bridge and trolley. NUREG-0612,
"Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants," provides specific guidance on the control of
overhead heavy load cranes.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The. program managesthe effects of general corrosion on the crane
and trolley structural components for those cranes that are within the scope of 10 CFR.
54.4, and the effects of wear on the rails in the railsystem.

2. Preventive Actions: No preventive actions are identified. The crane. program is an
inspection.program.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The program evaluates the effectiveness of the
maintenance monitoring program and the effects of past and future usage on the
structural reliability of cranes.

4. Detection of Aging Effect: Crane rails and structural components are visually inspected
on a routine basis for degradation.

5. Monitoring and Trending: Monitoring and trending are not required as part of the crane
inspection program.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Any significant visual indication of loss of material due to corrosion
or wear is evaluated according to applicable industry standards and good industry
practice. The crane may also have been designed to a specific Service Class as defined
in the Crane Manufacturers Association of America, Inc. (CMAA) Specification #70 (or
later revisions), or CMAA Specification #74 (or later revisions). The specification that was
applicable at the time the crane was manufactured is used.
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7. Corrective Actions: Site corrective actions program, quality assurance (QA) procedures,
site review and approval process, and administrative controls are implemented in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As discussed in the
appendix to this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
acceptable to address the corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative
controls,

8. Confirmation Process: See Item 7, above.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 7, above.

10. Operating Experience There has been no history of corrosion-related degradation that
has impaired cranes. Likewise, because cranes have not been operated beyond their.
design lifetime, there have been no significant fatigue-related structural failures.
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XI.M24 COMPRESSED AIR MONITORING

Program Description

The program consists of inspection, monitoring, and testing of the entire system. This includes
(a) frequent leak testing of valves, piping, and other system components, especially those made
of carbon steel and stainless steel; and (b) preventive monitoring that checks air quality at
various locations in the system to ensure that oil, water, rust, dirt, and other contaminants are
kept within the specified limits. The aging management program (AMP) provides for timely
corrective actions to ensure that the system is operating within specified limits.

The AMP is based on results of the plant owner's response to Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Generic Letter (GL) 88-14, augmented by previous NRC Information Notices (IN) 81-38,
IN 87-28, and IN 87-28 S1, and by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations Significant.
Operating Experience Report (INPO SOER) 88-01..The NRC GL 88-14, issued after several
years of study of problems and failures of instrument air systems, recommends each holder of
an operating license to perform an extensive design and operations review and verification of its
instrument air system. The GL 88-14 also recommends the licensees to describe their program
for maintaining proper instrument air quality. The AMP also incorporates provisions conforming
to the guidance of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NP-7079, issued in 1990, to
assist utilities in identifying and correcting system problems in the instrument air system and to
enable them to maintain required industry safety standards. Subsequent to these initial actions
by all plant licensees to implement an improved AMP, some utilities decided to replace their
instrument air system with newer models and types of components. The EPRI then issued
TR-108147, which addresses maintenance of the latest compressors and other instrument air
system components currently in use at those plants. The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers operations and maintenance standards and guides (ASME OM-S/G-1998, Part 17)
provides additional guidance to the maintenance of the instrument air system by offering
recommended test methods, test intervals, parameters to be measured and evaluated,
acceptance criteria, corrective actions, and records requirements.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The program manages the effects of corrosion and the presence of
unacceptable levels of contaminants on the intended function of the compressed air
system. The AMP includes frequent leak testing of valves, piping, and other system
components, especially those made of carbon steel and stainless steel, and .a preventive
maintenance program to check air quality at several locations in the system.

2. Preventive Actions: The system air quality is monitored and maintained in accordance
with the plant owner's testing and inspection plans, which are designed to ensure that the
system and components meet specified operability requirements. These requirements are
prepared from consideration of manufacturer's recommendations for individual
components and guidelines.based on ASME OM-S/G-1998, -Part 17; ISA-$7.0.01-1996;
EPRI NP-7079; and EPRI TR-108147. The preventive maintenance program addresses
various aspects of the inoperability of air-operated components due to corrosion and the
presence of oil, water, rust, and other contaminants.

3. Parameters Monitored/inspected: Inservice inspection (ISI and testing is performed to
verify proper air quality and confirm that maintenance practices, emergency procedures,
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and training are adequate to ensure that the intended function of the air system is
maintained.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Guidelines in EPRI NP-7079, EPRI TR-108147, and ASME
OM-S/G-1998, Part 17, ensure'timely detection of degradation of the compressed air
system function. Degradation of the piping and any components would become evident by
observation of excessive corrosion, by the discovery of unacceptable leakage rates, and
by failure of the system or any item of components to meet specified performance limits.

5. Monitoring and Trending: Effects of corrosion and the presence of contaminants are
monitored by visual inspection and periodic system and component tests, including leakrate tests on the system and on individual items~of components. These tests verify proper
operation by comparing measured values of performance'with specified performance
limits. Test data are analyzed and compared to data from previous tests to provide for
timely detection of aging effects.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Acceptance criteria are established for the system and for!
individual components that contain specific limits or acceptance ranges based on design
basis conditions and/or components vendor specifications. The testing results are
analyzed to verify that the design and performance of the system is in accordance with its
intended function.

7. Corrective Actions: Corrective actions are taken if any parameters are out of acceptable
ranges, such as moisture content in the system air. As discussed in the appendix to this
report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to
address the corrective actions.

8. Confirmation Process: The site corrective actions program, quality assurance (QA)
procedures, site review and approval process, and administrative controls are
implemented in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As
discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the confirmation process and administrative
controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: Potentially significant safety-related problems pertaining to air
systems have been documented in NRC IN 81-38, IN 87-28, IN 87-28 S1 and license
event report (LER) 50-237/94-005-3. Some of the systems that have been significantly
degraded or have failed due to the problems in the air system include the decay heat
removal, auxiliary feedwater, main steam isolation, containment isolation, and fuel pool
seal system. As a result of NRC GL 88-14 and consideration of INPO SOER 88-01, EPRI
NP-7079, and EPRI TR-1 08147, performance of air systems has improved significantly.
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XI.M25 BWR REACTOR WATER CLEAN UP SYSTEM

Program Description

The program includes inservice inspection (ISI) and monitoring and control of reactor coolant
water chemistry to manage the effects of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) or intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) on the intended function of austenitic stainless steel (SS) piping in
the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system. Based on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) criteria related to inspection guidelines for RWCU piping welds outboard of the second
isolation valve, the program includes the measures delineated in NUREG-0313, Rev. 2, and
NRC Generic Letter (GL) 88-01. Coolant water chemistry is monitored and maintained in
accordance with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) guidelines in boiling water reactor
vessel and internals project (BWRVIP) -29°(TR-103515) to minimize the potential of cracking
due to SCC or IGSCC.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1.. Scope of Program: Based on the NRC letter (September 15, 1995) on the'screening
criteria related to inspection guidelines for RWCU piping welds outboard of the second
isolation valve, the program includes the measures delineated in NUREG-0313, Rev. 2,
and NRC GL 88-01 to monitor SCC or IGSCC and its effects on the intended function of
austenitic SS piping. The screening criteria include:

a. Satisfactory completion of all actions requested in NRC GL 89-10,

b. No detection of IGSCC in RWCU welds inboard of the second isolation valves
(ongoing inspection in accordance with the guidance in NRC GL 88-01), and

c. No detection of IGSCC in RWCU welds outboard of the second isolation valves after
inspecting a minimum of 10% of the susceptible piping.

No IGSCC inspection is recommended for plants that meet all the above three criteria or
that meet criterion (a) and piping is made of material that is resistant to IGSCC.

2. Preventive Actions: The comprehensive program outlined in N UREG-0313 and
NRC GL 88-01 addresses improvements in all three elements that, in combination, cause
SCC or IGSCC. These elements are a susceptible (sensitized) material, a significant
tensile stress, and an aggressive environment. The program delineated in NUREG-0313
and NRC GL 88-01 includes recommendations regarding selection of materials that are
resistant to sensitization, use of special processes that reduce residual tensile stresses,
and monitoring .and maintenance of coolant chemistry. The resistant materials are used
for new and replacement components and include low-carbon grades of austenitic SS and
weld metal, with a maximum carbon of 0.035-wt.% and a minimum ferrite of 7.5% in weld
metal and cast austenitic stainless steel (CASS). Inconel 82 is the only commonly used
nickel-base Weld metal considered resistant to SCC; other nickel-alloys, such as Alloy
600, are evaluated on an individual basis. Special processes are used for existing as well
as new and replacement components. These processes include solution heat treatment,
heat sink welding, induction heating, and mechanical stress improvement.

The program delineated in NUREG-0313 and NRC GL 88-01. varies depending on the
plant- specific reactor water chemistry to mitigate SCC or IGSCC.
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3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The aging management program (AMP) monitors
SCC or IGSCC of austenitic SS piping by detection and sizing of cracks, by implementing
the inspection guidelines delineated in the NRC screening criteria for the RWCU piping
outboard of isolation valves. The following schedules are followed:

Schedule A: No inspection is required for plants that meet all three criteria set forth above,
or if they meet only criterion (a). Piping is made of material that is resistant to IGSCC, as
described above in preventive actions.

Schedule B: For plants that meet only criterion (a): Inspect at least 2% of the welds or two
welds every refueling outage, whichever sample is larger.

Schedule C: For plants that do not meet criterion (a): Inspect at least 10% of the welds
every refueling outage.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: The extent, method, and schedule of the inspection and test
techniques delineated in the NRC inspection criteria for RWCU piping and NRC GL 88-01
are designed to maintain structural integrity and to detect aging effects before the loss of
intended function of austenitic SS piping and fittings. Guidelines for the inspection
schedule, methods, personnel, sample expansion, and leak detection guidelines are
based on the guidelines of NRC GL 88-01.

NRC GL 88-01' recommends that the detailed inspection procedure, components, and
examination personnel be qualified by a formal program approved by the NRC. Inspection.
can reveal cracking and leakage of coolant. The extent and frequency of inspections
recommended by the program are based on the condition of each weld (e.g., whether the
.weldments were made from IGSCC-resistant material, whether a stress improvement
process was applied to a weldment to reduce the residual stresses, and how the weld was
repaired if it had been cracked).

5. Monitoring and Trending: The extent and schedule for inspection in accordance with the
recommendations of NRC GL 88-01 provide timely detection of cracks and leakage of
coolant. Based on inspection results, NRC GL 88-01 provides guidelines for additional
samples of welds to be inspected when one or more cracked welds are found.in a weld
category.

6. Acceptance Criteria: The NRC GL 88-01 recommends that any indicationdetected be
evaluated in accordance with the requirements of ASME.Section XI, Subsection IWB-
3640 (2001 edition 8 including the 2002 and 2003 Addenda).

7. Corrective Actions: The guidance for weld overlay repair, stress improvement, or
replacement is provided in NRC GL 88-01. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the
staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
corrective actions.

8. Confirmation Process: Site quality assurance (QA) procedures, review and approval
processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with-requirements

8 An applicant may rely on a different version of the ASME Code, but should justify such use. An

applicant may wish to refer to the SOC for an update of 10 CFR § 50.55a to justify use of a more recent
edition of the Code.
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of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the confirmation
process and administrative controls.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 8, above.

10. Operating Experience: The IGSCC has occurred in small- and large-diameter boiling
water reactor (BWR) piping made of austenitic stainless steels or nickel alloys. The
comprehensive program outlined in NRC GL 88-01 and NUREG-0313 addresses
improvements in all elements that cause SCC or IGSCC (e.g., susceptible material,
significant tensile stress, and an aggressive environment) and is effective in managing
IGSCC in austenitic SS piping in the RWCU system.
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XI.M26 FIRE PROTECTION

Program Description

For operating plants, the fire protection aging management program (AMP) includes a fire
barrier inspection program and a diesel-driven fire pump inspection program. The fire barrier
inspection program requires periodic visual inspection of fire barrier penetration seals, fire
barrier walls, ceilings, and floors, and periodic visual inspection and functional tests of fire rated

-doors to ensure that their operability is maintained. The diesel-driven fire pump inspection
program requires -that the pump be periodically tested to ensure that the fuel supply line can
perform the intended function. The AMP also includes periodic inspection and testng of the
halon/carbon dioxide (C0 2)'fire suppression system.

Evaluation and Technical Basis--

1. Scope of Program: For operating plants, the AMP manages the aging effects on the
intended function of the penetration seals, fire barrier walls, ceilings, and floors, and all fire
rated doors (automatic or manual) that perform a fire barrier function. It also manages the
aging effects on the intended function of the fuel supply line. The AMP also includes
management of the aging effects on the intended function of the halon/C0 2 fire
suppression system.

2. Preventive Actions: For operating plants, the fire hazard analysis assesses the fire
potential and fire hazard in all plant areas. It also specifies measures for fire prevention,
fire detection, fire suppression, and fire containment and alternative shutdown capability
for each fire area containing structures, systems, and components important to safety.

3. Parameters Monitored/inspected: Visual inspection of approximately 10% of each type
of penetration seal is performed during walkdowns carried out at least once every
refueling outage. These inspections examine any sign of degradation such as cracking,
seal separation from walls and components, separation of layers of material, rupture and
puncture of seals, which are directly caused by increased hardness, and shrinkage of seal
material due to weathering. Visual inspection of the fire barrier walls, ceilings, and floors
examines any sign of degradation such as cracking, spalling, and loss of material caused
by freeze-thaw, chemical attack, and reaction with aggregates. Fire-rated doors are
visually inspected on a plant-specific interval to verify the integrity of door surfaces and for
clearances. The plant-specific inspection intervals are to be determined by engineering
evaluation to detect degradation of the fire doors prior to the loss of intended function.

The diesel-driven fire pump is under observation during performance tests such as flow
and discharge tests, sequential starting capability tests, and controller function tests for
detection of any degradation of the fuel supply line.

The periodic visual inspection and function test is performed at least once every six
months to examine the signs of degradation of the halon/C0 2 fire suppression system.
Material conditions that may affect the performance of the system, such as corrosion,
mechanical damage, or damage to dampers, are observed during these tests'

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Visual inspection of penetration seals detects cracking, seal
separation from walls and components, and rupture and puncture of seals. Visual
inspection by fire protection qualified inspectors of approximately 10% of each type of seal
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in walkdowns is performed at least once every refueling cycle. If any sign of degradation is
detected within that sample, the sc ope of the inspection is expanded to include additional
seals. Visual inspection by fire protection qualified inspectors of the fire barrier walls,
ceilings, and floors, performed in walkdowns at least once every refueling outage ensures.

-timely detection of concrete cracking, spalling, and loss of material. Visual inspection by
fire protection qualified inspectors detects any sign of degradation of the fire door such as
wear and missing parts. Periodic visual inspection and function tests detect degradation of
the fire doors before there is a loss of intended function.

Periodic tests performed at least once every refueling outage, such as flow and discharge
tests, sequential starting capability tests, and controller function tests performed on diesel-
driven fire pump ensure fuel supply line performance. The performance tests detect
degradation of the fuel supply lines before the loss of the component intended function.

Visual inspections of the halon/C0 2 fire suppression system detect any sign of added
degradation, such as corrosion, mechanical -damage, or damage to dampers. The periodic
function test and inspection performed at least once every six months detects degradation
of the halon/CO 2 fire suppression system before the loss of the component intended
function.

5. Monitoring and Trending: The aging effects of weathering on fire barrier penetration
seals are detectable by visual inspection and, based on operating experience, visual
inspections are performed at least once every refueling outage to detect any sign of
degradation of fire barrier penetration seals prior to loss of the intended function.

Concrete cracking, spalling, and loss of material are detectable by visual inspection and,
based on operating experience, visual inspection performed at least once every refueling
outage detects any sign of degradation of the •fire barrier walls, ceilings, and floors before
there is a loss of the intended function. Based'on operating experience, degraded integrity
or clearances in the fire door are detectable by visual inspection performed on a plant-
specific frequency. The visual inspections detect degradation of the fire doors prior to loss
of the intended -function.

The performance of the fire pump is monitored during the periodic test to detect any
degradation in the fuel supply lines. Periodic testing provides data (e.g., .pressure) for
trending necessary.

The performance of the halon/C0 2 fire suppression system is monitored during the
periodic test to detect any degradation in the system. These periodic tests provide data
necessary for trending.

6. Acceptance Criteria: Inspection results are acceptable if there are no visual indications,
(outside those allowed by approved penetration seal configurations) of cracking,
separation of seals from Walls and components, separation of layers of material, or
ruptures or punctures of seals; no visual indications of concrete cracking, spalling and loss
of material of fire barrier walls, ceilings, and floors; no visual indications of missing parts,
holes, and wear and no deficiencies in the, functional tests of fire doors. No corrosion is
acceptable in the fuel supply line for the diesel-driven fire pump. Also, any signs of
corrosion and mechanical damage of the halon/C0 2 fire suppression system are not
acceptable.
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7. Corrective Actions: For fire protection structures and components identified within scope
that are subject to an AMR for license renewal, the applicant's 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
B, program is used for corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative
controls for aging management during the period of extended operation. This commitment
is documented in the final safety analysis report (FSAR) supplement in accordance with
10 CFR 54.21 (d). As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective
actions,' confirmation process, and administrative controls.

8. Confirmation Process: See Item 7, above.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 7, above.

10. Operating Experience: Silicone foam fire barrier penetration seals have experienced
splits, shrinkage, voids, lack of fill, and other failure modes (IN 88-56, IN.94-28, and IN 97-
70). Degradation of electrical racing way fire barrier such as small holes, cracking, and
unfilled seals are found on routine walkdown (IN 91-47 and GL 92-08). Fire doors have
experienced wear of the hinges and handles.
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XI. M27 FIRE WATER SYSTEM

Program Description

This aging management program (AMP) applies to water-based fire protection systems that
consist of sprinklers, nozzles, fittings, valves, hydrants, hose stations, standpipes, water storage
tanks, and aboveground and underground piping and components that are tested in accordance
with the applicable National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes and standards. Such
testing assures the minimum functionality of the systems. Also, these systems are normally
maintained at required operating pressure and monitored such that loss of system pressure is
immediately detected and corrective actions initiated.

A sample of sprinkler heads is to be inspected by using the guidance of NFPA 25 "Inspection,
Testing and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems" (1998 Edition), Section 2-
3.1.1, or NFPA25 (2002 Edition), Section 5.3.1.1.1. This NFPA section states "where sprinklers
have been in place for 50 years, they shall be replaced or representative sampleis from one or
more sample areas shall be submitted to a recognized testing laboratory for field service
testing." It also contains guidance to perform this sam pling every 10 years after the initial field
service testing.

The fire protection system piping is to be subjected to required flow testing in accordance with
guidance in NFPA 25 to verify design pressure or evaluated for wall thickness (e.g., non-
intrusive volumetric testing or plant maintenance visual inspections) to ensure that aging effects
are managed and that wall thickness is within acceptable limits. These inspections are
performed before the end of the current operating term and at plant-specific intervals thereafter
during the period of extended operation. The plant-specific inspection intervals are to be
determined by engineering evaluation of the fire protection piping to ensure that degradation will
be detected before the loss of intended function. The purpose of the fullflow testing and wall
thickness evaluations is to ensure that corrosion, MIC, or biofouling is managed such that the
system function is maintained.

Evaluation and Technical Basis

1. Scope of Program: The AMP focuses on managing loss of material due to corrosion,
MIC, or biofouling of carbon steel and cast-iron components in fire protection systems
exposed to water. Hose stations and standpipes are considered as piping in the AMP.

2. Preventive Actions: To ensure no significant corrosion, MIC, or biofouling has occurred
in water-based fire protection systems, periodic flushing, system performance testing, and
inspections may be conducted.

3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: Loss of material due to corrosion and biofouling could
reduce wall thickness of the fire protection piping system and result in system failure.
Therefore, the parameters monitored are the system's ability to maintain pressure and
internal system corrosion conditions. Periodic flow testing of the fire water system is
performed using the guidelines of NFPA 25, or wall thickness evaluations may be
performed -to ensure that the system maintains its intended function.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Fire protection system testing is performed to assure that
the system functions by maintaining required operating pressures. Wall thickness
evaluations of fire protection piping are performed on system components using non-
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intrusive techniques (e.g., volumetric testing) to identify evidence of loss of material due to
corrosion. These inspections are performed before the end of the current operating term
and at plant-specific intervals thereafter during the period of extended operation. As an
alternative to non-intrusive testing, the plant maintenance process may include a visual
inspection of the internal surface of the fire protection piping upon each entry to the
system for routine or corrective maintenance, as long as it can be demonstrated that
inspections are performed (based on past maintenance history) on a representative
number of locations on a reasonable basis. These inspections must be capable of
evaluating (1) wall thickness to ensure against catastrophic failure and (2) the inner
diameter of the piping as it applies to the design flow of the fire protection system. If the
environmental and material conditions that exist on the interior surface of the below grade
fire protection piping are similar to the conditions that exist within the above grade fire
protection piping, the results of the inspections of the above grade fire protection piping
can be extrapolated to evaluate the condition of below grade fire protection piping. If not,
additional inspection activities are needed to ensure that the intended function of below
grade fire protection piping will be maintained consistent with the current licensing.basis
for the period of extended operation. Continuous system pressure monitoring, system flow
testing, and wall thickness evaluations of piping are effective means to ensure that
corrosion and biofouling are not occurring and the system's intended function is
maintained.

General requirements of existing fire protection programs include testing and maintenance
of fire detection and protection systems and surveillance procedures to ensure that fire
detectors, as well as fire protection systems and components are operable.

Visual inspection of yard fire hydrants performed annually in accordance with NFPA 25
ensures timely detection of signs of degradation, such as corrosion. Fire hydrant hose
hydrostatic tests, gasket inspections, and fire hydrant flow tests, performed annually,
ensure that fire hydrants can perform their intended function and provide opportunities for
degradation to be detected before a loss of intended function can occur.

Sprinkler heads are inspected before the end of the 50-year sprinkler head service life and
at 10-year intervals thereafter during the extended period of operation to ensure that signs
of degradation, such as corrosion, are detected in a timely manner.

5. Monitoring and Trending: System discharge pressure is monitored continuously.
Results of system performance testing are monitored and trended as specified by the
associated plant commitments pertaining to NFPA codes and standards. Degradation
identified by non-intrusive or internal inspection is evaluated.

6. Acceptance Criteria: The acceptance criteria are (a) the ability of a fire protection system
to maintain required pressure, (b) no unacceptable signs of degradation observed during
non-intrusive or visual assessment of internal system conditions, and (c) that no biofouling
exists in the sprinkler systems that could cause corrosionin the sprinkler heads.

7. Corrective Actions: Repair and replacement actions are initiated as necessary. For fire
water systems and components identified within scope that are subject to an AMR for
license renewal, the applicant's 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, program is used for
corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative controls for aging
management during the period of extended operation. As discussed in the appendix to
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this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to

address the corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative controls.

8. Confirmation Process: See Item 7, above.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 7, above.

10. Operating Experience: Water-based fire protection systems designed, inspected, tested
and maintained in accordance with the NFPA minimum standards have demonstrated
reliable performance.
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XI.M28 BURIED PIPING AND TANKS SURVEILLANCE

Program Description

The program includes surveillance and preventive measures to mitigate corrosion by protecting
the external surface of buried carbon steel piping and tanks. Surveillance and preventive
measures are in accordance with standard industry practice, based on National Association of
Corrosion Engineers (NACE) Standards RP-0285-95 and RP-0169-96, and include external'
coatings, wrappings, and cathodic protection systems.

Evaluation and Technical Basis,

1. Scope of Program: The program relies on preventive measures, such as coating,
wrapping, and cathodic protection, and surveillance, based on NACE Standard RP-0285-
95 and NACE Standard RP-0169-96, to manage the effects of corrosion on the intended
function of buried tanks and piping, respectively.

2. Preventive Actions: In accordance with industry practice, underground piping and tanks
are coated during installation with a protective coating system, such as coal tar enamel
with a fiberglass wrap and a kraft paper outer wrap, a polyolifin tape coating, or a fusion
bonded epoxy coating to protect the piping from contacting the aggressive soil
environment. A cathodic protection system is.used to mitigate corrosion where pinholes in
the coating allow the piping or components to be in contact with the aggressive soil
environment. The cathodic protection imposes a current from an anode onto the pipe or
tank to stop corrosion from occurring at defects in the coating.

-3. Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The effectiveness of the coatings and cathodic
protection system, per standard industry practice, is determined by measuring coating
conductance, by surveying pipe-to-soil potential, and by conducting bell hole examinations
to visually examine the condition of the coating.

4. Detection of Aging Effects: Coatings 6nd wrapping can be damaged during installation
or while in service and the cathodic protection system is relied upon to avoid any
corrosion at the damaged locations. Degradation of the coatings and wrapping during
service will result in the requirement for more current from the cathodic protection rectifier
in order to maintain the proper cathodic protect potentials. Any increase in current
requirements is an indication of coating and wrapping degradation. A close interval pipe-
to-soil potential survey can be used to locate the locations where degradation has
occurred.

5. Monitoring and Trending: Monitoring the coating conductance versus time or the current
requirement versus time provides an indication of the condition of the coating and
cathodic protection, system when compared to predetermined values.

6. Acceptance Criteria: In accordance with accepted industry practice, per NACE Standard
RP-0285-95 and NACE Standard RP-0169-96, the assessment of the condition of the
coating and cathodic protection system is to be conducted on an annual basis and
compared to predetermined values.

September 2005" XI M-95 NUREG-1801, Rev. 1



7. Corrective Actions: The site corrective actions program, quality assurance (QA)
procedures, site review and approval process, and administrative controls are
implemented in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. As
discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the corrective actions, confirmation process,
and 'administrative controls.

8. Confirmation Process: See Item 7, above.

9. Administrative Controls: See Item 7, above.

10. Operating Experience: Corrosion pits from the outside diameter have been discovered in
buried piping with far less than 60 years of operation. Buried pipe that is coated and
cathodically protected is unaffected after 60-years of service. Accordingly, operating
experience fromlapplication of the NACE standards on non-nuclear systems
demonstrates the effectiveness of this program.

References

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, Office of the
Federal Register, National Archives and Records Administration, 2005.

NACE Standard RP-01 69-96, Control of Extemal Corrosion on Underground or Submerged
Metallic Piping Systems, 1996.

NACE Standard RP-0285-95, Corrosion Control of Underground Storage Tank Systems by
Cathodic Protection, Approved March 1985, revised February 1995.
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4.13 Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program

A- Program Description

The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program at VYNPS is comparable to the
program described in NUREG-1801, Section XI.M17, Flow-Accelerated Corrosion.

This program applies to safety-related and nonsafety-related carbon steel
components carrying two-phase or single-phase high-energy fluid z 2% of plant
operating time.

The program, based on EPRI Report NSAC-202L-R2 recommendations for an
effective flow-accelerated corrosion program, predicts, detects, and, monitors FAC in
plant piping and other pressure retaining components. This program includes (a) an
evaluation to determine crilical locations, (b) initial operational inspections to
determine the extent of thinning at these locations, and (c) follow-up inspections to
confirm predictions, or repair.or replace components as necessary.

This program is credited in the following.

. AMRM-05, High Pressure Coolant Injection System
. AMRM-06, Reactor Core Isolation Cooling and Condensate Storage and

Transfer Systems
. AMRM-26, Main Condenser and MSIV Leakage Pathway System

" AMRM-30, Nonsafety-Related Systems and Components Affecting Safety-
Related Systems

. AMRM-33, Reactor Coolant System Pressure Boundary

RB Evaluation

1. Scope of Program

a. NUREG-1801, Scooe

"The FAC program, described by the EPRI guidelines in NSAC-202L-R2,
includes procedures or administrative controls to assure that the structural
integrity of all carbon steel lines containingýhigh-energy fluids (two phase as
well as single phase) is maintained. Valve, bodies retaining' pressure in these
high-energy systems are also covered by the program. The FAC program
was originally outlined in NUREG-1344 and was further described through
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Generic Letter.(GL) 89-08. A
program implemented in accordance with the EPRI guidelines predicts,
detects, and monitors FAC in plant piping and .other components, such as
valve bodies, elbows and expanders. Such a program includes the following
recommendations: (a) conducting an analysis to determine crtical locations,
(b) performing limited baseline inspections.to determine the extent of thinning
at these locations, and (c) performing follow-up inspections to. confirm the
predictions, or repairing or replacing components as necessary. NSAC-202L-
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R2 (April 1999) provides general guidelines for the FAC program. To ensure
that all the aging effects caused by FAC are properly managed, the program
includes the use of a predictive code,. such as CHECWORKS, that uses the
implementation guidance of NSAC-202L-R2 to salisfy the criteria specified in
10 CFR Part 50,. Appendix B, criteria for development of procedures and
control of special processes."

b. Comparison t3 VYNPS Scope

This program applies to safety-related and nonsafety-related carbon steel
components carrying two-phase or single-phase high-energy fluid a 2% of
plant operating time.
(Ref. Appendix C, PP 7028)

The program, based on the recommendations of EPRI Report, NSAG-202L-
R2, predicts, detects, and monitors FAC in plant piping and other pressure
retaining components. The program includes an evaluation to determine
critical locations, baseline inspections to determine the extent of thinning at
theselocations, and follow-up inspections.
(Ref Section 1.3, PP 7028 and FAC Susceptible Piping Identification)

CHECWORKS, a predictive code that uses the implementation guidance of
NSAC-202L-R2 to satisfy the criteria specified in 10 GFR Part 50, Appendix
B, is used in this program.
(Ref. Section 4.3, PP 7028)

VYNPS scope is consistent with NUREG-1 801.

2. Preventive Actions.

a. NUREG-1801. Preventive Actions

"The FAC program is an analysis, inspection, and verification program; thus,
there is no preventive action. However, it is noted that monitoring of water
chemistry 'to control pH and dissolved oxygen content, and selection of
appropriate, piping material, geometry, and. hydrodynamic conditions, are
effective in reducing FAG."

b. Comparison to VYNPS Preventive Actions

As stated in NUREG-1 801, the FAG program- is an analysis, inspection, and
verification program; thus, there is no preventive action.

VYNPS preventive actions are consistent with NUREG-1 801.
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3. Parameters Monitoredflnspected

a. NUREG-1801! Parameters Monitored/Inspected

"The aging management program (AMP) monitors the effects of FAC on the
intended function of piping and components by measuring wall thickness."

b. Comparison to VYNPS. Parameters Monitored/Inspected

The VYNPS program monitors wall thickness to ensure that FAC does not
lead to loss of intended function of piping and components.
(Ref Section 1.1, PP 7028)

VYNPS parameters monitored and inspected are consistent with NUREG-

1801.

4. Detection of Aging Effects

a. NUREG-1801! Detection of Aainc Effects

"Degradation of piping and components occurs by wall thinning. The
inspection program delineated in NSAC-202L consists of identification of
susceptible locations as indicated by operating conditions or special
considerations. Ultrasonic and radiographic testing is used to detect wall
thinning. The extent and schedule of the inspections assure detection of wall
thinning before the loss of intended function."

b. Comparison to VYNPS Detection of Aging Effects

Non-destructive examinations (e.g. ultrasonic testing) are used to detect wall
thinning at susceptible locations. The extent and schedule of inspections
provide reasonable assurance of detection of.wall thinning before loss of
intended function.
(Ref. Sections 1.2, 1.3 and 4.4.5, PP 7028)

This program is credited with managing the-following aging effects.

loss of material from internal surfaces of selected carbon steel
components (AMRM-05,. 06, 26, 30, 33)

VYN PS detection of aging effects isconsistent with NU REG-1801.

5. Monitoring and Trending

a. NUREG-1801! Monitoring and Trending

"CHECWORKS or a similar predictive code is used'to predict component
degradation in the systems conducive to FAC, as indicated by specific plant
data, including _material, hydrodynamic, and operating conditions.
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CHECWORKS is acceptable because it provides a bounding analysis for
FAC. CHECWORKS was developed and benchmarked by using data
obtained from many plants. The inspection schedule developed by the
licensee on the basis of the results of such a predictive code provides
reasonable assurance that structural integrity Will be maintained between
inspections. Inspection results are evaluated to determine if additional
'inspections are needed to assure that the extent of wall thinning is
adequately determined, assure that intended function will not be lost, and
identify corrective actions."

b. Comparison to VYNPS Monitoring and Trending

The EPRI software program, "CHECWORKS," is used to predict component
degradation in FAC susceptible piping. The inspection schedule provides
reasonable assurance that structural integrity will be maintained between
inspections. If degradation is detected such that the predicted wall thickness
at the next refueling outage is less than minimum allowable thickness, (or
much less than the nominal thickness), additional evaluations or
examinations are performed to assure the component's intended function will
not be lost and identify corrective actions.
(Ref Sections 1.2, 4.3 andAppendix E, PP 7028 and Section 3, DP 0072)

VYNPS monitoring and trending are consistent with NUREG-1 801.

6. Acceptance Criteria

a. NUREG-1801, Acceptance Criteria

'Inspection results are used as input to a predictive computer code, such as
CHECWORKS, to calculate the number of refueling or operating cycles
remaining before the component reaches .the minimum allowable wall
thickness. If calculations indicate that an area will reach the, minimum
allowed wall thickness before the next scheduled outage, the component is to
be repaired, replaced, or reevaluated."

b. Comparison to VYNPS Acceptance Criteria

Based on- inspection results, CHECWORKS calculates the. number of
refueling or operating cycles remaining before the component reaches
minimum allowable wall thickness. If calculations indicate that an area will
reach minimum allowed thickness before the next-scheduled outage, the
component is repaired, replaced, or reevaluated.
(Ref Section 4.4, PP 7028 an d Section 3, DP 0072)

VYNPS acceptance criteria are consistent with NUREG-1801•
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7. Corrective Actions

a. NUREG-1801. Corrective Actions

"Prior to service, components for which the- acceptance criteria are not
satisfied are reevaluated, repaired, or replaced. Long term corrective actions
could include adjusting operating parameters or selecting materials resistant
to FAC. As discussed in the appendix to this report, the staff finds the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, acceptable to address the
corrective actions."

b. Comparison to VYNPS Corrective Actions

If acceptance criteria are not satisfied for particular components, they are
'repaired, replaced or reevaluated prior to returning to service. Use of
improved materials for replaced components and appropriate design changes
are part of the VYNPS long-term strategy to mitigate FAC.
(Ret Sections 1.3 and4.4, PP 7028 and Section 3, DP 0072)

VYNPS. corrective actions . are consistent with those discussed in

NUREG-1 801.

8. Confirmation Process

This attribute is discussed in Section 2.0, Background.

9. Administrative Controls

This attribute is discussed in Section 2.0,. Background.

10. Operating Experience

a.. NUREG-1801. Operating Experience

'Wall-thinning problems in single-phase systems have occurred in feedwater
and condensate systems (NRC IE Bulletin No. 87-01; NRC Information
Notices [INs] 81-28, 92-35, 95-11) and in two-phase piping in extraction
steam lines (NRC INs 89-53, '97-84) and moisture separation reheater and
feedwater heater drains (NRC INs 89-53,91-18,93-21,97-84).. Operating
experience shows that the present program, when propedy implemented, is
effective in managing FAC in high-energy carbon steel piping and
components." /

b. Comparison to VYNPS Operating Experience

Operating experience shows that this program has been effective in-
managing aging effects. Therefore, continued implementation of the program
provides reasonable assurance that effects of aging will be managed so that.
components crediting this program can perform their intended function
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consistent with the current licensing basis during the period of extended
operation. For more information on applicable operating experience, see
VYNPS Report LRPD-05, Operating Experience Review Results.

C. References

J
DP 0072, Rev. 00, LPC 01, Structural Evaluation of Thinned Wall Piping
Components

FAC Susceptible Piping Identification, Rev. 0, May 15, 2000

PP 7028, Rev. 00, LPC 01, Piping Flow Accelerated Corrosion Inspection Program

D. Summary.

The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program has been effective at managing aging
effects. The program has been improved through implementation of lessons learned
from operating experience. The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program provides
reasonable assurance that effects of aging will be managed such that applicable
components will continue to perform their intended functions consistent with the
current licensing basis for the period of extended operation.

The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program at VYNPS is consistent with the program
described in NUREG-1801, Section XI.M17, Flow-Accelerated Corrosion.



Cornerstone Rollup
Program: Flow Accelerated Corrosion

Plant: VERMONT YANKEE

Quarter: 3rd
Last Update: 10/03/2006

Monitored Parameter Criteria Color

z

0

00

Overall Program Green: 110- 120
White:85- <110
Yellow: 75 - <85
Red: <75

Program Personnel This cornerstone provides an indication of

Cornerstone whether or' not we have the right personnel with
the right skills in the right positions to manage the
program.

Program' This cornerstone provides an indication of the
Infrastructure quality of the infrastructure in place to support the
Cornerstone program. Infrastructure includes necessary

equipment, program procedures, etc.

Program This cornerstone provides an indication of how
Implementation well we execute programmatic requirements.

Cornerstone•
Equipment / Related This cornerstone provides an indication of the
Plant Performance health of the components (or other performance

Cornerstone indicators impacting plant performance)
monitored by the program.

Total Quality Comments
Points Comments

110

26

Corrective Action Plan to complete open LO-
CA tasks devloped 10/2/06 (CR-2006-

21 02699)

33

30

White

Rev. 0
Date: 04-25-06
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Personnel Performance Cornerstone•
Program: Flow Accelerated Corrosion P_,

Plant: VERMONT YANKEE
______ ___Quarter: 3rd

1 Last Update: 10/03/061 ....

•, ~ ~~~Cornerstone Rollup "'... • i Select Cornerstone Trending

Green: 26-30 cornerstone quality points ree1 Up
White: 20-25 cornerstone quality points 4 • C

Yellow: 15-19 cornerstone quality points Down'.
Red: <15 cornerstone quality points _______

• _ __..1

Monitored Parameter Criteria .Result
Relative

Value
Quality
Points

Comments

Staff Qualification and Green - Incumbent fully qualified with 3 years or
Experience more experience within the program.

White - Incumbent fully qualified.
Yellow - Incumbent in partially qualified (> or =
25% complete with qualification card.)
Red - No incumbent or unqualified incumbent <
25% complete with qualification card.

Bench strength Green - Backup fully qualified with 3 years or
more experience within the program.
White - Backup fully qualified.
Yellow- Backup in partially qualified (> or
25% complete with qualification card.)
Red -- No backup or unqualified backup < 25%
complete with qualification card.

Training (CHECWORKS Green: Completed CHECWORKS FAC BASIC
BASIC and ADVANCED and ADVANCED Training.
Training) White - Completed CHECWORKS FAC BASIC

Training and Qualification Card.
Yellow - Incumbent is partially qualified (2 25%
complete with CHECWORKS Training and
Qualification Card)
Red - Unqualified

Industry Participation Green - Committee membership, other voting

3 9 Current FAC Program Owner
(JCF) and backup (TO'C) have
more than 3 years of FAC
experience. Also, new engineer
in Code Programs (R.Lane).

1 3 Backup is fully qualified with
more than 3 years of FAC
experience.

1 3 Programowner and backup had
completed'CHECWORKS
training prior to split to Basic &
Advanced. Both individuals have
more than 12 years experience
using. CHECWORKS.

1 3 Participation in EPRI CHUG



Monitored Parameter Criteria Hesult Relative Quality Comments
Value Points

(Includes. any within the White - Active participation within industry (Voting and Advisory Committee access

ENS region) within the past year with active, sharing across through single Entergy contact
sites. . R.Jackson/RBS) Program

Yellow - No active involvement over the past • owner member of CHUG Long
year but active involvement within the past two Term Planning Group
years.,i

_Red - Inactive. participation. . ._._._._._._._._.

z

00

-a I
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Monitored Parameter Criteria tIesult
Relative

Value
Quality
Points

Comments

Program Human . Green - No HPEs over the past 12 months..-
Performance (Does not White - 1 HPE over the past 12 months
include errors in Yellow- 2-3 HPE over the past 12 months
implementation) Red- 4 or more HPE over the past 12 months

Owner Availability Green - Supervisor determines sufficient time is
available for proactive program improvements

White - Supervisor determines sufficient time
allotted for necessary program up keep.
Yellow.- Supervisor determines insufficient time
allotted for long term program up. keep.

Red - Supervisor determines insufficient time.
___________________allotted for immediate program needs.

• " jf8 OW

1 3 No FAC Program related human
performance error clock resets
in the past 12 months.

2 .2 Problems identified with timely update of
CHECWORKS models. (CR-2006-
2699). CHECWORKS models and wear
rata analyses updated with all previous
inspection data in 3rd QTR 2006.
Corrective Action Plan to prevent similar

issues with remaining FAC program
tasks developed 10/2/06.

3 Entergy FAC Program fleet call
held on 7/26/06.
EPRI CHUG Long Term
Planning Group Telcons.

Peer Interaction (Does not
include PI worksheet
development)

Green - 2 or more peer

White - 1 peer meeting/teleconference

z
U)
0
bo

Yellow - less than full regional participation for
the meeting/teleconference within the quarter.

Red - Did not participate in peer
meeting/teleconference for the quarter.

__Total 26
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Infrastructure Performance Cornerstone
Program: Flow Accelerated Corrosion •_____I

-Plant: VERMONT YANKEE
Quarter: 3rd 1 .

Last Update: 10/03/2006 .

Cornerstone Rollup Select Cornerstone Trending

Green: 26-30 cornerstone quality points White Up

White: 20-25 cornerstone quality points

Yellow: 15-19 cornerstone quality points Down

Red: <15 cornerstone qualitypoints "_"_ _-

I - ____________________ 4

4 .. 4 4

Monitored Parameter Criteria Result
Relative Quality
Value Points

Comments
4

z

00(J•

Program Infrastructure CRs
(Internal) and External Findings.
(External findings are defined as
conditions found by independent
oversight agencies resulting in A
or B level CRs. Oversight
agencies include QA [audits],
INPO,.and NRC.)

Green - (identified within the last two
quarters)

2 6

No A or B level CR AND
No external findings AND
< 4 C level CRs

White - (identified within the last' two quarters)

No A level CR; AND.
. No external findings; AND
< 3 B level CRs; and AND

No program infrastructure related
CRs this, operating cycle. For 3rd
Qtr. participated in development
o0f new EN standard FAC
program procedure EN-DC-315.
EN-AD-101 RAF forms complete.
Minimal impact to VY program for
adoption of EN-DC-31.5.

< 6 total B and C level CRs
Yellow- (identified. within the last two
quarters)

No A levelORs AND
Any of the following

3-4 B level CRs OR
5-15 total B or C level CRs OR
1 external finding.

Red - (Any of the following within the last two
quarters)

Any A level CR OR
5 or more B level CRs OR
15 or more total B or C level CRs OR
2 or more external findings OR

I Anv NRC violation.
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Monitored Parameter Criteria Result
Relative

Value
Quality
Points

Comments
I. I. '1*

Long Range Plan (plan for items
requiring significant resources
such as outage~support
requirements, scheduled
assessments, program updates,
critical infra-structure upgrades,
and scheduled component
replacements.)

Green - Long range plan in place covering the
next 5 years, updated within the last year and
with budgetary items lDd in the long range
budget.

White 1 2

White - Long range plan in place covering the
next 3 years, updated within the last year and
with budgetary items IDd in the long range
budget.
Yellow - Foreseeable issues requiring
significant resources within the 1 to 3 years
not included in the Iona range plan.

Completed transition to ENN
standard FAC program this cycle.
No formal long range plans have
been developed for ENN FAC
programs to date. However, VY has
just implemented 120% power
uprate. To assess effects on piping,
the number of inspection locations
will be increased approx 50% over
previous outages for the next 3
refueling outages. Additional
planning for small bore piping with
respect to recommended
replacements will be performed upon
completion of VY-RPT-05-00013.

Red - Foreseeable issues requiring significant
resources within the next 12 months not
included in the long range plan.
Yellow or Red can be upgraded once
adequate plans are in place including funding
in budget.

z

0

O0

Open Action Items (Includes ALL Green - No due date extensions and no items :Yellow 1 . 1 LO-VTYLO-2003-00327-CA2
CR-CAs, ER post-action items greater than 6 months old. . .. LO-VTYLO-2003-00327-CA4
and LO-CAs.) White - No action items greater than 1 year LO-VTYLO-2003-00327-CA6

old. LO-VTYLO-2004-00004-CA4
Yellow - Any action item greater than 1 year LO-VTYLO-2004-00399-CA1
old.. LO-VTYLO-2005-00215-CAl
Red - 2 or more CR-CAs and/or ER post- (Listed LO-CAs are tracked under
action items (excluding LOs action items) Corrective Action Plan for CR-2006-
greater than 1 year old. 02699)

Document /Database Health Green - No outstanding changes to the White 3 6 CHECWORKS models and wear
program documents (or databases) which rata analyses updated with all
impact program performance (e.g.. missed previous inspection data in 3rd
commitment- surveillance past due); no QTR 2006. (CR-2006-2699)
outstanding changes for enhancements
greater than two quarters old; and use of best-
in-practice database or tracking software.

White - No outstanding changes to the
program documents (or databases) which
potentially impact program performance.
Yellow - Database compatibility issues OR
any outstanding issues with the potential to
impact program performance.

Red - Any procedural or database issue
which directly impacted program performance

.... _ _ _ within the past quarter, -
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Monitored Parameter Criteria Result RelativeRul Value Q uality Comments

Test Equipment Green - Best-in-practice, functional and
properly calibrated equipment in the proper
numbers to get the job done efficiently.

2 4

White - Equipment functional and properly
calibrated in the proper numbers to get the,
done efficiently.

Test Equipment (Parametrics
UT/Data loggers) used during
refueling outages is the same as
used in the ISI Program.
Equipment is tested and
calibrated per NDE procedures
prior to each refueling outage.

d

Yellow - Test Equipment Obsolescence
Issues OR Test equipment failure (which did
not impact scheduled or required program
implementation activity) within the last quarter
OR Insufficient equipment available
(functional and properly calibrated) for
efficient program implementation.
Red - Equipment unavailable to support
scheduled or required program
implementation activity..

4 4

z

00
00J

Benchmarks/Self-Assessments Green: Benchmark or Self-Assessment
within the last 2 years.

1 2 Next SA scheduled for
completion 12/08/06 (LO-VTYLO-
2003-00327-CA2)White: Benchmark or Self-Assessment within

the last 3 years.
Yellow: Benchmark or Self-Assessment
within the last 4 years.
Red: No Benchmark or Self-Assessment
within the last 4 years.

~~7T Tj. . . j. Totals~ 21 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Implementation Performance Cornerstone
Program: Flow Accelerated Corrosion I

__ Plant:! VERMONT YANKEE
_________ _ rQuarter: 3rd i

Last Update: 10/03/2006 -

Cornerstone Rollup Select Cornerstone Trending

Green: 26-30 cornerstone quality points Gr e Up
W hite: 20-25 cornerstone quality, points ! , .... i=•.... .. '',''" ... ,"•i i••

Yellow: 15-19 cornerstone quality points j Down
. _______________.______Red: <15 cornerstone quality points ..... ..

z

00

ON

Monitored Parameter Criteria Result IRelative Value
Quality
Points

Comments,

Program Implementation CRs
(Internal) and External Findings.
(External findings are defined as
conditions found by independent
oversight agencies resulting in A.
or B. level CRs.-Oversight
agencies include QA [audits],
INPO, and NRC.)

Green - (identified within the last two quarters) 1 3

No A or B level CR AND
No external findincis AND
< 4 C level CRs

White - (identified Within the last two quarters)

No A level CR; AND
No external findings; AND
< 3 B level CRs; AND
< 6 total B and C level CRs

Yellow.- (identified within the last two quarters)

CR-2006-2699 8/30/06
Level C, Identified
CHECWORKS models
were not updated in a.
timely manner. Problems
identified with timely .

update of CHIECWORKS
models (CR-2006-2699).
CHECWORKS models
and wear rata analyses
updated with all previous
inspection data in 3rd
QTR 2006. Corrective
Action Plan to prevent
similar issues with -

remaining FAC program
tasks developed 10/2/06.

No A level CRs AND
Any of the followinq

3-4.B level CRs OR
5-15 total B or C level CRs OR
A1 external findina.
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'Monitored Parameter Criteria

Red - (Any of the following within the last two
quarters).,

Any A level CR OR
5 or more B level CRs OR
1'5 or more total B or C level CRs OR
.2 or more external findings OR
Any NRC violation.

Internally Identified Green: None
Implementation Issues - Other White: Identified issue with action resolved.
than CRs (Self revealing issues, Yellow: Identified issue less than 1 year old.
self assessments' benchmarking, Red: Any identified issue greater than 1 year
Operating Experience including old.
Outage Performance Note: Green: Met original scope and goals (duration,
Indicator should remain the color White: Less than 100% greater than 90%
until corrective actions are taken Yellow: Less than 90% greater than 80%
to preclude recurrence during the iRed: Less than 80%

I Result IRelative Value Quality
Points

- Comments

1. 3 None (Issues addressed
in COrrective Action Plan
for CR-2006-2699. above)

1 3 No Outage this Qtr.
Outage planning
milestones have been
met.

z

.00
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Monitored Parameter Criteria

On-line Performance Green: Met original scope and goals (duration,
White: Less than 100% greater than-90%
Yellow: Less than 90% greater than 80%
Red: Less than 80%

PM's/Surveillance Tasks Green: No deferrals for the quarter
(window stays the color until the White: Greater than 95% complete for the
deferred PM's are completed) quarter

Yellow: Greater than 90% complete for the
quarter
Red: Less than 90% complete for the quarter

Other Identified Concerns or Green: No concerns/ issues
Issues (Only captures- program White: Any non-significant concern/issue with
concerns that do not fall under action plan
other PIs) Yellow: Any significant concern or issue with

action plan or any non significant issue without
action plan

Red: Any significant issue/concern without
action plan

Implementation resources (i.e. Green: No identified resource concern
number of qualified personnel) White: Identified concern with action plan

Yellow: Identified concern without action plan

Red: Significant concern without action plan.

Piping Replacements (Unplanned Green: 0 unplanned pipe or component
during cycle or outage) / replacements due to current outage findings.

White: 1 unplanned pipe or component
replacement due to current outage finding.
Yellow: > 1 < 2 unplanned pipe or component•
replacements due to current outage finding

Red -p> 2 unplanned pipe or component
) replacemnents due to current outage finding.

Result Relative Value
Quality
Points

Comments

3 No on-line FAC Related
goals

3 No PMs under FAC
program. Surveillances
scheduled for RFO 26.

3 , None. Internally identified
implementation issues
above addressed unde r
(CR-2006-2699)
Corrective. Action Plan
developed 10/2/06.

3 Currently 2 Program
Engineers are qualified
per ENN-TK-ESPG042
Training for new program
engineer is process.

2 . 6 No outage this .qtr. No
unplanned piping
replacements during this
operating cycle. Possible
FAC related small-bore

replacement required in
RF026, (WO 06-6880) 1"
SSH low pt.drain is in

_planning for RF026.

-I

II
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Monitored Parameter Criteria

(Note: Color can be up-graded once corrective
actions to piping are completed and Program
has been corrected to prevent recurrence; i.e.,.-
additional exams or exam frequency specified)

Operating Experience Green: 1 OR less items generated by plant OE
department that has not been reviewed.
White: 2 items generated by plant OE
department that has not been reviewed.
Yellow: 3 items generated by plant OE
department that has not been reviewed.
Red: > 4 items generated by plant OE
department that has not been reviewed.

Outage Scope Increase Green: < 10% increase in inspection scope due
(Unplanned) (PWRs include to inspection findings.
online inspections in current White: 10% to < 12% increase in inspection
cycle) scope due to inspection findings.

Yellow: > 13% increase in inspection scope due
to inspection findings.
Red: > 15% increase in inspection scope dueFto inspection findings.

Result Relative Value Quality
R V Points Comments

1 3 No unreviewed CE
generated by plant OE
department.

1 3 No unplanned outage
scope increase to date.z

00
00

'.

Total 33

r
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Equip,.,ent / Related Plant Performance Cornerston.
Program: Flow Accelerated Corrosion

Plant:
Quarter:

Last Update:

Cornerstone Rollup

Green: 26-30 cornerstone quality points

White: 20-25 cornerstone quality points

Yellow: 15-19 cornerstone quality points

Red: <15 cornerstone quality points

Monitored Parameter Criteria

Generation Health Green - No Transients or power
reduction resulting from a program issue
White - No Transients or power reduction
resulting from a program issue or
component on a quarterly basis

Yellow - A near miss", transient or a
power reduction < 1000 mwhr/qt as a
result of a program issue or component

Red - A plant trip or significant power
reduction > 1000 mwhr/qtr as a result of
a program issue of component

Large Bore Failures (Based on Cycle Green; No Large Bore failures in load
of operation) Red: - 1 Large Bore failure resulting in

load reduction or safety issues.
Note: color can be up-graded once
corrective actions to piping are
completed and the Program has been
corrected to prevent recurrence; i.e..,
additional exams or exam frequency
specified)

EVER~MONT YANKEE -________

13rd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 0/03/2006 ___ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Select Cornerstone Trending

T I Up

Down

Comments

2. 6 No transients or power
reuctions resulting for
program activities of /

FAC related leaks so far
this operating cycle.

4 ' 12 No large bore failures

this operating cycle



M- M M M M M M M M M-M - N - - - 1M

I.

Ivmunitored Parameter Criteria Result Relative
R l I Value

Quality
Points

Comments

Small Bore Failures (Based on Cycle
o1 operation)

Green: < 1 Small Bore FAC related
failure resulting in a load reduction

2
-4 -~ 4.

6,

White: < 3 Small Bore FAC related
failures resulting in a load reduction or
safety issue.

1 smallbore leak
identified this operating
cycle possibly due to
FAC. Location is on
elbow of 1" low pt. drain
on SSH (WO 06-6880)

J

Red:-> 3 Small Bore FAC related failure
resulting in a load reduction or safety
issue.
(Note: color can be up-graded once
corrective actions to piping are
completed and the Program has been
corrected to prevent recurrence;, i.e.,
additional exams or exam frequency
specified)

Stress Analysis (Cycle of operation -Green: 1 to 3 detailed stress analysis
including outage) required.

White: 3 to 5 detailed stress analysis
required.
Red: -> 6 detailed stress analysis
required.

2 6 No stress analyses
required this operating
cycle

_______________________________ _______~ Totals, 30___

7--



. .. - ENTERGY NORTHEAST, VERMONT-YANKEE
ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program

___ Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick ..- Phone: 802.451.3086
Controlling Document: PP 7028; ENN-DC-315 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

E Date: 06-Apr-06
Quarter: First Quarter, 2006

Program Color: White
Trend: Stegd d

2004 2005-01 2005-Q2 I 2005-04

* Cuqrent Status ftaslýs

NExceptons To Grading Criteri:

NONE LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 2 due 12/10/06
(three due date extensions)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 6 due 5/30/06.
(two due date extensions)
LO-VTYLO-2004-00399 CA 1 due 5/17/06
(two due date extensions)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 4 due 8130/06
(two due date extensions)
LO&VTYLO-2003-008327 CA 5 due 8/01/06
(two due date extensions)

ouarter,The FAC Program has just completed the
1st Qtr. 2006. (1/01 to 3/31)

Program is white, based on 20 Green, 3
White, and 1 Yellow indicators.

There are no outstanding issues which are
not already addressed that may impact the
program.

1st Qtr. 2006 (1/01 to. 3/31)

RF025 FAC Outage Inspection Report

RF026 Outage Program Scope Milestone
2/19/06. RF026 FAC Scope Memo, VYM-
- C-2006-001. issued 2/16/06.

,uoption of ENN Standard FAC Program
Procedure ENN-DC-315 Rev.1 on 3/15/06.

Attended EPRI Checworks Users Group
Meeting on 1/9 & 1/10. OE at meeting from
LaSalle, Peach Bottom 3, and Surry on
partial line replacements resulted in
addition of three Inspection locations for
RF026.

ENN FAC Working Group Meeting 1/26 at
PNPS.

Participation in IPEC FAC Program

Focused Self Assessment 2/6 to 2/10.

[S~nfie~Acornpjishhýns

No NHL Hindings
No INPO Findings or AFIs.

Focused Self Assessment October 2003.
Ongoing work for Corrective Actions
generated from assessment. See LO-CAs
(2003-0327) under Open Action ItemsNo GL 91-18 issues or operabilityI evaluations related to the FAC Program

this quarter.

i ne t-At; -rogram curren
regulatory requirements.

New ENN En6gineering Standard for Pipe
Wall Thinning Evaluation, ENN-CS-S-008,.
incorporates ASME Code Case N-597.
C.C. N-597 was incorporated into R.G
1.147 Rev.13 with new caveats for use.
NRC approval is required to implement
code case as written.

Continued difficulty in meeting re-projected
schedules due to emegent work, EPU, &
other unscheduled tasks. There is
currently no EWC schedule in place for any
Program. Program activities will be
included in EWC after RF026 design
changes are scheduled.

A formal action plan per ENN-MS-S-008 to
adress issues to get program to Green
status and ENN standardization was
developed in 2nd. Qtr. 2005. Status has 4
of 11 tasks as not complete. A revision to
the Action Plan and EWC scheduling will
be performed when EWC is up and
functioning.

Program Concerns:

1'
Adoption of ENN-DC-315 Rev.1

Met RF026 Outage Planning Milestone

FAtions TReturn T6 ren
Current Program engineers still involved
with EPU related tasks (Nulcear Change
and Power Accension). Code Programs
attempts at hiring a new Program Engineer
have not yielded results to date.

Completion of identified tasks listed in'the
'Open LO-CAs" in this Program Health
Report will bring Program status back to

en. To ensure that ongoing program
s are re-scheduled and performed for

remainder of 2006, the action plan per ENN-
MS-S-008 will, be revised and activities
input to EWC by 4/15/06.

N4o rrogram L;ompiiance issues wvin
current Regulations of Codes.

With adoption of ENN-DC-315 Rev.1, VY
Procedures PP7028 and DP0072 will be
canceled per AP0096.

Budget, Resources:

FAC Program personnel (resources) were
utilized on EPU. related tasks. Currently no
Program activities are scheduled into
EWC. Activities Will be input to EWC once
scheduling of RF026 design change work
is complete.

Ownwership of FAC Program to be
transferred to Programs & Components
Engineering. Currently interviewing for new
FAC program Engineer position in Code
Programs.

No audits this quarter.

Continued-difficulties In comnpleteing
scheduled FAC program activities due to
resources spent on EPU related work.
Concern from previous quarters. A formal
Action Plan per ENN-MS S-008 was
developed to get program to Green status.

Lack of progress in hiring a new FAC
Program Engineer for Code Programs is a

written against the FAC program for this
Quarter.

No open CRs as of 3/31/06

Page 1 of 2 06-Apr-06
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!' ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program

S.C Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086

Controlling Document: PP 7028; ENN-DC-315 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

ER 04-1315 for Evaluation of Temporary
Steam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam
Seal Piping

ER 05-0767 for Converting FAC
Component Location Sketches Located
into Appendix A of PP7028 into Controlled
VY Drawings

ER 05-1004 for Upadating FAC Program
Chwvorkq Models for RF026.

riuon.

are qualified to perform FAC Program tasks.

3rd Engineer obtained basic FAC training
and CHECWORKS SFA trainina. June 6-8.

RF026 program scoping Milestone :of
2/19/06 met (Memo VYM-FAC-2006-001
dated 2/16/061.

N/A - There are no operator works arounds
related to the FAC program.

Tne program owner and backup (T.
O'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel.
An additional engineer, in Civil/Structural (R.
Omer) has FAC related experience and has
completed updated FAC training.

There are no LCOS related to the FAG
program this qtr.

N/A - I nere are
FAC program.

ire are no repetitive equipment related
issues for the FAC oroaram this auarter.

Site personnel are aware of the Program..
Owner based results from last SA.

FAC Program Ownership to be transferred
to Code Programs Group per ENN model.
Interviews for a new FAC Program
Engineer to reside in Code Programs~fr~Iin r),'tm-h >r f

There were no transients or power
reductions as a result of a FAC Program
issue in 1st quarter of 2006.

Q rln Jii I iiIUi I ll I% ./u" l t, r III '.On V I I"

2004-02985. Tenmporary leak enclosure
installed. Additional Inspections of similar
piping incorporated into scope of RF025.
However, inspections were deferred until
RF026 due to schedule for LP turbine work.

No new Unanticipated Failures since
October 2004.

I Ouu Mi W~l; IIU IlUlllial I .)IIIUlIu:IIIUU UiIIUI|

(HPE) as a result of Program
implementation activities for this quarter.

No components projected to wear to wall
thickness below code minimum within two
cvcles from RF026.

N/A - There are no work requests over 2
yrs old.

AP0098 Expectatlons:

Continued difficulties in completeing
program activities on schedule. EPU work,
is still affecting FAC Program activities in
1st quarter of 2006.

A formal action plan per ENN-MS S-008 to
get program Green status and adddress
ENN standardization issues was
developed. The ENN standization efforts
are complete as of 3/15/06 with the
exception of cancelling PP7028 & DP0072
per AP0096. All other tasks required are
being tracked in PCRS. Completion of

,identified tasks listed in the *Open LO-CAs"
in this Program Health Report will bring
Program status back to Green.

Status: Progress needs to be monitored.
Keep status as White

See RF026 (2007) Scoping Worksheets
for a detailed list of FAC related OE and
disposition for VY.

.Page 2 of 2
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N/A NO I ecnnical jpecirtacuon
Surveillances under the FAC program this
qutarter.

n - i here are no parts issues asz
with the FAC program this quarter

06-Apr-06



... ENTERGY- NORTHEAST, VERMONT-YANKEE
ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program
I-AC Owner:Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086
Controlling Document: PP 7028; ENN-DC-315 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

Date: 15-Mar-06
Quarter. Fourth Quarter, 2005

Program Color: White. I
Trend:

'2004-03 -2;rO46 2005-01 2005-02

10rre~nt status asis
This report covers. 3rd & 4th quarters of
2005.

Program is White, based on 17 Green. 6
White, and I Yellow indicators.

There are no outstanding issues which are
not already addressed that may impact the
program. A

3rd & 4th Qtr. 2005 (7/1/05 to 12/31/05)

RF025 Outage Planning & Preparation

NRC FAC Program Inspection week ofi'hIdy 25

C .C Suseptibility Evaluation.updated for
- EPU and other piping design changes

(VY-RPT-05-00012, Rev.0)

I Transition efforts to adopt ENN Standard
FAC Program Procedure ENN-DC-315
Rev.0 :
1. Gap Analysis with PP7028 Completed
9/14/05
2. ENN-LI-100Att.9.1, ENN-LI-101(Att.9.1
and EN-AD-101 Attg.1 with-VY comments
sent to WPO on 9/22/05.
3. Engineering Standard & Approval form
for ENN-CE-S-008 Pipe Wall Thinning
Structural Evaluation, Rev.0 for VY
completed 9/22105.
4. Engineering Standard & Approval formi for ENN-EP-S-005 FAC Component
Scanning & Gridding Standard, Rev.0 for
VY completed 9/22/05.

J. Fitzpatrick and T. O'Connor completedI documentation for ENN standard FAC
Qual Card ENN-TKESPG-042 on 10/5/05

RF025 outage support, data evaluations
and trending of inspection results.

Provided support for Management
Presentations at ACRS Power Uprate
Subgroup on Power Uprates Meeting in

m Bethdesda, MD on 11/30 &'31.

dated October 19,2005).

Support of RFO25 Inspection efforts

FActions To Re turn To Green:
* Ensure that ongoing program tasks which

were re-scheduled for remainder of 2005
per ENN-DC-183 Program Scope Memo
are in fact performed on or near to
schedule. This requires adquate time &
personnel be alloted to perform program
tasks. A formal action plan per ENN-MS-S-
008 to get program Green status and
adddress ENN standardization issues was
developed in May 2005.' Status .8 of 9
items complete in 2005.

Exic-eptions torcl~CIea
NONE

No FAC Program Related LERs these -

ouarters.

Program per ENN-DC-1 83 Program
Scoping Memo. FAC Program personnel
(resources) were utilized on EPU related
design changes and calculations. EWC
schedule has Program resources pushed

* back to 2nd half of 2005.

Ownership of FAG Program to be
transfered to Program & Components
Engineering . Currently interviewing for
new FAC Program Engineer position in
Code Programs.

An NRC Inspection of the FAC Program
for addressing EPU changes to piping and
operatingconditions was conducted the
week of July 25,2005. No findings of
significance were identified. .(NRC
Inspection Report for VY 2005-004 dated
October 19,2005).

LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 2 due 1/13/06
(two due date extensions)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 6 due 5/30/06
(two due date extensions)
LO-VTYLO-2004-00399 CA 1 due 5/17/06
(two due date extensions)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 4 due 2/10/06
(one due date extension).
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 5 due 1/15/06
(one due date extension)

NO NHU mnaings
No INPO Findings or AFIs.

NO UiL 91-1U issues or operability
evaluations related to the FAC Program
these quarters. I-ocused Selt Assessment October 2003.

Ongoing work for Corrective Actions
generated from assessment See LO-CAs
(2003-0327) under Open Action Items

i ne t-AU rrogram currently meets all
tran. ,iottsnr r•Pll .iramtltfh

I'IuW -I11•1 ci•Iu•;I ly OI 3UdIUdlI lIU rii
Wall Thinning Evaluation, ENN-CS-S-008,
effective date 9/28/05, incorporates ASME
Code Case N-597. C.C. N597 was
incorporated into R.G 1.147 Rev.13.with
new caveats for use. NRC appoval is
required to implement the code case as
written.

Ongoing program tasks were rescheduled
for remainder of 2005 per ENN-DC-183
Program Scope Memo. Continued difficulty
in meeting re-projected schedules due to
emegent work, EPU, & other unscheduled
tasks. A formal action plan per ENN-MS-S-
008 was developed in 2nd. Qtr. 2005.

Action Plan addresses issues to get
program to Green status and ENN
standardization. All items on action plan
completed in 2005 except incorporation of
Small Bore Databse into VY-RPT-05-
00013. This work is inprocess.

Program Concerns:

Scheduled FAC program activities were
started late in 3rd quarter due to resources
spent on EPU related work. Concern from
previous qtr. A formal Action Plan per
ENN-MS-S-008 was developed to get
program status Green and adddress ENN

15-Mar-06

No Program Compliance Issues with
current Regulations of Codes.

gnlficant Accomplishments:
NRC FAC Inspection Complete. No
findings of significance were identified.
(NRC Inspection Report for VY 2005-004

PP7028 and DP0072 to be cancelled once
ENN-DC-315 is made effective at VY.
Budge Resources:

2004 and 2005 scheduling of FAC

Page 1 of 2
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.... .. .. ........ ENTERGY NORTHEAST,. VERMONT-YAN KEE- ..................... ...............

ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH
i , Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program

FAC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086

Controlling Document: PP 7028; ENN-DC-315 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

standardization issues.
Progess was made on action plan items.
However, the root cause for not completing
EWC schduled work has not been

N/A - There are no work requests over 2
VrM n~d

Continued difficulties in completing
program activities on schedule. EPU work
is winding down in second qtr. of 2005.
FAC Program engineering work has been
begun with update of the piping FAC -
susceptibilty review and ENN prpcedure
transition activities. A formal action plan
per ENN-MS-S-008 to get program status
to Green and address ENN standardization
issues was developed and work has begun.
Status: 8 of 9 items completed in 2005.
Remaining task is in progress. Keep status
as White.

were written against.the FAC program for
these quarters. N/A No Technical Specification

Surveillances under the FAG program were
Derfored in RFO25.

No Open CRs as of 12/31/05.
CR-VTY-2005-02239 was closed out to
ER 05-1004 on 12/19/05.'
IfhI PMPA• .,!.:.':: :" : " ."

N/A -, I nere are no parts issues assox
with the FAC program this quarter

See 2005 RFO Scoping Worksheets for a
list of FAC related OE.

LR U4-09o4 tor repiacement ot smaii.oore
piping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
Leakoff lines with FAC resistant materials
was implemented during RFO251

.04-1315 for Evaluation of Temporary
Steam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam.
Seal Piping. Removal of Temp Mod, and
additional inspections to determineextent
of condition were not performed in RFO25
due to schedule conflicts with LP turbine
work. Deferred until RF026. (Ref. VYPPF

'7102.01 for W.O. 04-004983-000/010,
dated 11/1/05)

lone

Outage Health:

Outage Perf:
I
1I he program owner and backup engineer

are qualified to perform FAC Program
tasks.

3rd Engineer obtained basic FAC training
and CHECWORKS SFA training, 2nd Qtr.
2005.

Program owner and backup qualified to
ENN Standard FAC Qual Card. ENN-
TKESPG042 10/5/05

RFO25 in October/November 2005. All
planned inspections performed except
Nos. 2004-24 to 2005-35. These are
located on LP Turbine SSH and SPE lines
to determine extent of condition for CR-
VTY-2004-02925. These inspections were
to be coordinated with removal of Temp
Mod 2004-031. Restoration of the Temp
Mod was deleted from the outage scope
on 10/24/05 as documeted on YPPF .
7102.01. Access to this piping could not
be obtained due to critical path work on the
LP turbines'. Inspections were deferred to

rtu -. irw01-0u Itt oI puratUr WUIK aiUUIIUU
rAIMM~ in thA FAr inna

I ne program owner ano backup (I.,
O'Connor) are FAG qualified personnel.
An additional engineer in C/S (R. Orner)
has FAC related experience and has

=niirvi,• trnininn 9nd (tr 9nnr~
I HtiUt dlfd I1 IV~ I tyIdWbU IV U M r-I
nrontram mesAqs auartars.

the FAC Drooram. Owner based results from last SA.

There are no repetitive equipment related
Issues for the FAC program these quarters.

lUnantlcipated Failures:

SSH pin hole leaks identified in CR VTY-
14-02985. Temporary leak enclosure
alled. Additional inspections of similar

• piping incorporated into scope of RFO 25.
However deferred until RF026 due to
schedule for LP turbine work.

FAC Program ownership to be transfered
to Code Programs Group per ENN model.
Interveiws for new FAC Program Engineer
to reside in Code Programs Group started
in-October 05.
HU Errors:

There was one 1 human performance error.
(HPE) as a result of Program
implementation activities for the third
quarter of 2005 (CR-VTY-2005-02239 on
procedure complance)

Page 2 of 2

I IIUIVI W lU I10 I V11bl1Ulb 0I I.IUW I
reductions as a result of a FAC Program
issue in 03 & 04 2005.

15-Mar-06
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ENTERGY NORTHEAST, VERMONT YANKEE

Flow-Accelerated-Corrosion Program (FAC)

\C Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086
,introlling Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

E Date: 06-Sep-05Quarter: Second Quarter, 2005
Program Color: WhiteI Trend: Sad

2004-Q1 12004-03 T04 -' l:2005-01

The FAG Program has just completed 2nd
Qtr. 2005.

i Program is white , based on 22 Green, 3
White, and 1 Yellow indicators.

There are no outstanding issues which are
not already addressed that may impact the

I program.

2nd. Qtr. 2005 (4/1/05 to 6/30/05)

WANO Inspection, April 2005

RF025 Outage Planning & Preparation

I RFO25 Outage Scope Challenge Meeting
-9/4/05

• .) program and ENN procedure
I tansition acticities were rescheduled into
EWC to start 2nd Qtr. 2005. Activities
were started but not completerd due to
EPU related design changes. This a
continued trend from the previous quarter
program health reports.

Preparation for July NRC FAC Inspection.

.WANO Inspection Complete - No AFIs for

FAC Program

A~6eLUIrfr~~U

quarter. LO-VTYLO-2005-00030 CAI 1 due
10/03/05
(one due date extension)

'40 virit1 rmui•iys
No INPO Findings or AFIs.

Focused selt Assessment October 2003.
Ongoing work for Corrective Actions
generated from assessment See LO-CAs
(2003-0327) under Open Action ItemsI'JO .L U I-I 0 issu&5 or Uperlduiity

evaluations related to the FAC Program
this quarter.

The FAC Program currently meets all.
reaulatorv reouirements.

ASML Code CaseN-597 was incorporated
into R.G 1.147 Rev.13 with new caveats
for use. This will affect DP-0072 and
transition to ENN-DC-133. WPO has
decided to replace ENN-DC-133 with a
new engineering Guide ENN-CE-G-001.
VY Comments on draft sent to WPO on
5/24/05.

Ongoing program tasks were rescheduled
for remainder of 2005 per ENN-DC-1 83
Program Scope Memo. Continued difficulty
in meeting re-projected schedules due to
emegent work, EPU, & other unscheduled
tasks. A formal action plan per ENN-MS-S-
008 was developed in 2nd. Qtr. 2005.
Action Plan addresses issues to get
program to Green status and ENN
standardization.

Scheduled FAC program activities were
started late in quarter due to resources
spent on EPU related work. Concern from
previous qtr. A formal Action Plan per
ENN-MS S-008 was develped to get
program Green status and adddress ENN
standardization issues.

-lU r-vyiU l 1l ýlUIliJIIlt.• [ýUu Wltll
current Regulations of Codes.

&Budet, Resources:

2004 and 2005 scheduling of FAC
Program per ENN-DC-183 Program
Scoping Memo.

FAC Program personnel (resources) Were
utilized on EPU related design changes
and calculations. EWC schedule has
Program resources back onto FAC work in
2nd Qtr. 2005.

None for2nd Qtr. 2005

Ensure that ongoing program tasks Which
were re-scheduled for remainderof 2005
per ENN-DC-183 Program Scope Memo
are in fact performed on or near to
schedule. This requires adquate time &
personnel be alloted to perform program
tasks. A formal action plan per ENN-MS S-
008 to get program Green status and
adddress ENN standardization issues was
developed in May 2005.

NONcep

NONE

1 1 1111 1!J 1 1 1 t11ýl 1 i - I

WANO inspection April 2005.

An NRC Inspection of of the FAC
Program for addressing EPU changes to
piping and operating conditions is
scheduled for July 25,2005.

LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 2 due 1/13/06
(two due date extensions) ,
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 6 due 10/03/05
(one duedate extension)
LO-VTYLO-2004-00399 CA 1 due 12/31/05
(one due date extension)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 4 due 2/10/06
(one due date extension)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 5 due 1/15/06
(one due date extension)

Page 1 of 2

!-rI U,+-UZ10, 1o'r repiacemenE O0 smari core
piping on.Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
Leakoff lines with FAC Resitant materials.
Aprroved in EWc. Replacement to be
implemented in RFO 25

ER 04-1315 for Evaluation Of Temporary
Steam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam
Seal Pinina

N/A - There are no operator works arounds
related to the FAC program.

I here are no LUOs related to the FAC

06-Sep-05
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SENTERGY NORTHEAST, VERMONT YANKEE
.... ..................... ENGIN 'EERING PROGRAM HEALTH• .........

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAC)

11kC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086?

- ontrolling Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

program this qtr.

|

N/A - There are no PMs associated with
the FAC Droaram.

There are no repetitive equipment related
issues for theFAC program this quarter.

Unanticipated Failures:

SSH pin hole leaks identified in CR VTY-
2004-02985. Tenmporary leak enclosure
installed. Additional inspections of similar
piping incorporated into scope of RFO 25.

N/A with respect to equipment.-I.4Emlo

There were no human performance errors
(HPE) as a result of Program
implementation activities for this quarter.

IAP0098 Expectations:

Continued difficulties in completeing
program activities on schedule. EPU work
is winding down in secornd qtr. 6f 2005.
FAG Program engineering work has been
begun with update iof the piping FAC
susceptibilty review and ENN prpcedure
transition activities. A formal action plan
per ENN-MS S-008 to get program Green
status and adddress ENN standardization
issues was devlopred and work has begun.
Status: Progress needs to be monitored.
Keep status as White.

-jee zuub i--u zsicoping
list of FAC related OE.N/A - There are no work requests over 2

None
nspections scheduled in the RFO 2004
)ection scope were completed during

-RFO 24. No surveillances scheduled for
2nd Otr. 200!.;

N/A - There are no parts issues associated
with the FAC program this quarter

I IWItU -VIVI IU tlWdIlblUMLý UI PUWUI
reductions as a result of a FAC Program
issue in Q2.

The program owner and Backup engineer
are qualified to perform FAC Program
tasks.'

3rd Engineer obtained basic FAC training
and CHECWORKS SFA training, June 6-8.

i ne program owner tor ana oacKup (I.
O'Connor ) are FAC qualified personnel.
An additional engineer in M/S (R. Orner)
has FAC related experience and has
undated trainina (June 6-81'.

personnel are aware of the Program
uwner based results from last SA.

Page 2 of 2 06-Sep-05
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ENTERGY NORTHEAST, VERMONT YANKEE- -

ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAC)

,-AC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086
Controlling Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

Date: 10-May-05
Quarter: First Quarter. 2005

Program Color: I White 1
Trend: Improving,

2003-04 2004-Q1 2004--3 Q4

-Current Stqtuys Basisý:
The FAC Program has just completed 1st
Qtr 2005.

Program is white, based on 21 Green, 3
White, and 1 Yellow indicators.

There are no outstanding issues which are
not already addressed that may impact the
program.

NONE

No FAC Program Related LERs this
auarter.

No NRC Findings
No INPO Findings or AFIs.

No GL 91-18 issues or operability
evaluations related to the FAC Program
this auarter.

was completed 2/15/05 and CR was
closed on 2/16/05.

CR VTY-2004-03062 identified a backlog
in inspection records being sent to RIMS
per AP-6807. For each refuelig outage;
Progam PP7028 inspection records,
reports, memos, and component
evaluations were packaged similar to job
order files and sent to RIMS. CR was
closed on 2/16/05

WANO inspection is scheduled for April
2005.

An NRC Inspection of of the FAC
Program for addressing EPU changes to
piping and operating conditions is
scheduled for July 25,2005.

LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 2 due 6/1/05
(one due date extension)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 3 due 5/15/05
(one due date extension)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 6 due 6/13/05
(one due date extension) /
LO-VTYLO-2004-00399 CA 1 due 12/31/05
(one due date extension)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 4 due 7/1/05
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 5 due 7/1/05
LO-VTYLO-2005-00030 CA1l due 7/31/05

1st Qtr 2005 (1/1/05 to 3/31/05)

ER 04-0964 for replacement of small bore
* piping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal:

Leakoff lines with FAC resistant materials.
Replacement to be implemented in RFO 25

J)4-1315 for Evaluation of Temporary
oteam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam
Seal Piping. Inspection of additional
components was added to the 2005 RFO
scope to detemine the extent of condition
on the SSH piping,

Scheduled FAC Program Activities for the
1st quarter 2005 were not completerd due
to EPU related design changes. This a
continued trend from the previous quarter
program health report. EPU work
scheduled to end early 2nd qtr. 2005. FAC
program acticities were rescheduled into
EWC to start 2nd Qtr. 2005.

1;ýinificant Accom .Plhiishets:'
Completed Corrective Actions from CR-
VTY-2004-3061 and CR-VTY-2004-3062.

Met Outage Milestones for sub-work order
genetation.

IA tions To Rtr oGen

The F-AC Program currently meets all
ran, infta ran, ,irn~nanto

IAomr %.AJUU t..dbu 114-UVI waý I5KAJTlV1=tý'

into R.G 1.147 Rev.13 with new caveats
for use. This will affect DP-0072 and
transition to ENN-DC-133. WPO has
decided to replace ENN-DC-133 with a
new enginineering Guide ENN-CE-G-xxx.
Draft of guide sent out for comment on
3/09/05. Scheduled to have review
complete bv June 2005.

i-ocusea beln Assessment Uctooer zuuj.
Ongoing work for Corrective Actions
generated from assessment See LO-CAs
(2003-0327) under Open Action Items

Participated in Focused Self Assessment
of PNPS FAC Program per EN-LI-i04,
January 24-28, 2005.

Ensure that ongoing program tasks which
were re-scheduled for remainder of 2005
per ENN-DC.183 Program Scope Memo
are in fact performed on or near to
schedule. This requires adquate time &
personnel be alloted to perform program
tasks. A formal action plan per ENN-MS S-

to get program Green status and
Iress ENN standardization issues will

delvelopred in the 2nd Qtr. 2005T-

ExcepionsTo Grading .Critra

1

No Program Compliance issues with
current Regulations of Codes.

FBuA et ResQurces:

2004 and 2005 scheduling of FAC
Program per ENN-DC-183 Program
Scoping Memo.

FAC Program personnel (resources) were
utilized on EPU related design changes
and calculations. EWC schedule has
Program resources back onto FAC work in
2nd Qtr. 2005.

A QA audit was performed in Sept/October
2004. The audit identified two procedure
compliance issues related to program
documention and timely completion of
activities.

CR VTY-2004-03061 identified that the
FAC Inspection Report for the 2004 RFO
was not completed within 90 days of plant
startup as required per PP-7028. Report

Page 1 of 2

Ongoing program tasks were rescheduled
for remainder of 2005 per ENN-DC-183
Program Scope Memo. Continued difficulty
in meeting re-projected schedules due to
emegent work, EPU, & other unscheduled
tasks: A formal action plan per ENN-MS-S-
008 will be developed in 2nd. Qtr. 2005.
Action Plan will address Issues to get
program to Green status and ENN
standardization.

Scheduled FAC program activities for qtr.
were not performed due to resources spent
on EPU related work. (Action Plan:
Activities were rescheduled in EWC into
2nd qtr. 2005) Same concern from
previous qtr. A formal Action Plan per
ENN-MS S-008 will be developed to get
program Green status and adddress ENN

11-May-05
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.. ....... . ..... ".... .. .... .ENTERGY NORTHEAST, VERMONT.YANKEE- ...... .. . ..-.......... :....
ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAC)

-__C Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086

Controlling Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

standardization issues will be delvelopred
in the 2nd Qtr. 2005.

All inspections scheduled in the RFO 2004
inspection scope were completed during
RFO 24. No surveillances scheduled for
'Iý -f 13flr .

of FAC related OE.

written against the FAC program for this
euarter.

Iwth - MUMAiC IC p JrILr tisb;U q teb*WI.W

with the FAG program this quarter

IýVffw

F-r% ~t UV-ui- repIlaUewiii VI small 0ore
piping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
Leakoff lines with FAC Resitant materials.
Aprroved in EWC. Replacement to be
implemented in RFO 25

ER 04-1315 for Evaluation of Temporary
Steam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam
zqal Piping

No other identified equipment concerns.

ORGANIZ4TION:

The program owner and Backup engineer
are qualified to perform FAC Program
tasks.

* The program owner for and backup (T.
O'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel.
An additional engineer in WS (R. Omer)
has FAC related experience.

Site personnel are aware of the Program
Owner based results from last SA.

There were no transients or power
reductions as a result of a FAC Program
issue in Q1.

rwA - I nere are no operator works around.
rani~t-r fni fha 9:AC--

I iIUI dI$ IIV L.Uus reimate 10 uie r-Au
nrnllr~m thiq citr

There were no human performance errors
(HPE) as a result of Program
implementation activities for this quarter.

am Ilu;; rn

There are no repetitiveequipment related
issues for the FAC program this quarter.

oUnantolcate- Failures:

SSH pin hole leaks identified in CR VTY-
2004-02985. Tenmporaryleak enclosure
installed. Additional inspections of similar
piping incorporated into scope of RFO 25.

-.AP0098 Expectation$:

Continued difficulties in completeing
program activities on schedule. EPU work
is currently scheduled'to end early in
secomd qtr. of 2005. FAC Program
engineering work has been rescheduled to
start in 2nd qtr 2005. FAC related
milestones and activities to support.RF025
have been completed per schedule.
Completion of corrective actions for CR-
VTY-2004-3061 and CR-VTY-2004-3062
have resulted in reducing backlog in
program documetation. The situation is
improving based on end of EPU work, new
EWC schedule, and reduction in
documetation backlog. A formal action
plan per ENN-MS S-008 to'get program
Green status and adddress ENN
standardization issues will be delvelopred
in the 2nd Qtr. 2005.

Status change form Yellow to White.

See 2005 RFOscoping worksheet for a list

Page 2 of 2 11-May-05
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ETERGY NRHAT EMN YANKEE
.ENGINERING PROGRAM HEALTH~

4 F2 Fkbý,Ac ratd qprroIoq Pro gra~m (FAC

A'.I

FAC Owner:Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086
Controlling Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

Date: I8-an.5.

Quarter: 2004-04
Program Color F ____ý

Trend: . Inl .

1 = 1* 2003-Q4 12004-01 2040

Current Status Basis:
The FAC Program has just completed 4th
Qtr 2o04].

Programis Yellow, based on 17 Green, 2
White, and 5 Yellow indicators.

There are no outstanding issues that may

impact the program.

Cudiirnt Activities:
4th Qtr 2004 (10/11/04 to 12/31/04)

Design Engineering Manager approved 2003
Focused Self Assement Report on 10/28/04.
Five new LO CAs were generated to address
areas for improvement indentified in the SA.

7R 04-0964 for replacement of small bore
,qping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
Leakoff lines with FAC resistant materials.
Approved in EWC. Replacement to be
implemented in RFO 25

ER 04-1315 for Evaluation of Temporary
Steam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam
Seal Piping. Inspection of additional
components was added to the 2005 RFO
scope to detemine the extent of condition on
the SSH piping.

Scheduled FAC Program Activities for the
4th quarter 2004 were not completerd due to
emergent work and EPU related design
changes. This a continued trend from the
previous quarter program health report.

0S4gnficant Accompiishments:
Approval of Focused Self Assessment
Report (LO-VTY-2003-0327 CAI)

JA'tions To Return To Green:

Ensure that ongoing program tasks which
were re-scheduled for remainder of 2004 per
ENN-DC-183 Program Scope Memo are in
fact preformed on or near to schedule. This
requires adquate time & personnell be alloted
to perform program tasks.

JExceptions To Grading Criteria: ]

NONE

rEGULATORY:.

No FAC Program Related LERs this quarter.

No NRC Findings -No INPO Findings or AFIs.

LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 2 due 3/1405
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 3 due 3118/05
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 6 due 411/05
LO-V-rYLO-2004-00399 CA 1 due 4/1/05
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 4 due&7/105
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA 5 due 711/05

Focussed SA recprt for WY FAC Program
approved by DE Manager 10/28/04. Did not
meet EN-LI-104 SA completion date
expectations.

Planned participation if Fcused Self
Assessment of PNPS FAC Program per EN-
LI-104 4rd Qtr. deferred until 1/24105 at
PNPS requestof PNPS.

evaluations related to the FAC Program this
•i (l ldHJ

The FAC Program currently meets all
regulatory requirements.

ASME Code Case N-597 was incorporated
into R.G 1.147 Rev.13 with new caveats for
use. This will affect DP-0072 and transition
to ENN-DC-133. WPO controls ENN-DC-
133. Revisions are planned for 1st Qtr.2005.

ýDMIITRA.T I VE

No Program Compliance issues with current
Regulations of Codes.

N'10 I91*lUd111,M kNC UdLCg(Xy,1A dM
written against the FAC program for this
quarter. Existing VY commitments are
equivalent to LO-CAs.

2004 and 2005 scheduling of FAC Program
per ENN-DC-183 Program Scoping Memo.

FAC Program personnel (resources) were
utilized on EPU related design changes and
calculations.

There was one QA audit performed for this
quarter. The audit was performed in
Sept/October 2004. The audit identified two
procedure compliance issues related to
program documention and timely completion
of activities.

CR VTY-2004-03061 identified that the FAC

Inspection Report for the 2004 RFO was not,
completed within 90 days of plant startup as
required per PP-7028.

CR VTY-2004-03063 identified a backlog in
inspection records being sent to RIMS.per
AP-6807.

An NRC Inspection of of the FAC Program
for addressing EPU changes to piping and
operating conditions is scheduled for 2005.

CR-VTY-2004--03061 CA2 due 2104/05
CR-VTY-2002-02568 CA3 due 3/01/05
CR-VTY-2004-02985 CA3 due 3/11/05

LH U4-U¶R4 Tor replacement ot smial bore
piping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
ýLeakoff lines with FAC Resitant materials.
Aprroved in EWC. Replacement to be
implemented in RFO 25

ER 04-1315 for Evaluation of Temporary
Steam Leak Repair on L.P.Turbine Steam
Seal Piping

M.,

N/A - There are no operator works around
related to the FAC prooramn.

i Tere are no LULs retatc
program this qtr..

10-Feb-OSPage 14 of 46
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FAC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086

Controlling Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

N/A - There are no PMs associated with the

There are no repetitve equipment related
issues for the FAC program this quarter.

.. nanJa Falures:

SSH pin hole leaks identified in CR VTY-
2004-02985. Tenmporary leak enclosure
installed. Additional Inspections of similar
piping incorporated into scope of RFO 25.

N/A with respect to equipment.

N/A - There are no work requests over 2 yrs
old.

All Inspections scheduled in the RFO 2004
inspection scope were completed dunng

OFO 24. No surveliances scheduled for 4th
CITP 90(14

required per PP-7028.,
CR VTY-2004-03063 identified a backlog in
inspection recorrds being sent to RIMS per
AP-6807.

Continued difficulties in completeing program
activities on schedule.

See 2005 RFOscoping worksheet for a list of
FAC related OE.
In addition, LO-OEN-2004-00272 for the
8/04 Mihama Event wasgenerated. CA3
assisgned to VY to review FAC Program &
Inspection Efforts for applicabilty to VY.
Inspections of piping at two restrictibn
orifices in the Condensate System.were
added to the RFO 25 scooe.

N/A - IThere are no parts issues associated
with the FAC program this quarter

No other identified equipment concerns

RFO-25 Outage Milestones met. inttia-
outage scope memp issued 7/7/04. Scope
freeze on WO generation met 10(7/04.
I • •.aarat\n H.'• .l

There were no. transients or power
reductions as a result of a FAC Program
issue in Q4.The program owner and Backup engineer

are qualified to perform FAC Program tasks.
-in

U

The program owner for and backup (T.
O'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel. An
additional engineer in M/S (R. Omer) has
FAC related exnerience.

bite personne are) aware ot me rrogram
Owner based results form recent SA.

There were 2 reported human performance
errors (HPE) as a result of Program
implementation activities for this quarter.

R VTY-2004-03061 identified that the FAC
,nspection Report for the 2004 RFO was not
completed within 90 days of plant startup as

Page 15 of 46 10-Feb-05
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| . . " • " •ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH ••

.. Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAG)

_C Owner:Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086

Controlhing Document: PP 7028 Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

Date: 19-Nov-04

Quarter: 2004-03
Program Color: ALI t2
Trend: 222!in in

ions fro Gr

None

No FAC Program Related LERs this
nuarter.

Incorporated Design Engineering Manager
comments on 2003 Focussed Self
Assessment. Returned report to DE Mgr.
on 9/11/04.

Program is -White, based on 16 Green; 3

White; 2 Yellow; and 0 Red

No NRU Findings
No INPO Findings or AFIs.3rd Quarter 2004 (6/16/04 to 9/30/04)

Review and comments on new ENN
Standard FAC Program Procedure, ENN-
DC-315, and new Gridding Standard, ENN-
EP-S-005.

Addressed NRC RAIs relating to FAC for
the VY Power Uprate Submittal.

FAC Program coordinator cancelled
attendance at June 28 EPRI Checworks
Users Group Meeting due to VY forced

'age. Meeting information availbie on
JG web site.

FAC Program coordinator participated in
QA Audit of FPL Corporate FAC Inspection
Program at Juno Beach FL. July 12 to 16.

FAC program engineers participated in
NRC Inspection for EPU affects on FAC
progam.

Incorporated Design Engineering Manager
comments on 2003 Focussed Self
Assessment. Retumed report to DE Mgr.
on.9/1/04.

Scheduled FAC program work activities for
3rd qtr. were deferred due to emergent
work; forced outage, NRC inspection,
engineering support for intervenor requests
for information, and intervenor contentions.

Documetation of Benchmarking performed
during FP&L QA Audit, July 12-16, has not
been completed.

Planned participation in Focused Self
Assessment of PNPS FAC Program per
EN-LI-1044th Qtr. (Dec.13-16,2004)

Procedure changes to.PP 7028 (will be
resolved by transition to ENN-DC-315).
Data transmittalls) to RIMS

NO U.L 1-1 b issues or operability
evaluations related to the FAC Program
this quarter.

into R.G 1.147. This will affect DP-0072
and transition to ENN-DC-133. WPO
controls ENN-DC-133. UH-V I Y-20,Z-WO256 CA3 (due 311/05)

CR-VTY-2004-02985 CA3 (due 3/11/05)

There are no LPCs or relief requests '
required for regulatory or code compliance.

2004-2005 budget and schdule for FAC
Program established through EWC process
using ENN-DC-183 Program Scoping
Memo.

For 3rd quarter 2004, FAC Program
personnel were utilized on EPU related
design changes, calculations, audit
support, and Intervenor issues.

,- ' u,+-vku4 Tor repiacement or smail bore
piping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
Leakoff lines with FAC Resitant materials
Status: 9/27/04: Recommend transfer to
MPRC after approval by the department
manger. Project Sponsor: JH Callaghan,
SD Goodwin to prepare Funding.
justification form. 9130/04 approved by
MPRC.

-7

NRC Inspection

Ensure that ongoing program tasks which
were rescheduled for remainder of 2004
per ENN-DC-183 Program Scope Memo
are in fact performed on or near to
schedule. This reqluires adequate time &
personnel be allotted to perform program

ks.

..dtus: There was no improvement in this"
area for the 3rd quarter of. 2004.

N/A - There are no operator works around
related to the FAC proaram.

An NRC Inspection for EPU included
questions on affects of FAC on plant piping
and equipment. Final evaluation and
documetation had not been performed as
of the inspection date. No immdiate
findinos/concems were identified.

N/A - There are no LCOs related to the
FAC program this qtr.

LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 CA1 (2 due date
extensions during period)
LO-VTYLO-2004-00399 CA1 (1 due date i nere are no repetitive equipment related

issues for the FAC program this quarter.
19-Nov-04Page 1 of 2
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: . .............. ENTERGY NORTHEAST,- VERMONT YANKEE .......- - .--- .....-........... ..............

ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAC)

r-AC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086
Controlling Document: PP 7028 / Supervisor: Scott Goodwin

U6nantl Ipated Fallures;

Non Maintenace Rule. Steam leak
identified in LP SSH supply line on
9/24/04. See CR-VTY-2004-02985.
Planning for evaluation & repair isin
progress as of 9/30/04.

N/A with respect to equipment

Based on pending results form recent SA
the answer is yes.

H Errors:

Completion of the RF024 FAC Program
Inspection Report went past the 90 days
from plant start-up as required by PP
7028. Identified by CR-VTY-2004 -03061
on 10/04/04. CR and CAs will be addressed
in 4th Qtr program health report.

IAP0090 ExpectatIons:

RFO 24 Inspection Report was not
completed within 90 days from plant start
up as required by PP7028. CR VTY-2004-
03061 written on 10/4/04, not "prompt' as
required by Appendix A of AP0098.

N/A - There are no work requests over 2.
vrs old.

PJI inspections scheduled in the RFO 2004
inspection scope were completed during
RFO 24. None were schedulred for 3rd qtr.
2004.

6ee 2005 HI-U PAU VrOgram -=opmg
Worksheets for detailed list. "

None,,-k - I here are no parts issues associated
the FAC program this quarter

Significant Concem: Scheduled FAC
program activities for qtr. were not
performed due to resources spent on EPU
related work. ( Action Plan: Activities were
rescheduled in EWC into 3rd/4th qtr. 2004)
Same concem from 4th qtr. 2003. This Is
an ongoing issue and may require .
realignment of program resources to insure
program activities take priority. No
Progress was made in the 3rd Quarter of
2004.

Transition to ENN Standard FAC program,•
ENN-DC-315, will require revision to ENN-
DC-133. Previously sheduled working
meetings for revision of ENN-DC-133 for
the first quarter of 2004 were not held.
WPO controls. ENN-DC- 133.

1111U4.

Initial RFO 25 outage scope memo Issued
7/7/04.

.I14U ctUV"I•f IIIyJoUL UIl I llIUO.cUii I UY rim "
Program issues or component failures. No
transients or power reductions were
reported as a result of a FAC Program
issue this quarter.

I IIU PILWyldili OwlU UId I U OdUKUP tIFlj1~IIdUf

ara niumIified to r)erform FAC Pmanram tas-ks.

The program owner for and backup (T.
"'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel. An

itional engineer in M/S (R. Omer) has
. related experience.

Page 2 of 2, 19-Nov-04
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ENTERGY NORTHEAST, VERMONT YANKEE .

ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAC)

.-AC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086.
Controlling Document: PP 7028. Frequency: Quarterly

Date:
Quarter:

Program Color:
Trend:

IBM =0 -I

'22-JUn-04

Wh4-it

REGULATORY. JAF FAC Program per ENN-LI-1 04 week of
219 to 2113

Planned bencharnarking trip to FP&L in
3rd Qtr. (July 12-16)

Planned.participation if Fcused Self
Assessment ofPNPS FAC Program per EN-
LI-14I 3rd Otr. (Auo. 8-13)

Program is White, based on 20 Green; 1
White; 1 Yellow; and 0 Red

uretcikfties

Attended the EPRI Cheocworks Users
Group Meeting, January 12-14.

Addressed NRC RAIs relating to FAC for
the VY Power Up'rate Submittal.

Completed writeup for 2003 Focussed Self"
Assessment for Design Engineering
Manager review and approval on 1/30104.

FAC Program Coordinator participated in
JAF FAC Program Self Assesment at
WPO 2/9 to 2/13.

viewd draft of Revision 1 changes to
,-NN-DC-133, for Structural evaluation of
worn piping components.

RFO 24 Outage Support for FAC
Inspections. Tasks included outage review
of Work Order packages, planning,
training, data evaluation, turbine
orossaround piping visual inspections, and
interface with management.

Developed EWC Program Scope Memo
(ENN-DC-183) for remander of 2004 and
for 2005.

• ENN FAC Working group assigned to an
expedited adoption of a new ENN
Standard FAC Program. Participated in
working group developing a draft of new
procedure ENN-DC-315 and new Gridding
Standard ENN-EP-S-005 (6/2 to 6/4)

RFO 24

ActiosTo RIetur~n To Greehn:
Ensure'that ongoing program tasks which

• wer rescheduled for remainder of 2004 per
ENN-DC-183 Program Scope Memo are in
fact preformed on or near toschedule.
This reqiuires adquate time & personeel

alioted to perform program tasks.

... jectiQIns To Grading Criteria:

No GL 91-18 issues or operability '
evaluations related to the FAC Program

outage suppport for 81-0 24 completed.
Ongoing program tasks were rescheduled
for remainder of 2004 per ENN-DC-1 83

* Program- Scope Memo.

ASME Code Case N-597 was incorporated
into R.G 1.147. (DP0072) this will affect
transition to ENN-DC-133. Previously
planned working group meetings
scheduled for 1st qtr 2004 were not held.
WPO has control of ENN-DC-133ASME Code Case N-597 was incorporated

into R.G 1.147. This will affect DP-0072
and transition to ENN-DC-1 33. WPO
controls ENN-DC-133.

ADM .INISTRATIVE:

i nere are no procedure/program.
compliance issues associated with the
FAC Program.

Budget, Resources:

tio sigrnuianm t.,m r were wrlen ageri st
the FAC program for this quarter. Existing
VY commitments are equivalent to LO-CAs.

Rating

2003-2004 Budget per supervisor
Schedule was set prior to EPU. For
reaminder of 2004 and 2005 scheduling of
FAC Program per ENN-DC-183 Program
Scoping Memo.

FAC Program personnel were utilized on
EPU related design changes and
calculations.

Open Eno Reg: 1

ER 04-0964 for replacement of small bore
piping on Turbine Bypass Valve 1st Seal
Leakoff lines with FAC Resitant materials

N/A - i nere are no operator works around
related to the FAG program.A NGC inspection of 11 t'rogram

Activities was performed during the
beginning of RFO 24. The inspection
included an interview of the FAC Program
Coordinator on program issures and
planned inspections. The inspection report
Is Dendina.

N/A - There are no LCO
FAC program this qtr.

PMs Within Due Date:

Participated in Fcused Self Assessment of

Page 14 of44

N/A - There are no PMs associated with
the FAC program.

Repetitive Failures:

N/A - There are no repetitive equipment
related issues for the FAC program this

17-Nov-04
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•ENGINEERING PROGRAM HEALTH
•Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program (FAG)

rAC Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451.3086
Controlling Document: PP 7028 Frequency: Quarterly

t

quarter. -UEM-
See 2004 RFO FAC Program Soping
Worksheets for detailed list.

Trending Results: Supv. Rati

N~one

N/A - There are no wo* requests over 2
yrs old.

All inspections scheduled In the RFO 2004
inspection scope were completed during
RFO 9•

RFO-24 Outage Milestones met.

onenration Heafth

No adverse impact on generation by FAC
Program Issues or component failures. No..
transients or power reductions were
reported as a result of a FAC Program
issue this quarter.

N/A - There are no parts Issues associated
with the FAC program this quarter

jnificant Concern: Scheduled FAC
program activities for qtr. were not
performed due to resources spent on EPU
related work. (Action Plan: Activities were
rescheduled in EWC into 3rd/4th qtr.:

.2004) Same concern from 4th qtr. 2003.
This is an ongoing issue and may requie
realignment of porgram resouces to insure

/ program activities take priority.

i ne program owner ano mueKup engineer
are qualified to perform FAC Program
tasks.

The program owner for and backup (T.
O'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel.
An additional engineer in M/S (R. Omer)
has FAC related experience.

Based on pending results form recent SA
the answer is ves.

nere were no numan penorrnance errors
-- ociated with the FAC program this qtr.

.>0098 Exomctatlonss: Supv. Rating

Page 15 of 44
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FAC

Controlling Document: PP 7028

Owner: Jim Fitzpatrick Phone: 802.451-3086
Frequency: Quarterly

Date: 16-Jan-0
Quarter 123Q4
Program Color: W h te
Trend: Declining

Current $A~tus Basis;
Current Status: Program is Green, based
on 20 Green; 2 White; 1 Yellow and 0 Red.

Current Status Basis:

Current Program Trend: Steady

'Current Activities:
ENN FAC Working group formed (two
meetings held). Standardization of ENN

AC Programs is a focus of the group.
-:ach plant is to have a focused self
assessment performed. A significant effort
was required to develop the standardized
evaluation criteria to perform these SAs
per new ENN procedure ENN-LI-1 04,

Qualitative studies & evaluations vwre
performed in support of September EPU
submittal.

A Focused Self Assessment (per ENN-LI
104) of the VY FAC Program was started
on 9/29/03. Results will be incorporated
into the 4th Qtr Health Report.

REG5ULATORY:

No FAC Program Related LERs this
quarter.

No NRC Findings
No INPO Findings or AFIs.

No GL 91-18 issues or operability
evaluations related to the FAC Program
this quarter.

Standardization for ENN FAC Programs

ASME Code Case N-597 was incorporated
into R.G 1.147. This will affect DP-0072
and transition to ENN-DC-133. Additional
ENN meetings to be scheduled for 1st
QTR 2004 to evaluate'
ADMINISTRATIV~E:

There are no procedurafprogram
compliance issues associated with the
FAC Program.
IBudget Resources: Rating
I I .White

No significant CR's were written against
the FAC program for this quarter. Existing
VY commitments are equivalent to LO-CAs.

CR-VTY-2002-2568 (5/4/04)

N/A; Engineering Requests not yet
Implementred at Vemitort Yankee.2003-2004 Budget per supervisor

Schedule was set prior to EPU. For 2003
scheduling of FAC Program activities has
been shifted to allow for engineering
support off EPU and emergent work. FAC.
Program personnel were utilized on EPU
related design changes and calculations.

There were no Audits performed for this
quarter. There are no openissues.

U.- g11

N/A - There are no operator works around
related to the FAC Drodram.

N/A - There are noLCOs related to the
FAC program this qtr.

N/A - There are no PMs associated with
the FAC program.LO-VTYLO-2002-0034'1

LO-VTYLO-2002-00568 (1 extension
during qtr. )
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327
LO-VTYLO-2002-00528 (1
extension.during qtr.)
Note both extensions during qtr. are due
to EPU work.

N/A - I ere are no repeuuve equtpment
related issues for the FAC program this
quarter.

Waj ýIdFailures:

White
Turbine Bypass Valve Steam Seal Piping.
Additional inspections scheduled for
2004RF0, Also scoping to replace with
FAC resistant material.IrednRN/

O.1,. VIM ZUUZ-U• on aws1 Uvi.lss
Issues performed in Nov.2002.

Focused Self Assessment of VY FAC
Program per ENN-LI-104 week of 9/29 to
10/2. Draft report complete, final report
deffered untit[ 2004 for EPU related work
(LO-VTYLO-2003-f0327 CA-00011

N/A - There are no work requests over 2
vrs old.

A5M1. (oae case N-591 was incorporated
into R.G 1.147. (DP0072).
Transition to ENN-DC-133. Meetings
scheduled for 1 st qtr 2004 to evaluate

All inspections scheduled in previous
outages ware performed. RFO 2004
scope is currently being scheduled.

Page 12 of 41 22-Jan-04
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AOwner:Jim FitzpatricK Pnone: IUZ.4b1-,UMf
Controlling Document: PP 7028 Frequency: Quarterly

do .; A
..... ..... ?P9

PRO%
N/A - There-are no parts issues associated None
with the FAC program this quarter O ukig e-I ,lth :

•~iifo Concrn- Rating

Leak in TBV Steam Seal Leakoff piping
has elevated the need to complete the
update of the small bore piping database
(Action Plan: Currently on EWC FAC
Program schedule).

Significant Concern: Scheduled FAC
program activities for qtr. were not
performed due to resources spent on EPU
related work. (Action Plan: Activities were
rescheduled in EWC into 1st. qtr. 2004)
Same concern from 3rd qtr. 2003.

Potential Issue: Based on experience to
date, the transition to ENN procedures is
trending toward standardization in name
only. The concern is that previous
efficiencies at W.Wit be lost when new
ENN procedures modeled on large utility
organizations, which require an army to
nplernent, are imposed on the program.

,Proposed Adion Plan is to participate in
transition working groups to control
direction of transition or alert management
to start hiring.)

RFO-24 Outage Milestones met.

rO auverse impma LMl olvIdUUUM uy rIL,
Program issues or component failures. No
transients or power reductions were
reported as a result of a FAG Program
issue this quarter.

i ne program owner tor anO oackup ( I.
,O'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel.
An additional engineer in MIS (R. Omer)
has FAC related experience.

Based on pending results form recent SA
the answer is yes.

There were no human performance errors
associated with the FAC program this qtr.

&'de --uu4 Nru rPAL' -'rugrFam ccoplng
Worksheets for detailed list.

Page 13 of 41 22-Jan-04
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Controlling Document: PP 7028 Frequency: Quarterly

Date:
Quarter
Program Color:
Trend:

18-Nov43

Steady

No NR
K1i Mi•

None This.Qtr.

ASME Code Case N-597 was incorporated
into R.G 1.147. (DP0072).
Transition to ENN-DC-133. Meetings
scheduled for 4th qtr. to evaluate.
Standardization ENN FAC Programs

ME,

Current Status: Program is Green, based on
19 Green; 3 White; 0 Yellow and 0 Red.

Current Status Basis:

I Current Program Trend: Steady

ENN FAC Working group formed (twoI meetings held). Standardization of ENN
AC Programs is a focus of the group. Each

plant is to have a focused self assessment
performed. A significant effort was required
to develop the standardized evaluation criteria
to perform these SAs per new ENN
procediure ENN-LI-104.

Qualitative studies & evaluations VwreI performed in support of September EPU
•"submittal.

A Focused'Self Assessment (per ENN-LI
104) of the VY FAC Program was started on
9129/03 Results will be incorporated into the
4th Qtr Health Report.

No GL 91-18 issues or operability evaluations
,,innAf 0:- CA(' Or-n;,- thic --m,r

MU1 bI9IiIudJucut U'r¶ bt wijue dWIdUIbtvar Ulu
FAC program for this quarter. Existing VY
commitments are equivalent to LO-CAs.AoMi u.oae c,,ase N-ouI was incorporaieu

into R.G 1.147. This will affect DP-0072 and
transition to ENN-DC-133. Meetings
scheduled for 4th qtr. to evaluate.

CR-VTY-2002-2568 (5/4/04)

N/A; Engineering Requests not yet
implemenrted at VemrmontYane

N/A - There are no operator works around
related to the FAC program.

There are no procedure/program compliance
issues associated with the FAC Program.

Ilaget Resources: .Rating
I IWhite

2003-2004 Budget per supervisor Schedule
was set prior to EPU. For 2003 scheduling
of FAC Program activities has been shifted to
allow for engineering support off EPU and
emergent work. FAC Program personnel
were utilized on EPU related design changes

-An -1cir 1ot6-n

There were no Audits perornned for this
quarter. There are no open issues.

--
N/A - There are no PMs associated with the
FAC program.

LO-VTYLO-2002-00441 (2 extensions.)
LO-VTYLO-2002-00568 (1 extension)
LO-VTYLO-2003-00327 (1 extension)
LO-VTYLO-2002-00528 (1 extension.)
Note all 5 extensions during qtr. are due to

N/A - I nere are no repetitive eqtupment
related issues for the FAC program this
quarter.

jUnantlc~loated Failures:

-h t
S.A. VYM SA 2002-003 on Davis Besse.
Issues performed in Nov.2002.

Focused Self Assessment of VY FAC
Program per ENN-LI-104 started 9/29/03.
Significant effort was required to develop
evaluation criteria was required by FAC
Working Group.

Turbine Bypass Valve Steam Seal Piping.
Additional inspections scheduled for
2004RFO, Also scoping to replace with FAC
resistant material.

IrT dl ReI u b: N/A ]

Page 11 of 38 11-Dec-03
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oAnr uwner:oJim i-itZ-Patr0CK Frnone:quz.4eny Q uae
Controlling I56cumnent: PP 7028 Frequency: Quarterly

N/A - There are no work requests over 2 yrs
old.

tvt inspections scneouieu in previous
outages were performed. RFO 2004 scope
;. -t ."- Mlh I,-;- -f- . A•=i i

N/A - There are no parts issues associated
with the FAC program this quarter '

IAP0098 Exo~ctations: Rating

See 2004 RFO FAC Program Scoping
Worksheets for detailed list.

None

RFO-24 Outage Milestones met.

Gen OrknHe&A.

Ildetifled Concerns: Rating

I White

Leak in TBV Steam Seal Leakoff piping has
elevated the need to complete the update of
the small bore piping database (Action Plan:
Currently on EWC FAC Program schedule).

Scheduled FAC programactivities for qtr.
were not performed due to resources spent
on EPU related wvork. (Action Plan: Activities

*were rescheduled in EWC into 4th qtr. 2003
, 1st qtr. 2004Y

Potential Issue: Based on experience to
date, the transition to ENN procedures is
trending toward standardization in name
only. The concern is that'previous
efficiencies at VY will be lost when new ENN
procedures modeled on large utility
organizations, which require an army to
implement, are imposed on the program.
(Proposed Action Plan is to participate in
transition working groups to control direction
of transition or alert management to start
Nrinn I . I

No adverse impack on generation by FAC
Program issues or component failures. No
transients or power reductions were reported
as a result of a FAC Program issue this
quarter.

ine program owner is qui
FAr. Prrnnrm fmcke

The program owner tor and backup (T.
O'Connor) are FAC qualified personnel. An
additional engineer in M/S (R. Omer) has
FAC related experience.

Based on pending results form recent SA the
answer is yes.

here were no human performance errors
associated with the FAC program this qtr.

Page 12 of 38 11-Dec-03
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...QA-8-2004-VY-I/

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.

The audit team concluded that the four engineering programs evaluated during this audit, Reactor Vessel
Internals, Check Valve, Relief Valve, and Environmental Qualification Programs were effective and were being
administered and maintained in a manner that meets regulatory requirements/commitments and supports safe
and reliable plant operation.

The team concluded that while the Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program was technically sound, a number ofthe
administrative/documentation issues identified did not meet regulatory requirements.

The following table summarizes results for evaluated elements:

Elements Result Number ofCRs/AFIs
EQ Program Satisfactory 2 CRs

2 AFIs

Check Valve Program Satisfactory ICR
3 AFIs

Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program Unsatisfactory 2 CRs

ReliefValve Program Satisfactory 1 CR
I AFI

Reactor Vessel Internals Program Satisfactory ICR
I AFI

Overall Results

The audit team identified five findings, two compliance CRs, and seven areas for improvement. None ofthe
findings or areas for improvement, individually or in the aggregate, were indicative of significant programmatic
weaknesses which would impact the overall effectiveness ofthe Engineering Programs assessed. However, as
previously noted, there were administrative / documentation issues with the Flow Accelerated. Corrosion
Program which need to be corrected.

Findings

RFO 24 FAC documentation not yet completed.
(CR-VTY-2004-03061 Cat C - Design Engineering M&S)

QA records not handled in accordance with procedures.
(CR-VTY-2004-03062 Cat C - Design Engineering M&S)

Multiple versions ofMOVATS software in Check ValveProgram.
(CR-VTY-2004-03087 Cat C - System Engineering Components)

Relief valve as-found testing near.miss.
(CR-VTY-2004-03039 Cat B - Work Control)

QDR 8.6 does not clearly document how Amphenol connectors with Rexolite are qualified.
(CR-VTY-2004-03032 Cat C - Design Engineering EI&C)

2
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QA.-8'2004V Y4-

•Compliance

LO-CA issued instead ofCR during IVVI Self-Assessment.
(CR-VTY-2004-03086 Cat D- System Engineering Code Programs)

Master EQ List references deleted QDR 8.9.
(CR-VTY-2004-03106 Cat D - Design Engineering EI&C)

Areas for Improvement

LO-VTYLO-2004-00512

CA - I The following documents need.to be updated: OP 4223 needs to reflect new equipment, software,
and practices. Vendor Manual VYEM 0250 needs to be evaluated to determine ifit should be
retained and updated or deleted..

CA -2 ESP training activities should be developed for the Check Valve Program similar to those for the
- MOV/AOV Program

CA - 3 Submit VYAPF 0700.03 to training to get training credit for the two component engineers who
completed off-site check valve diagnostic training.

CA - 4 A maximum and minimum examination distance for the camera is established at the time of
resolution demonstration check. Each examination record should indicate the distance the camera
was from weld or verify that the camera was within the resolution range. The distance ofthe lens to
the examination surface cannot be determined from the current QA records.

CA - 5 The reliefvalve scheduling spread sheet should use the installation date rather than the as-found
testing date to schedule the next test since the as-found test can be performed up to 90 days or one,

• year after the valve is replaced. This can lead to incorrect due dates for the 48 month interval and
the ten year mandatory test dates.

CA - 6 The EQ Health Report should include all outstanding corrective actions related to EQ, notjust those
assigned to the EQ Coordinator. The current EQ Health report indicates no corrective actions are
outstanding against the program. However, there are open corrective actions open to other
departments for EQ issues, (CR-VT'Y-2001-00983 "EQ MCC Component Replacements Not
Performed by End ofEQ Life,'. Corrective Actions 1,4,8,9, 13)

CA - 7 The EQ Coordinator should note in the program health report the OEs that he had seen during the
period ofthe report. Currently ifno actions are taken there is no documentation that he has
reviewed any OEs.

3
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-QA-82004-VY-1

AUDIT PURPOSE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

Purpose:

The purpose of this audit was to detennine whether selected Engineering Programs have been adequately
maintained and administered to effectively meet regulatory requirements/commitments and support safe and
.reliable plant operation.

Scope:

The selected engineering programs included the Enviromnental Qualification (EQ) Program, the Check Valve
Program, the. Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program, the Relief Valve Program, and the Reactor Vessel
Internals Program: Each program was checked to verify that it was being maintained current, that software used
by the program was current and in the SQA program ifapplicable, and that required inspections/surveillances
have been identified and implemented. In checking that the program was current, the impact ofdesign changes,
Extended Power Uprate (EPU), regulatory changes, deviations from codes and standards, industry positions, and
industry experience was considered.

Methodology:

The audit was perfonned through interviews with engineering personnel and others as appropriate and through
the examination ofprocedures and documentation.

AUDIT DETAILS

Program Maintenance / Instructions, Procedures, Drawings

Plant Modifications

The audit team members concluded that adequate programmatic. "hooks" existed to ensure that program
engineers would be included in reviews of design changes affecting their programs and that programs
have been adequately updated to reflect design changes. There was an exception noted in the EQ
Program which is discussed below.

Environmental Qualification

During a review of several Qualification Documentation Review (QDR) Packages, it was noted that
inboard electrical penetration Amphenol connectors were included in the Victoreen HRRM Package
(QDR 8.6). The qualified life ofthese connectors was identified as 2.61 years.' During a review of
work orders to verify that the connectors had been replaced at the required frequencies, it was
detennined that new connectors were evaluated for this application per Equivalency Evaluation (EE)
1101. QDR 8.6 had not been adequately updated to reflect the new component with a longer qualified
life. EE- 110 1 was considered inadeqtiate because it did not reference. the test report, a 1OCFR50.49
requirement, needed to qualify the new connectors to IEEE-323. Thus, EE-1 101 did not provide for an
adequate evaluation of a critical characteristic for this EQ application. The EQ Program owner was
unaware that these connectors had been replaced with a longer life component and wrote
CR-VTY-2004-03032 to document the issue. An operability determination concluded that this issue
was not an operability concern. This modification was not recent and changes made to the EE process
should preclude recurrence.

4
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-QA-S-2004-VY-l

The auditor also noted during the QDR reviews that the EQ Master List still referenced QDR 8.9.1
which had been previously deleted. CR-VTY-2004-03106 documented this issue.

Check Valve Program

Based upon a review ofENN and VY procedures, the auditor verified. that the responsibilities of the
Check Valve Program Coordinator (CVPC) included a review of plant design changes involving the
addition, deletion, or change in station check valves. Although the CVP was not specifically included
on the distribution of pending design changes, Component Engineering and/or the 1 ST Coordinator
were. Based on a discussion with the IST Program Coordinator, he has a good working relationship
with the CVPC for interface of all aspects ofthe two programs. The review of design changes for
program impact was discussed with the CVPC who stated that he would be included for review if a
check valve was affected. He was included in the review of the EPU design change which added a third
safety valve (he is also the Relief Valve Program Coordinator).

Flow Accelerated Corrosion

Section 3.2.12 ofPP 7028 identified that one ofthe responsibilities ofthe FAC Inspection Program
Coordinator is to "update/maintain the'FAC Susceptible Piping Identification' document to reflect
plant changes as required." Section 0.5 requires revision ofthe CHECWORKS module to reflect
current plant design and operation. AP 6008 requires the. Mechanical & Struc-tural Group to review all
VYDCs. AP 0020 also requires MMs to be reviewed by Mechanical & Structural unless it is checked
NA for their review.

ReliefValve Program

Procedures PP 7204-and OP 4261 for. 1 ST and BOP valves include notes relative to changes to the
program and equipment and the associated reference to the design document.

One pending change to the Safety & Relief Valve (S&RV) Program under ER-04-1222 was not routed
to the program engineer, for required review; -however, the 1 ST Engineer was a required reviewer for the
change. The S&RV Program Engineer became. involved when questioned, on the need for.
pre-installation setpoint verification and provided input to the change originator bye-mail on 09/22/04.
This omission was discussed with the originator who assumed that 1 ST was the proper individual to
respond. A further review revealed that ENN-DC-1 15, "ER Response Development," includes
Programs and Component Engineering for impact screening. This appeared to be a misunderstanding
and not a programmatic issue.

The auditor verified that procedure OP 4201 was revised by Maintenance Support to 'reflect the addition
ofa third safety valve. installed for EPU.

Both procedure changes had the required documentation packages with approvals retained in Curator.

Reactor Vessel Internals Program

The Reactor Vessel Internals Program is driven primarily through the implementation of Procedure
PP 7027, which maintains the inspections and examninations that are required under the BWRVIP
Program. Although there are no current plant modifications that would affect this program, steamdryer
cracking was being evaluated for scope increase. This was based upon the industry issues involving
steam dryer cracking and the VY steam dryer cracks that were identified and repaired during RFO. 24.
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QA-8-2004-V-Y- 1-

Extended Power Uprate

Section 10, of Volume 2 ofthe "Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station Extended Power Uprate BOP
Engineering Report' addresses the impact ofthe Extended Power Uprate (EPU) on various programs.
Four of the five programs selected for this audit were addressed explicitly in section 10. The auditor
considered that the fifth, Safety & Relief Valve was implicitly addressed as part of the 1ST Program.
Based upon reviews ofthese sections and discussions with the program engineers, the auditors,
concluded that the impact of the EPU onEngineering Programs was being adequately addressed.

Environmental Qualification

Due to temperature and radiation increases during accident scenarios, 181 pieces of equipment would
need to be requalified and I modification was required. The EQ Coordinator stated that he was actively
working on completing the required requalifications. As a check the auditor reviewed QDR 6.14, Rome
XLPE/PVC Cable, which would be impacted. This review found the manner of evaluating qualification
for radiation dose to be adequate and appropriate to assess increased dose from the power up-rate. No
issues were identified with EPU impact.

Check Valve Program

The main impact ofthe EPU would be on feedwater flow, steam flow and the generator., The report
concluded that there would be no :programmatic effect on the Check Valve Program, but that,
degradation rates could be affected by the EPU. Although it concluded that the normal inspection
process should be adequate to identify. changes in the valve degradation rate, it recommended that the
program coordinator review the parameter changes caused by the EPU to identify any recommended
testing or inspection frequency changes. The Check Valve Engineer has requested information on any
velocity changes resulting from the EPU for further consideration ofPM changes. The auditor had no
further issues.

Flow Accelerated Corrosion

The impact on the FAC Program of changes in the temperature, pressure, and: velocity due to the power
uprate were considered. Based upon evaluations of individual system impacts, it was concluded that
there would be minimal impact on FAC and that no additional systems would need to be added to the
FAC Program. The report also recommended new CHECWORKS runs to identify possible changes in
FAC concerns (increased erosion rates, reduced useful components life, etc.). The new flows will be
included in the new CHECWORKS model once version L.OG is approved.

Relief Valve Program

The EPU impact on the 1ST Program would be evaluated as part ofthe EPU change process.
Modifications/changes are evaluated as part of the modificationprocess for changes in
system/component design requirements.

The Safety & Relief ValveEngineer indicated that he had been involved .with EPU changes and had
reviewed the design change packages. He has been satisfied with the interface between himself and the
EPU staff. Pending procedure changes have been made to reflect the modifications made during
RF024.
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Reactor Vessel Internals Program

The report noted that the In Vessel Visual Inspection (IVVI) Program was revised prior to each,
refueling outage. Since the EPU would be implemented following an outage, the program update prior
to the outage should include any required EPU information [Dryer inspections and repairs were
completed during RFO 24]. GE Task Report T0302, "Reactor Vessel Integrity Stress Evaluation,"
evaluated the expected EPU stress in many components/locations.

The auditor.obtained and reviewed a copy ofthe "Licensee Identified Commitment Form" in
accordance with ENN-LI- 106, which demonstrated that a process was in place for. preparing an action
plan for the monitoring ofthe Steam Dryer. This document outlined a number of one-time commitment
actions relative to the analysis, inspection and reporting actions and their respective scheduled
completion dates. It was noted that several of the commitment actions had near term completion dates
a• well as indeterminate dates. A search of LOCRs using a key word of"steam dryer" showed that
LOCRs had been written to track various steam dryer requirements.

Regnlatory Changes

The auditors concluded that regulatory changes were being adequately addressed. No issues were
identified by the auditors.

Environmental Qualification

There have been no recent regulatory changes impacting the. VY EQ Program.

Check Valve Program

Regulations mandating elements and testing ofthe Check Valve Program are Technical. Specifications,
the 1ST Program, and ASME OM-1998 Edition through ASM1E OMb-2000 Addenda. The Check Valve
Program procedure has been revised for the new code requirements of the 4 th 1 ST interval.

Relief Valve Program.

Current 4h interval 1ST requirements for test frequency and expansion testing have been included in the
Program procedure, PP 7204, "Safety & Relief Valve Program." Procedures have been revised to
reflect the correct codes for the 4 th 1 ST interval.

Reactor Vessel Internals Program'

Program procedure PP 7027 "Reactor Vessel Internals Management Program" was reviewed, and was
determined to address the necessary requirements for adequately implementing the BWRVIP Program.
The procedure provides the necessary direction for the responsible individuals to review and initiate
actions that may be required upon the issuance ofNRC correspondence, information notices, BWRVIP
documents and G.E. bulletins, etc., as they apply to Vermont Yankee. In tum, the information obtained
from these documents is incorporated into the, various inspection plans that are implemented during
refueling outages.
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To determine the adequacy of the prepared inspection plan, a comparison between PP 7027, Appendix
A "Reactor Vessel Internals Components Inspection Scope and Schedule" and the RFO 24 Reactor
Vessel Services In Vessel Visual Inspection Final Report was performed, Both were obtained from-
Curator. A sample of activities was randomly selected from the RFO 24 schedule, with respect to the
method of examination and the relative frequency ofthe examination. These activities were compared

* with the RFO final report to determine if the appropriate examinations were performed. In all instances
reviewed, the report confirmed that the required examination method and frequency were correct. In
several instances, due to limited accessibility of the examined component, a partial examination was

• performed and documented as such. The assessor had contacted the Site Reactor Internals Engineer, to
ascertain whether or not the examination sufficiently evaluated the component under examination. The
engineer indicated that the inspection of the accessible portion of the component revealed no recordable
indications, and was therefore deemed acceptable until such time that the reactor internals are accessible
due to disassembly. The auditor subsequently confirmed that Technical Justification No. 2004-02,
dated March 26, 2004 was issued for the-deferral of inspection of inaccessible welds and Technical
Evaluation No. 2004-0018 dated April 2004 addressed inspection of portions of shroud horizontal
welds.

Code and Standards Deviations

Deviations from codes and standards, where applicable, have been adequately addressed. No issues
were identified by the auditors.

Environmental Qualification

Based on discussion with the EQ Program owner, VY has not requested any. deviations from NRC EQ
Program requirements.

Check Valve Program

The Check Valve Program does, not have deviations from approved codes and standards but implements
and tracks deviations developed and approved under the 1 ST Program. Several changes which were
noted to valve testing/inspection frequencies were verified to be addressed with document changes, PM
Basis Database changes, and EMPAC Asset schedule, changes.

Changes from regulatory standards relative to the 4tý interval 1ST Program and implemented or tracked
through the CVP have been approved under NRC Letter NVY 03-078.

Flow Accelerated Corrosion

By letter dated March 19,2001, VY requested approval from the NRC to use Code Case N-597 which
was an alternative approach to evaluating components when the section thickness has been reduced
below code minimum thickness. NRC approval was received by letter dated July 21, 2001.

Relief Valve Program

The 1ST 4th interval code deviations have been approved and accepted under NRC Letter NVY 03-078.
The auditor verified that procedure OP 4201 referenced the proper codes for the 4th 1ST interval.
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Reactor Vessel Internals Program

Based upon spot checks the auditor confirmed that exceptions made due to weld accessibility and
deferrals were documented and justified.

Industry Alignment

In general, the auditors concluded that the programs reviewed were acceptably aligned with industry
positions. As discussed below,' VY's approach to the EQ Program is more fragmented than others, but
this was discussed with engineering management who had already recognized some of these issues and
was evaluating approaches to resolve them.

Environmental Qualification*

The QDR Packages reviewed had strong technical content and were organized in a manner that made
the required information easy to find. This provides a strong basis for the program. Current industry
efforts are focused on internal communications and retention of configuration control.

Based on review ofprocedure ENN-LI-IOO, ENN-DC- 115 and ENN-DC-3 29, the recent
implementation of these p-ocedures at VY would appear to offer some enhancement to the oversight
and feedback available to program owners. This may mitigate some of the potential for future
disconnects between the maintenance organization's component replacements and engineering's
oversight responsibilities.

However, these procedures which impact the EQ Program are partitioned in a manner that fragments
program oversight accountability between licensing, engineering, and maintenance. ENN-LI-1OO
makes no reference to the EQ Program and ENN-DC- 115 is a classification and screening process for
engineering aspects only. The applicable procedures, including vY AP's offer only very limited flow
charts identifying how the programs processes are supposed to work or how the various parts ofthe
organization interface with each other. These issues were discussed with Engineering management.

Program health is a significant aspect of the INPO EQ Program Guideline currently in preparation..
Audit health reports for quarter 2003-Q4 and 2004-Ql were reviewed. The 2004-Ql report indicates no
CR CA's open against the EQ Program. at this time. In fact, this is because the applicable performance
indicator has been interpreted to apply only to CR CA's assigned to the EQ Program owner as opposed
to those impacting the program as a whole. The industry position would be that the health report is
intended to capture full program scope at the plant. CR-VTY-2001-0983 has five open items against it
relating to non-performance of EQ component replacements. This issue was documented as CA6 of
LO VTYLO-2004-00512.

Check Valve Program

This scope element• was discussed with the Check Valve Engineer. The program was originally
developed based on the industry documents as identified in the program procedure purpose section and
references. The review and inspection processes used in the development of the program are
documented in curator under SOER 86-03. Corrective maintenance is factored into the program and
subsequent PMs revised based on findings. Additional balance-of-plant check valves which were
considered a risk to generation, but were not originally covered in the SOER 86-03, have also been
included in the program. Based on a review ofthe type valves tested, the test methods, maintenance,
intrusive and non intrusive inspections, the program and test methods appear to be in alignment with
industry expectations.
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Flow Accelerated Corrosion

Surveillance 99-016 verified that the VY FAC Program met both NRC expectations and industry
.,.guidelines as defined in Generic Letter 89-08, "Erosion/Corrosion - Induced Pipe Wall Thinning

Program uses CHECWORKS, an EPRI sponsored code, as a tool for prioritizing inspections and
tracking data. VY also participates .in CHUG, an EPRI sponsored CHECWORKS user's group.

Relief Valve Program

The S&RP was developed based upon EPRIINMAC guidance with recommendations from INPO
included for balance-of-plant valves. The inputs and methodologies used. in the development are.
discussed in the procedure as a historical reference. There have been no new initiatives in the area that
are not included in the current program..

Reactor Vessel Internals Program

Program procedure PP 7027 "Reactor Vessel.Internals Management Program" was reviewed, and was
determined to address the necessary requirements for adequately implementing the BWRVIP Program.
The procedure provides the necessary direction for the responsible iiidividuals to review and initiate
actions that may be required upon the issuance ofNRC correspondence, information notices, BWRVIP
documents and G.E. bulletins, etc., as they apply to Vermont Yankee. In tum, the information obtained
from these documents is incorporated into the various inspection plans that are implemented during the
respectiverefueling outage.

During documentation reviews, it was noted that it could not be determined how the IVVI examinations
were conducted, with respect to the measured distance between the lens of the camera and the
examination surface. Procedure NE 8048, Rev. 1, paragraph 4. 1.2 states in part, that"...the lens to
object distance required to discern the target on the Sensitivity, Resolution, and Contrast Standard
.(SRCS) becomes the maximum distance examinations can be performed from. the examination surface."
• Although the distance/range of the camera lens to the examination surface is determined and
documented during the sensitivity, resolution and contrast standard, it cannot be readily determined how
the distance is determined/maintained during actual visual examinations. This was addressed in CA 4
ofL O VTYLO-2004-00512.

Industry Events

All of the program engineers were receiving OE relevant to their program and were aware of significant
industry events involving their programs.. The auditors concluded that industry events were being
adequately, addressed.

Environmental Qualification

As a part ofthe program health assessment, industry operational experience (OE) and NRC Information
Notices (IN's) are tobe screenedfor EQ Program impact. A sample offour recent OE's and three NRC
IN's with potential EQ Program applicability were submitted to the Technical Support OE Coordinator
to determine specifically how they had been addressed. All of the IN's were found, in the Technical
Support files with documentation to address the extentoftheir VY applicability including two which
were evaluated to actually have direct EQ impact. One of these was entered in QDR 8.6 to address its -

specific applicability at VY.
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Ofthe four OE's, all were distributed. Two were recognized as having potential EQ impact and sent to
I&ClElectrical. None ofthe IN's and OE's reviewed by the auditor originated during the most recent
two health report periods.. However, while five additional OE's .were issued during the 2003-Q4 and

2004-QI periods, none are noted as having been reviewed in the health reports. In discussions with the
EQ Coordinator, he indicated that he does not normally identify OEs that he reviewed unless they
required action. If no actions were taken, he does not document that he has reviewed the OBE. The
auditor recommended identifying in the program health report the OEs that he had reviewedduring the
reporting period even if no.action was required. This was documented as CA 7 of

LO VTYLO-2004-00512.

The EQ Program ownerwas very knowledgeable of industry events, and ofthe general applicability of
operational experience at other plants to VY equipment.

Check. Valve Program

The CV Program Engineer receives OE from the Entergy OE distribution as well as the System EPIX

Coordinator. The OE evaluated each quarter is documented.on the CV Program Health Report. A
review of the last two health reports indicated that twelve OE related, to check valves were reviewed.

There were no specific changesoto equipment, inspections or testing required from the reviews and no
commitments resulted.

Flow Accelerated Corrosion

Industry events are identified and the bases for perfornming or not performing additional inspections
*were documented in theVY Piping FACInspection Program PP 7028 - 2004 Refueling Outage." The

Coordinator was aware ofthe details ofthe piping failure that occurred in Japan and indicated that he
has an action item (LO-OEN-2004-00272 CA-00003) to look for similar piping arrangements at VY.

Relief Valve Program

OE was discussed with the site OE coordinator, System Engineering EPIX Coordinator and the S&RV
Program Engineer. OE that has been reviewed is documented in the Program Health Report. There has

been no OE that required specific program changes or commitments generated. However, OP .4200 was
revised based upon a concern received from Pilgrim Station involving hydrogen entrapment in the
piping downcomer region. The S&RV Program Engineer receives OE for review from the ENN

distribution as assigned by the morning screening as well as from the System Engineering OE screener.
Seventeen OE reviews were documented in the health report.

Reactor Vessel Internals Program N

Steam dryer cracking is currently the most significant industry OE issue in this area. This issue will
drive further examination ofthis component in future examination/inspection activities. A Licensee
Identified Commitment Form per Procedure ENN-LI-106 was initiated to identify specific actions that
will be required to assist in the assessment of this component. This document contained commitments
that will incorporate-augmented examinations into the Vessel Internals Inspection Program.

Software/ Software Quality Control

With the exceptions noted below, the auditors considered that software was being adequately controlled.

There were several issues identified with software QA, but none ofthem directly compromised the

integrity of the results.
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Environmental Qualification

VY had EPRI's System 1000 software for materials library reference, but it was not yet in use because
it had not been through the SQA Program., The EQ Database, which was developed in 1997, was
included in the SQA Program as Level A software. However, the EQ Coordinator indicated that there
had been a data corruption problem which IT had been unable to recover. The verified hard copy of the
database is considered the Q copy. Since none ofthe EQ software was being used for Q purposes, this
was considered acceptable.

Check Valve Program

Check Valve Program software is classified as Category A and has been controlled through the
procurement process. It has been approved and tested for verification. All paperwork for compliance
was available as quality records in FYI.

Multiple versions ofMOVATS software (4r6.b and 4.5) were still in use to support older equipment
(Maintenance Support lap top computer). SQA paperwork for new versions state old versions are
retired. The computer and software should be removed from use or the SQA should be resubmitted to
define and allow conditional use of older versions (CR-VTY-2004-03087). Based on discussion with
the MOVATS Component Engineer who was involved with all six RFO 24 non-intrusive check valve
tests, the MOVATS computer with version 4.6.b software was used to perform diagnostic data
collection and analysis.

The ENN web software catalog for VY, which is considered non Q, was not up-to-date for MOVATS
software. It listed versions 4.0.0.0, 4.5, and 4.6. As mentioned before, version 4.6.b is the software of
record and Curator records show that previous revisions are retired.

Based on discussion with the previous and current CV Program Engineers, one Signature Analysis
Module (SAM) notebook computer is not capable of running the newer software. Version 4.6.b is
capable ofbeing used with the Viper and UDS systems. A potential area for improvement exists by
updating OP 4223 to allow the performance of check valve diagnostics using any 0fthe available
systems. This was documented as CA 1 ofLO-VTYLO-2004-00512.

Flow Accelerated Corrosion

The Software QA Program identified CHECWORKS version l.OF and CHECWORKS Application
Manager Version 1.00 as approved software. The FAC Program Coordinator stated that he was in the
process of upgrading to version LOG, but had not completed the software QA process. He had been
using version 1.OF, but it was approved for a Windows 98 platform which was no longer available.
Version LOG supports a Windows XP platform. Once the new version is approved, it can be'used to
confirm RFO 25 inspection selections and assist in the assessment of EPU impacts. The auditor
considered this acceptable.
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Relief Valve Program

S&RV Program 1 ST Scheduling software has been controlled and is appropriately classified as Type B
in support of Technical Specifications.. A review ofthe software qualification package revealed that all
procedural requirements were met and are documented as QA records. No concerns were identified
relative to Software QA requirement implementation. For the reliefvalve scheduling, the auditor noted
an area for improvement in the use of the spreadsheet. There are no instructions for the spreadsheet use
and currently, the da'te of as-found testing is: inputted instead of the installed date.. The as-found t6st
date (performed subsequent to replacement) could cause the next test to exceed the 48 month or 10 year
requirement to be exceeded (LO-VTYLO-2004-00512 CA 5).

Reactor Vessel internals Program

There were no specific software programs umque to the RVI Program..

Inspections/Surveillances

The auditors concluded that required inspections and surveillances were being performed, although
issues were identified with the completion.of documentation in the FAC Program and with a scheduling
error which could have led to missing a 90 day requirement in the S&RV Program.

Maintenance of EQ Requirements

Based upon a review of Qualification Dociumentation Review (QDR) Packages to determine if adequate
end of life replacements are being performed for components with qualified lives of less than 40 years,
two examples were identified, one each for QDR's 8.8 and 35.3, where adequate replacements were
made for items with qualified lives of. 17.6 years and 3.3 years, respectively.

As discussed earlier, the review of QDR 8.6 identified that it had not been appropriately updated
following an equivalent component replacement. A review ofwork orders verified that the new longer
life components had been installed in the plant and was therefore not outside of its EQ lifetime.

Check Valve Program

Required inspections-and testing requirements are identified in the program procedure. The
performance of the 2004 specified testing was evaluated through the review of 30 EMPAC work orders.
All scheduled inspection and testing was performed, rescheduled with appropriate change
documentation, or deleted from the 1ST/Check Valve Programs with justification documented. No'
concerns were noted:

Flow Accelerated Corrosion

"VY Piping FAC Inspection Program PP 7028 - 2004 Refueling Outage" identified the inspections that
were to be conducted during RFO 24. The Post Outage report for RFO 24 had not been written at the
time of the audit, although the program procedure requires that the report be issued within 90 days. The
report for RFO 23, issued on .1/22/02 was reviewed by the auditor and found to be complete, thorough
and met the expectations of PP 7028. However, this document had not yet been sent to RIMs. Based
upon a search of CURATOR and discussions with the FAC Engineer, it was concluded that a significant
amount ofFAC Program documentation had not been sent to RIMS. These issues were documented
in CR-VTY-2004-0306 1 and CR-VTY-2004-03062.
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Relief Valve Program

Required testing to meet code or program BOPvalve/expectations have been defined and tracked in the
program procedure. A sample of nine 1ST valves scheduled for testing during 2004/2005 was selected
for review. During the review of work orders and the P3 Work Week Schedule for the as-found testing,
it was discovered that this activity was scheduled for 02/22/05 which would have been past the 90 day
requirement. This hfad occurred in the past, with 4 CRs written in 2003. The'corrective actions from
these CRs did not prevent the potential recurrence of the same issue in this instance.
CR-VTY-2004-03039 was written to address the near miss.

Reactor Vessel Internals Program

On a sampling basis, the auditor verified that the scope of examinations/inspections required by the
program procedure was performed during the In-Vessel Visual Inspection performed by AREVA. Of
the components reviewed, the corresponding requirements were found to be consistent with thescope of
work performed. No unsatisfactory conditions were noted.'

Personnel certifications were also reviewed to verify that required personnel qualifications were current.
All ofthe individuals responsible for performing the VT-1 and 3 Level I I examinations were found to
be qualified to perform these tasks during the duration of the RFO, and demonstrated the required visual
acuity required to interpret their observations.

Additionally, the auditor verified on a sampling basis, that the individual in-vessel examinations did
receive the required sensitivity, resolution and contrast verifications/calibrations. A comparison
between the inspection data sheet and the resolution verification log was performed, which confirmed
that the necessary resolution Was maintained throughout the examination duration. It was observed in
some instances, that-the individual performingthe calibration differed from the person who performed
the examination. Upon investigating this, concern, it was determined that this practice was acceptabl)e,,
as none of the key elements ofthe examination; i.e. water clarity, lighting, nor equipment were affected,
which would influence the video image. All ofthe individuals involved with the examination
equipment calibration, performance and interpretation of results were verified to be qualified Level I or

higher in the examination method used.

Self Evaluation and Corrective Action Effectiveness

Corrective Action Effectiveness

• Based upon a review of the corrective actions associated with the Check Valve and the Safety & Relief,
Valve Programs, the auditor concluded that corrective actions were acceptable.

Check Valve Program

Three QAD CRs that had been generated from surveillances were reviewed to determine ifthe
corrective actions were acceptable, effective, and timely. Equipment.issues were also reviewed. One
level C and two Level B CRs were reviewed with no issues identified. Overall, CR dispositions were
thoroughlyperformed with corrective actions assigned to address the most probable or apparent causes.
Corrective action disposition has been timely with extensions minimal and approvals granted and
justified when required.
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Safety & Relief Valve Program

Corrective actions from CRs and recommendations issued as a result of a 2002 QA assessment of the
Safety and Relief Valve Program were also reviewed for acceptability, effectiveness, and timeliness.
No concerns were identified.

ER-2003-1910 (Level I) for program deficiencies identified during the 2003 NRC PI&R Inspection was
reviewed. The root cause investigation was performed to the AP 0009 requirements and commitments
were established for the findings ofthe investigation. Corrective actions relative to the S&RV Program
were reviewed

Condition Reports have been issued for each reliefvalve failure and programmatic issues, Since the
NRC finding on the program and the corrective actions ofCR-VTY-2003-1910, equipment failures
have been assigned as Level "B." Improvements in the content of the evaluation and subsequent
disposition are evident.

Based upon the CRs and corrective action reviewed above, the auditor concluded that commitments
were tracked to completion with extensions documented and approved. Overall, corrective actions were
considered timely and where delays existed, appropriate justification was provided.

Self Evaluation Effectiveness

Based upon a review of selected self-assessments/benchmarks, it was concluded that the self
assessments were ofacceptable depth and were adequately intrusive. Recommendations were being
tracked. It was noted that LOCRs were used in two instances where CRs would have been more
appropriate.

Check Valve Program

A benchmarking trip was performed on OS 116/04 to compare VY's Check Valve Program to that of
Seabrook Station and included the CV Program Engineer, 1 ST Program Engineer, and a mechanical
maintenance support engineer. A review-ofthe preliminary draft of the report revealed corrective
actions would be issued for the evaluation of enhancements to the program. These included employing
non-intrusive digital radiography methods, procedure enhancement for dimensional checks during'
disassembly and inspections, development of a condition monitoring process in support ofIST, the use
of leak rate testing results as a trending tool for determining check valve degradation, and an
effectiveness ofcorrective actions review.

Relief Valve Program

An on-going Self Assessment (MSA 2003-015) was performed under commitment
OPVY-2003-065_01. Recommendations resulting from the assessment were documented in the
assessment and were entered into the corrective action process. The assessment included team members
from the 1ST, Component Engineering, and Maintenance Support. The S&RV Program Engineer was
aware of the status of all open items and is tracking the items under the program improvement plan.

)
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Reactor Vessel Internals Program

During the course ofthis assessment, a review of the. BWRVIP Program SelfAssessment that occurred
following RFO 24, was performed. Although this assessment was found to be quite comprehensive,
there were at two instances noted- where LOCRs were written when CRs were. the appropriate
documents. Both examples involved the use of an incorrect examination method and frequency which•
were not in accordance with BWRVIP guidelines (VT-3 versus VT-I visual exams). A failure to
comply with BWRVIP guidance should have triggered a CR, not an LOCR. CR-VTY-2004-03086 was
initiated to address this issue.

• In both instances, the VT-1 examinations produced acceptable results. Recommendations within the
self assessment indicate, that the applicable tables in Procedure PP 7027 will be revised to capture the
correct examination method and frequency requirements.

Training/Qualifications .

Oneof the five program engineer positions, EQ, had.a qualification card item directly related to their
EQ position at the time ofthe audit. The VY ESP Qualification Matrix indicated that position specific
qualifications for all of the positions except the Reactor Internals Program Engineer were being
developed for implementation across Entergy North. There is an 1SIEngineer Qualification Card to be
developed which could be-used for the Vessel Internals. All of the current program engineers have had
background, experience, and training relevant to their areas of responsibility.

Based upon a review of the training provided on check valves the auditor recommended that an ESP
Qualification activity be established for check valve diagnostics and analysis equivalent to that for the
MOV/AOV Programs. Also, since two component engineers had received off-site check valve
diagnostic training, 0700.03 forms should be submitted to training to get training credit.
(LO VTYLO-2004-0512 CA 2 and CA 3)

/

RecordslDocument Control

While QA records aniddocument control was acceptable within the Check Valve and Safety & Relief
Valve Programs, temporary and permanent storage issues were identified within the FAC Program.

Check Valve Program and Safety & Relief Valve Programs:

Records reviewed from QA record files, packages in process, and CuratorlFYI were legible and
retrievable. Work order package records were legible with entries made in ink. Two instances were
noted where a write-over or cross-out without initials occurred. However, this was a significant
improvement over the condition of maintenance records reviewed on previous audits.

Work Order records that were completed and not transferred to RIMS were stored in the locked. Work
Control QA Records fire proof file cabinets. Incomplete records that have completed procedure
data-sheets attached are not treated as QA records until complete. This was discussed with QA Records
personnel in RIMS and is consistent with all records at the site for in-process work such as design

changes and procedures where the package is not treated as a QA record until complete with the last
signature. This interpretation is consistent with the QAPM and with ANSI 45.2.9.
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FAC

Based upon a review ofdata sheets from RFO 23, and 24 and documents retrieved from CURATOR,
the records are legible. However, several issues were identified with document storage and transferal to
RIMs.

Although the current records from RFO 24 were being maintained in a fire proofcabinet, other QA
records such as the. 2002 Refueling Outage Inspection Report (RFO 23 - Fall 2002) and supporting
documentation were being maintained by the FAC Program-Coordinator on a bookshelf.

As discussed earlier in "Inspections / surveillances, a significant amount ofl AC Program
documentation had not been sent to RIMS. These issues were documented in CR-VTY-2004-03061
and C.R-VTY-2004-03062.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

ATTACHMENT I - Personnel Contacted
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ATTACHMENT 1 - PERSONNEL CONTACTED

Name Department or Title Contact

• 1. Dreyfuss

• J. Callaghan

J. Wierzbowski

A. Haumann

E. Luciano

C. Rose

1. Fitzpatrick

S. Goodwin

J. Apostoles

W.Aho

T. Underkoffler

M. Garland

J. Golonka

R. Penny

1. Lafferty
W. Fields

C. Larson

J. Devincentis

L. Lukens

B. Smith

R. Booth

T. Derting
P.Longo

.M. Faunce

R. Wanczyk

1. O'Connor

S. DiMauro

T. White

Director Engineering

Manager Design Engineering

Manager System Engineering

EQ Program Coordinator
PM Coordinator, (C).

EPU, VY

Senior Eng ME&S

Supervisor ME&S
Sr. Plant Mechanic, VY

VY OE Coordinator

Appendix J Program Coordinator, VY

Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor, VY

EPIX Coordinator, VY
Mgr, Eng Programs WPO

Sr Engineer (Nuc) WPO, VY IVVI Coord

Technical Spec IV (Nuc)

PNPS

Licensing Manager VY

ISTPC, VY
Maint. Support Eng., VY

Check Valve Program Coordinator

IT SQA Program Administrator, VY

MOVATS.Engineer, VY

MOV Group Engineer

Director, NSA

QA

QA
QAManager

1,3

1,3

1,3

1

1
1

1

1

1

3
3

3
3

1- Contact
2 - Pre-Audit Conference - Informal
3 - Post-Audit Conference 10/07/04)
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Entergy CONDITION REPORT J CR-VTY-2004-03062

Originator: Hall,Bruce E
.inator Group: Eng DE Manager

Supervisor Name: Callaghan,James H

Discovered Date: 10104/2004 13:24

Originator Phone: 5587

Operability Required: N

Reportability Required: N

Initiated Date: 1010412004 13:28

Condition Description:
QA records not handled in accordance with procedures.

During Audit QA-8-2004-VTY-1, Engineering Programs, a number ofnoncompliances with plant procedures were noted,
these included:

There is a significant backlog ofFAC documents that have not been sent to RIMS, AP 6807, step 4.1. 11.4 requires that QA
records not be in temporary storage for more than 6 months.

Some QA documents that have not been sent to RIMS are not.being stored in fireproof cabinets. AP 6807, section 4.1.1.1
requires completed QA records to be stored in 1 hr fire proof repositories.

CHECKWORKS predictive models have not been sent to RIMS for permanent storage as required by PP 7028, steep 6.1.2

Immediate Action Description:

gested Action Description:

f

TRENDING (For Reference Purposes Only):

Trend Type

KEYWORDS

CAUSE DEPT

HOW IDENTIFIED

KEYWORDS

HUTYPE

KEYWORDS

CAUSAL FACTOR CODES

HU EVALUATION FORM

KEY ACTIVITY

WORK PROCESS

Trend Code
KW-HU CLOCK RESET DEPT

CD-MECHANICAL - CiVIL/STRUCTURAL ENG.

HI-QAD

KW-PROCEDURE ADHERENCE

HU-PRECURSOR

KW-DOCUMENTATION PROBLEM

CFC-F4B4

*HU-WB-PROCEDURE USE

KA-DS

WP-DM

)
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Entergy ASSIGNMENTS I CR-VTY-2004-03062

Version:

Significance Code: C - MPC & CORRECT

:Iassification Code: C

Owner Group: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Performed By: Burger,Frederick J 10/05/2004 13:44

Assignment Description:
CR-VTY-2004-3062
Screening Data
•lSignificanceDC - MPC & CORRECT
DOwner: DEng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt
01Presented By: FjGoodwin, Scott
Comments:
DA'Human Performance Evaluation VYAPF 0009.05 is required for all HU identified CRs
Trending Items
DOCUMENTATION PROBLEM
ERRORPRECURSOR-HU
HU CLOCK RESET DEPT

* PROCEDURE ADHERENCE
* QAD Identified

All paperwork that is planned to be transferrred to RIMS has been temporarily placed in fire prrofeabinets.
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Entergy ADMIN . CR-VTY-2004-03062

- -- --- -- - - ---- -- -- - -- -

Initiated Date: 10/4/2004 13:28 Owner Group :Eng DE Mech Civil StructMgmt

Current Contact: FJB

Current Significance: C - MPC & CORRECT

Closed by: Felumb,Rhonda 3/22/20059:23

* Sununary Description:
QA records not handled in accordance with procedures

During Audit QA-8-2004-VTY-1, Engineering Programs, a number of noncompliances with PP were noted these included:

There is a significant backlog ofFAC documents that have not been sent to RIMS. AP 6807, step 4.1.11.4 requires that QA
records not be in temporary storage for more than 6 months.

Some QA documents that have not been sent to RIMS are not being stored in fireproof cabinets. AP 6807, section 4.1.1.1
requires completed QA records. to be stored in 1 hr fire proof repositories.

CHIECKWORKS predictive models have not been sent to RIMS for permanent storage as required by PP 7028, steep 611.2

Remarks Description:

Closure Description:
Condition Report Closure Review lAW LI-102 Section 5.9.1 Completed
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. ftergy ! CORRECTIVE ACTION tCR-VTY-2004-03062
. .. . . .. ... C A N • b i -i ~ - .. .............. .. ..--... ........ . .. . . . ... ... .. . . ... .. .. .. ..... . . ..... .. .... ..... .. .. ... .... ..

Group Name

•ssigned By: CRG/CARB/OSRC

Assigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt Goodwin,Scott D

Subassigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff Fitzpatrick,James C

'Originated By:, Burger,Frederick J 10/0512004 13:48:55

Performed By: Goodwin,Scott D 1110212004 15:24:21

Subperformed By: Goodwin,Scott D 1110212004 15:23:2ý

Approved By:

.Closed By: Felumb,Rhonda 1110212004 15:57:0?

Current Due Date: 1110212004 Initial Due Date: 1110212004

CA Type: CR DISPOSITION

Plant Constraint: .0 NONE

CA Description:-

CR Disposition
OQA records not handled in accordance with procedures
O(Review CR for Full Details)

CR- VTY-2004-3062
OReview Screening Comments on the Assignment Tab
0
OThe CRG has initially classified this CR ds
JClassification Code "C"
JSignificance Code - "MPC & CORRECT"

0
LJFollow the.process provided in AP 0009 Appendix KI If during your investigations into this event it is determined
Dthat the classification should be changed, contact the CA&A representative for re-consideration by the CRG.
• J

OPerform Most Probable Cause Evaluation. Issue the appropriate CAs. (per LI 102)
0
OCR Disposition Guidelines: This is only a guide. It is not a substitute for the applicable procedures.
LI
OAI1 Attachments are to be in PDF format
0
OoAttach. Most Probable Cause Investigation Report or Document in the Response or Sub response field
OoEnsure all Screening Comments have been addressed in the investigation - (CR assignment tab)
OoDevelop adequate corrective actions and issue CAs. (Due Dates per LI 102 Attachment 9.5)

• Do LT CAs Require Approval from Managerl GMPO or Director prior to initiating
OoAttach completed VYAPF 0009.02 (CR Trend Input Data Sheet) in, accordance with Appendix E.
OoAttach completed VYAPF 0009.05 (Human Performance Evaluation) if required. Include Cause Dept.
OooAttach completed EN-LI- 118 Attachment 9.17 (Equipment Failure Evaluation Checklist) if assigned.
OoSpecify any references needed and enter into Ref. Items.

Response:
Review CRG Screening comments on Initiation Tab for inclusion in the report.
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Enteigy I CORRECTIVE ACTION ICR-VTY-2004-03062
- S u b re sp o n se - ' --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........................

QA records not handled in accordance with procedures.

'PC-I [F.4.bA] Documents not followed correctly. FAC documents such as worksheets, reports, and CHECWORKS

rredictive models have not been sent to .RIMS for permenant storage. Also, documents not sent to RIMS are to be stored in a
fireproof cabinet until they have been transmitted

Immediatellnterim Actions Completed
Item #0 Action Taken
MPC-1 UPlaced documentation in fireproof cabinet until they are transmitted to RIMS.

Proposed! Assigned Corrective Actions

Item #OActionO CA TypeiJAssigned Department Due Date CA #
MPC-1 OTransmit FAC documentation to RIMSOCAODE Mech StructO 3-18-05000002
G 1
ClosureofCROOOCA DEMechStruct 4-1-05 00003

Closure Comments:
Trending data entered and additional CAs have been generated.

Attachments:

Subresp Description.
Trend and HIU
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Attachment Header

Document Name:

!cR-VTY-2004-03062 CA-00001

Document Location

F=.bres Description

Attach Title:

nand HU
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ENVY HUMAN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM

Applicable HU TRAPs:

O Time Pressure 0 Vague Guidance 0, Physical Environment

o Distraction/Interruption D First Shift/Late Shift 0 Mental Stress

O MUltiple Tasks D Peer Pressure

O Overconfidence 0 Change/Off-Normal

Description of Inappropriate Act(s): Assoc Process/ProglOrg Issue(s): X N/A

FAC personnel have not complied with
procedures regarding the storage and/or
transmittal of QA documents.

Worker Behaviors:

' Procedure Use/Adherence D Self-Checking D Fitness for Duty

O Placekeeping 0 Peer Checking 0 Turnover/Handoff

D Spoken Communication 0 Knowledge.. D Problem Solving Method

0 Written Communication 0 Skill

Supervisor Behaviors:

O Spoken Communication 0 TaskAllocation 0 PreýJob BriefIIo Written Communication 0 Clear Expectations
I Management Behaviors:

O Communications 0 Change Management 0 Scheduling/Sequencing

D Resource Allocation 0 Conservative Decision Mkg 0 Clear Expectations [
SProcess/ProgrammaticlO rganizatlonallssues:

O Ergonomic/Human Factors 0 Housekeeping 0 ProcedureNVk Pkg Quality

O EnvironmentalConditions D Equipment Labeling 0 Trainin "

Dispositioner: T. M. O'Connor Date Completed: 11.2.04

VYAPF 0009.05
AP 0009 Rev. 17
Page 1 ofl
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CR TRENDING INPUT DATA SHEET

CAUSE CODES C

MPC-1 [F.4.b.41 /

WORK PROCESS OM B

KEY ACTIVITY - I

VYAPF 0009.02
AP 0009 Rev. 17
Page 1 of 1
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Entergy j CORRECTIVE ACTION ICR-VTY-2004-03062

CA Number: 2- -

Group

4Assigned By: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff

Assigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Subassigned To: Eng DE Meeh Civil Struct Staff

Name i
O'Connor,Thomas M

Goodwin,Scott D

Fitzpatrick,James C

Originated By: O'Connor,Thomas M 11/02/2004 14:04:41

Performed By- Goodwin,S6ott D 031161200515:14:4S

Subperformed By:

Approved By:

Closed By: Goodwin,Scott D 03116/200515:14:4S

.Current Due Date: 03/1812005

CA Type: CORRECTIVE ACTION

Plant Constraint: 0 NONE

CA Description:
Transmit FAC documentation to RIMS

Initial Due Date: 0311812005

Response:
Transmittal is complete. Refer to e-mail enclosed as Art 1. No further actions required for this CA.

Subresponse :

Closure Comments:

Attachments:

Resp Description

FAC Doe Transmittal E-mail
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Attachment Header

Document Name:

luntitled

Document Location

02s2 Description

Attach Title:

IFAC Doc Transmittal E-mail
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FoodWin;, Scrtt
From: Graves. Amy
Sent: Wednesday,. March 16,20052:43 PM
To: . Goodwin, Scott
Cc- Fitzpatrick, Jim; O'Connor, Tom
SUbject: FV: FAC INFO to RIMS for CR-VTY-2004-3062 CA2

Scott - Records indicated below.have been transferred to RIMS in checklist number 02668. This
transfer has been completed. Therefore, enabling you to close this commitment.

From: Fitzpatrick, Jim
Sent: Monday, March 14,20058:24 PM
To: Graves, Amy
Cc: Goodwin, Scott; O'Connor, Tom
Subject: FAC INFO to RIMS for CR-VTY-2004-3062 CA2

-Amy,

I have a CA to transmit FAC Program Inspection data and CHECWORKS Model data to RIMS by
3/18/03 (CR-VTY-2'004-0362 CA2). There is a lot of data to be scanned.

The QA records for the 2004 RFO for the FAC Inspection program as required by PP 7028 have
been assembled and indexed. They are located in the top drawer of the fire proof file in the PSB
NW corner. The 2004 data package is similar to the 2001 RFO & 2002 RFO files previously sent.
to RIMS. These are originals so they should stay in the file.

In addition~to the 2004 RFO inspection data there are 5 new documents to go to RIMS:

1. 1996 CHECWORKS Models & Results
2.; 1996 EPRI CHECWORKS Database
3. 2001 EPRI CHECWORKS Database
4. EPRI CHECWORKS Wear Rate Analysis Results Cycles 20 &21
5. EPRI CHECWORKS Wear Rate Analysis Results Cycles 22B-

These are also in the top drawer of the fire proof file.

Please have these scanned and sent to RIMS. I will be out of the office the remainder of this
week but can be reached at 603-778-1144. Also Tom O'Connor can help to identify items.
Please tell Scott when the data has been transmitted so he can close outthe CA or if you need
more help.

Thanks,
(Sorry for the data dump)

(J

Jim Fitz.

Thanks,

Jim Fitz.
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Entergy j CORRECTIVE ACTION ICR-VTY-2004-03062

-CA Nunifi~i -3-

Group

Assigned By: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt.

Assigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Subassigned To:

Name

Originated By: Goodwin,Scott D 11102/2004 15:09:4C

Performed By: Goodwin,Seott D .0311612005 19:31:42

Subperformed By:

Approved By:

.Closed By: Goodwin,Scott D 0311612005 19:31:42

Current Due Date: 04/0112005 Initial Due Date: 04/0112005

CA Type: EN CA

Plant Constraint: 0 NONE

CA Description:
Perform CR Closure review lAW ENZLI-102 requirements.

Response: "
CR Disposition and all CAs-have been reviewed and are considered closed. No further actions are required. lAW LI-102
requirements for closure, this CR should be closed.

Subresponse

sure Comments:
/

7
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Entergy, ADMIN I CR-VTY-2004-03061•

Initiated Date: 10/412004 13:23 Owner Group :Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Current Contact: FJB

Current Significance: C - MPC & CORRECT

Closed by: Felumb,Rhonda 2/16/2005 16:37

Sununary Description:

RFO 24 FAC documentation not yet completed ,

Formal documentation of FAC erosion rate on analysis/worksheets has not been completed for the data taken during RFO 24.
The FAC Coordinator indicated that the Ultrasonic data had been reviewed, but the worksheets have not yet been completed
to document the wear rate. Since the wear rates are not yet completed, the post outage FAC report has also not yet been
completed although PP 7028, section 4.4.12 requires that the report be issued within 90 days.

Remarks Description:

Closure Description:
Condition Report Closure Review lAW LI-102 Section 5.9.1 Completed
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Enter~y I CONDITION REPORT I CR-VTY-2004-03061

Originator: HallBruce E

,inator Group: Eng DE Manager

Supervisor Name: Callaghan,James H

Discovered Date: 10/0412004 13:21

.Originator Phone: 5587

Operability Required: N

Reportability Required: N

Initiated Date: 10/04/2004 13:23

Condition Description:
• RFO 24 FAC documentation not yet completed

Formal documentation of FAC erosion rate on analysis/worksheets has not been completed for the data taken during RFO 24.
The FAC Coordinator indicated that the Ultrasonic data had.been reviewed, but the worksheets have not yet been completed

..to document the wear rate. Since the wear rates are not yet completed, the post-outage FAC report has also not yet been
completed although PP 7028, section 4.4.12 requires that the report be issued within 90 days. This condition report
documents a QA identified issue. This issue was identified during the performance of Engineering Program Audit number
QA-8-2004-VTY- 1.

Immediate Action Description:

Suggested Action Description:

.RENDING (For Reference Purposes Only):

Trend Type
KEYWORDS

KEYWORDS

HOW IDENTIFIED

HUTYPE

CAUSE DEPT

RU EVALUATION FORM

WORK PROCESS

HU EVALUATION FORM

KEYWORDS

CAUSAL FACTOR CODES

CAUSAL FACTOR CODES

KEY ACTIVITY

RU EVALUATION FORM

Trend Code'
KW-HU CLOCK RESET DEPT

KW-PROCEDURE ADHERENCE

HI-QAD

HU-PRECURSOR

CD-MECHANICAL - CIVIL/STRUCTURAL.ENG.

HU-TRAP-MULTIPLE TASKS

WP-DM

HU-TRAP-DISTRACTION

KW-DOCUMENTATION PROBLEM

CFC-E3Z4

CFC-F4B4

KA-AN

HU-WB-PROCEDURE USE
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Entergy ADMIN ! CR-VTY-2004-03061

Initiated Date: 10/412004 13:23 Owner Group Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Current Contact: FIB

Current Significance: C - MPC & CORRECT

Closed by: Felumb,Rhonda 2/1612005 16:37

Sununary Description:

RFO 24 FAC documentation not yet completed

Formal documentation of FAC erosion'rate on analysis/worksheets has not been completed for the data taken during RFO 24.
The FAC Coordinator indicated that the Ultrasonic data had been reviewed, but the worksheets have not yet been completed
to document the wear rate. Since the wear rates are not yet completed, thepost outage FAC report has also not yet been
completed although PP 7028, section' 4.4.12 requires that the report be issued within 90 days.

Remarks Description:

Closure Description:
Condition Report Closure Review lAW LI- 102 Section 5.9.1 Completed
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Entergy ASSIGNMENTS I CR-VTY-2004-03061
r !

Version:

Significance Code: C - MPC & CORRECT

21assification Code: C

Owner Group: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Performed By: BurgerFrederick J 10/0512004 13:32

Assignment Description:
CR- VTY-2004-3061-
Screening Data
OSignificanceDC - MPC & CORRECT
DOwner: 0.Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt
DPresented By:o Goodwin, Scott
Comments:
DA Human Performance Evaluation VYAPF 0009.05 is required for all HU identified CRs
Trending Items
Cause Department -DE Mech Civil Structural
ERRORPRECURSOR-H1U
HU CLOCK RESET DEPT
PROCEDURE ADHERENCE
Self-Identified
Discussed with FAC Coordinator. All RFO inspections have been evaluated and have been IR. There are no outstanding
issues related to plant ops. Issue is administrative and relates to timely closure ofpaperwork.
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Entergy I CORRECTIVE ACTION I CR-VTY-2004-03061

CA Number:

Group Name

Ussigned By: CRG/CARB/OSRC

Assigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil .Struct Mgmt

Subassigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff

Goodwin,Scott D

Fitzpatrick,James C

Originated By: Burger,Frederick J 10/051200413:41:55

Performed By: Goodwin,Scott D 1110212004 15:27:1I

Subperformed By: O'ConnorThomas M 11/02/2004 15:09:3ý

Approved By:

Closed By: Felumb,Rhonda 1110212004 15:50:51

Current Due Date: 1110212004 Initial Due Date: 11102/2004

• CA Type: CR DISPOSITION

Plant Constraint: 0 NONE

CA Description:
OCR Disposition
IORFO 24 FAC documentation not yet completed
O(Review CR for Full Details)

CR-VTY-2004-3061
OReview Screening Comments on the Assignment Tab
0
OThe CRG has initially classified this CR as
OClassification Code - "C"
OSignificance Code - "MPC & CORRECT"

OFollow the process provided in AP 0009 Appendix K. If during your investigations into this event it is determined
[Jthat the classification should be changed, contact the CA&A representative for re-consideration by the CRG.
0
OPerform Most Probable Cause Evaluation. Issue the. appropriate CAs. (per LI 102)
'0
OCR Disposition Guidelines: This is only a guide. It is not a substitute for the applicable procedures.
0
OAII Attachments are to be in PDF format
0
OoAttach Most Probable Cause Investigation Report or.Document in the Response or Sub response field
OoEnsure all Screening Comments have been addressed in the'investigation - (CR assignment tab)
OoDevelop adequate corrective actions and issueCAs. (Due Dates per LI 102 Attachment 9.5)
00 LT CAs Require Approval from Managed GMPO or Director prior to initiating'
OoAttach completed VYAPF 0009.02 (CR Trend Input Data Sheet) in accordance with Appendix E.
OoAttach completed VYAPF 0009.05 (Human Performance Evaluation) if required. Include Cause Dept
OooAttach completed EN-LI-118 Attachment 9.17 (Equipment Failure Evaluation Checklist) if assigned.
OoSpecify any references needed and enter into Ref. Items.

Response:
Review CRG Screening notes on Initiation Tab for inclusion in report.
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Entergy j CORRECTIVE ACTION ICR-VTY-2004-03061
S u b resp on se .:... - - --------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............... .

FAC paperwork for RF024 not completed within 90 days of outage as required by procedure.

IPC-I"[FA.bA] Documents not followed correctly; Procedure requires summary report to be issued Within 90 days of
Jutage completion. Although all data was evaluated and independently reviewed all formal worksheets had not been
completed and hence the final report was not issued within the required time frame. Completion of formal worksheets is in
progress with report to follow.

MPC-2 [E.3.zA] Contributing to the problem was ongoing work and emergent issues.

Proposed!Assigned Corrective Actions
Item #OAction0 . CA Type Assigned DepartmentDDue Date CA #
MIPC-I OComplete FAC Worksheets and Issue Final ReportDCAODE Mech StructD 12-6-04000002

Closure Comments:
Trending data entered and additional CAs have been:generated.

Attachments:

Subresp Description
trend and hu

-I
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Attachment Header

Document Name:

ýCR-VTY-2004-03061 CAOOOO1
,/ I

Document Location

ISUbresp Description

Attach Title:

_rend and hu
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ENVY HUMAN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM

NCR No: CR-VTY-2004-03061 Dispositioning Dept: MSD

.. Cause Department: MSD

Applicable HU TRAPs:

D Time PressureIr• D vague Guidance ID Physical Environment

[ Distraction/Interruption D First ShifULate Shift D Mental/Stress

Multiple Tasks D Peer Pressure

D Overconfidence D Change/Off-Normal

Description of Inappropriate Act(s): Assoc ProcesslProglOrg issue(s): NJA

FAC personnel did not comply with Multiple ongoing tasks and emergent issues
procedure to complete RFO associated contributed to paperwork not being
paperwork within 90 days of outage completed in a timely fashion.
completion.

Worker Behaviors:

Procedure Use/Adherence D Self-Checking D Fitness for Duty

D Placekeeping D Peer Checking D Turnover/Handoff

D Spoken Communication D Knowledge D Problem Solving Method

D Written Communication D Skill

Supervisor Behaviors:

D Spoken Communication D Task Allocation D Pre-Job Brief

D Written Communication D Clear Expectations

Management Behaviors:

D Communications D Change Management D Scheduling/Sequencing

D Resource Allocation F) Conservative Decision Mkq FT) Clear Expectations

Ergonomc rH man acors D Hous Dese .

D Ergonomic/Human Factors D Housekeeping D Procedurellek Pkg Quality

D Environmental Conditions D Equipment Labeling D TraininQ

Dispositioner: T. M. O'Connor Date Completed: 11-2-04

l

VYAPF 0009.05
AP 0009 Rev. 17.
Page 1 of I
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-CR TRENDING INPUT DATA SHEET

NOTE,

See Appendix E (CR Trending) for instructions on how to obtain
infonnation with which to corn lete this fonn

[M-PC.A.LFA hJLk

CAUSE C O.D E S
________________.DE

I-rn.

II Dn I P KEWeRDS
Documentation Procedural Adherence/|

I I I

AN
WORK PROCESS I

EM

KEY ACTIVITY -

VYAPF 0009.02
AP..0009 Rev. 17
Page I ofI
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h Ezterfy j CORRECTIVE ACTION ICR-VTY.2004-03061

CANumber: -2

Group Name

kssigned By: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff

Assigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Subassigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff

O'Connor,Thomas M

Goodwin,Scott D

Fitzpatrick,James C

Originated By: O'Connor,Thomas M 111021200414:30:IS

Performed By: Goodwin,Scott D 0211512005 16.:08.3 7

Subperformed By: Fitzpatrick,James C 021151200516:00:15

Approved By:

Closed By: Goodwin,Scott D 02115/2005 16:08:37

Current Due Date: 0211512005 Initial Due Date: 12/0612004

CA Type: CORRECTIVE ACTION

Plant Constraint: 0 NONE

CA Description:
Complete Formal FAC worksheets and Issue Final Report

JV

Response:
Concur with response. No further actions required for this item. SDG 2-15-05

Subresponse"
Attached .PDF file of 2004 RFO Outage FAC Inspection Report No. VY-RPT-04-000 10 Rev.O.
Note the CD containing cross around piping photos is not included here. The CD and any other ENN DC-xx process forms
are filed separately in the documemt control system as required by procedure.

.,osure Comments:
Approval attached to DDE #2.

Attachments:

* Subresp Description
VY-RPT-04-00010 RevO

6*

m
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Attachment Header

Document Name:

Document Location

ISUbresp Description

Attach Title:

IVV-RPT-04-O0010 ReVO
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FORM ENN-DC-1 47 ATTACHMENT 9.1 ENGINEERING REPORT COVER SHEET
FORM ENN-DC-1 47 A1TACHMENT 9.1 ENGINEERING REPORT COVER SHEET

Engineering Report No. VY-RPT-04-o0010
Page 1

Rev. 0
of 20

Plus attached CD

4- Entergy
ENTERGY NUCLEAR NORTHEAST

Engineering Report Cover Sheet

Engineering Report Title:

VERMONT YANKEE PIPING FLOW ACCELERATED CORROSION
INSPECTION PROGRAM (PP 7028)

'2004 REFUELING OUTAGE INSPECTION REPORT
(RFO 24- Sprin 2004)

Engineering Report Type:
New [ Revision 0 Cancelled U

Applicable Site(s)
IPi D IP2 D IP3 D JAF D PNPS

Superceded 0

D VY I

Prepared by:

Verified!
Reviewed by:

*Reviewed by

Approved by:

€:

Quality-Related:, [Yes 0 No

James C. Fitzpatrick
Responsible Enginee Prin e/Sign)

Thomas M.O'Con

Date:

Date:
Design Verifier/Reviewer (Print NameY-ig'h)--

N/A
Authorized Nuclear In-service ,nsp or( Nl 11)

Scott D. Goodwin,
Supervisor (Print Name/Sign)

Date: "N/A

Date: :J

Multiple Site Review (10)
Site Design Verifier/Reviewer (Print Name/Sign) Supervisor (Print Name/Sign

I N/A N/AI,-_ _
Date
N/A

*: ForASME Section XI Code Program plans per ENN-DC-120, if required.

VY-RPT-04-00010 Revision 0 Page 1 of 20
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Entergy I CORRECTIVE ACTION ICR.VTY-2004.03061

CA N-uber' 3

Group

Assigned By: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff

Assigned To: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Subassigned To:

Name

O'Connor,Thomas M

Goodwin,Scott D

Originated By: O'Connor,Thomas M 11/02/200415"07:5S

Performed By: Goodwin,Scott D 02/16/2005 12:57:4c

Subperformed By:

Approved By:

• Closed By: Goodwin,Scott D 0211612005 12:57:4S

Current Due Date: 03/04/2005 Initial Due Date: 1212012004

CA Type: CR CLOSURE REVIEW CA

Plant Constraint: 0 NONE

CA Description:
Ensure all Corrective Actions are closed out and close CR. -

Response:
CR Disposition and associated CAs reviewed. All actions required complete. No further actions are required. lAW Section
5 ofLl-102 this CR should be closed. -,

Subresponse

osure Comments:

I
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NEC-UW_10

Entergy CONDITION REPORT [CRNVTV-2005,02239

Originator: Fitzpatrick,James C Originator Phone: 3086

uriginator Grouli: Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Staff Operability Required: N

Supervisor Name: Goodwin,Scott D Reportabiity Required: N

Discovered Date: 07/28/2005 10:26 Initiated Date: 07/2812005 10:43

Condition Description:

CHECWORKS predictive models for Piping FAC Inspection Program not updated as required per Appendix D ofPP 7028.

The CHECWORKS predictive models' for the Piping FAC Inspection Program were not updated after.the 2002 and 2004
refueling outages as required per Appendix D of PP 7028., Section 4.4.13 ofPP 7028 states the FAC Program Coordinator
will as applicable, incorporate the inspection results into the CHECWORKS models for use in planning the scope of the. next
refueling outage. However, Appendix D Section D.5 ofPP 7028 states that the CHECWORKS models-shall be updated after
each refueling outage to incorporate inspection data taken during the outage for use in planning inspections for the following
outages.

There are no operability concerns. The CHECWORKS model results along with previous'inspection data and industry

operating experience are inputs to determining the scope of inspections for each refueling outage. Scoping for FAC
inspections for RFO 24 and RFO 25 was based on CHECWORKS predicted wear rates -from the 2000 and 2001
CHECWORKS model updates. Actual measured wear rates from 2001,2002 and 2004 RFO inspections are an order of
magnitude less than the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates. If the 2002 and 2004 inspection data were incorporated into
the models the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates would be reduced.

Use of the non-updated CHECWORKS model results as a basis .for inspection planning is conservative in that scoping
decisions documented in the Inspection Location Worksheets were based on the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates
significantly greater than actual measured wear rates.

Immediate Action Description:

Update of the CHECWORKS models is in progess.
There is no impact on planned RFO 25 inspection scope. Use of the non-updated CHECWORKS. model results as a basis for
inspection planning for RFO 25 is conservative in that scoping decisions documented in the Inspection Location Worksheets
were based on the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates significantly greater than actual measured wear rates.

Suggested Action Description:

REFERENCE ITEMS:

Type Code Description

PROCEDURE PP 7028
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En tergy ADMIN CR-VTY.2005.02239

Initiated Date: .7/28/2005 10:43 Owner Group :Eng DE Mech Civil Struct Mgmt

Current Contact:

Current Significance: C - CORRECT ONLY

Closed by:

Summary Description:
CHECWORKS predictive models for Piping FAC Inspection Program not updated as required per Appendix D ofPP 7028.

The CHECWORKS predictive models for. the Piping FAC Inspection Program were not updated after the 2002 and 2004
refueling outages as required per Appendix D ofPP 7028. Section 4.4.13 ofPP 7028 states the FAC Program Coordinator
will as applicable, incorporate the.inspection results into the CHECWORKS models for use in planning the scope of the next
refueling outage. However, Appendix D Section D.5 ofPP 7028 states that the CHECWORKS models shall be updated after
each refueling outage to incorporate inspection data taken during the outage for use in planning inspections .for the following
outages.

There are no operability concerns. The CHECWORKS model results along with previous inspection data and industry
operating experience are inputs to determining the scope of inspections for each refueling outage. Scoping for FAC
inspections for RFO 24 and RFO 25 was based on CHECWORKS predicted wear rates from the 2000 and 2001
CHECWORKS model updates. Actual measured wear rates from 2001,2002 and 2004 RFO inspections are an order of
magnitude less than the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates. If the 2002 and 2004 inspection data were incorporated into the
models the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates would be reduced.

Use of the non-updated CHECWORKS model results as a basis for inspection planning is conservative in that scoping
decisions documented in the Inspection Location Worksheets were based on the CHECWORKS predicted wear rates
significantly greater than actual measured wear rates.

Remarks Description:

Closure Description:

NEC038417
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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

10:28 a.m.

CHAIRMAN BONACA: Good 'morning. The

meeting will now corne to order. This is a meeting of

the Plant License 'Renewal Subcommittee. I'm Mario

Bonaca, Chairman of the Plant License Renewal

Subcommittee for this plant.

ACRS members in attendance are William

Shack, Otto Maynard, Said Abdel-Khalik, Sam Armijo,

and John Barton. Michael Junge, of the ACRS Staff is'

the Designated Federal Official for this meeting.

The purpose of this meeting is to review.

the license renewal application for the Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Station, the draft SER, and associated

documents.

We will hear presentations from

representatives of the Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, NRR, the Region 1 office, and Entergy

Nuclear Operations, Incorporated.

The. subcommittee will gather information,

analyze relevant issues and facts, and. formulate

proposed position and action as appropriate for

deliberation by the Tfull committee.

Rules of participation in today's meeting

were announced as part of the notice of the meeting

NEAL& GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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1 previously published in the Federal Register. We have

2 received no requests for time to make oral statements,

3 and we have received no written comments from members

4 of the public regarding today's meeting.

•5 A transcript of the meeting is being kept,

6 and will be made available as' stated in. the Federal

7 Register notice. Therefore, we request that

8 participants in this meeting use the microphones

located throughout the meeting room-- when addressing

10 the subcommittee. Participants should first identify

1.1 themselves,. and speak with sufficient clarity and

12 volume so that they can be readily heard.

13 We will now proceed with the meeting, and

0 14 before I call upon Dr. Kuo, of the Office of Nuclear

15 Regulation, to begin I would like to make a couple of

16 general observations regarding this -application.

17 The first is really a recurrent theme, I

.18 guess, and the question regarding GALL, and one thing.

19 what we notice is that there is an increasing number

20 of exceptions being taken on the GALL, and this is not

21 an issue only for Vermont Yankee. We've seen it

22 coming, and I have raised a number of questions in the

23 past regarding whether or not GALL should be updated

24 to be less descriptive, and to incorporate some of

.25 this that are really not exceptions, they are just.

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 alternatives. For example, in some cases to ASME code

2 on the report, and to have their views regarding, you

3 know, how do we. reduce the number of exceptions being

4 taken. I mean, GALL was originally a cooperative

5 effort between the industry and the staff, to see that

6 there is, you know, 70 percent of the programs take

7 exceptions from GALL says something that has to be

8 looked at.

9 The second issue I would like to raise is

10 > the one of the audit report. The audit report is

11 growing, and it's becoming almost a duplicate of the

12 portion of the SER, but it's not written the same way.

13 So, a reviewer, like the ACRS members, is puzzled by,

14 you know, what information is there in one that is not

15 in the other. Typically, there is none, but in some

16 cases there is. So, you know, is there any way in

I7- which that two things. can be meshed together and

18 become one document only in the future.

19 So, these are the two issues I would like

20. to .raise, and again,' the first one that I talked about

21 may be significant enough to deserve a meeting at some

22 point in the future, because it's not specific to

23 Vermont Yankee, it's more generic to GALL.

24 MR. KUO: Thank you, Dr. Bonaca.

25 I'm P.T. Kuo, the Director of the Division
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1 of License'Renewal.

2 Your observation is actually very correct,0
3 and very on the point. We have observed this same

..4 phenomena also, and in the past that's why we tried to

5 update GALL, and in 2005 we updated GALL. The hope

6 was that we would be able :to eliminate many of the

7 exceptions that we have you have been talking

8 about.

"9 And recently, in a couple of the most

10 recent reviews, we find that, again, there were a lot

11 of exceptions, more than what we would like to see.

12 So, thisis the one thing that we are

13 working on that. We will be working with the

.14 industry. We will actually bring thisvery subject to

15 the industry and see if thfere's any ways that we can

16 reduce the number of exceptions,.

1.7 With the number of exceptions,.we see right

18 now, it doesn't make'sense anYmore to have the' GALL

19. report there with the program, and then, you know,

20 everybody is taking exceptions, and then- why

.. 21 Athere's no reason for the GALL to exist anYmore.

22 CHARMAN BONACA: For example, on the

23 containment issue, if I remember, there is a statement

24 that says. exceptions are so many that there was no

25 point. in listing them, otherwise& it would have been

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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1 confusing. Therefore, there is a description of the

2 problem separate from GALL.

.3 So,-"that, to me, was a clear indication we

4 had to talk about where GALL is going.

5 MR, KUO: Yes, I fully agree with that

6 assessment, and like I said we plan to work with the

7 industry, and at some point we will come back to the

8 committee and •give you a status report on this.

9 As far as the audit report, I think we

10 have come back to the committee about, I forget how

I long ago, about a few months ago. We told you that we

12 are going to change from writing the 700 or 800 page

13 report to what we call database.

14- What the database is, really, is something

15 that when we go to the -- when the audit team goes to

16 the site and audits the on-site design basis document,

17 the applicant will create a question and answer

18 database, and this database. is evolving during the

19 audit, so it's changing. Whenever we have a question,

20 they have an answer, and that database has got to be.

21 revised.

22 But, at the end of the. audit, we expect

23 the applicant to submit this database, question and

24 answers, to us, and their information, that becomes a

25 formal document. Okay.
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1 Then, the staff will take that database

2 and build on it to actually provide. a write-up similar

3 to SER, basically, providing technical justification

4 to the database and the. status, whether it is still

5 under discussion, open, or closed.

6 So, we are going to build, if you will, an

7 audit report on the question and answer database

8 submitted to us,, and then provide. the write-up on. the

9 technical justifications, and every time we will

10 indicate .what the status of that is.

11 So, that becomes, actually, the main body

12 of the,, future audit report.

13 At the end of audit, okay, when everybody

14 is ready to close out the audit status, then we will

15 put a very simple description on top of this database,

16 and.. then that becomes the audit report.

.17 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Thank you, appreciate the

18 explanation.

19 MR. KUO: So, that's what we are doing

20. right now. -

21 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Thank you. Okay.

22 So, I'll turn the meeting over to you, Dr.

23 Kuo, for the Vermont Yankee application.

24 MISS KIMBALL: Well, yes, we have completed

25 our safety evaluation,. and we have an issue there to

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 .report to you. . About a month ago, you have it in your

2 hand, and I believe in that safety -evaluation report

0 3 we have the four confirmatory items that is,

4 basically, about the boundary of the non-safety-

5 related structures over safety-related. structures.

6 Okay. We were -- because of the spatial1 relationship,

7 we have asked our regional staff to help us to walk

8 down the plant', and so that they can have a better

•9 assessment of that.

10 We haven't been able to get input from the

11 region yet, but this is something that we are going to

12 have it, so we' make it the confirmatory item in the

13 report. As soon as we get. input from the region, we

0 14 will be able to hopefully close- that out.

15 Recently,. it has caught our attention

16 about a dam, their own dam,, and that, the issue,' it

17 was closed in the SER, but we'noticed lately that this

18 dam was owned by Trans-Canada, and because *of the

19 different ownership there, is a question who is really

20 responsible for the management-of the dam. Okay. So,

21 we have some ongoing discussion with the applicant,

.22 and I'm sure today they will address that, too. So

23 that, we think, is resolved, but we will treat it as

24 a confirmed item', too, so that is a new item added to

25 the original SER that you had.
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And, that' is, really; the review status

right now. Right now I'm turning to the applicant to

make their, application, and then the staff,

presentation will follow.

With that, I turn to the applicant.

MR. SULLIVAN: Good morning, I'm Ted

Sullivan, I'm the 2 nd Vice President for Vermont

Yankee, and I'd like to thank the ACRS for allowing us

to present the license renewal application here today.

I'd like to introduce John Dreyfuss. John

is the Director of Nuclear Safety Assurance at Vermont

Yankee, and he'll be lead presenter today, and I'd

like the Vermont team to introduce themselves, and

then I'll turn it directly over. to John to make the

presentation.

Thank you.

MRL. RADEMACHER: Norm Rademacher, I'm the

Director of Engineering.

MR. MANNAI: Dave Mannai, Entergy Vermont

Yankee Licensing Manager.

MR. COX: I'm Alan Cox with' the Entergy

License Renewal 'Team.

MR. METELL: Mike Metell, Vermont Yankee

License Renewal Project Manager.

MR. FITZPATRICK: Jim Fitzpatrick, Vermont
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Yankee Design Engineering & Civil Structural Group.

MR- UNDERKOFFLER: -Ted Underkoffler, I'm a

Co-Program Engineer, I am the responsible individual

Tfor the Section 1I Containment Inspection Program.

MR. LUKENS: Larry Lukens, vermont Yankee

in Programs and Components Engineering Department.

I'm the Supervisor of Code Programs.

MRP McCANN: Good morning. My name is John

McCann. I ,m the Director of Licensing for the Entergy

Fleet.

MRL THAYERt I'm Jay Thayer, I'm Vice

President of Operations for Entergy Nuclear. I'm on

loan to the Nuclear Energy Institute.

MR. GOODWIN: Good morning. I'm Scott

Goodwin, Entergy Design --

CHAIRMAN BONACA: You are going to have to

corne to a microphone if we are going to go around the

room.

MR, GOODWIN: Good morning. I'm Scott

Goodwin, Entergy Vermont Yankee Design Engineer and

Civil Structural Supervisor.

MR. HOFFMAN: Good morning. My name is

John Hoffman-. I'm currently retired from Entergy. . I

was the previous Site License Renewal Proj ect Manager.

MR. LACH: Good morning. My name is Dave
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1 Lach. I'm the Entergy Corporate License Renewal

2 -Services Project Manager for the VY License Renewal

' 3. Project.

' 4 MR. YOUNG: I'm Gary Young with Entergy,

5 and I'm the Manager of the License Renewal Group for

1 .6 Entergy. .

7 MR. STROUD: My name is Mike Stroud with

8 the Entergy Corporate Group for License Renewal, and

19 I am the Electrical Lead for Electrical Programs and

10 Review.

- 11i, .MR. AHRABIA: My name Reza Ahrabia, I'm the

3 12 SI, Civil Structural Lead for License Renewal.

13 MR. IVY: And, my name is Ted Ivy, I'm with

10 14 the Entergy Corporate License Renewal Services Group.

1 15 I'm. the Mechanical Lead.

16 MIR JOHNSON: I'm Paul Johnson at. Vermont

17 Yankee. I'm Electrical Design Engineer.

18 MR. DREYFUSS: All right.

19 MEMBER BARTON: I'm. glad you left somebody

20 there behind to run the plant. I was getting a little

21 nervous about that.

22 MR. DREYFUSS: Gentlemen, good morning,

3 23 John Dreyfuss, Director of Nuclear Safety Assurance

24 for Vermont Yankee. I'm. responsible for, among other

25 things, the Regulatory, Compliance and Licensing,
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1 Group. I'm also the Project Sponsor for the License

2 Renewal Project for Vermont Yankee.

O 3 Where we are at right now, and we'll talk

4 about it a little bit as we go through recent plan

5 performance and current plan status, but we are, -as we

6 speak, turning the moats switch after a refuel outage,

7 and we are going to.plant start up.

8 So, we appreciate being, here,• thank you

9 for entertaining us here at the ACRS meeting.

10 I did want to point out a couple of quick

11 features here. Here's the Connecticut River. Here's

12 the plant. There's the stack back here. We have the

13 intake and the discharge. I think what you'll find is

.14 that the plant has been very well maintained over the

15 years. We will talk about some of the capital

.16 improvements that we have been making to the plant

17 over the years, in accordance with our long-range

.18 plan, and a big investmentiby Entergy in the plant

.19 over the last several cycles. We'll talk about that'

20 as well.

S21 We've done the introductions..

22 Agenda is, we'll talk a little bit about

23 the site description, touch on licensing history and

24 some of the big plant improvements that we have made

25 recently and over the years. We'll talk about recent

'NEAL R. GROSS
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plant performance and the project itself and team

composition. We'll also discuss the cost beneficial

severe accident management alternatives that we

identified during the course of license renewal. None

of them are age related, but they are interesting to

speak about.

Additionally, we have a number of

presentation topics we've prepared for you on the

containment integrity, both the dry well and torus

shell, and as P.T. Kuo mentioned, we will also discuss

the Vernon Hydroelectric Station.

One thing that. we have done is in these

,,presentations we have put together an awful lot of
~(

detail, and we also have some hyperlinks and back-up

slides. If at any point you want more information, we

can provide that for you. If you have seen enough in

the way of information, please say so, we will move on

to any topic that interests you.

And, of course, we'll entertain any

questions that you have during the course of the

presentation here.

Site description, the plan is a 125-acre

site on the banks of the Connecticut River. It's a

very lovely site. General Electric. was the NSSS

vendor, and Ebasco was the AE and builder of the

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 plant. It is a BWR, Mark I containment. We'll be

2. discussing that a bit during the course of the

3 presentations here today.
r

4. The plant is now rated at 1912, 1912

5 megawatts thermal, with a 650 megawatt electric

6 output.

7 MEMBER BARTON: Is that original, or is

8 that an upgrade?

9 - MR. DREYFUSS: That is; ,during the past

10 cycle we 'implemented a power uprate. We had put the

•11 modifications in over the prior two cycles, and in

12 March of this year got the license up I'm sorry,

-.13 2006, got the license to do 'the 20 percent uprate.

14 MEMBER BARTON: Thank you.

15 MR. DREYFUSS: Very good.

16 The cooling is a hybrid cycle condenser

17 with forced draft cooling, cooling towers. You saw a

18 little bit of the cooling towers, we have a better

19 shot of that later as well in the presentation slides,

20 and we are currently at a staff of 650 people. That

21 includes our contractors of supplemental work force.

22' Here are some of the licensing highlights.

23 The plant did go on line in 1972, in March. The

24 expiration of the operating license is March 21, 2012.

25 Thus, we are here.
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1 I did want to point out, in July of 2002

2 the plant was acquired by Entergy from Vermont Yankee

S3 Nuclear Power Corporation, and that really marked the

* 4 beginning of a number of substantial capital upgrades

5 and major projects, the power uprate project that we

6 talked. about, the 20 percent power uprate, dry fuel

7 storage on site at the facility, as well as the

8 License Renewal Project kicked off after Entergy

9 acquired the plant..

10 I'll go through some of the major plant

I. 11 improvements that we've had. We did replace core spray

12 piping back in 1978. We did the full. bevy of

13 . modifications to the Mark I containment in the '78 to

* 14 '.82 time frame, new saddles, the hold downs,, the

15 shortening of the downcomers to alleviate some of the

16 Mark I containment loading. All of that work was done

17 during that period of time.

18 In 1986, we replaced our recirc piping

.19 with low carbon steel, 316 low carbon steel.

20 In 1998,. we put. in our new suction

.21 strainers, resulting as a result of some of the

122 industry operating experience that was out there. We

23 also took that opportunity to recoat-our torus. We'll

24 be talking about that a little bit later in the

25 presentation as well.
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1 2001, we applied noble chemistry for the

2 first time at the plant, successful application. We

0 3 most recently reapplied or put our second application

4 on in the past refueling outage. Again, a successful

5 application. And, we've also gone to hydrogen water

6 chemistry, and, of course, those two in combination

7 really do provide for the asset protection and IGSCC

8 mitigation.

9 MEMBER BARTON: What's your hydrogen water

10 chemistry designed to protect? I mean, how much --

11 you know, it can vary on the amount of hydrogen

12 depending on what you are trying to protect in the

13 core internals. What are you trying to protect?

S 14 MR. DREYFUSS: We protect the full asset

15 and the recirc loop as well.

16 MEMBER ARMIJO: How do you monitor that?

17 Do you have online ECP monitoring, or just do it

18 MR. RADEMACHER: This is Norm Rademacher.

19 Yes, we do have an online ECP monitor, and

20 we just -- as a matter of fact, as a result of this

21 outage we put in a new one just for ongoing cycling.

22 MEMBER SHACK: What fraction of the cycle

23 is it operable for?

24 MR. RADEMACHER: We are also investigating

25 other alternatives to the General Electric supplied
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1 ECP monitor, to improve the reliability.

.2 MR[ DREYFUSS: We' have had them fail

3 after two months of operation. We have replaced them

4 as well. We've had them work for quite a. while, and

5 we are working, as Norm said, on doing an upgrade.

6 MEMBER BARTON: What's your success rate

7 with operation of hydrogen water chemistry as a

8 system, 95 percent of the time? How much?

9 MR. RADEMACHER: 98 percent.

10 MEMBER BARTON: 98. percent of the time?.

11 MR_ RADEMACHER: That's correct.

12 MEMBER BARTON:_. Okay, good.

13 .Thank you.

14 MR. ARMIJO: This is maybe a little bit off

15 base, :but have you made any adjustment in your

16 hydrogen water chemistry when you went from 100

17 percent to 120 percent--

18 MR. DREYFUSS: Yes.

19 M[R ARMIJO: or did you notice an ECP

20 change?

21 MR. DREYFUSS: Originally, at the

22 previous license conditioning, we were running about

23 3 SCFM and now we are on a 3.5.

24 MR. ARMIJO: Okay.

25 MR. DREYFUSS: Not a substantial change.
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1 This is not necessarily in the slide that

2 you have in front of you, but we thought i.t was

3 worthwhile to mention. We did implement zinc

4 injection: at Vermont Yankee during this past cycle.

5 And, as far as power uprate, equipment

6 upgrades, I did want to talk some about that. Can we

7 go to the hyperlink there?

8 MR ARMIJO: Before you go to that, you

9 didn't do zinc injection earlier, but you used to have

10 a brass condenser. Do you still have brass

11 condensers?

12 MR. DREYFUSS: That's correct. We have

13 the Admiralty brass condenser, and there, is some

14 natural zinc that we do get as a result of the

15 condenser that we have.

16 MR- ARMIJO:' But, you still keep the

17 Admiralty brass condenser, or have you changed that?

18 MR. DREYFUSS: We have not changed that,

19 that's- correct.

20 MR. ARMIJO: Okay.

21 MR. RADEMACHER: It is in our long-range

22 plan after 2010 to change that up.

23 MR- ARMIJO: That. would be titanium or ..

*24 MR. RADEMACHER: We haven't made the

.25 selection of materials at this time.
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[ MR- ARMIJO: Okay.

2 MR. DREYFUSS: I did want to touch on

3 some of the major equipment changes that we made that

4 we believe position us well for extended operation and

5 good plant reliability into that period.

6 We did a change out of the high pressure

7 turbine, the LP turbines were replaced earlier, prior

8 to our power uprate, not associated with the power

9 uprate, so that train is all new.

10 MEMBER. BARTON: Was that the rotor cracking

11 issue? /

12 MR. DREYFUSS: No.

13 MEMBER BARTON: Okay.

S14 MR. DREYFUSS: No, we had a rotor -- we

15 had a rotor insulation issue.

16 MEMBER BARTON: Okay.

17 MR. DREYFUSS: And, we did fully

18 reinsulate the rotor to enable us to stay away. from

I19 any kind of "thermal sensitivity and vibration on the

20 power train.

21 MEMBER BARTON: All right.

22 MR. DREYFUSS: We additionally replaced,

23 rewound the stader. That, s all new copper, and

24 reinsulated the boiler as well.,

25 Feedwater heaters, we do have new high
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1 pressure feedwater heaters- We had replaced the LP

2 heaters in cycles previous tO the power uprate

0 3-_ modifications.

4 Switchyard improvements, we, essentially,

5 replaced the switchyard. We put in lots of new

6 protective features and redundant protection schemes.

7 All of the 345, 3-4-5 KV breakers, are new. That was

8 not driven by uprate, that was driven by our long-

9 range plan as- well...

10 We replaced a number of control systems,

11 feedwater, level control, the feedwater heater level.

12 control system. The reactor pressure regulator has

13 gone to digital. We are digital on most of these

14 control systems, and they are working very fine for

1.5 us.

16 And, one of the other big challenges that

17 we had in going to power uprate was, we went from two

18 feed pump operation with one in standby, to three feed

19 pump operation, and we had to make a number of

20 modifications to be able to address in the ev.ent that

21 we would lose a condensate pump, what would.happen to

22 the feedwater system, and this was an area of interest

23 during the power uprate proceedings. So, we put in

24 modifications to provide for auto tripping of a

25 feedwater pump in the event of a trip of a condensate
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1 pump. Also, an automatic runback of our recirc

2 system, to maintain power, and additionally, a levelJ

0 3 setdown, ultimately, very well analyzed and our goal

4 was, one, ensure, primarily, that we would maintain

5 feedwater flow to the reactor vessel, and that we

6 would not have an inadvertent scram on low level or a

7 -high level trip on the turbine.

8 *, MEMBER BARTON: On the loss of feedwater

9 pump you runback or scram?

10 MR. DREYFUSS: Correct, loss of feedwater

11 pump will do a runback.

12 MEMBER BARTON: Runback.

13 MR. DREYFUSS: Right, and we did an

0 14 analysis using some sophisticated modeling.

15 Ultimately

16 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: What did you do to.

17 the condenser? .You didn't -say.

18 MR. DREYFUSS: To the condenser, we did

19 some reinforcement in staking to avert any-issues that

20 we might have with. vibration, due to the higher flows.

>21 We did take a, look at the condenser this refuel

22 outage, and we see no issues with the condenser, as a

23 result of the power uprate.

.24 This shows here, up top there is Wayne

9 25 Manning, one of our operator, as we did reach the new
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1 power level. The slide below there, or the picture

2 below, is our Power Ascension Control Center. We did

3 a deliberate slow power ascension, never going

4 backwards, but methodical step by. step- changes in

5 power, at small increments, analyzed. At the very end

6 here we did a big integrated plant test, where we

7 actually did manually trip, one of the condensate pumps

8 and this is the Power Ascension Control Center, the

9 brain of the power ascension operation, and all of us

10 sitting around watching the traces and transients.

11 If you are astute, you can see that the

12 rods remain out, and these are the traces here. Let's

13 go to that next slide. This was a really nice result.

0 14 W e had great results from this transient test.

15/ Classic quarter wave dampening on level, you can see

16 the tripping of a pump here, and the tripping of the

17 feed pump as far as the changes in feedwater flow, and

18 this test matched perfectly with our 'analyzed

19 proj ections for the test. So, a. testament to, I

20 think, the engineering staff for the work that they

21 did in analyzing for this transient as well.

22 MEMBER SHACK: And, your secondary system

23 ,piping, has much of that been replaced, or is-it still

24 all carbon steel?

25 MR. DREYFUSS: Go ahead, 'Norm.
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MR. RADEMACHER. A lot of the high usage

areas, drains and such where they go back to the

condenser is chrome-moly. That was the original

design.

MEMBER SHACK: Oh, the original design.

MR- RADEMACHER: And so, we haven't had to

replace much of that.

MR. DREYFUSS: As far as recent plant

performance, current plan performance, current plan

status right now is, we are mode ,switch to start-up.

We will be withdrawing control rods for start-up from

our refueling outage.

Cycle 25, where we did the 20 percent

power uprate, was a 549-day safe, continuous run. We

had shut down for our prior refueling outage, did all

of the maintenance, did some additional power uprate-

modifications, started the plant up, and it maintained

-- we maintained it in service during the cycle, as

well as doing the power uprate and power, increase

during the wave. So, a. good, safe run, and a

testament to the quality of the work that was done.

We started our refuel outage on May 12,

2007. Safe shutdown from that outage. We are starting

up as we speak.

And, for key outage summary, one thing
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I that I did want to say, as -far as the power uprate

2 went, we were a full year operation at the extended

3 uprate level with no challenges to the operators and

4 good, safe performance of the unit.

5 A couple of key things as far the outage

6 summary. goes, some of the big things that we got done

7 is, we did replace one of our large feedwater motors,

8 the 'size of a walk-in kitchen, I would characterize

9 it, pretty good size motor. That worked well, and it

10 was fine. We did replace the last. of the 345 KV

11 breakers that we were seeking to replace. Again, that

12 was driven by our long-range plan. We have a 15-year

13 capital plan, and We have a large motor program, we

" 14 are replacing and refurbishing motors as we go, and

15 laying them out in a logical ,sequence "based on

16 priority.

17 MEMBER BARTON: Does that include your

18 recirc motors as well?

19 MR. DREYFUSS: We are looking at the

20 recirc motors as well, and that's a relatively high

21 priority one for -us as well. It's a big job.

22 MEMBER BARTON: Yes.

23 MR. DREYFUSS: The feedwater motor was a

24 big job, had to cut a hole in the turbine building,

* 25 cut a hole in the turbine building floor --
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MEMBER BARTON: Roof, yes.

MRI DREYFUSS: -- it was a big deal, but

very well done.

Service water, we replaced the discharge

valve and check valve on our service water D train,

our delta train of service water. Again,, that was work

that we are looking to do. We have the other trains

laid out in our long-range plan that we'll ,be doing

over the course of the next several years.

We did replace a HPCI high pressure

cooling injection turbine exhaust and check valve,.

that we had had some history with leak rating. We put

a new check valve in, it's working beautifully.

So, some of the highlights from the

outage.

MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: Now,. you've been

operating with a MELLLA power flow limit line?

MR- DREYFUSS: We are, we are operating

under the MELLLA operating regime, and we are -- we

did some gamma scanning for this refuel outage in

support of the GE application for the MELLLA+.

MEMBER. ABDEL-KHALIK: And, your operators

have had-no problems operating with MELLLA in terms of

the range of control that they have?

MR. DREYFUSS: That's correct. There
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1 have been, no problems. Ideally, the MELLLA+ will

2 provide some additional operational flexibility, so

n 3 that we have a larger ..flow window, in particular, end-

4 of-cycle, so that we don't have to make as many

5 pattern adjustments to the --

.6 CHAIRMAN BONACA: You. say a -larger flow

m 7 window, I mean, you have some flow window now?

8 NM DREYFUSS: Yes..

I 9 CHAIRMAN BONACA: With the MELLLA?

10 MR. MANNAI: Yes, this is Dave Mannai, we

11 have about a 4 to 5 percent flow window. It's a

I 12 little bit larger. than Brunswick's. We did some

13 industry comparisons -with them when we were going to

14 implement uprate, and I'm pleased to -report that over

15 the last• cycle we had a number of rod adjustments

16 toward the end of the cycle,. you know, as is typical,

17 but not having MELLLA+ at a full EPU condition we did

18 have to do more rod adjustments, but they.,are 'all done

19 safely with excellent focus on reactivity management

I 20 and performance. We had no issues as a result of

21 that.

22 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: And, you can enter

23 into higher thlan 100 percent, flow range?

24 MR- MANNAI: Yes, we implemented increased

1 25 core flow. back in late '99, early 2000.-time frame, and
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1 we went-- yow know, we, had the full 107 percent

2 increase core flow. As you implement power uprate you

3 lose some of that margin, so we-went from 107 percent

4 down to about 104.5, so our flow window is from. 99

5 percent to, roughly, 104.5 percent flow, so we had a

6 little bit more margin than one of the Brunswick

7 units.

8 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: Thank you.

9 MR. DREYFUSS: As far as an overall

10 summary, excellent plant material condition. We did

11 do a lot of looking as a result of a power uprate and

12 the changes that we had made, and we found the plant

13, to be in excellent health. We'll talk a little bit

14 more about that.

15 We did not identify any significant

16 equipment issues, routine items, routine added out of

17 scope, and well managed and addressed. No generic

18 issues.

19 011t~i- Itill's $of 1i1r1telC 1 &1 A 0t of

20, mte]+Cst fi-mi everyl)(N oil thn steam dryer ý31av its

wrfrmanc asý ,well as the ~perlforiAafceoIII

3 Id like to talk, li ttle b.It . a.....th ,ot tho..

2 4' to~pics us well.

25 MEMBER MAYNARD: You said you are going to
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talk more about your first bullet there, excellent

plant material condition?

MR- DREYFUSS; Yes, sir.

MEMBER MAYNARD: Okay, because that's an

easy -- that's a statement to make, but it doesn't

really give'me a feel. You obviously have some issues

and some things that you are dealing with, I'd like to.

get a feel for kind of what level, of items -that you do

have on your list of things to do.

MR DREYFUSS: All right, very good,

thank you.

Asar far aro ttic b stci diL~ Nt4 §nj ¶14 inl

extensive monitoring o the sstam dyrt anpitte

4iýw( \ýg re going I] renrn 4 itbinl tht ie 1(\"pofijie2

*od4 lo\ tprcfil&, ~and we i o h-l

Jitit also, Aiu'rjng ;tht$Aip coure of Itic cce

/ $eS, I'o] an hn(ýii monitoring standpoint,

we have been monitoring, we saw no changes in reactor

water level that we couldn't explain. Similarly, steam

dome pressure, no changes there that would prompt us
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1 or kick us into any off-normal procedure that we have

2 for actual steam dryer issues.

3 Additionally, we do monitor moisture

4 carryover, and we had no unexplained changes with

5 moisture carryover. It tracked as predicted, with-

6 changes in power or changes in rod sequences, which,

7 again, those were all anticipated.

8 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: How is that measured?

9 MR. DREYFUSS: We use-- Norm, can you

10 speak to this?

1.1 MR. RADEMACHER: Sure. We use sodium-24

12 testing. The chemistry performs the testing, and use

13 a radioactive sample and verify. And, they do on a

14 weekly basis, and we monitor statistically and see if

15 there's any statistic changes, statistically unusual

16 changes, every week.

17id ltiý pef)-mQoP thal h~s a, 1een

:8) you cold ý th change wit our Xp rae -as, we

1i9- llce~s( stemll 11,Kyoti get~ mor cary\er, but th en

20... it stays relatively constant through the rest of the

21. year for the cycle.

22 MR. DREYFUSS: It probably averages about

.23 .12 percent.

24 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: And, the uncertainty

* 25 in that is how much?
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1 MR. RADEMACHER. I don't know the answer to

2 that, question.

3 MR. MANNAL: We'll get that information and

4 get back to you.

5 MR- DREYFUSS: It's very predictable.

6 We'll. .get the numbers on the uncertainty for you.

7 For outage monitoring as well, we did take

8 a look and found that there were .no fatigue

9 indications that have been seen elsewhere in the

10 industry. I happened to be at one facility when they

11 removed the dryer* from the reactor vessel, and there

12 were obvious flaws in that steam dryer, in particular,

13 some of the areas where reinforcement** and

14 strengthening modifications were made. We took a look

15 at all of those areas, and the steam dryer looks

16 there were no indications, and the steam: dryer is in

17 very good health.

18 MEMBER BARTON: it,• there any crt-at I I

23 as well.--

24 MEMBER BARTON: Okay.

925 MR. DREYFUSS: -- and .di~spositioned them
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1 with General Electric as use as is, I'll explain some

2 of those as well as we go forward.

3 MEMBER BARTON: All right, thank you.

4 MR, DREYFUSS: Go to the hyperlink here.

5 This is a shot of the steam dryer here, and we did

6- find, these are the lifting lugs for the steam

7 dryer. We found that on a tap weld on two of these

8 lifting lugs, there's a structural weld underneath

9 here, that was fine, but the tack weld, that's,

10 essentially, anti-rotation for the lifting lugs, we

11 did find a couple of small indications there, and they

12 may be service-induced from lifting, lifting the

13 dryer.

0fer 14( d id find ]SC( ~Ids, this. s %oý,ws

xv, w, havo ito 'stmatdni, anclthv re, a&kotitaf

17 dluring th~e ~viswthl ~ tio WC d iki ,CF II ,y 1-hig LJ~Thly

ViS'aJt 11SjV~ i_0t Q~f thljý OLIi1t 'IS; -1.

19 outage, we saw three indications right along one edge

20 of the steam dam. They didn't turn the corner

21 whatsoever, and they look like classic IGSCC-type

22 indications, dispositioned as use as is. We concurred

23 with that in our Civil Structural Group, and.we will

24 inspect them next outage.

25 CHAIRMAN BONACA: You didn't see them in
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1 the previous outage?

2 MR. DREYFUSS: We did not see them in the

3 -previous outage.

* 4 CHAIRMAN BONACA: So, this is indications

5 that developed over this period of operation.

6 MR. DREYFUSS: That's correct. What we

7 had done, in 2004, two cycles ago, is we did do some

8 strengthening modifications here, some weld build up

"9 at this particular, area, as well as putting in a

.1.0 couple of gussets along the length of the steam dam to

11 improve its strength, and we found that in" the heat

12 affected zone, where we did that work, that's where

13 the IGSCC showed up.

14: MR. ARMIJO: o yiI-)eI re SidU

srs i-,om yom- welding th-a caued fici caking to

10 iijiti ate there'ý

18, MR- ARMIJO: Do you have any micro

19 structural confirmation. that it was IGSCC and not

20 something else?

21 MR- DREYFUSS: No.

22 MR. ARMIJO: So, it's just : is there

23 water up there? How can you have a cracking in a

24 steam dryer? Is there liquid bays up there?

25 MR-, MANNAI: A fraction of a percent.
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1 MR- LUKENS-_ It's very low moisture

2 content at that part of the dryer.

0 3 MR. ARMIJO: But, there was no

4 metallographic sample taken to verify its

5 intergranulars?

6 MR DREYFUSS: That is correct.•K

7 MR- ARMIJO: So, it's an indication, and

8 you concluded with G.E. that i~t was IGSCC.

9 MR. DREYFUSS: Right, and we will again

1-0 look at it next outage to confirm that.

11 MEMBER MAYNARD: Can you explain to me what

12 you mean by a very high-quality visual inspection?

13 MR: DREYFUSS: Yes, th' tu4ardtai twct

6. F.) SI, ScMi-vc ln~naiu -t 4

17 _the caea moved, li clarity Of lb &svr

M•Ri RADEMACHER: And the lighting.

20 MR, DREYFUSS:' And the lighting was very

21 good.

22 MR RADEMACHER It was' almost EVT -- met

23 EVT standards, the enhanced visual requirements.
24 MEMBER SHACK: Now, how do you disposition

25 this curve crack? You know, what's the process?
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1 What's the acceptance criteria for the dispositioning?

2 MR. RADEMACHER: General Electric evaluates

3 it. Well, first off, just to remind you,- this is on

4 the end of the steam dam, it's a 1/2 inch wide, just on

5 the face of the steam dam.

-- 6 Then they evaluate the condition, where it

7 is, and whether it impacts the structural capability

8 of the steam dryer, and then they provide a response

9 to us that is reviewed by our structural folks to

10 verify that it's acceptable.

11 And --

12 Larry, do you have anything to add to

13 that?

0 14 MR. LUKENS: This is Larry Lukens.

15 We spent a lot of time on the phone with

16 General Electric, both their metallurgist and their

17 analysis folks, on this particular set of indications,

18 and the cracks are consistent .with I.GSCC. ITh" is•o• yl

23 This particular spot, in the steam dam is

24 not a structural part of the steam dam. It's about a

9 25 3-inch high piece of'this 6-inch stainless plate, and
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1 these cracks are characteristic of stress relief.

2. And,: in 2004, when the original indications in these

n. 3 areas-- this area was identified, there was a lot of

* 4 discussion in that analysis about the stress induced

5 by the welding, by the original manufacturing process.

6 There are four symmetrical locations to

7 this 'specific spot, and only one of the four has these

.8 indications.

9 MI, ARMIJO: So, G.E. dispositioned that by

10 saying, and correct me if I'm not saying what they

S.11 told you, but these cracks, were caused by residual

1 12 fabrication stresses. caused by the welding.

13 MR LUKENS: That's correct.1o
R4 -M ARMIJO: And, Af.y ijtst lay(2 as scfed

1- ta4l those crc, vw(-u].dn't pioaat n you

1 1 Q1 :?sc) pat

17 MR- LUKENS: That was our big concern, yes.

18. MR. ARMIJO: Okay, and that 's been reviewedI
19 with the staff.

20 MR- LUKENS: No, -the staff --

21 MR. DREYFUSS: Well, we did do a -- we

22 had a telecon with Tom Scarborough and a number of the

* 23 . consultants that were involved in the steam dryer

24 work, as a courtesy call, and did explain to themwhat

25 we saw and what we had identified as well.
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1 MR- RADEMACHER: And, in addition, --we

.2 forwarded our detailed report to the staff for their

3 review, as part of our license conditions, after each

4 inspection of the dryer wall, for the next -- •this

5 cycle, as well as the next two refueling cycles,> we'll

6. be continuing to monitor the steam dryer, and we'll

7 prepare a report for the staff for their review.

8 MR- LUKENS: That's a 60-day report.

9 MR, MANNAI: Yes, this is Dave Mannai. I

10 think it's worth noting, we had set up that courtesy

11 teleconference with the NRC staff ahead of time, even

12 before we noted these indications, and we discussed

13 those indications fully with the staff at that

14 telecon, and much'of the questions that you are asking

15 now were similar to' the questions they asked, and

16 staff, I believe, was satisfied at the end of that

17 teleconference. We owed them the formal reports in

18 accordance with our license condition, 60-day report.

19 MR, DREYFUSS: And, some of the industry

20. operating experience that we. had followed is, there

21 were substantial flaws here along the lower, plate,

22 along the gussets and shoes, as well as the gussets

23 pulling away from the actual base plate here. Again,

24 we looked at all of those areas, all of the preemptive

25 strengthening modifications that we had done, and
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I found them to be in good order, no indications there.

2 MR. RADEMACHER. We performed over 460

3 inspections, both inside and out, and there was no

4 change in any of the previously identified

5 indications, and just the new ones that we have

6 mentioned during our conversation here today.

7 MR. DREYFUSS: Any other questions on the

8 steam dryer?

9 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Just the question I had

10" was, you will inspect again at the end of the new

11 cycle, and for how long do you plan to do inspections?

12 MR. DREYFUSS: We will, follow :the SIL-644

13 guidance. However, we did have a license condition

0 14 that, rather than every other outage that we would do

15 three successive --

16 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Yes.

17 MR- DREYFUSS: -- full inspections of the

18- susceptible, accessible welds. So, this outage and

19 the next two, we will also do the same type of high-

.20 quality visual inspection.

.21 CHAIRMAN BONACA: So, the dispositioning

22 was, essentially, for a cycle length, or a disposition

23 that's acceptable for a cycle of operation.

24 MR. DREYFUSS: That's correct.

25 CHAIRMAN BONACA: And, they will be
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1 inspected again.

2 MR- DREYFUSS: Inspect again next cycle,

3 correct.

4 CHAIRMAN BONACA: Thank you.

5 MR.. RADEMACHER: T 1part

of lie.SL04 enoie they1~ fyIiceayi. extlls? o pc-

8 MEMBER SHACK: And, it is sort of a rock in

9 a hard place. Every strengthening operation you make

10 to protect against fatigue just gives you a new ISSC

11 location.

12 MR. DREYFUSS: That was one of the

13 concerns that we had, in terms of the modeling that we

S 14 did'on the steam dryer, to make sure that we had mesh

15 sizes small enough to really get a good understanding

16 of what the ;stresses were at those key locations.

17 That did prove to have been accurate, and we don t see

18 any indications.

19 MEMBER SHACK: Now, the fluids is up here

20 low enough, you don't have to worry about helium in

21 the stainless steel?

22 MR.. DREYFUSS: Right, yes.

23 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: Was the steam

24 pressure monitored during the power uprate to detect

25 'any sort. of high-frequency variations in steam
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1 pressure?

2 MR. DREYFUSS: Yes, we had highly

3 instrumented both the steam lines, feedwater lines as

4 well, and looked at steam dome pressure, and we

5 monitored any fluctuations there.

6 What we had learned from the industry is

7 that there were some signals, acoustic signals, that

8 were being brought from the main steam lines back to

9 the steam dryer, that's what we monitored. -

10 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: And, what,were the

11 results of those monitoring activities?

.12 MR. DREYFUSS: We stayed well within the

13 loads. We never -- it went as we predicted, and did

0 14 not approach the ASME loads.

15 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: And, what were the

16 dominant frequencies?

17 MR- DREYFUSS:- We had a frequency at 137

18 Hertz, and another one -- and we'll give you the exact

19 numbers, but a little bit - I think it was 148, '148

20 .. Hertz, and they coincided with the SRB branch line

21 connections off the main steam lines. We had

22 predicted we would see a spike there, we did see it,

23 there, it grew and then mitigated, and stayed -within

24 the limits.

25 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: Thank you.
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1 MR. DREYFUSS: (K}I& Tjows acel•.rate•

2- One area thIaAtim m pa you n talk

4. abou;td, increass-ar o undiing 'oF( inspectionshat wt 5i

52 Intg onoottesucetil •res

S14rcarbnstee ros-round. \0J(%, y im,1 Fitzpatick. ItS. the•

4 ol d thing lseftin theffiL Tsfste thatcis systl -

16 sua ptbe sojT fc ~ we r usCta oa n Indieator and1 Iwe'1veý
117 about thie viosualpecdve inspectionso that a wlmoa d

12 Iats in 19, the thhy power upraite, w

10 OnWe harea thsatJm ma ybote yoicnsie talk

11 about ar th l he ros-rondpiin tinspyctinthtwedd

123 visult's oneiof thesseptbe. aes

13 MR. FITZPATRICK: We've got one remaining

14 carbon steel cross-around. Jim Fitzpatrick. It's the

15 only thing. left in the system that is still

16 susceptible, so we use that as an indicator, and we've

17 been doing visual inspections of that almost every

18 outage. And,. it's, essentially, the same condition it

19 was in 1996, even -with the power uprate.

20 We have visual marks on the inside, and

21 they are still there after this cycle.

22 MEMBER SHACK: Okay, that's -how you do the,

23 visual, it's still, there.

24- N R FITZPATRICK: Well, we. did UTs, and we

25 have a mat on the inside, and you go' inside, the pipe
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1 and see if it's still there.

2 ý4E: Thee' no a I a Ig.

3, ftTZ11TRICK: N4o, anct th a ",

5 MR. LUKENS: This is Larry Lukens, maybe,

6 maybe the gentleman didn't completely understand what

7 you said, there were marks -- marks we put on the

8 inside --

* 9 MR. FITZPATRICK: Yes.

10 MR. LUKENS: to make sure that we

11 understood

12 MEMBER SHACK- I was sort of wondering how

13 you. were going to do the- visual, you know.

1 14 MR, ARMIJO:, Poke in your head.

I15. MR. LUKENS: Actually crawl down the pipe.

16 MEMBER SHACK: No, but I mean, you have

1.7 marks, and if they are still there that's an

18 indication you are not losing metal, yes.

F- 19 MEMBER MAYNARD: The: 50 percenth l,, ,-c MI

I • 24 MRetispcin. FI WePdo some A e mitreas,,both. Weto-mi

I25 repeat inspections. -We do some new areas, try to mix
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1 it up, try to add more areas on the same system, look

2. at the models, get more data for the check-works

3 models we are using.

4 MR ARMIJO: Now you used you have

5 chrome-moly most here.

6 MR. FITZPATRICK: In the extraction steam

7 system. it's all chrome-moly. The heated drain

8 systems,• everything downstream of the local control

9 valves are chrome-moly or stainless, except for the

.10 lowest load pressure here.

11 MEMBER SHACK: lDo, he ... fo .the-

A. amo~unt of mar,)in you ha,ývcwithi tisii .matcf-a L~omjared

ito' t gi-hI~oji ,stec, a,, L~j-asr FA irc,,sqnc

0 14 MR FITZPATRICK: EPRI publishes 34 times

"15 more resistant than the carbon.

.16 . MEMBER SHACK- Order of magnitude at least,

17 huh?

18 MR. FITZPATRICK: Well, we are not seeing -

19 -. we've done some monitoring in the past 15 years on

20 the chrome-moly and haven't seen anywhere at.all.

21 MEMBER SHACK: And, this is 2-1/4 chrome-l-

22 moly or what?

23 MR FYITZAT4ý1Lc'K Soij 2-1/~4, oi I& 1-1 /4,

Ll2l4 iERJ-ec cNe ~I fyou ha,,ec carbon. steelt th~vt's ýgot
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1, M.ADN REYUSS Go ahead,1 to, im

62 pus forpleasei whaint was the riteria d? I mean,

7 urte we ford spt ty sgoconfiic docaein mswhatwa

4 g MR. DREYFUSS:r Go ahead, Jim.

5 MR- FITZPATRICK.: Jim Fitzpatrick.

6. Just for planning, going to the power

7 uprate, we had pretty good confidence in what was

8 going on prior to power uprate, and we figured we'd do

9 50 percent more inspections to get more data, just to

10 get it back into the check-works models, and then at

11 the end of the three cycles. we'll be assessing where

12 to go from there.

13 We've been on a trend of small in order

14 inspections over time, and most of the industry is,

15 too.

16 MR. DREYFUSS: Okay, and again, we'll

17 continue to ,do the increased scope of these

18 inspections for two more cycles.

19 , Now, moving on to the license renewal

20 project itself. As you have heard from introductions,

21 we have a multi-discipline team, a good blend of

22 people from .both our Corporate staff, as well as at

23 the site. At the site, we have personnel,., not just

24 from the -key engineering programs, programs and

25 components and system engineering, design engineering,
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1 we also had operations, maintenance and other groups

2 participate, so that we would get that synergy and

'3 make sure everybody sees what. s coming here with

4 license renewal.

5 We( k1 fa j- as th &Rev'isq I o

S '•:':•W;•e%, PlcS in it's noteworthy that

7" both Pilgrim and VY were the first to go that route,

8 and we are going to talk more about GALL exceptions.

9 I know you are interested in that, but general overall

10 --. over-arching philosophy on the GALL is that we

11 comply with the GALL.

12 Thr wer~e a~nume of res iii- ter

13I ch~araterize ~them is tectIm~al ecptios Im-

04 tile, thalt n• e ne to but we were
(

15 conservative in the development of the GALL, and I

16 think you'l l find that these are relatively minor

17 exceptions, and we'll speak to them in detail as well.

18 Of course, we incorporated industry

19 lessons learned, both at Pilgrim and other fleet

20 plants that have undergone license renewal, and others

21 in the industry.

22 As far as the exception types, we have

23 overall 30 exceptions to the GALL. A I ar• •s the

2) ktyp S of cx 4ptiiois, -"Tol kn&ow 1f0r exaimple 1 - %ý,r

*o-iiitc o ý dilI etrejii -\TcsIon ofanN AMI' co1e, we,
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(1](1 take to (;L. .ooVewd'LcL r$4, weW& ke o

3*w' ~Ii decrb 17 yo,~ -and Pdc like to ask lani CoNt

/ 4 i C Jh11_ 0) 1111

5 MR- COX: These six categories -- this is

6 Alan, Cox -- the six categories was our -- to try to

7 characterize these exceptions,. and you can draw the

8 lines in different places, they are somewhat

9 arbitrary, I guess, and there's some overlap between

10 them. So, there's not a real clear-cut line.

11 The first category we ve got there is

12 where an activity is not applicable to the plant.

13 design. That was pretty straightforward. We may have

14 -- I think we took an exception to metal enclosed bus

15 program, where it talked about insulation between

16 phases, we didn't have insulation between phases. In

17 our bus, we had insulation or insulators that

18 supported the bus, but we didn't have any insulation

19 between phases.

21 pihilosiphy oi t1ic~s~e exceptioiis', wc ito4) ii pret

con-sevalivc (r a l~c-JinhteprtaJ9ii() what %%,,

23 m GALL. It 4it sa .. .. 0 .. i ls ' pci d id an11

_24 cns &&ciam We tan~ed~ toi Cal that 0l as Ll

*1 11, n~ Lxetin ~k~ I~ Yrou~ cmlpa- appica.tiorns 1104
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1 plant to plant you'll see that there's different

2 -degrees of that, there's different levels of

.3 conservatism or how literal you take things, so you'll

* 4 see differences in numbers probably because of those

5 factors.

* 6 The second category we've got there is an

7 alternative that's consistent with approved, methods.

8 I guess one of the other philosophies that we took

I 9 was, if we had a -- as you know, GALL says that that's

10, one way of doing things, if we had an. existing plant

11 program that had proven within the, .. you know, the.

12 circumstances of our plant, our people, our training

13 programs, if that existing program had proven

14 effective over the years in dealing. with that aging

15 effect, we didn't make the change in the program just

16 to say that we were consistent with GALL. We felt like

17 it was more important to use what's already in. place

18 and what's establish and proven for our plant, for our

19 circumstances.

* 20 The third category is programs based on

21 different code --

22 MEMBER MAYNARD: Exc ...... intie,

24 un esto .oit a .Il]10 LICN~a h llro
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1 a workd fo yoti, oi is I t Other Thj-ings III th

COX: I a I some cases it's -- the most

4 obvious thing that comes to mind Is, t V

j*rogr~arni.A2 ) f tIile m liv spcifics thet , i~at

9 MR. DREYFUSS: You know, Alan, we have an

10 example that we could go to here.

11 MR. COX: Right.

12 This is one that dealt with the frequency,

13 and we had approval of the Generic Letter 89-13, to do

S1.4 things at a refueling frequency, and I think the GALL

15 report may have been more specific than that, it may

16 have -said annually. In some cases it was not

17 practical to do it annually, you had the access to the

18 system, you had plans to do things during refueling

19 outages.

.20 MEMBER BARTON: Your refueling outages are

21 how often?

.22 MR. COX: Eighteen months.

23 MEMBER BARTON:: Eighteen months?

24 MR. COX: Right. 2

25 MEMBER BARTON: Okay.
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1 M COX: That's an example of that

.2 category. Again, there are others.' There was, oh,

S 3 seven or eight examples I think that we had in that

4 category.

/

9 Again, this category met the equal to or

10 better than the NUREG 1801 method, that's a little bit

11 of, you know, the second category that we talked about

12 earlier is a little bit of the same thing, but we've

13 got an example of -that -- can you click on the example

* 14 there? .

15 MR- DREYFUSS: Yes, let's look at that.

16 MR. COX: The GALL analysis program, -the

17 GALL program, you know, again, was a program that was

18 developed off of somebody -- some specific plant that

19 was reviewed and accepted. Well, it turns out that

20 that particular plant program had flashpoint testing

21 in there. We have- a practice at vy to do a fuel

22 dilution test, which is considered to be a better

23 indicator of the contamination of the lube oil with

24 fuel oil than a flashpoint test. So again, it's an

25 alternative that's equally effective, if not better,
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1 than what was in the NUREG, and it's a fairly minor

2. thing, it took pretty little interpretation and

3 decided that that was something we needed to flag as

4 an exception.

5 MR. DREYFUSS: ._lay

'CO. CX ~The ~&eree.i~iif

7_ exception.

8 MEMBER BARTON: 'ht1;ii -,scryonie

9. MR. COX: It really kind of ties back in to

10 the philosophy that we were talking about earlier,

11 where you've got an established program that's been

12. proven effective under the plant specific

13 circumstances that it's applicableto, and just go and

0 14 click on the example of that, if you will.

15 -D~iesel fuel additives is specified in the

16 particular GALL program. At VY, there's a long

17 history of not requiring any additives beyond those

18 which, are provided as part of the manufacturing

19 process by the fuel vendor, and we've had very good

20 - operating -experience with the existing process. We

.21 didn't feel like it was appropriate to change that.

22- MEMBER BARTON: How about how about.

23 containment leak rate tests ten to 15 years, where did

24 that one come from?

. 25 MRI UNDERKOFFLER: We presently Ted
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Underkoffler -- we presently test containment on a

ten-year basis'

MEMBER BARTON: Right.

MR. UNDERKOFFLER: We are right in a five-

year extension right now.

MEMBER BARTON: About what?

MR. UNDERKOFFLER: On the analysis of the

uprate analysis. We did the extension for five years.

MEMBER BARTON: One time?

MR. UNDERKOFFLER: One time only, 'and we'll

be doing our -integrated test in .2010.

MR. DREYFUSS: Go ahead.

MR. COX: I'd say. there's only a couple

exceptions that we considered in that fifth category.

The final one is the NUREG 1801 method is

not feasible, and again, this examples that we had in

that category were all related to the BWR VIP program,

where the VIP program recognizes that some of the

inspections that they called- for are not technically

feasible at this time, and, you know, they have some

allowances, in there. Larry could probably speak

further to this, but that: was -- all three of the

items we put into that category •were BWR VIP items,

where the technology is not there to allow you to do

the particular inspection.
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1 MR LUKENS: This is Larry Lukens.

.2 Prob~ably h~e.Tssgl ex~ampleT 0: th•isis

thM 7o alltd ryQ weld and OleJ -ea spr-a shroud the,

•PJWL1 P t ol ftiCj nacecjblM4. it's not visible,

5 can, t get there. Several years ago, %e got a teoIii½

£ •ptoyed by PRI to intetm.tj4 s weld 1 ki • Lgand

7 that technique was subsequently disqualified because

8 nobody currently believes we can come up with a UT

9 technique to in'terrogate that weld.

10 So, that weld is inaccessible, and that

.11 weld is redundant to other welds, which we can

12 examine, and which we have examined, we do. examine

13 those at the frequency specified by the. BWR VIP, so

* 14 that our inability to examine that weld doesn't. affect

15 structural integrity of the connection, it is an

16 artifact of the way the plant was built, as all BWRs

17 we build. /

18 ~MEMBE3R tA-RYONi: I 4.-n~k th'e con~cerni Fve

.19 "o 'hou hisý whlb s~ Ij& s &&i trhere were yt

-10 -lined Wuti-re4ali~iniki f r1iort4 4domlyiriig wftil a4ll

21~~~~~~ 1&GL ±s4s btP& l1ChKL1uditr ~teauiP ditfifrd,4Xf

2 YOU did diverIt tko Yorimow Vlo a ortwiialtei&Hreason

vi a4 that jou ~did fh Vec to mate *a dhtiankal.

ýc466inifitmenlts to that pr-opraffi that vydu 4ete'wsing,' even

2, th~ongh*1 rwat a GALL Vxhgkrain So, lh it kind of'
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1 says, heyý, li6ý on- %iýTzs thec NRC team thizit vw4is h'i~erc

thIt didIl t tese up

0 3 do -- that you then did agree to do some additional

4 commitments to what 'you were doing. And, there were

5 several Of those in this whole stack of exceptions,

6 and I guess that was the thing that was most

7 concerning to me. Suppose somebody didn't pick this

8 up, and you guys agreed to do additional things to the

9 program you were doing.- And, I don't specifically

-10 remember which ones they were, but there were a. few of

11 those like that.

12. MR. LUKENS:. This is Larry Lukens.

.13 1 remember a few of those.

S 14 MEMBER BARTON: Yes.

15 MR, LUKENS: They dealt,' in my area they

16 dealt with things like frequency of inspections in

17 fire protection systems.

18 MEMBER BARTON: Yes, that's one.

19 MR. LUKENS: And, the intervals that we

20 have used are currently in our TRM, they were derived

21 from are the same intervals that used to be .in tech
.J

22 specs. They were the intervals that we've used.

23 successfully for as long as we've had a fire

24 protection program.

25 And, we -- our preference would have been
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